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TO THE DISCIPLES OF

BARRE DE SAINT-VENANT

WHO HAVE SO WOKTHILY CAEKIED ON HIS WOKK

I SHOULD WISH TO DEDICATE THIS ACCOUNT

OF THEIR MASTER'S RESEARCHES.



II appartenait a cette noble race d'esprits tout a la fois force, ornement et

consolation de notre espece, qui, ensemble ou isoles, laissent apres eux, dans

1'histoire, une trainee lumineuse, a laquelle s'allument sans cesse de nouvelles

intelligences, pour former un courant toujours plus vaste de vraie et haute

civilisation.



PEEFACE 1

.

THE portion of the second volume of the History of Elasticity

now published as an extract is devoted solely to the later re-

searches of Saint-Venant. It may appear to the reader that an

undue amount of space has been allotted to this one scientist, but

it must be remembered that these researches extend over a period

of thirty-five years, and in a certain sense contain in themselves

the history of elasticity during those years. Their importance

arises not only from what they themselves contribute to our

subject, but from the fact that so much of the important work of

the last three decades has been suggested by or has followed the

lines of Saint-Venant's papers. The contributions of such elas-

ticians as Kirchhoff and Clebsch, as Boussinesq and Levy to both

elasticity and plasticity frequently take their starting point from

an idea of Saint-Venant's, while a host of minor memoirs help to

fill up the gaps in his work. Thus our Chapter X. may be taken

as the frame, the stoutness and solidity of which will enable us

the more readily to build up the remainder of our history. By

explaining the ideas, definitions and methods of the modern

science of elasticity, it allows of a more succinct and orderly

account of the contemporary work.

1 This preface as well as the index refer only to the present extract.

S.-V. b
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guide in this direction, till the years have given time for the

completion of the whole History.

The responsibility, however, for the space and the manner in

which Saint-Venant's researches have been dealt with rests

entirely with the editor. Hence any disproportion, any possibly

crude opinions, any erroneous criticism in this part of the work

must be attributed to him and not to the author. The articles in

this part due to the late Dr Todhunter are only three or four in

number and these refer to the less important memoirs. They are

marked as in Volume I. by the omission of square brackets round

the article number, e.g. 101, 102, 103. This editorial preponder-

ance requires some explanation, which will be found partly in a

consideration of Dr Todhunter's original plan, partly in the dates

of Saint-Venant's memoirs. As I have pointed out in the preface

to Volume I. the original plan of this work was a first volume

devoted to 'Theory' and a second to 'History.' Thus it arose

that the important memoirs on Torsion and on Flexure were

incorporated in the '

Theory
'

volume, and the manner in which

they appear in that text book does not allow of their transfer

to the '

History.' Large parts of these memoirs were at the same

time omitted as having little mathematical interest, for example

the entire discussions of the "fail-limit" formula and of combined

strain : see Arts. 5, 52 60, etc. of this Part. Further the memoirs

on Impact (written before 1870) were dismissed as falling outside

the limits which Dr Todhunter had set to his work. Thus he

wrote of the memoirs on transverse impact, that they form " an

interesting investigation of a mechanical problem, but it does not

belong to our subject." The large section I have devoted to the

Lemons de Navier would also not have formed part of the original

plan. The only reference to this work which occurs in Dr

Todhunter's MS. is the following :

" The third edition of Navier's
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Lemons sur ^application de la Mdcanique. . . was published I think

in 1863 or 1864 with notes by Saint-Venant, but I have not

seen it."

Of the majority of the other memoirs falling before 1870, there

exist in most cases only brief extracts in French from the intro-

ductory paragraphs. This would be sufficient to shew, without

the occasional remarks for changes scattered about the pages, that

the MS. is not in the form in which Dr Todhunter would finally

have published it. To these considerations must be added those

arising from the fact that all the memoirs and papers after 1871,

including some of the most important of Saint-Venant's researches

on intermolecular action, plasticity, impact and above all the

Annotated Clebsch (see our Arts. 245 408), fall beyond the date

to which Dr Todhunter had carried his work.

Such then are the reasons which have led to the reconstruc-

tion of this portion of the History. I have felt the heavy respon-

sibility involved in adopting this course. But it has seemed to

me that the best memorial to the first Cambridge historian of

mathematics would be that the last history bearing his name

should have the widest possible sphere of usefulness. That useful-

ness will, I am firmly convinced, be best obtained by its compre-
hensive character, by its attempt to be a Repertorium of elasticity

rather than an Historique Alrege of its purely mathematical side.

I recognise fully with my kindly French critic of the Bulletin the

importance of the latter, but its possibility will only be actual

on the completion of the former. To follow, even at a distance,

Wiedemann rather than Bertrand must be the editor's duty ; not

an easy one it must be confessed, but one requiring time and

labour rather than historical talent and insight. In the words

of the German proverb : wer giebt was er hat, der ist werth, doss

er lebt.
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For assistance in the revision of the proofs of this part I

have in the first place to thank Mr C. Chree of King's College,

Cambridge. His suggestions and corrections have been of extreme

value to me, and his criticisms enabled me to remove many im-

perfections. Mr W. H. Macaulay has again lent me his aid in the

discussion of mathematical and other difficulties; while I am

much indebted to M. Flamant, Professeur a 1'Ecole des Fonts et

Chausse'es, for the generosity with which he has devoted a portion

of his busy time to reading the proofs of this account of his friend

and master's researches. His corrections have been of much service,

especially in the French portions of the work. For the temporary

index attached to this part I am, so far as the titles are con-

cerned, personally responsible. Perhaps, only the writer of a book is

in a position to prepare an efficient set of titles. I have, however,

to thank Miss L. Eckenstein for the more laborious task of

alphabetically arranging the titles and for a verification of the

entries.

KARL PEARSON.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, LONDON,

December 29, 1888.
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CHAPTER X.

SAINT-VENANT, 18501886.

SECTION I. Torsion.

[1.] WE commence our second volume with some account of

the later work of the great French elastician whom we are

justified in placing beside Poisson and Cauchy. From the

last memoir referred to in our first volume till June 13, 1853 we

have nothing to report. A slight note, however, entitled : Divers

rfaultats relatifs a la torsion, which was read to the Sotiete

philomathique (Bulletin, February 26, 1853, or L'lnstitut, no. 1002,

March 16. 1853), sufficiently indicates that our author had been

diligently at work during these years on his new theory of torsion.

On the 13th of June, 1853, his epoch-making memoir was read to

the Academy (Comptes rendus, T. xxxvi. p. 1028). The memoir was

inserted in T. xiv. of the Memoires des Savants etrangers, 1855,

pp. 233560, under the title :

Memoire sur la Torsion des Prismes, avec des considerations

sur leur fleodon, ainsi que sur I'tquilibre interieur des solides

elastiques en general, et des formules pratiques pour le calcul de

leur resistance d divers efforts s'exergant simultanement.

We have referred to it in our first volume as the memoir on

Torsion, and shall continue to do so.

The memoir was referred by the Academy to a committee

consisting of Cauchy, Poncelet, Piobert and Lame*. Their report

drawn up by Lame' (Comptes rendus, T. xxxvu., December 26,

1853, pp. 984 8) speaks very highly of the memoir. We cite

the concluding words :

s.- v.
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Le travail dont nous venons de rendre compte, me"rite des eloges
a plus d'un titre : par les nombres et les re"sultats nouveaux qu'il offre

aux arts industrials, il constate, une fois de plus, 1'importance de la

theorie de 1'equilibre d'elasticite ; par 1'emploi de la methode mixte, il

indique comment les ingenieurs, qui veulent s'appuyer sur cette theorie,

peuvent utiliser tous les proce"des actuellement connus de 1'analyse

mathe*matique ; par ses tables, ses 6pures, et ses modeles en relief
1

,
il

donne la marche qu'il faut necessairement suivre, dans ce genre de

recherches, pour arriver a des resultats immediatement applicables a la

pratique ; enfin, par la variete de ses points de vue, il offre un nouvel

exemple de ce que peut faire la science du geometre, unie a celle de

1'ingenieur. (p. 988.)

The report gives a succinct account of the memoir. A second

account by Saint-Venant himself will be found in : Notice sur les

travaux et litres scientifiques de M. de Saint-Venant, Paris, 1858,

pp. 19 3l ;
and 71 80. This work together with one of the

same title published in 1864, when Saint-Venant was again a

candidate for the Institut, gives an excellent resume of our

author's researches previous to 1864. We shall refer to them

briefly as Notice I. and Notice II.

[2.] The memoir itself is principally occupied with the torsion

of prisms, a great variety of cross-sections being dealt with. This

particular problem in torsion has been termed by Clebsch : Das

de Saint- Venantsche Problem (Theorie der Elasticitdt, S. 74),

and following him we shall term it Saint-Venant's Problem. The

memoir consists of thirteen chapters.

3. The first chapter occupies pp. 233 236
;
and gives an

introductory sketch of the contents of the memoir. If the values

of the shifts of the several points of an elastic body are given the

stresses can be easily found by simple differentiation. But the

inverse problem to find the shifts when the stresses are given
has not been generally solved, because we do not yet know how
to integrate the differential equations which present themselves.

Saint-Venant accordingly proposes the adoption of a mixed method

(methode mixte ou semi-inverse), which consists in assuming a part
of the shifts and a part of the stresses, and then determining

by an exact analysis what the remaining shifts and the remaining
1
Copies of these numerous models are at present deposited in the mathematical

model cases at University College. They represent much better than the poor
woodcuts of the original memoir the distortion of the various cross-sections.
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stresses must be. Before proceeding to the torsion of prisms
Saint-Venant illustrates this mixed method in the third and

fourth chapters of his memoir by applying it to simple problems.

[4.] The second chapter occupies pp. 236288 ;
it analyses

strain and stress and investigates the general formulae for the

equilibrium of elastic bodies. In 1868 Saint-Venant contributed

to Moigno's Statique another elementary discussion of the funda-

mental formulae of elasticity; the later work is somewhat fuller

and contains the more matured views of the author
;
the earlier is,

however, very good. I will note the leading features of the treat-

ment adopted :

(a) On p. 236 Saint-Venant defines the shifts as the displacements

moyens or as the deplacements des centres de gravite de groupes d*un certain

nombre de molecules. He thus starts from the molecular standpoint,
but this definition does not appear to be absolutely necessary to the

course of his reasoning.

(/?)
On pp. 237 248 we have the analysis of strain. Here the

slides first defined by Navier and Yicat (see our Vol. I. p. 877), and
then theoretically considered by Saint-Venant in the Cours lithographic

(see our Art. 1564*), are for the first time introduced by name and

directly from their physical meaning into a general theory of elasticity.
The slide of two lines primitively rectangular is defined as the cosine

of the angle between them after strain (p. 238).

(y) On p. 239 Saint-Venant carefully limits his researches to very
small strains within the elastic limit, so that what he says later (pp.
281 288) on the conditions of rupture, must when applied to his

torsion problems be interpreted only of the elastic limit. Indeed, as for

certain materials, set is produced by any initial loading below the yield-

point and is not practically dangerous (i.e.
the material is not 'ener-

vated,' to use Saint-Venant's language), we can only look upon the

conditions of torsional rupture given in the memoir as of value when
either (1) the material is elastic and follows Hookers Law nearly up
to rupture (cf.

the steel bar H of the plate p. 893 of our Vol.
i.), or,

(2) the material has a state of ease extending almost up to the yield-

point.

(8) On pp. 242 5 we have the general expressions for sr and crrr>.

The first is due to Navier in his memoir of 1821, the second is attributed

by Saint-Venant to Lame (Lecons...l'elasticite, 1852, p. 46) but as we
have seen it had been previously given by Hopkins in 1847 (see our
Art. 1368*). From the second flows naturally a discussion of principal
and maximum slide, together with a proof of Saint-Venant's theorem
that a slide is equal to a stretch and a squeeze of half the magnitude
of the slide in the bisectors of the slide angles (see our Art. 1570*).

12
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Finally the strain is expressed for small shifts in terms of the shift-

tluxions (pp. 246 8). There is reference in a footnote to the strain-

values for large shifts (see our Art.. 1618*).

(e) We next pass to an analysis of stress on pp. 248 254. Stress

is defined from the molecular standpoint as follows :

Nous appellerons done en ge'ne'ral Pression, sur un des deux cotes d'une

petite face plane imagvnAe d Finte'rieur d'un corps ou d la limite de separation
de deux corps, la rtsultante de toutes les actions des molecules situ&s ae ce cdte

sur les moUcules du cote" oppose*, et dont les directions traversent cette face ;

toutes ces forces e'tant supposes transporters parallelement & elles-mdmes sur

un m6me point pour les composer ensemble, (p. 248.)

The reader will find it interesting to follow the evolution of the

stress-definition by comparing this with Arts. 426*, 440*, 546*, 616*,
6789* and 1563*.

From this definition Saint-Venant deduces Cauchy's theorems (see
our Arts. 606* and 610*) and an expression for P. On p. 253 prr is

erroneously printed for prr >.

In a footnote to p. 254 a generalisation of the expression for rP is

obtained. Suppose x, y, z to be any three concurrent but non-

rectangular lines, and let x, y
1

',
z' be lines normal respectively to the

planes yz, zx, xy. Then in our notation :

_ cos rx' (^ cos r'x' _^ cos r'y' ^ cos r'z'\
rr1

; I xx 7 + xy , + xz
; ]

cos xx \ cos xx cos yy cos zz J

cos rv' / _ cos r'x' _ cos r'y _ cos r'z'\
+ ,[9* + Ty -j+v* )

cosy?/ \ cos xx cos yy cos zz )

cos rz' /^ cos r'x' ^ cos r'y' ^ cos r'z'\
-\ T I zx > + zy -,

+ zz 7 1 .

cos zz \ cos xx cos yy cos zz /

The proof is easily obtained by the orthogonal projection of areas.

(4) Saint-Venant next proceeds to express the relations between
stress and strain (pp. 255 262). It cannot be said that this portion of

his work is so satisfactory as the later treatment in Moigno's Statique

(see p. 268 et seq.) or the full discussion of the generalised Hooke's Law
in his edition of Clebsch (pp. 39 41). In fact the linearity of the

stress-strain relations is obtained in the text by assumption : Admettons
done avec tout le monde que les pressions sont fonctions lineaires des

dilatations et des glissements tant qu'ils sont tres-petits (p. 257). A
long footnote (pp. 257 261) treats the matter from the standpoint
of central intermolecular action. Appeal is made to Cauchy (Exercices
de matheinatiques t. iv. p. 2: see our Art. 656*) for the reduction of the

36 coefficients to 15. Saint-Venant, however, consistent rari-constant

elastician as he has always been retains the multi-constant formulae,

remarking :
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Mais des doutes out etc* eleves sur le principe de cette re'ductibilitc des 36
coefficients & 15 inegaux. Bien que ce doute ait pour motif principal une
autre maniere de 1'etablir, et qu'il ne paraisse atteindre, tout au plus, que
les corps regulierement cristallises dont nous n'aurons pas & nous occuper
dans la suite de ce memoire, et, meme, ceux seulement de ces corps ou des

groupes atomiques eprouveraient des rotations ou des deformations par-
ticulieres lorsque 1'on deforme 1'ensemble, nous conserverons en general, a

1'exemple de M. Lame, 1'independance des coefficients, ce qui, comme il

1'a remarque, ne rend pas plus compliquees les solutions analytiques des

problemes.

The reference to atomic rotations was suggested by Cauchy's paper
of 1851 : see our Art. 681*.

(9) We have next to deal with the reduction in the number of

coefficients which arises in certain symmetrical distributions of homo-

geneity or in cases of isotropy. Saint-Venant adopts Cauchy's defini-

tions of homogeneity and isotropy, which should have found a place
in our first volume under Art. 606* (see the Exercices t. iv. p. 2):

On dit alors que le corps est homogene, ou que Velasticity y est la meme
dans les nidmes directions en tons ses points (p. 263).

On the other hand a body is isotrope when it has une elasticite

constante ou egale en tous sens autour du point (p. 272).
Saint-Venant refers to a semi-polaire distribution of elastic homo-

geneity as an example of elastic distribution. He has, as we shall

see later, thoroughly treated the entire subject in a memoir of May 21,
1860.

The various cases in which one or more planes of symmetry exist are

worked out, but I think brevity as well as uniformity of method are

gained by adopting Green's expression for the internal work due to the

strains.

(0) As an example of Saint-Venant's method in this section we

may take the following problem. He has shewn that in the case of one'

plane of symmetry, that of yz, the shears perpendicular to this plane
reduce to :

where /= | xyxy I h =
\ xyzx \

=
I zxxy \

e = \zxzx\ ,

in the umbral coefficient notation : see Vol. I. p. 885.

Now by a suitable change of axes these shears can be expressed
each in terms of a single slide. This problem is not reproduced in

Moigno's Statique.
Turn the axes of yz round x through an angle ft,

then we easily find :

-^ ^ . >

vy' xyCOSft + xz Sin ft J

V = 0V cos /3
- o-xz

' sin )8)

r
a;2 V S^n /^ + "a!a'

COS$
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Substitute from (iii)
in

(i)
and then the values so deduced in

(ii).

We obtain

+ cos 2/3 + h sin
20)

(- '
f

-^ sin 2ft + h cos
20)

= -f- 6
s 20 - h sin 2/3

xij

-fr sin 20 + h cos
20)

(iv).

Obviously, if we take tan 20 = -^
we reduce this last pair of

J ~ e

equations to

O = f rr '\

(v),

where /j and e
x
are roots of the quadratic /x

2

(/"+ e) /x +./e
- A2 = 0.

Such is substantially Saint-Tenant's reduction. It is obvious,

however, that this result follows at once when a known problem as to

the invariants of a conic is applied to the work-function.

(i) A remark as to isotropy on p. 272 may be reproduced as

bearing on the uni-constant controversy :

Mais 1'isotropie paralt rare. Non-seulement les corps fibreux, tels que
bois, les fers e*tire*s ou forge's, mais meme les corps grenus ou vitreux, refroidis

de la surface au centre apres leur fusion, peuvent presenter des elasticite's

difie"rentes en divers sens.

Saint-Venant refers to the experiments and remarks of Regnault,
Savart and Poncelet already noted in our first volume : see Arts. 332 *,

978* and 1227*

(K) On pp. 272 8 we have deductions of the body-stress equations,
the body-shift equations and the surface -stress equations.

On p. 276 Saint-Venant deduces the body-shift equation for a

planar distribution of elasticity such as he requires for his torsion

problem.
He takes for the shears the expressions found in Equation (v)

above, and for the traction ^ perpendicular to the planar system the

expression
^ = asx + bs

y
+ csz + dcr

yz

with six independent constants. Substituting in the body-stress equa-
7**** rl'~~~' /7*"~"

tion - *- + - + -^- = X, and expressing the strain in terms of the
dx dy dz

shift-fluxions, he finds :
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d2u . d2u d?u , d2u d2u
* e

ticdz

d2v d2w\ .dav d2w

C'est la seule Equation dont nous aurons besoin pour les problemes sur la

torsion, comme on verra.

It will be noted that it contains eight independent constants, and
that X is a 'body-force, not a body-acceleration, and acts towards the

origin. It is needless to say that Saint-Yenant much reduces the

number of his constants before he applies this equation to his problem.
In Moigno's Statique (p. 637) he adopts in place of X the more usual

notation of - pX where p is the density.

[5.] The concluding pages of this chapter (pp. 278 288)
contain matter which appears here for the first time, and which, as

it is of considerable interest, deserves an article to itself. The

section is entitled : Conditions de resistance d la rupture eloignde ou

a une alteration progressive et dangereuse de la contexture des corps.

(a) We have already noted the misleading character of this title :

see Art. 4.
(y).

In the first place initial loads frequently produce set

which although neither progressive nor dangerous may alter the shape
or elastic homogeneity of the body ;

and in the second place, if the body
be in a state of ease, still in many cases the generalised Hooke's law
will be far from holding even approximately up to the elastic limit.

Saint-Yenant recognises the first point by distinguishing between
small sets, "qui ne font qu'ecrouir le corps ou rendre plus stable

1'arrangement de ses parties" (p. 278) and large sets, which he holds

either augment progressively so that "la matiere s'enervera bientot"

(p. 239), or else by change of form destroy the value of a structure.

But he hardly seems to have taken note of the second point, for he
does not hesitate on pp. 280 and 286 to use stretch- and slide- moduli
which connote a proportionality of stress and strain. The same point
recurs in almost each torsion problem, where a condition de non-

rupture ou de stabilite de la cohesion is given (e.g. pp. 351, 396 etc.).

It is essentially a limit to the proportionality of stress and strain which
is in each case given, but this limit in many materials has no sensible

existence or may in the case of a material which does not possess an
extended state of ease be safely passed.

(6) One further remark before we proceed to Saint-Yenant's

process. He starts from the formula (p. 280)

sr = sx cos
2 a + s

y
cos

2

/3 + sz cos
2

y + <r
yz

cos /? cos y + o^ cos y cos a

f <r
xy cos a cos (3 ............... (i),

but on p. 242 he has obtained this by supposing the stretches and
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slides to be so small that their squares may be neglected. It is

concrivjiblo that in some materials before rupture and, possibly, before a

dangerous set is reached, this might not be allowable.

(c) Our author begins by noticing that the proper limit to be

taken for the stability of a material is a stretch and not a traction limit.

Hi attributes to Mariotte 1

the first recognition of this fact "que c'est

le degre d'extension qui fait rompre les corps" and remarks that

although it is legitimate, and occasionally convenient, to take a traction

limit given by T=Es where s is the stretch-limit and E the stretch-

modulus, T need not be the stress across any plane, whatever, at the

point in question.

Et cette sorte de notation est sans inconvenient si 1'on n'oublie pas que T
represents simplement le produit Es

y
ou la force capable de donner (aussi par

unitd superficielle) & ce meme petit prisme suppose isole, la dilatation limite 5

relative 5, sa situation dans le corps, mais qu'il ne represente que quelquefois
et iion toujours 1'effort interieur ou la pression supportee uormalement par sa

section transversale pendant qu'il fait partie du corps, (p. 280.)

This remark is all the more important as the distinction has been

neglected by Lame, Clebsch and more recent elasticians : see our

Arts. 1013*, 1016* footnotes and 1567*.

(d) The stretch in any direction being given by the equation (i)

above, we have next to ask what in an aeolotropic body is the distri-

bution of limiting stretch 1 Saint-Venant having regard to equation (i)

assumes it to be ellipsoidal in character
;
in other words he takes

s = sx cos
2
a + sy cos

2

/? + sz cos
2

y,

where sx ,
sy ,

sz are three constants to be determined by experiment,
and the axes of ellipsoidal distribution are chosen as those of co-

ordinates. The condition of safety now reduces to the maximum value

of 8Js being = or < 1. By the ordinary max.-min. processes of the Differ-

ential Calculus we obtain for s/s the equation :

S S,\ /S SA
T -?J

- *V. (J-T)
- ^^0-^ = ...... (u).

* *y/ \* *>Z/

The roots of this equation are known to be real and we must have
the greatest of them = or < 1.

Suppose the material is subject only to a sliding strain, then
8x 8y

= 8z = <TZX "a^/
= 0. Hence it follows that

or

2

In other words if * is the limit of s, then 2>/i^, is the limit of <r,JZ
or

gives the slide-limit. Let us represent it by a-
yz

.

1 Traitti du mouvement dcs eaux, sixidme et troisidme alin6a du second discours.
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Similarly we have o^ = 2>Jsz sx and or
xy 2*Jsx 8y .

Saint-Venant then rewrite* his equation (ii) as :

*L - SA
(*. - V\ (- - ^] - (**\

a

(
s__ s

^\ _ (^\
2

(L _ 8v\

s sj \s s
yj \s sj \a-yj \s sj \d-PJ \s sy)

He remarks that this equation may be adopted as if the six

limiting strains sxt s
y ,

sgj o-^, 6%^, o^, were all independent, and the

values of the slide-limits <r had to be found by experiment. At any
rate equations of the form a-

yz
= 2 \fsy sz need only be used when there is

an absence of experimental data. (p. 284.)

(e) In the following paragraph (25) Saint-Venant explains how
we are to find s/s for every point in the body and then take its

maximum value for all these points,

Ton obtiendra, en 1'egalant & 1'unite, la condition uecessaire et justement
suffisante de la resistance du corps k la rupture (p. 284).

We have noted that this language is hardly exact. The point where this

maximum takes place is called after Poncelet point dangereux, a name
which it is convenient to render by fail-point. This term will not

necessarily connote rupture, but merely a point at which 'linear

elasticity
1 '

first fails. The consideration of this point leads Saint-

Venant to a concise definition of the solid of equal resistance :

Souvent il y a plusieurs points dangereux, ou plusieurs points pour lesquels
la plus grande valeur de s/s est la meme, d'apres la manure dont les forces sont

appliquees. Lorsque, dans un corps de forme allongee, il y a un pareil point h,

chacune de ses sections transversales, ce corps est dit d'e'gale resistance : tels

sont les prismes lorsqu'ils sont simplement dtendus ou tordus par des forces

appliquees aux extre"mite"s.

(/) We have next the application of
(iii)

to the case of torsion

about x as axis. Here

^-^=^ = 0-^-0,
whence it follows

8/8
=

N/(o-^/0^)
2 + (or^/0-^)

2
.

We have thus the limiting condition

l = or> ^ + ^ .

It is obvious that the principal slide in any direction

is given by the ray of an ellipse of which a-^ and <ixz are the

1 I use the words 'linear elasticity' in the sense in which 'periect elasticity' has
been used by the writers of mathematical text-books, i. e. to connote the elasticity
which obeys the generalised Hooke's Law or the linearity of the stress-strain

relation.
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semi-axes. Saint-Venant uses throughout his memoir a slightly differ-

ent form. Let
/x,, fj.a

be slide-coefficients and S
lt
S

g
the shears capable

of producing the slides d-
X{/

and ov^; then the condition of non-rupture

par glissement (i.e.
of nofailure of linear elasticity) is expressed by

1 = or ;

The chapter concludes with a few general remarks on the physical
characteristics of rupture by torsion.

[6.] The third chapter occupies pp. 288 99 : it relates to the

simple case of a prism on any base, whose terminal faces and sides

are subjected to any uniform tractive loads. Lame' and Clapeyron
in their memoir of 1828 (see our Art. 1011*) had treated the

simple case of isotropy. Saint-Venant as an example of the

mixed or semi-inverse method gives the solution for the case when
there are three planes of elastic symmetry, the intersection x of

one pair being parallel to the axis of the prism. He assumes that

the tractions are constant and the shears zero throughout. This

satisfies the body stress-equations ;
the constant values of the trac-

tions are in this case given by the surface stress-equations. The
stress-strain relations then give in terms of the elastic constants

and the loads the values of the shift-fluxions. We thus arrive at

a system of simple linear partial differential equations, whose solu-

tion is extremely easy. The complete solution gives for each shift

a part proportional to the corresponding coordinate and a general

integral which is only the resolved part of the most general dis-

placement of the prism treated as a rigid body. On p. 292 Saint-

Venant determines the value of the stretch-modulus when the

tractive load on the sides of the prism is zero, and on p. 293 he

considers the simple cases of (1) the axis of the prism being an

axis of elastic symmetry, and (2) the material being isotropic : see

our Art. 1066*. On p. 293 we have a remark that some writers

have doubted the exactness of the above results, considering
them only as plausible but not necessarily unique. Saint-Venant

asserts that they are unique, which is undoubtedly true in this

case, but I am not quite satisfied with the nature of his proof, for

it would at first sight apply to any elastic body. It depends

essentially on the following line of reasoning : Take any particular

integrals of the equations of elasticity un ,
t>

,
w

, put the shifts equal
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to U
Q + u', V

Q + v, iv + w
;
we now obtain equations of elasticity

without body-force or surface-load.
" On verra que u', v', w seront

les de'placements des points d'un prisme qui ne serait sollicite' que

par des forces nulles. Ces emplacements seraient nuls eux-memes.

Nos expressions ofFrent done la solution complete et unique."

(p. 294.) This is true for the prism, but it does not always follow

that where there are no surface- or body-forces, the body is without

strain, or has only rigid displacement. For example, take a

cylindrical shell, a spherical membrane of small thickness, or an

anchor ring of small cross section, and turn them inside out, we

have a state of strain with no applied force.

On p. 295 Saint-Venant shows that his results for the prism
still hold if the shifts are large, but their fluxions remain small.

[7.] A method of solving a still more general problem is

indicated on p. 296. Suppose a homogeneous aeolotropic body of

any shape to be subjected to a surface-load L which is the

resultant of xx, yy, ez> yz, zx> %y 5
these stresses being given constant

values throughout the body and at the surface. Then we have

six equations from which to find in terms of the 21 elastic constants

the six strains. These are six simple partial differential equations
which give at once the shifts. Saint-Venant suggests how the

stretch-modulus for any direction may thus be obtained as a

function of the 36 (21 or 15) elastic coefficients : see our Arts.

135_7
;
198 (c ), 3068 and 796*

[8.] The final section of this chapter ( 33, pp. 2979)
relates to a point which Saint-Venant has frequently taken

occasion to refer to. The principle involved is the following :

C'est que le mode d?application et de repartition des forces vers les

extremites des prismes est indifferent aux effets sensibles produits sur le

reste de leur longueur, en sorte qu'on peut toujours, d'une maniere
suffisamment approchee, remplacer les forces qui sont appliquees, par des

forces statiques equivalentes, ou ayant memes moments totaux et monies
resultantes avec une repartition justernent telle que Texigent les

formules d'extension, de flexion, de torsion, pour etre parfaitement
exactes. (Notice I. p. 22.)

Saint-Venant does not clearly state the portion of the prism
over which he holds the influence of distribution to extend, the

term sur le reste de leur longueur is somewhat vague. In the

memoir itself he uses the words en excluant seulement les points
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(J

tres-proches de ceux ou agissent les forces (p. 299). We can

perhaps, however, reach some conception of the field to which

he supposes the influence to extend by paying attention to a

footnote on p. 22 of Notice I.

Suppose the terminal of a prism subjected to any system of

load statically equivalent to that distribution which produces the

system of strains theoretically calculated. Impose upon the

terminal two equal and opposite loads having the theoretical

distribution. One of these will produce the theoretical strains,

the other will be in statical equilibrium with the actual load

distribution. The terminal is thus acted upon by two equivalent
and opposite systems of force. These systems will produce certain

small shifts in the end of the prism, and these shifts measure the

extent to which the prism is influenced by the difference between

the theoretical and practical distributions. Saint-Venant tells us

in his footnote that the influence of forces in equilibrium acting
on a small portion of a body extend very little beyond the parts

upon which they act.

L'auteur a fait deux experiences de ce genre sous les yeux de

1'Academic en lisant un de ses memoires. Elles ont consiste simplement
a pincer avec des tenailles un prisrae de caoutchouc, et a dilater trans-

versalement une laniere mince de meme matiere, en tirant ses bords en

deux sens opposes. Tout le monde peut les re"peter et voir que
1'impression ou 1'elargissement ne se fait point sentir a, des distances

excedant la profondeur dans le premier cas et Samplitude dans le

second.

The reader will find this matter still further treated of in the

Navier, pp. 40 41 and the Clebsch, pp. 174 7. The principle is

of first-class importance, as it is scarcely possible in a practical

structure to ensure any given theoretical distribution of load. The
terminals will generally take a form which lies beyond theoretical

investigation and only the statical equivalent of the load system
will be really ascertainable, e.g. the tractive load on a bar may be

applied by means of a nut carrying a weight, the nut itself being

supported by the thread of a screw cut on the bar.

[9.] Saint-Venant's fourth chapter deals with the problem of

flexure by the semi-inverse process. The important results here

first published were afterwards considered at greater length in the

well-known memoir on flexure : see our Art. 69 et seq.
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Throughout the chapter the writer supposes three principal

planes of elasticity, one of which coincides with the cross-section,

and the two others intersect in the line of sectional centroids, i.e.

in the axis of the prism. He thus makes use of formulae which

in his notation apparently involve twelve independent coefficients,

but these he at once reduces to three independent moduli (E, e, e')

and two coefficients (/, e) : see pp. 303, 311 313.

As Saint-Venant justly remarks :

La determination exacte et generale des deplacements des points
d'un prisme sous Faction de forces qui tendent a le flechir, a echappe
jusqu'a present aux recherches les plus laborieuses des geometres.

(p. 299.)

But although his solution does not solve the problem for all

terminal distributions of load, it is yet as close an approximation in

practice as, say, Coulomb's solution of the torsion of a circular

cylinder. It cannot be too often repeated that the distributions

of tractive and shearing loads, such as occur in theory, are not

attainable in practice, and that we must be content with their

statical equivalent over small areas (see our Art. 8). But let us

hear Saint-Venant himself:

Aussi les resultats ci-dessus ne sont pas applicables d'une maniere
tout a fait rigoureuse.

Mais 1'analyse precedente nous prouve toujours que si sur deux
sections quelconques, extremes ou non, les forces sont appliquees et

distributes de cette maniere, il en sera absolument de meme sur toutes

les sections intermediaires, et que les deplacements, dans toute Fetendue
du prisme, seront repre*sentes par les autres expressions trouvees ci-

dessus. Les formules donnent done Fetat de choses vers lequel

converge 1'etat interieur reel du prisme a mesure que 1'on considere des

parties plus eloignees de ses extremites ou des points d'application des

forces qui font flechir.

II s'etablit ici, dans Fespace, une sorte d'etat permanent semblable a

celui qui est produit, dans le temps, par Faction continue de causes

constautes qui finissent par effacer Feffet des causes initiales d'un grand
nombre de phenomenes. (p. 314.)

Saint-Venant's solution of the problem of flexure is thus the

real solution of the problem, for were any other solution obtained

it could differ from his only by terms which would be really

insignificant as compared with the differences in terminal loading

which must occur, not only between theory and practice, but
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between any two practical cases of flexure. It is just as reasonable

or unreasonable to quarrel with Coulomb's torsion solution as with

Saiiit-Venant's flexure results.

[10.] With regard to the uniqueness of the solution obtained

by the semi-inverse method supposing the theoretical shearing
and tractive loads were applied to the terminals Saint-Venant

has some remarks on p. 307 which it is well to consider. After

remarking that the shifts satisfy all the conditions and equations
of the problem, he continues :

Et ils sont les seuls qui y satisfassent, car le probleme des

de*placements est completement determine si, en dormant les pressions et

tractions sur tous les points de la surface, on suppose fixes Tun des

points du prisme (le point 0), et les directions d'un element lineaire et

d'un element plan qui y passent (un element sur 1'axe des z et un
element sur le plan yz) en sorte qu'il ne puisse y avoir ni translation

ni rotation generale a ajouter aux deplacements provenant de la flexion,

(p. 307.)

He then proceeds as on p. 294 to put the shifts equal to the

particular solutions found plus additional unknown parts (u' t v, w'),

these latter he argues must be zero as they are shifts due to a

zero system of loading as appears by the vanishing of the load

terms from the equations on substitution. This sketch of a proof
of the uniqueness of solution of the equations of elasticity has

been adopted and expanded by Clebsch : see Kap. I. 21 of his

Theorie der Elasticitdt. I have suggested above that there is

need of applying the proof with some caution : see Art. 6.

[11.] In treating the problem of flexure Saint-Venant assumes

the longitudinal shifts and the lateral loading, hence he deduces

the transverse shifts and the terminal loading. The values of the

longitudinal shifts were doubtless suggested by the Bernoulli-

Eulerian solution of the problem, but in this chapter they appear
to arise very naturally from the consideration of the simpler case

of uniform flexure, or the bendings of each longitudinal
'

fibre
'

into a circular arc
;
see pp. 292 304.

Saint-Venant makes two generalisations of his problem. The
first (p. 306) to the case when besides terminal shearing load,

there is also terminal tractive load. It is necessary, however, to

remark that when such load is negative, and the prism of con-
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siderable length as compared with the dimensions of cross-section,

the question of the buckling action of such load arises. This is a

point to which we have referred in our first volume: see Art. 911 *.

Saint-Venant does not allude to it. The second generalisation is

to the case of large shifts, or as it is here termed : Extension de

cette solution a une flexion aussi grande qu'on veut. I cite the

following remarks as suggestions which have been adopted by
later writers (e.g. Kirchhoff ) :

Les formules donnant u, v, w ne s'appliquent, comme les equations
differentielles dont on les a tirees, qu'a des deplacements tres-petits
ne produisant qu'une petite flexion. On peut cependant en tirer des

deplacements d'une grandeur aussi considerable qu'on veut, tels que
ceux d'une verge elastique longue et mince qu'on ploie au point de faire

presque toucher les deux bouts, ce qui est tres-possible sans alterer

aucunement la contexture de sa rnatiere, car les deplacements relatifs

et les deformations peuvent rester petits dans chacune des portions
d'une longueur bien moindre que le rayon p de la courbure, dans

lesquelles on peut diviser par la peiisee un pareil corps ;
et c'est leur

accumulation qui produit, a 1'extremite, des deplacements considerables

(p. 308).

12. The section of the chapter pp. 308 313 which deals with the

general problem of flexure is reproduced in the memoir in Liouville's

Journal and will be considered later : see our Arts. 69 et seq.

Two results are given on p. 312 without demonstration. The first of

these relates to the case of an elliptic section
;

it coincides with equation

(56) of the memoir in Liouville's Journal (see our Art. 86, Eqn. 25)
when we put C the constant of that equation zero. The second of these

relates to the case of a rectangular section
;

it is an approximation :

the memoir in Liouville's Journal gives the exact solution, but not this

approximation. It is however easy to supply the steps which lead to

the approximation. In equation (91) of the memoir in Liouville's

Journal the exact value of F (y, z) is given depending on F^ (y, z)
which is determined by (102). If we were to expand Fv (y, z) in

powers of y and z, the term which involves z only would disappear by
(103); then the next two terms would involve y

2
z and z

3

respectively.
This suggests our taking a form like that of (85) in the memoir on
Torsion as an approximation; take this and calculate xz, that is

G' (jf.:+2*\ We find this to be
\dx az /

then in order that this may vanish when y and z = c we must have

Pc*(E-/K]
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Then Saint-Venant assumes that jxz efo> = - P
;

and this leads

to the value of K which he uses in this case: see p. 312 line 3 from the

foot.

13. On p. 311 Saint-Venant says that F = 0, and dF/dz =
0,

when y = and z = 0. Suppose that h and k denote very small

quantities ;
then the value of u at the origin being denoted by u the

value at a point very near the origin would be

(du\-J-)
dyJ

, du
h + --

Now ( )
is zero since u is an even function of y, so that if we

\dy/

have
(
-T-

)
zero as well as u then the value of u vanishes all over

an element near the origin.

[14.] Pp. 316 318 are deserving of close attention; they

give results which were partially published in the memoir of

1843 (see our Art. 1581*) and which followed up the suggestion

of Persy: see our Art. 811*. Saint-Venant namely finds the

plane of flexure when the load-plane does not coincide with the

plane of one set of principal axes of the cross-sections.

Let Oz, Oy be the principal axes at the centroid of any cross-

section of area o>
;

let KZ ,
K
y
be the swing-radii about these axes, and

<, ^ the angles which the load and flexure planes make respectively
with the plane through Oz and the axis of the prism. Then Saint-

Venant easily shews that :

tan {/ =

where 1/p is the curvature, M the bending moment and E the longitudinal
stretch-modulu s

l

.

Assuming that only longitudinal stretch produces danger, Saint-

Venant deduces that if s = T jE be the limit of safe stretch then

M=or< the minimum of
cos

<f>
sin <

For the rectangle (26 x 2c) we have

1 The first equation expresses geometrically that the plane of flexure is perpen-
dicular to the diameter of the momental ellipse (neutral axis) conjugate to the plane
of loading : see our Art. 171.
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for the ellipse (26 x 2c)

Such results as these he has reproduced and considerably added

to in his edition of Navier, pp. 5260, pp. 122 126 and 128 136.

Indeed, we may affirm that Saint-Venant was the first to insist on the

practical importance of investigating the relation between the planes of

flexure and of loading, when the latter plane is not one of inertial

symmetry.

[15.] The chapter concludes with the deduction of Saint-

Venant's all-important discovery that the cross-sections of a beam
under flexure do not remain plane even within the limit of

elasticity. There is also an investigation of the change in

the cross-sectional contour (pp. 318 323). We shall return to

these points later, but meanwhile may quote the concluding
words of the chapter as some evidence of the satisfaction

which Saint-Venant legitimately felt at the results of his new

process :

On voit, par ce chapitre iv, que la methode inixte de solution des

problemes de 1'equilibre des corps elastiques peut, non-seulement confir-

iner des resultats connus, en apprenant a quelles conditions ils sont

exacts, mais encore les completer, et donner sur les circonstances de la

flexion des resultats nouveaux.

[16.] Saint-Venant's fifth chapter defines torsion and deduces

the general equations by the semi-inverse method
;

it occupies

pp. 323333.
The definition of torsion which does not involve the main-

tenance of the primitive planeness of the cross-sections is contained

in the following paragraph :

Et nous nous donnerons une partie des deplacements ou de leurs

rapports, en ce que nous supposerons que ces deplacements ont produit
une torsion autour d'un axe parallele a ses aretes, torsion qui consiste en

ce que les deplacements transversaux des divers points appartenant

primitivement a une meme section quelconque perpendiculaire a Vaxe ne

different de ceux des points homologues d'une autre section, que par une
rotation d'un meme angle pour tons, autour du meme axe ; en sorte que
les points qui se correspondaient primitivement sur les droites paralleles
a 1'axe puissent etre ramenes a se correspondre encore, en les faisant

tourner d'un angle qui est le meme pour les points des deux memes
sections (p. 324).

S.-V. 2
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We will now sketch the method by which our author reaches

the general equations of torsion.

[17.] The axis of torsion will be taken as axis of x; the direction

of torsion will be from the axis of y towards that of z. The area of a

cross-section will be denoted by u>, and we shall write co*/ = fy
a

d<a,

<oKy
* =

fz*do>,
these being the sectional moments of inertia. The torsion

referred to unit of length will be r
;
that is, if we draw the radius-vector

of a displaced point in one section, and also that of the homologous point
in a section at distance from the first, then the second radius-vector makes
with a parallel to the first an angle of which the circular measure is r

;

this angle is measured from the axis of y to that of z. This language

implies that the torsion is constant, but the meaning of r, when it is not

constant, will be assigned in the same manner as before at any point,

provided we consider as infinitesimally small.

The above definition of torsion leads us at once to the results :

dv/dx = rz, dw/dx = ry (i).

The consideration that there is no lateral load gives for every point
of a sectional contour the equation

On p. 329 Saint-Venant fixes a point, line and elementary plane
as in our Art. 10, and remarks that the total torsion between the

terminal sections may be considerable provided each short element into

which we may divide the prism by two cross-sections receives only a

small distortion relative to itself, the length of the prism being great
as compared with the linear dimensions of the section. The total

shifts can. then be obtained by summation from the solutions of the

above equations for each short element.

Referring to the equations in our Art. 4 (0) we easily obtain

w =/, (du/dy
-

rz),
= e

1 (du/dz + ry) (iii).

Whence if M be the moment of all the stresses on a cross-section

about the axis of x,

I'd)M = I do>
[e^ (du/dz + ry) y-f^ (du/dy

-
rz) z] (iv).

J o

It will be seen that this agrees with the old theory which gave

M =
e^r \ da (y

2 + z
2

), only when e
l

=
/j
and du/dz = du/dy. This, since

J o

du/dx is assumed constant, amounts to u = 0, or the old theory that
the cross-sections remain plane and perpendicular to the axis. Substi-

tuting in the equation of our Art. 4 (*), and in
(ii) above, we find for

body and surface shift-equations :

-

e^u/dz* + fd*u/dxdy + ed?u/dxdz
+ (ey-fz)dr/dx=0 ...(v).

e
l (du/dz + ry)dy -/ (du/dy

-
rz) dz

=
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Saint-Tenant (p. 331) at once simplifies these equations by taking

d^uldx* =fd
z

ujdxdy = e d^ujdxdz = \
these follow at once from the

supposition that dujdx, or the longitudinal stretch, is constant or zero,

or again from the second supposition that it is constant only along
lines parallel to the axis of torsion and that a principal plane of

elasticity is perpendicular to this axis
(i.e. e=f=Q).

In general we shall adopt the notation el
=

/>i2, /J fil9
so that our

equations become

^tfu/W + frtfu/dJ-O}
^

fji2 (dujdz + ry) dy ^ (dufdy rz)dz 0)

Saint-Venant for the purpose of simplifying the form of his results

takes
fj, } fji2

=
fji

in the following four chapters. Further to avoid the

complexity which would be initially introduced by treating at the same
time the problem of flexure Saint-Venant takes

Sx =Sy=Sz
= 0-xy= 0.

We shall see in the sequel that Clebsch has combined the two

problems of torsion and of flexure by preserving the general form of the

equations.

The next four chapters of the memoir vi. IX. are occupied
with the torsion of prisms of various cross-sections. I shall

briefly give the results here for the purpose of reference; the

reader will find little difficulty in deducing the proofs for himself,

if the original memoir be not accessible. At the same time I

shall draw attention to one or two important points involved in

Saint-Venant's discussion.

[18.] The sixth chapter occupies pp. 333 352, and is entitled:

Torsion d'un prisme ou cylindre d base elliptique.

The following results are obtained, the axes of the cross-section

being 2b and 2c, and the notation being otherwise as before :

b
2

c
2 v = rxz )U ^ oTZ/3. \ .................. (l).

6* + C
2 w= TXy f

,, 1T&V 4/XTO)

xx yy zz yz == v.

26*3 _ 2c
2

y ( ..... . ................ (iii).

-l"6tt> "'^JT^J
We see at once from

(i)
that the primitively plane sections suffer

distortion (gauchissement), and become hyperbolic paraboloids. In the

22
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accompanying figure the contour lines of these surfaces of distortion are

marked ;
broken lines denoting depressions.

The principal slide a- is given by

+ o- = + c (iv).

The point dangereux or fail-point is obtained by making b
4
z
2 + c*y

2 a

maximum, thus it is at the extremity of the minor axis, i.e. is the point
nearest to tJie axis of torsion.

From (iv) we obtain by means of our Art. 5 (/), if S1
= S2

= S :

7rbc
2 S f

-2- \r
whence it follows that M = or < or <

The general appearance of the prism under torsion is given in the

figures on the next page, the torsion being diagrammatically exaggerated.

[19.] There are one or two important points to be noticed in

this chapter. In the first place Saint-Venant solves equation (vi)

of Art. 17 by a series ascending in powers of y and z
;
one term

(a',$z) suffices for the elliptic cross-section, he makes use of others

later. Secondly he points out pp. 339 341 that his results agree
with the theory of Coulomb only in the case of a circular section,
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for every other elliptic cross-section the value of the torsional

moment is smaller than that given by the old theory and there is

distortion. He shews by numerical examples on p. 352 how much

sooner the safe limit is reached in the true than in the old theory.
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[20.] On pp. 341 343 we have, thirdly, a footnote on

Cauchy's suggestions that the torsion r should be made to vary

transversally : see our Art. 684*. Saint-Venant shews that this

would require, at least in the case of a circular cross-section and

an axis of elasticity coinciding with the axis of figure a shearing
load at each element of lateral surface. This is a supposition

which could hardly be attained in any practical case.

[21.] Fourthly we have on pp. 342 345 a very concise and

admirable consideration of the point referred to in our Art. 9
;

namely, the practical equivalence of statically equipollent systems
of terminal loading at very short distances from the terminals.

Nos resultata relatifs a la torsion d'un prisme elliptique par des

couples quelconques peuvent etre adoptes au meme titre et avec la meme
confiance qu'on adopte les formules, soit de 1'extension simple, soit de la

flexion par des forces laterales, et la formule plus analogue du cas de

torsion des cylindres circulaires (p. 345).

In all these cases there is the same assumption as to the

equivalence of the shifts produced by the theoretical and by the

actual equipollent load systems.

[22.] Fifthly 59 and 60 (pp. 3467) may be noted. The first

/co

Cti>

xy dw = I xz da = that the axis of
o .' o

torsion for the shifts assumed must coincide with the line of sectional

centroids
1

: see our Art. 181 (d). The second treats of the case of large
torsional shifts, see our Art. 17, p. 18. Saint-Venant remarks that the

values v = rxz and w = rxy of our Art. 18, equation (i),
no longer hold,

but by an easy process of summation (p. 347
)
we find the new values :

v = - z sin TX y (1 cos TX)
w= y$mrx-z(l cos TO?)

'

[23.] Lastly we may note on p. 349 the general argument by
which Saint-Venant would explain why the fail-points are those

nearest and not farthest from the axis of torsion as in the old

theory (la theorie ordinaire, S'-V.). He points out that at the

extremity of the major axis the slide produced by the distortion

of the plane section is zero and so we have only the slide produced

by the 'fibres becoming helical,' while at the extremity of the

minor axis the two components of the slide both exist and com-

pound, operating together. Hence generally we see how it is

possible for the slide to be greater at the latter than the former point.
1 This paragraph was cancelled in the copies of the memoir remaining in Saint-

Venant's possession.
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[24.] Chapter vii. of the memoir (pp. 352 360) is occupied with

the analytical solution of the equation uaa + um = Q. The first form
obtained is that in a series of exponentials and sines or cosines of

multiples of y and z.

The second is in terms of cylindrical coordinates. Let y = r cos
</>,

z r sin
(j>,

then :

fr
n sin n<j>

fr
m cos m

These results are obvious. Special cases of uni-axial and bi-axial

symmetry lead to the vanishing of certain coefficients.

[25.] Chapter vra. (pp. 360413) deals with the important
case of the torsion of prisms of rectangular cross-section (26 x 2c).

The chapter opens with some account of Cauchy's memoir of 1829 30

(see our Art. 661*) which had led Saint-Venant to recognise the general
distortion of the cross-sections in the torsion problem. Cauchy had

6
2

c
2

found as an approximation u = =-
2 ryz, Saint-Venant's expression

for the shift parallel to the axis in the case of an ellipse. This really is

only an approximation when b and c are very unequal. It makes the

greatest slides take place at the corners, but when we note that 'xy yx
and 'xz = 'zx, then since yx and 7x are zero on the lateral surfaces, it

follows that at the angles the nullity of ~xy and "xz connotes that the

stress can only be tractive to the cross-section, or that :

il n'y a, en ces points, aucun glissement, et la section a du se ployer de
maniere & rester normale aux quatre aretes saillantes devenues courbes

(p. 362).

This perpendicularity of the cross-section to the sides, at projecting

points or angles, holds for all prisms. The recognition of it led Saint-

V^enant to the investigation of a more exact expression for the torsion

of rectangular prisms than that discovered by Cauchy.

[26.] The equations to be solved are

<du/dy = TZ for all values of z between c and - c when y =

6,

(du/dz
= ry for all values of y between b and b when z = == c.

At the suggestion of Wantzel, Saint-Venant reduced these equations
co a known form by the substitution of u = ryz + u', when they become

Idu'jdy = 2rz for all values of z between c and c when y =

(du'/dz
= for all values of y between b and - b when z =
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These equations can be solved by the assumption

u' 2tAm (e
my e~my

)
sin mz

and the usual determination of the constants by Fourier's Theorem.

[27.] Saint-Venant obtains the following general results :

, sinh-

u-rbc

= rbc

bc 2 '

cosh
zc

,(2n-l)7rzSmh 26-

frffn-l)**
2c

-
I)

3

cosh ^~
26

(ii)

= yy = zz yz

*jr=-f*TC<2--
- . (2n-l)irJJm v /

,

2c

.

cos
26

(2n-l)y

1 COS
v

26
"

(iii)

16

T
, (1616 /4\*6 . 1 . (2-l)ma
T "

ViJ c ^=1 ("291^1? "26"^ J

*

[28.] It will be noted that Saint-Venant obtains in each case

double values for his quantities which are unsymmetrical in 6

1 Saint-Venant puts sinh for cosh in the denominator here by a misprint (p. 368,

equation 159).
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and c. Symmetrical values may be at once obtained by adding
and halving his solutions. Or, symmetrical values may be obtained

directly by the assumption of the particular integral

u = A, sinh Cos + B, sinh cos ,be c c

where p is a positive integer.

It will be found that the surface conditions are then very

easily satisfied, and the symmetrical forms of the results thus

deduced possess for some cases practical advantages.
Saint-Venant next proceeds to consider special cases of rect-

angular cross-section which will occupy us in the following seven

articles.

[29.] Cas ou Vun des cote's du rectangle est tres-grand par
rapport a I'autre. (pp. 372 375.)

From the first of the expressions for M, we obtain

M =^ ^rbc
3

(1
- 0-630249 c/b),o

and for a first approximation to u
u = -

Tzy.

1
e h3r3 h2 r2

These results agree with Cauchy'sM =
/XT ,

-
2
and u = -

^
-

a ryz

when c/b is very small.

Saint-Yenant in a footnote deduces Cauchy's results, but at the same
time brings out the insufficiency of his method, for Cauchy neglects the
fourth powers of the dimensions of the prism, but it is not at all clear

what the quantity is in comparison with which he neglects them, for

the term omitted ^^ ~-' seems really of the same order as that

b
2 -c2

retained - rys (p. 375).

[30.] On pp. 376 98 we have the full discussion of the prism
of square cross-section. The numerical results are calculated from

the tables for the hyperbolic functions given by Gudermann 1
.

They are calculated from both expressions obtained in Art. 27.

Saint-Venant seems to have taken from three to eight terms of

his series, but he has not entered upon any investigation as to

whether those series satisfy Seydel's condition of equal con-

vergence.

3 Theorie der Potenzial- oder cyklisch-hyperbolischen Functionen, S. 263.
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The values of u are calculated and given in a table on p. 377.

The accompanying figures give the contour lines of the distorted

cross-section and the boundaries of the cross-section as cutting the

lateral faces of the distorted prism in elevation (diagrammatically

exaggerated).

For numerical values we have,

M= -843462 prrfb*/ 3

= or <1 -66532 S b
3
.

a- 1 '350630 br is the maximum slide and occurs at the middle

points of the sides of the cross-section, which are thus the fail-points.
These values are all less than those obtained from the old theory.

[31.] On pp. 382387 Saint-Venant refers to the experi-

ments of Duleau 1 and Savart
2

as confirming his results. From
Duleau's experiments on circular bars the mean value of

//,

obtained was 6,659,230,000 kilogs. but from his experiments on

1 See our Art. 229*. 2 See our Art. 334*.
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square sectioned bars it was only 5,636,625,000 on the old theory.

Saint-Venant's however brings it up to 6,682,750,000, which may
be considered in fair agreement with the result obtained from bars

of circular section; especially when we remember the non-isotropic

character which was inevitable in the iron bars of Duleau's experi-

ments (see table p. 383). At any rate Saint-Venant's theory
accounts for the greater part of the inferior resistance to torsion of

square as compared with circular bars of equal sectional moment
of inertia.

Some experiments on copper wires of square and circular

cross-sections are tabulated on p. 386. Here the mean for the

circular cross-section is
/j,
= 4,174,825,000 ;

the old and the new

theory give for
//,

the values 3,384,121,000 and 4,012,180,000 ;

again to the advantage of the latter. The isotropy of these wires

is however very questionable.

[32.] Saint-Venant deduces on pp. 387391 the value of the

numerical factor which occurs in M (see our Art. 30) by an

algebraic expansion for u and a calculation after the manner of

Fourier (Theorie de la chaleur, chap. in. art. 208, Eng. Trans,

p. 137) of the indeterminate coefficients. It does not seem a very

advantageous process. A remark on p. 397 as to the difference

between resistance d la rupture dloignee and rupture immediate is

to the point. Saint-Venant remarks namely that experiments on

the latter can throw little light on the mathematical theory of

elasticity. At the same time it is regrettable that he should have

retained the word rupture in reference even to the first limit. Some

support, however, for his theory may even be derived, he thinks,

from Vicat's experiments on rupture; see our Art. 731* and p. 398

of the memoir. For Vicat found that for pierre calcaire, briquecrue
and pldtre the moment of the forces required to break a prism of

square cross-section and length at least twice the diameter was

less than in the case of an infinitely short prism, i.e. a case where

the plane section cannot be distorted. This result of Vicat is of

great interest and would be well worth further experimental in-

vestigation.

[33.] We now come to the general case: Gas d'un rapport

quelconque des deux dimensions de la base (pp. 398 413). Saint-

Venant has calculated numerically all the particulars of the .
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special case when b/c
= 2. We reproduce the contour lines for the

distorted cross-section as given by Saint-Venant on p. 400 accord-

ing to the table on p. 399.

The reader will at once note the change that these lines

present, and Saint-Venant on pp. 400 1 determines the value of

b/c for which the change from tetra-axial to bi-axial congruency
takes place.

In order to ascertain this we must find when du/dz = at the point

y =
b, z = Q. For, with the tetra-axial congruency of the contour lines

u is positive as we pass from z = 0, y = b along the line y = b into the

first quadrant, but in the case of biaxial symmetry du/dz is negative, for

u decreases or becomes negative as we pass along the same line. Our
author thus obtains the equation

1 , (2n-I)irc /7r\
2

Jfsrn?
88*

as-
=
(i)'

the numerical solution of which gives b/c= 1'4513.

[34.] The following general results are obtained (b
>

c) :

maximum slide cr = cry,

(p. 401),
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and this maximum slide takes place at the centre of the longer side of

the rectangular cross-section, (p. 410.)

S = or > /xyrc, hence

These complex analytical results are rendered practically of service

by a table on pp. 559 60 of the memoir, the most serviceable portion of

which we shall reproduce later. This table gives the values of /? and
of /3/y for magnitudes of the parameter b/c varying from 1 to 100, after

which they become sensibly constant. We are thus able to determine

M and its limit M .

Saint-Venant, however, gives in footnotes empirical formulae which

agree with less than 4 per cent, error with the above theoretical values.

He appears to have reached them by purely tentative methods, but he
holds that they satisfy all practical needs. They are

{It should be noted that our <r = gx ,
our /3

=
/A,

our r= 0, our ^ Gt

our S = T
Q
of the memoir.}

[35.] On pp. 403 6 we have a further discussion of experi-

ments of Duleau and Savart on the torsion of rectangular bars of

iron, oak, pldtre, and verre a vitre, the paucity of the experiments,
and the large variation in the values of the slide-moduli as

obtained from Saint-Venant's formula do not seem to me very

satisfactory. A series of experiments directly intended to test the

torsion of rectangular bars for variations of the parameter c/b

would undoubtedly be of considerable value.

[36.] We now reach Saint-Venant's ninth chapter which is

entitled : Torsion de prismes ayant dautres bases que I'ellipse ou le

rectangle. It occupies pp. 414 454.

The chapter opens with an enumeration of the various forms

of contour for which it is easy to integrate the equations of

Art. 17- We will tabulate them on the next page.
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Solutions (3) and (5) are really identical. No. 4 has given rise to

the solutions in terms of conjugate functions : see Thomson and Tait's

Natural Philosophy, 2nd Ed. Part u. pp. 2503.

[37.] In the present chapter Saint-Venant dismisses Nos. 1

and 2 on the ground that the resulting curves are very difficult to

trace. He contents himself with two closed curves of the fourth

degree and one of the eighth as given by No. 5. On pp. 421 434

he calculates and traces these curves at considerable length. The
most practically valuable results are those obtained on p. 439.

We have there the following characteristic sections treated :

(a) The equation of the first curve is :

-
2 '4 -^ - = -6 (Square with rounded angles).r

o
r
o

<o = 2-0636r 2
;
UKS = -7174r

4 = l-0586o,
2

/27r;

M = 5873/m-
4 = -8186fwW= -8666,M-a>"/2ir.

(b) The equation to the second curve is :

^
I

*5
4

= '5 (Square with acute angles).r
o

r
o

o>=-- l-7628r 2

; a>K
2 = -5259r

4 = l-0634o>
2

/27r;

M
(c) The equation to the third curve is, if y = r cos

<j>,
z = r sin

<f>,

r2

_48 16r4
cos4(

_

12 16 r
8
cos

r?
~
49

'

17
~

r
4 49' 17 r "

36 16~
49

'

17

(Star with four rounded points).

o> = l-2202r 2
;

<OK
2 = -2974r

4 - l-2551a>
2
/27r ;

M= 15983ftrr
4 = 5374

/
>tTa)/c

2 = 6745/AT(o
2
/27r.

We add to these the results for the circle and square.

(d) Circle : M =
/urtoK

2 =
fiT<o

2

/27r.

(e) Square : M = -84346/moK
2 =

88327/*Tco
8

/2ir.
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From the above numbers we can deduce some important

practical inferences, which we will do in Saint-Venant's own words.

On voit qu'il faut, de 1'expression //rw/c
2 de 1'ancienne the"orie,

retrancher, pour avoir M quand la section est le carre & angles arrondis

et c6tes legerement concaves, une proportion des *1814. Nous avons vu

que, pour le carre rectiligne, il faut prendre M =
'84346/xTooK

2 ou re-

trancher une proportion de '15654 seulement. La legere concavite des

cotes a plus influe pour diminuer le moment de torsion (pour nieme
moment d'inertie) que 1'arrondissement des quatre angles n'a influe

pour 1'augmenter.
Pour le carre curviligne a cotes un peu plus concaves et angles

aigus, il faut retrancher les -2217. II suffit, comme I'on voit, d'une

concavite assez legere des cotes de la base (1/22 environ) pour diminuer
assez notablement le moment de torsion d'un prisme carre.

Enfin, pour le prisme a cotes saillantes, il faut, de ///noK
2

,
retrancher

1'enorme proportion de -4626, ou prendre seulement 5374/ATWK
2 au lieu

de /XTWK
2

que Ton prend pour une section circulaire, ou de '84346/xrwK
2

pour une section carre"e rectiligne.
Et comme on a, pour une section circulaire, K* = <o/27r, M =

/xToo
2

/27r,

Ton trouve que les prismes ayant pour bases le carre arrondi, le carre

aigu et 1'etoile, n'offrent respectivement que les '867, les -828, et

les "674 de la resistance elastique la torsion qu'ils offriraient a egale

superficie w de la section, ou a egale quantite de matiere, s'ils etaient a

base circulaire, bien que les moments d'inertie de leurs sections soient

l
fois

-059, l
fcis

-063, l
fois -255 ceux de sections circulaires d'egale superficie.

Ainsi, les quatre saillies qui, malgre leur peu d'epaisseur, ont une
influence considerable sur la grandeur du moment d'inertie n'en ont

qu'une tres-faible sur le moment de torsion. Les pieces a cdtes, employees
si utilement contre les flexions, doivent etre exclues des parties des

constructions ou les forces tendent a tordre, ou, du moins, il faut
ne compter nullement sur une quote-part des quatre cotes ou saillies

dans la resistance (pp. 439 40).

[38.] Saint-Venant illustrates the inefficiency of projecting parts
still more effectually in a footnote to Art. 105, p. 454. He takes

a curve of the fourth degree whose equation is given in a footnote,

p. 448, and by ascribing a particular value to one of the constants

obtains two separate loops. The equation to the contour is :

- K.I -a;
/ u u

and the longitudinal shift

N b
2

c
2 4ar , ,

u = -
(1
-

2a) p 2 1-3/2
-
^ a (^

8 -
2/

3

).

The special value of the constant assumed is c
2 = - 6

2

/16. We have

then a figure of the form below and the value of M is only equal to

s.-v. 3
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01857/xTWK
2

,
or the torsion of such a pair of cylinders round an

intermediate axis is only one fifty-fourth of that given by the old

'w~y

theory : "Cela ne doit pas e"tonner, si Ton considere que le glissement

est nul aux points z = 0, y = ft^/ff ou ^ tres-peu pres au centre de

gravite de chaque orbe."

[39.] Saint-Venant on his pp. 4419 discusses the contour-

lines of the distorted cross-sections of our Art. 37. This he

accomplishes by numerical tables in a footnote (pp. 441 3).

Then he considers the maximum slides and fail-points of the same

sections and finally the limiting values of the torsional couples.

These values are as follows :

For section (a) of Art. 37 M
Q
= -8269 SQ

= '7094
-^=,

Sv

(i) if.- -85514$ =

(c) M = -7285 S = -5695 -^ S .

r
o ^V 71

"

The reasoning by which Saint-Venant deduces the fail-points

cannot be considered satisfactory. Indeed the statement as to the
'

side of the triangle
' and the deduction of the maximum slide on

p. 444 are unsound. The same judgment must be passed on the

process of p. 447, where the maximum slide for the section (c) is

shewn to be on the contour. Thus Saint-Venant has not de-

monstrated his very general statement (237) on p. 448. The

reader will however find little difficulty in proving the accuracy
of Saint-Venant's results by casting the expressions on pp. 444 and

447 into other forms or by the ordinary processes of the Differential

Calculus. In his edition of the Lepons de Navier, our author has

recognised the defective reasoning of these pages and replaced
them by more accurate arguments. (Cf. his 31, pp. 308 310

and 37, pp. 3401 : see our Art. 181 (e).)

[40.] In the concluding pages of this chapter Saint-Venant

points out how the solutions of a number of other sections can be

obtained. Thus we can take solutions like (3) of Art. 36 involving

terms of the 12th and 16th degrees and so obtain curves equally

symmetrical with regard to the axes of y and z.
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Et en y conservant des termes du deuxieme, du sixieme, du dixieme degre"

a puissances paires de y et z, tels que bzr
2 cos 2< = 62 (y

2 -^2
),

6
6
r6 cos 60= etc.,

Ton aurait une multitude de courbes syme'triques par rapport & chacun des

deux axes de y et z, mais non fyales dans leurs deux sens, et ayant Pellipse

pour cas particulier (p. 449).

We have referred to an example of this in Art. 38, and another is

given by Saint-Yenant in a footnote; namely the curve whose equation is

T o~
+ ^a

7
"3 cos

3<t>
= constant,

a

where u = b
3
r3 sin

3<jf>.

By taking b
3
=

-^
and the constant = r&

2

,
the equation to the

contour of the section becomes

or W.

i.e. an equilateral triangle of height 36 and side = 26v/3, the axis of y
coinciding with a median line. We reproduce Saint-Venant's entire

treatment of this case as a good example of his method, and in order in

one point to indicate a weakness in his reasoning.

41. We find at once that

T
U = TTT

Let c be the greatest value of u which, on the side denoted by

b Qj will be where z - b
;
then c - -^ ,

and consequently

32
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Thus the form of the surface into which the originally plane
cross-section becomes changed by torsion is easily understood. In

the part between Oy and the perpendicular OL, we have u negative ;
in

the part between OL and OB we have u positive ;
in the part between

OB and yO produced through we have u negative ;
in the next piece,

which is vertically opposite to the piece between Oy and OL, we have u

positive ;
and so on.

We have as usual the equations

du ^ du
* =

Ty-
n

'
~ = S +iyS

these by (ii)
of Art. 41 give

V*
~

The moment of torsion by equation (iv) of Art. 17 is

All these integrations are easily effected ;
for here if denote any

function of y and z, even in z, we have

where we integrate for z from z = Q to z= -^ ,
and for y from

v*
y = -btoy = 2b. Thus we find that

Then for the moment of inertia round the axis we have

- 36V3 =
373 1

for > = 36V3-

Hence M
The new theory thus gives a value for M only '6 of that given by

the old.

42. To find the greatest slide, Saint-Venant considers the side

which is parallel to the axis of z: then he says that along this

3b
a - z

2

side y + b = 0, so that xy
-

0, and xZ = ---^7 T. Thus the greatestZo

value of xz is when z = 0. Hence he tells us that the fail-point is on
the boundary at the point which is nearest to the axis. The greatest

Ol

value of the glissement principal is then
;
and to ensure safety

2i

we must have as before
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Combining this with M ffuoitV we have at the limit

Thus next to the circular section, the section in the form of an

equilateral triangle gives the simplest results.

[The above reasoning involves the assumption that the point

of maximum slide lies on the contour and is thus unsatisfactory.

Saint-Venant has given a thorough investigation of the point in

his edition of the Lepons de Navier, pp. 287 9.]

[43.] In conclusion we may note that Saint-Venant holds that,

among the numerous curves he has considered, one can be found

sufficiently close to give practically the laws of torsion for a prism
of any given cross-section (pp. 451 2).

[44.] The tenth chapter of the memoir deals with those cases

in which the slide-moduli are not the same in the direction of the

two transverse axes taken as those of y and z. It occupies pp.

45470.
Nous y avons aussi ete determine par le desir de donner sous leur

forme la plus simple les seules formules que Ton puisse, jusqu'a present,

appliquer a la pratique ;
car on n'a pas encore trouve, par des ex-

periences, le rapport que peuvent avoir entre eux les deux coefficients

de glissement transversal /x 1? /x2 pour diverses matieres, et il faut bien les

supposer ordinairement egaux (p. 454).

Although well-planned experiments on the possible inequality of

/*j, fj,2 arising either from natural structure or from some process of

working are still wanting, yet the inequality in the slide-moduli is

not without value as a possible explanation of several minor phe-
nomena of physical elasticity.

[45.] The equations which we have now to solve are those num-

bered (vi) in our Art. 17. Let us put in those equations y = *Jpl y'->

z = JfJi2 z' ; they at once reduce to

d 2

u/dy'
2 + d s

u/dz
/2 = 0-}

(du/dz' + r'y'} dy -
(du\dy'

-
r'z') dz' = QJ'"

where r = Jp^ r.

In other words our equations remain of exactly the same form

provided we write r =
VfSfSj T ^or T< Hence ^ we remember that every

contour must first be projected by means of the above relation between

2/,
z and y', z', we may make use of all the previous results and

equations.
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[46.] Thus in the case of the ellipse (pp. 455 8 of memoir), we

-+ -= 1 + -must write for j-a + -
a
= 1, 757 + -77

= 1- ^us we obtain at once
b* c* 6

a

//w., c7/xa
the results :

,. ., .

felmllarly

and ^
Saint-Venant remarks that with this inequality, the cross-section

of a circular cylinder will be distorted by torsion. The elliptic prism

however, for which the ratio of the semi-axes b/c
=

s//^//^, will retain

undistorted cross-sections although under torsion (p. 456). Saint-

Venant in the course of the chapter again refers to relations of this

kind (p. 462), but it is obvious that such are extremely unlikely to occur

in practice.
It must be noted that the 'fail-limit' (condition de non-rupture,

pp. 456 7) now takes another form, namely that of our Art. 5 (/),

1 =

From this we find at once

(6
2

/X + c
2

//,2)

2 = or > 4r
2

(b*z*IS* +

We have then to find the maximum value of the right-hand side.

It is easily seen to be on the contour of the cross-section, and at the

extremities of the minor or major axis according as b/c is > or < SJSa
.

In the first case we find that the limiting value of M is given by

[47.] Saint-Venant devotes pp. 458 460 to describing the

changes which must be made in the general solutions of our Art.

36 in order to adapt them to this case of unequal slide-moduli.

Tbey follow easily from our Art. 45. On pp. 460 8 he treats at

some length tbe case of the prism with rectangular cross-section.

The results are the same as those of our Art. 27, provided we re-

c b
place the ratios 7 and - where they occur in our formulae by

T\/ and - A/ 2

respectively, and the exponentials

e 2 and e* ~*~
~

b
by e*~~*~

* V IH and e

~
2
~~

* ^ *

respectively.
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The maximum slides still occur at the middle points of the

sides, but at the middle of the greater side 2b or the lesser side 2c

according as b/c > or < ^fJkJfi^ Saint-Venant gives at the con-

clusion of the memoir a very useful table, which we reproduce for

reference. It serves for equal slide-moduli when we simply put

=
fa The parameter in the first column is - \ /^ and for it

c V fa

values are taken from 1 to 100 as well as oo . The second column

TABLE I.

Torsion of Prisms of rectangular Cross-Section.

*.J*
C V Ml
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gives the value of /9, where M=
jS^rbc

3
is the value of the torsional

couple. The third and fourth columns give the maximum slides

by means of the coefficients ^ and 72
where o~

l y^r and o-
2
=

yjbr.

The fifth and sixth columns give the maximum value M of M
by means of the tabulated values of

/*/,
and ~

|2 ^, where

M
l
= (} 6c

2 A and Jf,
= ($ &} &

2
c

a
. M, is to be taken equalW \72

B fV
to the lesser of M^ and 1T

2
.

[48.] Pages 468 9 of this chapter suggest the modifications

which must be made in the results obtained for prisms of other

cross-sections, when //,t
differs from /*a ;

while on p. 470 we have a

simple proof that in this case at corners and angles which project
there is no slide, or the intersection of the lateral faces at such

corners remains normal to the cross-section.

[49.] Saint-Venant's eleventh chapter deals with the torsion

of hollow prisms (pp. 471 6).

In this case we have to satisfy the surface shift-equation

[j.a (du/dz + ry) dy ^ (dufdy rz)dz = Q ............ (i)

over two surfaces. If then we form a family of surfaces satisfying this

equation and give to the arbitrary constant which appears on the right-
hand side two different values we shall obtain the two boundaries of
a hollow prism satisfying all the required conditions.

For example :

satisfies the body shift-equation. Substituting in
(i)

we have on

integration

cy + b
2
z
2 = constant.

Giving the constant different values we obtain a system of similar

and similarly placed ellipses. Thus we find for a hollow elliptic cylinder
formed by the ellipses (26 x 2c) and (26' x 2c')

M-

(6) In the rectangular section

u = ryz + 2Am sinh (my/Jft) sin

and m =
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Substituting in
(i)

and integrating we find :

TT* (2n-l)
3
c

By variation of C we get possible boundary lines for hollow sections,

but since only (7 = gives a rectangle, the boundaries will not be
similar rectangles. Most of these curves would be extremely difficult

to trace
;
for small values of (7,

'

however, we may practically assume
we have a hollow cylinder whose cross-section is bounded by two

nearly equal rectangles. Saint-Venant finds in curves thus obtained an

analogy to the surfaces isothermes of Lame.

(c) Lastly we find briefly described the method of dealing with

solutions of the form (5) of our Art. 36. The curves are sketched on

p. 476 for the double family given by the equation of our A' . 38. Any
two of either set might serve as the basis of a hollow prism. Saint-

Yenant returns in the Legons de Navier (pp. 306, 325 332) to this family
and treats a special case of it Section en double spatule, analogue a
celle d'un rail de chemin defer, at considerable length.

[50.] I now reach Saint-Yenant's twelfth chapter wbich is

thus entitled : Gas oil il y a en meme temps une torsion, une flexion^

des dilatations et des glissements lateraux. Conditions de non-rup-
ture sous leurs influences simultanees (pp. 476 522). It deals with

the all important practical question of combined strain, and may
be described as the first scientific treatment of the subject : see our

Arts. 1377* and 1571*. The chapter may be looked upon as

an extension of the safe-stretch conditions formulated for the first

time in the Cours lithographic, see our Art. 1567*. In the treatment

of tbe problem to be found there it will be remembered that the

slide was dealt with as constant over the cross-section; here tbe

new results with regard to the flexural and torsional distortion of

the cross-sections are applied to that extended form of the earlier

formula which was cited in our Art. 5 (d).

[51.] Before I enter upon an analysis of Saint-Venant's results

I may refer to the substance of a footnote given on pp. 477 8 of

the memoir. Saint-Yenant notes that under torsion the sides and

fibres of a prism originally parallel become inclined and helical and

so must suffer a stretch. This stretch is, however if the product
of the torsion T and the distance of the farthest fibre from the

axis be small a small quantity of the second order. Wertheim

in a memoir to be considered later (see our Chap. XL) has referred

to certain phenomena which he attributes to this stretch.
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By a simple analysis Saint-Venant finds its absolute magnitude for a

right-circular cylinder of radius a. Take /

a fibre at distance r from the axis and
let us consider the element PP of it be-

tween two planes at unit distance. Sup-

pose owing to torsion that the two planes

approach each other by a quantity 17 and P P N
let PN be the perpendicular from the new position of P' on the cross-

section through P,

PP' = PN' + PN* =
(1 -,/)* + TV

- 1 -
77 +

r
nearly.

Saint-Venant takes for PP the quantity

TV

but I do not think he obtains the first expression very rigorously. He
has practically the same value in the Legons de Navier (pp. 240

1).
The traction in the fibre will now be given by

where E is the longitudinal stretch-modulus. The quantity
-

77 must
be determined by the condition that the total traction is zero, or

Since

it may be put =F 1 in the integral.

We find = a2

?), giving r)
=

,
a result which agrees with

Saint-Yenant's ;
our analysis thus proves that

17
is of the second order

in r.

Further we have for the total-moment of these tractions about the

axis

M [a
\ 2

Eirr* /* r
3dr (r* - ~] ,

since cos PPN = rr ;

./o V /
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If one takes account of the tractions produced by the lateral

squeezes of the fibres, we shall have a similar expression with a change

only in the elastic constant. Thus it appears that the effect produced

by the stretch of the fibres is of the third order in the torsion and may
be legitimately neglected if the torsion be small.

This point that the stretch only varies as the cube of the

torsion was first stated by Young without proof in his Lectures on

Natural Philosophy, Vol. I. p. 139. He thence argued that torsional

resistance must be due to detrusion (slide) and not to stretch.

When the torsion r is considerable, then the quantity M above,

due to stretch of the fibres, becomes of importance, as appears from

Wertheim's experiments in the memoir referred to : see our

Chap. xi.

[52.] Returning to the chief topic of the chapter under con-

sideration we first note with Saint-Venant the linearity of the equa-
tions of elasticity, so that it is possible to combine various strains

due to different forms of loading by vector-addition and so obtain

the total shifts due to a combined load system : see our Art. 1568*.

On pp. 479 80 Saint-Venant deduces the shifts for an elliptic

prism subject at the same time to traction, flexure and torsion.

Use is made of the results obtained on pp. 304 and 455 of the

memoir : see our Arts. 12 and 46.

[53.] Saint-Venant now turns to equation (iii) of our Art. 5 (d)

and after pointing out the difficulties of the general solution by
analysis for tbe case of any prism (p. 482) proceeds to some more

special and simple cases when the cubic can be reduced to an

equation of the second degree.

Case (1).
Let the elasticity be symmetrical about the axis of x, and

let the solid be a prism subjected only to a uniform lateral traction, we
have

Hence, if crx = Jtr^f + o-xy
2
,
we find

%i ^ +M Ate.
* V V *\f. s. y

In this equation we may put ix =T/2S 9
sy
= TJE, d-

as
=

E T
sx/sy

=
jjhn

~
''ij'n

and sy
~
Wan where

t] ratio of lateral squeeze to
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longitudinal stretch. Thus we find as safe-stretch limit

.1-17.^. /(\+^El
V />rA

2

(!)
... 1 -maximum of

-y^V+ J(-> T^J
+

( f)
'

We take the positive sign of the radical, because if <rx = we should
V J? J?

have the alternative between -^
sx and -ril7=J- sx = -=s 8

y,
and the former

1 I 2

will be considered the greater (Saint-Venant, p. 484).

Case (2). A like equation is obtained, if, without supposing an

axis of elasticity, two out of the three slide components vanish at a

fail-point.

Case (3).
This is a case of approximation, Saint-Venant supposes

<r
vz

to be zero
;
but - s

y/sy
and - sz/sz without being equal to differ but

slightly, and he then takes them equal to
irj2 _

x '

utie certaine moyenne

entre ces deux rapports' Thus he replaces (s/s-sy/sy) (s/s-sz/ss) by

(s/s + r)2
sx/sx)*

and divides out all the terms by the same factor. We
thus reach the equation

and obtain for the safe-stretch condition

(ii)
... 1 = maximum of

1 -.#
2 2\

*

Here
r/2

is given, I think, most satisfactorily by the arithmetic mean

Now if 8
y
= -

rjsx ,
and sz = - r)'sx ,

i / $x fSx\

*-KV*i)
= 2

( TJ ^-5 -I- vf --j J s/ : see our Art. 5 (d),
\ <rx <TXZ/

This result gives a constant value for rj2
and appears to agree with

Saint-Tenant's note on Clebsch, p. 275. I do not think the value given
for e"j(

= our
rjs)

on p. 485 of the memoir is quite satisfactory.

It will be noted that in all three cases the resulting quadratic is

practically of the same form and the condition may for all three be

thrown into a somewhat different shape, namely, transposing and

squaring we find
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On p. 486 Saint-Venant gives the value of the moduli in terms of

the 21 coefficients, and points out the changes which arise when
we assume bi- or uni-constant isotropy. On pp. 487 8 we have a direct

deduction of the formula of Case (2) on the lines of the Cours litho-

graphic: see our Art. 1571*.

[54.] On pp. 488 491 Saint-Venant points out the method by
which a general solution for a prism can be worked out. Let the axes

of z and y be the principal axes of inertia of the cross-section and
Px ,

P
y ,
Pz the load-components parallel to the axes at one terminal and

Mx , My, Mz the moments round the corresponding axes. Let
a-'^y,

<r'xz

be the slides at any point on the section w due to the flexure or to

My, Mz ;
let o-"^, <r"xz be the slide-components due to the torsional

couple Mx) then
P If,, K.y

X "~
7

T In? 2 "*"
"ET 2"

jt^O) J&jtoKy -to^Kz

Further the <r' and cr" components of slide will be known as soon as

the section is known and their sums must pair and pair be substituted

in equation (ii)
or

(iii) of Art. 53 for cr^ and a-xz .

The equations of equilibrium,

riJatfo] /

f
-

> , #=/*, <r"xz yd<>>-^ <r"xy zd<,
I I 7 'O .'o

z
= P2

I

& xzdu \

JQ )

will determine the constants in terms of the applied forces.

[55.] In section 125 (pp. 492 4) Saint-Venant treats the

exceptional case of a cross-section constrained to remain plane.

Telles sont celles qui sont soumises a ce que M. Vicat appelle un
encastrement complet, c'est-a-dire qui ne sont pas seulement contenues,
mais scellees ou soudees avec une matiere plus rigide ;

ou bien celles qui
se trouvent serrees et sollicitees lateralement dans leur plan meme

par des forces tendant a trancher, comme il arrive aux sections des

rivets dans le plan de contact des t61es qu'ils assemblent, ou aux bases

des prismes tordus de longueur nulle comme dit le meme illustre in-

genieur (p. 492).

Other such sections occur from the symmetry of load distribu-

tion etc.

For such non-distorted sections, we can suppose the 'fibres' formerly

perpendicular to become equally inclined, or the slide due to flexure

constant, and that due to torsion to follow the old law of Coulomb, i.e.

/ v

V

whence by means of equation (iv) of our Art. 54, we can easily express
the slides in terms of Mx ,

P
y
and Pz .
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The expressions (v) of course are only true for these excep-
tional sections, which can never occur in pure torsion as sections of

danger, while in practical cases of flexure combined with torsion

or slide they are frequently found to be specially strengthened

(e.g. built-in ends).

[56.] We will now enumerate the examples Saint-Venant gives

of the above condition of safety.

Case (1). Consider a rectangular prism (cross-section 26 x 2c) sub-

jected only to a force P parallel to the axis of z (or side 2c). Let the

built-in terminal of the prism be so fixed that it can be distorted by
flexure. Then if the length of the prism be a, and 2c be much greater
than 26, we have

, c\
2
/
11 = maximum of = -+- + -) 1
1 "

\

0-^
=

0, E

4 1
so that, granting uniconstant isotropy, S = = T, rj

= j ,
and thus the

equation (i) of our Art. 53 becomes

3Pa|~3z
5

2W [_8 c
+

8

Saint-Venant gives a table of the values of the quantity between

square brackets for values of z/c = Q to 1, and for values of 2c/a'

(depth to length) from 3 to 6. From this table the following results

may be drawn. So long as 2c/a < 3 '05 the fail-point lies on the

surface of the prism where z/c= 1, or at that point where there is no slide.

If then the ratio of depth to length be < 3-05, the prism's resistance is

just that of flexure without consideration of slide. If on the other

hand 2c/a > 3 '05 the maximum passes abruptly to the points for which

z/c = '2 about, and approaches more and more to those for which z = 0.

But this latter point lies on the neutral-axis, or it must be slide

and not flexure which produces the failure. When 2c/a = 3*2 we may
calculate the resistance either from flexure or transverse slide, but
after 2c/a

=
4, it is the slide alone which is of importance. Similar con-

clusions Saint-Venant tells us may be obtained for a circular section

(radius r); in this case the fail-point passes abruptly when 2r/a = 43
from z = r to z = "2r about.

The reader who bears in mind Vicat's attack upon the mathematical

theory of elasticity (see our Arts. 732* 733") will find that the above
remarks satisfactorily explain Vicat's experimental results.

Case (2). This is that of a prism (length 2a, section 26 x 2c) termi-

nally supported and centrally loaded. Here the section of greatest
strain suffers no distortion. If the load P be in the direction of
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the axis of z, we have by equation (v) of our Art. 55, 0^ = and

Whence supposing uni-constant isotropy we find :

3 //5 3Pa\ 2

(
P V

V V8
'

47T

6cV
+UW '1-

8

Suppose 6' and c' to be the values to be given to 6 and c that the

prism might safely withstand a couple Pa producing flexure only, and

6", c" to be the values to be given to 6 and c that it might safely

withstand a shearing force P applied to the undistorted section. Then

we easily find

3Pa _ P~' a ~

Hence :

II
V \

36VCV //56VV /6V
8 6 U

gives the limiting safe values of 6 and c for the strain in question.
Saint-Venant puts first c' = c" = c and so gets

whence he deduces and tabulates the values of 6/6'
and 6/6" for various

values of b"/b' and 6'/6" respectively, and also the value of

2c / 3S b" 12 b"

From his table it appears that when

- = or > i the slide begins to influence sensibly the result,
2a length

'

= or < 10 the flexure begins to influence sensibly the result.
ak

Between 2c/2a = J and 10 we are compelled to take both into account.

Case (3). This is the treatment of a cylinder on a circular base

subjected at the same time to flexure, torsion and extension. Saint-

Venant neglects the flexural slides and ultimately the extension. He
obtains an equation similar in character to that of the preceding case

and tabulates the values of the radius of safety in terms of the radius

of safety in the case of flexure alone for different values of the elastic

constant iyr He remarks (p. 503) that it is not necessary to consider

values of y i
> J for then a stretch would not produce a positive dilata-

tion,
'
ce qui n'est point supposable.' This remark is omitted in the

Lemons de Navier where a number of values of
rj l

> J are dealt with.

I may add that the problem is far more completely treated in that

work (pp. 414 21). Saint-Venant's tables shew that the results

obtained are for values of
yj }

between 1/5 and 1/3 very much the same,
or we may adopt generally without fear of error the uni-constant

hypothesis ^ =
1/4. This hypothesis Saint-Venaut tells us is amply

verified by the experiments of M. Gouin (see page 486 of the memoir).
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I shall have something to say of these experiments when dealing with

Morin's Resistance des materiaux, 1853 : see our Chap. xi.

Case (4). This case gives the calculation of the 'solid of equal
resistance

'

for a bar built-in at one end and acted upon at the other by
a non-central load perpendicular to its axis, i.e. combined flexure and

torsion. Saint-Venant supposes uni-constant isotropy and neglects the

flexural slides. His final equation is

Here P is the load acting on an arm k, and r is the sectional radius

at distance x from the loaded terminal, (p. 504.)

Case (5). An axle terminally supported has weight II and carries

two heavy wheels (OT
and

or') upon which act forces, whose moments
about the axle are equal and whose directions are perpendicular to the

axle. We have thus another case of combined flexure and torsion,

which is dealt with as before.

[57.] The next case treated by Saint-Venant is of greater com-

plexity; it occupies pp. 507 18 of the memoir. It is the investi-

gation of combined flexural and torsional strain in rectangular prisms

(26 x 2c), and possesses considerable theoretical interest. In practice
also the non-central loading of beams of rectangular section must be a

not infrequent occurrence.

Case (6). Saint-Venant in his treatment does not suppose the elas-

ticity round the prismatic axis to be isotropic, but takes the general case

of two slide-moduli, supposing, however, that bJjjL2
> cj^ .

He neglects also the flexural slide-components. Let the torsional

slide-components be given by <r
l

= yy
cr and <r

2
=
yzbr for z/c

= 1 and

y/b = 1 respectively, r must be eliminated by means of the relation

M" = PiA^bc
3
. If < be the angle the plane of the flexural load makes

with the plane through the prismatic axis and the axis of y, and M' the

flexural moment at section x, we easily obtain for the stretch sx the value

_ 3M'
fz

cos
<f> y sin

8x~~ ~

_ 3Jf

Let us substitute these values in equation (ii)
of our Art. 53. Taking

these expressions alternately for the sides 26 and 2c we obtain :

1 -HO 3M' / c y .

1 = maximum _ _ -7-5 cos <p + 7 T sin
2^ 46c

2
\ 66

/[l+rj2 3M'/ cy . \1 2

fy,v b^ 46c(
cos<H 11

sm<
OJ

+
Of
y, M"\*
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- maximum
3 J

c .- cos
</>
+ sin

</>

M"

By means of the Table II. below and Table I. on our p. 39 all the

terms of these expressions can be calculated; for yy/yi and yz/y2 are given

for values of -%1=* and also for values of y/b and z/c respectively.

Hence so soon as < and the section of danger, i.e. where M' is greatest,
are known we can solve the problem by equating to unity the greater
of the two maxima written down above and so determine be

2
for the

section.

Saint-Yenant by using b', c', 6", c" with similar meanings to those of

our Art. 56, Case (2), throws the equation into a somewhat different

form.

If the section for which M' is greatest be so built-in or symmetrically
situated that no distortion is possible the values of the slides must
be those of equations (v) of our Art. 55 and not o^, <r

2
as taken above.

TABLE II.

Slides at points of the contour of the Cross-Section of a Prism on

rectangular base subjected to Torsion.

(for z = c, or along the sides 26)
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(2) c so much less than b that c/>.tan< may be neglected as

compared with 1, i.e. the case of a 'plate' (pp. 511 2).

(3) Prism on square base, when tan< =
0,

=
J,
=

1, and = anything
whatever when there is a non-distorted section for section of least safety

(pp. 512 4). The fail-points are also determined.

(4) Prism on rectangular base for which =
2c, when tan< = 0,

=
, =1, =2, =00, and = anything whatever when there is a non-

distorted section for that of least safety (pp. 514 518). The fail-points
are also determined.

[59.] On pp. 518 22 we have the treatment of a prism on elliptic
base subjected at the same time to flexure and torsion. Saint-Venant

only works this out numerically for the case of uni-constant isotropy and
when tan< = GO .

It is found that after a certain value of the ratio of torsional to

ilexural couple, the fail-point leaves the end of the major axis (through
which the flexural load-plane passes

1

)
and traverses the quadrant of the

ellipse till it reaches the end of the minor axis
(p. 522).

[60.] We now turn to Saint-Venant's final chapter (pp. 522

558). This consists of three parts : 135 Resume general', 136

Recapitulation des formules et regies pratiques and 137 Exemples
d'applications numdriques.

In the first article there is little to be noted. A reference is

made on p. 528 to the models of M. Bardin shewing the gauchis-
sement of the cross-section to which we have previously referred.

Saint-Venant also mentions the visible distortion of the cross-sec-

tions obtained by marking them on a prism of caoutchouc and

then subjecting it to torsion.

In the general recapitulation of formulae we have some results

not in the body of the memoir, as on p. 536 (d^) where the flexural

fij\
4

(z\
2

slides for the prism whose base is the curve
f|j

+
f-J

=1 are

cited from the memoir on flexure : see our Art. 90. So again on

p. 546 for the flexural slides of other cross-sections. The best

rfaume', however, of formulae as well as numbers for both flexure

and torsion is undoubtedly to be found in Saint-Venant's Lecons

de Navier to which we shall refer later. The last section 137

contains some instructive numerical examples of Saint-Venant's

treatment of combined strain.

1 Saint-Venant terms this sollicite de champ. When the load-plane is perpen-
dicular to this the prism is sollicite a

-plat.
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The memoir concludes with the tables for rectangular prisms
which we have in part reproduced on pp. 39 and 49.

[61.] We here bring to a close our review of this great memoir.

Since Poisson's fundamental essay of 1828 (see our Art. 434*)
no other single memoir has really been so epoch-making in

the science of elasticity. It is indeed not a memoir, but a

classical treatise on those branches of elasticity which are of

first-class technical importance. Written by an engineer who has

kept ever before him practical needs, it is none the less replete

with investigations and methods of the greatest theoretical interest.

Many of its suggestions we shall find have been worked out in ful-

ler detail by Saint-Venant himself, not a few remain to this day
unexhausted mines demanding further research.

SECTION II.

Memoirs of 1854 to 1864.

Flexure, Distribution of Elasticity, etc.

[62.] Comptes rendus, T. xxxix. pp. 10271031, 1854. Me-

moire sur la flexion des prismes elastiques, sur les glissements qui

I'accompagnent lorsqu'elle ne s'opere pas uniformement ou en arc

de cercle, et sur la forme courbe affectfe alors par Leurs sections

transversales primitivement planes. This is a resum6 of the results

of the later memoir on flexure (see our Arts. 69 and 93). It

cites the general equations for flexure, and the particular results

for the case of a rectangular cross-section.

[63.] L'Institut, Vol. 22, 1854, pp. 6163. Solution du

probleme du choc transversal et de la resistance vive des barres

elastiques appuydes aux extremitts. This is an account of Saint-

Venant's memoir presented to the Societe Philomathique. It con-

tains only matter given in the Comptes rendus, and afterwards

more completely in the annotated Clebsch : see our Art. 104.

42
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[64.] In the same volume of the same Journal, pp. 220 1,

are particulars of the memoir on the Flexure of Prisms communi-

cated to the SocUtd Philomathique.

[65.] In the same volume of this Journal, pp. 396 398, is

another communication of Saint-Venant's to the Soci6t6 Philo-

mathique (July 8, 1854). This deals with the formulae for the

flexure of prisms and for their strength, when the cross-section

does not possess inertial isotropy. It gives the general equations
and treats specially the case of a rectangular cross-section : see

the Lemons de Navier, pp. 52 58 and our Arts. 1581*, 14 and 171.

A final paragraph to the paper points out that the resistance

to torsion varies more nearly inversely than directly as the axial

moment of inertia : see our Art. 290.

[66.] On pp. 428 31 of the same volume of the same Journal

Saint-Venant communicates to the Socitti Philomathique (July 8

and October 21, 1854) the results obtained from the stretch-

condition of strength. These results were afterwards published in

the memoir on Torsion : see our Arts. 53 et seq.

[67.] Volume 23 of the same Journal, pp. 248 50. Further

results of the memoir on Torsion communicated to the Societe*

Philomathique (April 12 and May 12, 1855), notably the case of

a prism on an equal-sided triangular base : see our Arts 40 2.

[68.] The same volume of the same Journal, pp. 440 442.

Diverses considerations sur Velasticite des corps, sur les actions

entre leurs molecules, sur leurs mouvements vibratoires atomiques,

et sur leur dilatation par la chaleur. An account of a memoir

presented October 20, 1855, to the Societe Philomathique contain-

ing general remarks on the rari-constant theory of intermolecular

action. The expression for the velocity of sound on p. 441 b

should be */ - and not A/
-

: see L'Institut, Vol. 24,

p. 215. Saint-Venant refers to the labours of Newton, Ampere
and others on this subject : see our Art. 102. He points out that

in order to explain heat by translational vibrations, the second

differential of the function which expresses the law of intermo-

lecular force must be positive : see our Arts. 268 and 273.
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The method, however, of dealing with the velocity of sound by
means of an initial stress in an isotropic medium is unsatisfactory.

This was recognised by Saint-Venant himself, and he cancelled

the entire paragraphs on p. 441, beginning Newton va meme and

Quelque differents, of 42 and 10 lines respectively: see Comptes

rendus, 1876, Vol. 82, p. 34.

[69.] M6moire sur la flexion des prismes, sur les glissements

transversaux et longitudinaux qui I'accompagnent lorsquelle ne

sopere pas uniforme'ment ou en arc de cercle, et sur la forme course

affectee alors par leurs sections transversales primitivement planes.

Journal de Maihematiques de Liouville, Deuxieme Serie, T. i.

1856, pp. 89189.
This is Saint-Venant's classical memoir on flexure

;
extracts

from it will be found in the Comptes rendus, T. xxxix. 1854,

p. 1027 and T. XLI. 1855, p. 143.

Certain portions are reproduced in the Lecons de Navier,

pp. 389 414, but the analytical work does not seem yet to have

passed into the text-books.

[70.] Sections 1, 2 (pp. 89 98) are occupied with a history of

the old theories and an account of the Bernoulli-Eulerian hypothe-
sis as generally accepted at the date of the memoir. Saint-Venant

refers to the labours of Galilei (see our Art. 3*), Mariotte (Art.

10*), Hooke (Art. 7*), James Bernoulli (Art. 18*), Coulomb (Art.

117*), Leibniz (Art. 11*), Duleau (Art. 227*), Barlow (Art. 189*),

Hodgkinson (Art. 232*), Tredgold (Art. 197*), Girard (Art. 127*),

Navier (Art. 254*), Young (Art. 134*), Robison (Art. 146*),

Dupin (Art. 162*) for the theory of beams, and to those of

Catichy, Poisson, Lame and Clapeyron for the general theory of

elasticity. His remarks are reproduced at greater length in the

Historique Abrege, and as the reader of our first volume is already

acquainted with the researches of these scientists we pass over

these pages of the memoir.

In the second section Saint-Venant points out the falseness of

the Bernoulli-Eulerian theory, and refers to the corrections and

criticisms of Vicat, Persy and himself: see our Arts. 721*, 726*,

811* and 1571*.

As we have already pointed out Saint-Venant in the memoir
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on Torsion had given the outlines of the true theory of flexure :

see our Arts. 9 13.

[71.] The third section (pp. 98101) is entitled : Objet et

sommaire de ce memoire. Saint-Venant here indicates that he

intends to use the semi-inverse method (see our Art. 3) to test

how far the Bernoulli-Eulerian formulae :

(Traction

=
Ezjp,

Bending moment = Eco/c
z

/p,

fzdco
=

0,

(see our Arts. 20*, 65*, 75*, etc.)

are correct, when consideration is paid to the influence of slide.

There is also a succinct account of the contents of Sections 4 32

of the memoir.

[72.] Sections 4 12 (pp. 101 120) contain an elementary
sketch of the general theory of elasticity. Saint-Venant wrote

three other such sketches, namely (i) in the memoir on Torsion

(see our Art. 4); (ii) in the Legons de Navier (see our Art. 190);
and (iii) for Moigno's Statique (see our Arts. 224 9). This sketch

falls between (i) and (ii). It adopts rari-constancy and bases it

upon intermolecular action being central and a function of central

distance only. This rari-constancy Saint-Venant holds to be

without doubt true for bodies of
' confused crystallisation

'

such as

are used for the materials of construction (p. 108). At the same

time for the sake of the 'weaker brethren,' and as it does not

increase the difficulty of solving the elastic equations, he adopts
multi-constant formulae.

[73.] As a specimen of the mode of treatment, we reproduce
his proof of the equality of the cross-stretch and direct-slide

coefficients, i.e. in our notation \xxyy\ = \xyxy\
l
.

We have to shew that the coefficient of sy in xx - the coefficient of

tr-vy
in Jy.

Suppose all the strain-components zero except s
y
and a-xy and these

to be constant for all points of the body. Suppose the central distance

of two molecules m, m" to have length r, and projections x, y, z on the

coordinate axes before strain. After strain x and z remain unchanged,
but y will be increased by ysy owing to the stretch and xa-y^ owing to

1 See the footnote to our Art. 116.
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the slide. Thus the distance r between the molecules will be increased

by the quantity

A mutual action

will thus be developed between the molecules by the displacement,
where/ (r)

is some function of r.

If these molecules ra', m" form part of two groups situated at either

side of an elementary area to taken perpendicular to the axis of cc,

we shall have o> . r and o> . w for the stresses obtained by resolving such
mutual actions as the above along the axes of x and y respectively
and summing them for all actions which cross the area w. (See our
Art. 1563*.)

Thus we have

r) (y

The form of these expressions thus proves the identity of the cross-

stretch and direct-slide coefficients on the rari-constant hypothesis.

[74.] In Section 12 (pp. 117120) Saint-Venant applies the

general formulae of elasticity to the simple case of a prism under

pure traction. He then deduces the stretch-modulus in terms of

the elastic constants for various kinds of elastic bodies.

In a footnote to p. 120 he supposes the body to have weight and to

be vertically stretched. He obtains with the notation of our Art. 1070*
the following results :

u
\ Ml

v) \iffjg

_ 1~
u2l co

"

21
'

These results agree with those of our Art. 1070*, if we take
77
=

>/, or

suppose isotropy in the cross-section. Here
rj, rj'

are the stretch-squeeze
ratios in the directions z, x and z, y respectively.

I had not noticed this footnote when commenting in the first volume
on Lame's treatment of the problem.
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[75.] Section 13 (pp. 121 123) deals with Poisson and

Cauchy's method of treating the problem of flexure by expanding
the stresses as positive integral algebraic functions of the co-

ordinates of the point on the cross-section referred to axes in

the cross-section: see our Arts. 466* and 618* (footnote). This

method Saint-Venant admits had served for the departure of his own

researches (p. 99), and he deals more gently with it here (p. 124)

than he does in his later work. The assumption of the possibility

of the expansion in a convergent series is a very dangerous one,

and leads in the case of torsion to very erroneous results : see our

Arts. 1626* and 191 (or Legons de Navier, footnote pp. 621 7).

[76.] In 1417 (pp. 12536) Saint-Venant gives the general
solution of the problem of flexure, carefully stating his assumptions
and once integrating his equations. He reduces the solution to

the determination of a single function F, which can be chosen to

suit a great variety of cross-sections. I will reproduce as briefly

as possible the matter of these sections.

[77.] Taking a portion of a weightless prism between two

cross-sections Saint-Venant proposes to determine its state of

equilibrium after it has been subjected to flexure on the following

suppositions :

(i)
The character of a certain portion of the shifts and strains is

assumed
; namely, the axis of the prism, or the right line joining the

centroids of the cross-sections, is supposed to become a plane curve

(elastic line here one with the neutral line), and further the stretches of

the longitudinal
' fibres

'

vary in a uniform manner with their distances

from each other measured parallel to the plane of the elastic line.

Let x be the direction of the line of centroids before flexure and let

the origin be its fixed extremity (see (iii)),
and let xz be the plane of

flexure (or of the elastic line), then the above condition is analytically

represented by
sx = Cz + C' (1),

where C and G' are constants for the cross-section.

(ii)
The character of a certain portion of the stresses is assumed

;

namely, it is supposed that the fibres exercise no mutual traction upon
each other, or that their mutual action is solely of the nature of shear.

Further, on the terminal cross-sections there is supposed to be no

tractive loading.
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These assumptions may be expressed analytically by~ = ~ = 9=0 ........................... (2),

fxx dui Q for a terminal cross-section ............... (3).

Further, it is supposed that although the mode of application and
distribution of the load is unknown, yet the resultant load and its

moment (M)
for each cross-section <o at distance x from the origin are

known.
It follows that

M=
fxx zd<a for each section .................. (4).

Further, to simplify the equations of unnecessary elements all

motion of rotation, or translation of the prism as a whole, all stretching
of the central axis or torsion of the prism are excluded. The latter

elements by the principle of superposition of strains can afterwards be
added.

(iii)
One extremity of the central axis, the central elementary area

of the cross-section at that extremity and an elementary strip along the
trace of the plane of flexure on the cross-section remain fixed.

Analytically this gives us the conditions :

u = v = w = 0, du/dz = 0, when x y = z = Q ............ (5),

v 0, dv/dz = 0, when y = z=Q for all values of a? ......... (6).

[78.] Let us adopt the following additional notation :
I, COK* and p

are the length, cross-sectional moment of inertia (= fz
Q

du) and radius of

curvature at any point of elastic line of the prism. Let us further

suppose that the material is such that the cross-sections of the prism are

planes of elastic symmetry, it follows easily that the stress-strain rela-

tions will be of the form

M = asx +f'sy + e"sz + h<r
yz

y d'sz + ka-
yz

"zz = e'sx + d"s
y + csz -f- na-yz

Tz = h'sx + k's + risz + dar
yz

(7)-

*# =
ecr^c

+ h"<rxy

xy = h"'^^ +f<rxy

See the annotated Clebsch, pp. 75, 6.

Since ^p = ^ = ^ = 0we can determine from the first four equations
xx, s

y ,
sz and cr

yz
in terms of sx,

we may thus write :

c = Esx ,
sy
= -r) l

sx ,
sz = -r)2

sx ,
(r
yz =Sx ............ (8).

[79.] Considering the portion of the prism between the cross-section

(o at distance x and the cross-section at the origin we have by (3) and

(4):-
- JM d<o = JE (Cz + C'} dot,

M=j zda> = JE (Cz + C') zdu,

whence (7 = and C=--M/EuK
2
........................ (9).

It follows that =
sJf/wic

8
....... . ..................... (10).
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If we now turn to the body stress-equations we find they reduce to

i*~* j'""" j K/T ~\

Oxy Uxz Z aJXL
J

^I~^
=

~5
f

(
u

>>

dx
~

' dx
~

j

while the surface stress-equations reduce to the single one

xzdy xydz = (12).

The last two equations of (11) lead us by means of the last two of

(7) to the conditions
1

d^xy n dvzx A~
j

~ ^ ~J~ =
"iax dx

or, to

da
v ~~ 0.

dxdy dx2 dxdz dx2

Hence, putting for du/dx = sx its value zM/JSuiK
2

,
we have, since M is

supposed afunction ofx only,

The first equation tells us that there is no curvature in the

direction of y after flexure, the second that the curvature
( 1/p

=
2

for small
shifts)

in direction of z is equal to M/!(DK*.

We thus obtain

M=fio>K2

lp, sx = z/p,
= E*lp ............... (14),

the formulae of the Bernoulli-Eulerian theory, here deduced without its

invalid assumptions (i.e. that the cross-sections remain plane and normal

to the strained fibres).

[80.] The first equation of (11) shews that if M is variable or

in other words the curvature changes, the stresses !ry, #* and therefore

the slides cr,^ vxz cannot be zero, or it involves the contradiction of the

Bernoulli-Eulerian assumptions.
Further differentiating the same equation with regard to x, we deduce

by the second and third equations of (11) the result

or M must be of the linear form in x,

= P(a-x) ............................. (16),

Provided the relation e\K' H"lf does not hold between the elastic constants.
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if we suppose Pa to be the value of M when x = 0. In many cases a =
I,

the length of the prism.
This result (obtained on p. 130 of the memoir) is extremely im-

portant, and does not seem to me to have been sufficiently regarded.
I remark that it is obtained without any consideration of the surface

condition (12). It thus follows that the assumptions sx = Cz + C',

^ =^ =^ = Q are not legitimate) if M is other than a linear function

of the length of the prism. In other words all the important practical
cases of continuous loading are excluded from Saint- Venant's theory of

flexure^ and it remains yet to be shewn that for such cases the Bernoulli-

Eulerian hypothesis of (14) gives even an approximation to the truth.

[81.] With regard to the quantity P of the previous Article, we

obviously have P equal to the resultant, in the direction of z of the

load, or to the total shear across each section, that is

r^d<=-p a?)
J o

for all sections.

Thus we see that Saint-Venant's theory, even without the limitation

of equation (12). excludes the possibility of any discontinuous change
in the shear, or the transverse load. He supposes the resultant of the

whole external load to act either at the extreme section (x
=

I) or

beyond it in the central axis produced. This again narrows down very
much the number of practical cases for which the Bernoulli-Eulerian

equations have been shewn to be applicable.

[82.] Saint-Venant now proceeds to a first integration of his

equations and deduces the following results (p. 131) :

where <r
?

is a constant, representing the value of <rxz at the origin, and
F

(y, z) is a function to be determined by the conditions

^,
w -.

/ L// 7y\

'JP*** +h)
djdz

+ e ^

for all points of the cross-section
; and,

(~dz\
(dF ^2-ni/z-ez

2
\ / j,,,dz

h" -f -J-) (
, + P-^ 2 )

+
(
e - h -j-*

dyj \dy 2JwK
2

) \ dy

for all points of the contour of the cross-section.

...(19).
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These results follow by simple analytical work if we start with the

value of u obtained from the equation sx = z/p
= P (a x) zjEwK

3 and then

proceed to those of v and to given by the second and third equations of

(8), the values so found being made to satisfy (11), etc.

[83.] Saint-Venant, however, does not deal in his special examples
with this general case of elastic distribution

;
he assumes the material to

have planes of elastic symmetry perpendicular to y and z, as well as

perpendicular to x. We then have h" = h'" = h = k = n = ti = k' = ri = 0,

and clearly e = 0.

Further,

w=f<rxy, =e<rxz ,
a-
yz
= .................. (20).

The equations (18) and (19) now become, if we take 1

/= /*i> e = /*2

E E
'2ax-xs

(a-x)
/U,,0)K

2

(18'),

gj^.. ^-pi-yi-y. z throughout the section;

dF

"H dz

over the contour of the cross-section.

v z v ?y
2
\ "i

Z^rniidj^O^ /*! /)

....(19').

[84.] The last section of general treatment (pp. 133 6) gives
formulae for various quantities used for the special cases afterwards
dealt with. Thus we note :

First, the values of the stresses :

_ n(a-x) /dF Pyzxx = P ^

j-' z, xy = ^(-T- + y, ^-i
^ '

(20')

It follows that

o-^ = xzj /x,2 ,
or = o- for y = z - 0,

that is the inclinations of all the cross-sections at their centres to the
axis is the same and equals <r

Q
.

1 I have altered Saint-Venant's notation to correspond with that of our History,
he puts for our

, ,

t\ I
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Secondly, the equation to the curved surface taken by the cross-

section, on neglecting small quantities of the second order, is shewn to be

x' = o- z' + F(y',z') ........................ (21),

where the origin is the centroid of the cross-section, the axis of x is the

tangent there to the elastic line, that of y is parallel to y and the plane

y'z' is the tangent plane to the cross-section at the origin.

It is obvious that x is not a function of #, or the cross-sections all

assume the same distorted form. Hence we see why it is that the

different fibres are stretched precisely as they would be, were the cross-

sections to remain plane.

Thirdly, the total deflection 8 (la fleche de flexion) is obtained by
putting y-z = and x = I in the value of w in (18'), or,

Saint-Yenant assumes the resultant load to be applied at the

terminal, or that a =
?,
thus still further limiting his solution. In this

case 8 = -cr l+Pl3

/3EuK
2
....................... (22').

[85.] The next twelve sections (1829), pp. 13668, deal with
the determination of <T

O
and F for various forms of cross-section.

In the first place Saint-Venant assumes F is to be a positive integral

algebraic function of y, z. In this case it must be of the form

in order to satisfy the first of equations (1 9').

If this value be substituted in the third equation of (19') we obtain

the differential equation to the corresponding contour-curve.

[86.] Saint-Venant deals however only with the special case, in

which the terms in y
z
z and z

3
are alone retained. He puts

2
/x,o)/c

2

,

and thus throws F into the form

~ m
~^y** (24).

After some reductions and an integration he finds for the contour

from the third equation of (19') :

- -

here C is a constant.
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If C = this represents a family of ellipses. If C be finite and we

give various values to m we have curves symmetrical with regard to

the axis of ?/, and symmetrical or not with regard to the axis of z

according as m/(\. -m) is even or odd. Equation (25) can be thrown
into a somewhat different form by assuming c to be the semi-axis of

the curve in the direction of =t
z, and b the semi-axis in the direction

y. Thus y = 0, z = c, but for z = 0, y 4- b always, = b also if

m/(l -m) be treated as even.

In putting y = 0, z
3 = c

2 we find,

........................ <->

Equation (25) now becomes :

_ i l-2y,-m p.Jf if if

3m - 2 w'JW 3m - 2 /^c
2
6
2

c
2

Saint-Yenant now proceeds (pp. 138 143) to discuss the various

forms that can be taken by this system of curves. This discussion

seems to me perhaps a little too brief. Thus, he says : Supposing

m/(l m) to be treated as even, then it is sufficient and necessary in

order that the curve may be closed, and so capable of serving as a

contour for a cross-section, that z/c have a real value when y/b = 1 x,

X being an extremely small positive quantity. This leads him to the

condition that m must lie between

and 1.

[87.] We may note the following cases :

The ellipse (2b x 2c) is obtained (not by putting m/(l m) = 2 which
leads to a logarithmic curve owing to the appearance of indeterminate

forms, but) by making the coefficient of y
m i^-m ^ vanish. Thus we have

_ 2M

3/x,c
2 +

|M2
6
2

The circle (radius b) is obtained by putting b = c or

2^ + (1
-

2y,) /u,2

The false ellipse, ^-4
+ =

1, is obtained by putting m/(l
- m) = 4

in the case of isotropic material for which uni-constancy holds, or

li.a
=

li, lt Elp, = 5/2 and 7l
= 1/10.

More generally we must take m = 2yl -l, for a similar curve in

bodies with tri-planar elastic symmetry.

[88.] On pp. 139 40 Saint-Venant deals with and figures the
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various curves which arise in the case of isotropy, when m is given
different values, especially for the cases c b and c = 2b.

On pp. 141 3 he refers to the case of m/(l -m) being odd, and
shews that not only are the limits for m narrower than in the previous

case, but that the ratio b/c must remain within certain limits determined

by those for m.
The case of m = 5

/ 7 and ^ l

=
/x2

is fully treated and it is shewn
that the equations represent for four values of b/c :

des ovales ou courbes ovo'ides dont un des bouts est plus gros que I'autre. Le

petit bout dege'nere en pointe pour la premiere et pour la derniere.

L'axe des z ne passe qu'exceptionnellement par le centre de gravitd des

sections termine'es par ces contours non symetriques ;
mais peu imports, car

comme les fibres restent toutes dans les plans, tout ce qui precede est

egalement vrai si 1'on prend pour axe des x 1'une quelconque des fibres qui ne
varieront pas de longueur, (p. 143.)

[89.] We will next write down in a form corresponding to equa-
tion (25), the values of the three stresses

;
these we easily obtain from

equations (20). They are :

_ P(a-x)z _
(OK

<

2(OK
2

//-j
2(OK

2

As one terminal cross-section usually corresponds to x = I = a, we
see that xx = across it, or the total external force exhibits itself as
a shearing load, the resultant of which P is distributed according to

a paraboloidal law.

Saint-Venant adds to these results that for the total deflection 8

from equations (22) and (26); thus we have (see his p. 148) :

PI3
/

n
3m E c\B= w->* I

1 + IT "-/-) ..................
(
28

)-OJ&UK \ 2
(J,2

I J

The form of the distorted cross-section deduced from equation (21)
is :

x/ = 5-^-
2

-n 2 De tne value of x' when y = 0, z = -c, this*

'"
vc c

[90.] Saint-Yenant specialises the results of the previous Article on

pp. 144 148 for definite values of m, Thus he takes the case of the
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false ellipse for a uni- constant isotropic material (ra
=

4/5, 7,
= ^= 1/10);

of the curve ra = 9/10 (or 18/20, considered as even), also for a uni-

constant isotropic material this curve approaches a rectangle of which
the angles have been rounded off and the top and bottom hollowed

out; and of m=l (= 2/2), the contour is here a quadrilateral formed

by four curved lines. Then he proceeds to cases which have for

practical purposes more definite contours, namely :

we have :

2P l^q^y, A _A , ?P l-6y , 2/

2

"

(o

"

1 + 3q \ c*J (o 1 + 3q b*
'

4P 5c
2 + 26

2
/ . *

2
\ 4P

'
for um-constant lsotr P^

J

circle. We have only to put b = c in the above results.

[91.] We may note that the term to be added to the deflection

owing to shear is generally about 3
(jj

of that due to bending, if we deal

with a uni-constant isotropic material (i.e.
for circle

(-J , for false

ellipse 3
(jj ,

for rectangle with flattened angles
~j- NJ , etc.). This

represents the amount neglected in the ordinary theory. If in practice
we may safely neglect an error of 1/100 in the deflection, it follows

that the ordinary theory will give sufficiently close practical results so

long as the length of the beam is 8 or 9 times its diameter.

[92.] On pp. 148 156 Saint-Venant goes through some most

interesting work to trace the form of the distorted cross-sections.

He traces these surfaces by means of level or contour lines for

different ratios of x jx'Q [see equation (29')], that is by the trace of

the surfaces on planes parallel to the tangent plane at the origin.
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The form of these families of curves may be roughly described as

follows :

The critical member (x
= 0) of the family is an ellipse (or in

special cases a circle) and its diameter (the neutral axis). The critical

member divides the family into two for x jx'Q a positive fraction,

we have a loop below the neutral axis and a ' snake
'

passing outside

and above the critical ellipse with the neutral axis for its asymptote ;

for x jx'Q a negative fraction we have curves congruent to these

only the loop is above and the ' snake
'

below the neutral axis.

The contour of the section itself falls almost entirely within

the critical ellipse and so gives a surface cutting the loops, the

'snakes' only apply for the distorted cross-section ideally produced.
The traces of the section made by planes parallel to the

plane of flexure are cubical parabolas and are hatched in Saint-

Venant's figures. It appears from them that the slide cr
xz has its

maximum value at the centre. Saint-Venant draws attention to a

noteworthy point on p. 152 : Since b does not occur in the equation

(29') the contour-lines are the same for all sections having the

same m, c and #' . The constancy of x\ involves P/cotc
2

remaining
the same, except in the case of the false-ellipse where the term

involving
-

disappears from the equation to the contour; thus
c

such ellipses are all orthogonal projections of each other.

We have reproduced three figures giving the form of the

distorted sections on the frontispiece to this volume.

Only in Fig. (i) the '

snakes,' which are contour-lines falling

outside the real section, are given. The contour-lines for elevations

above the tangent plane are given by whole lines, those depressed
below it by dotted lines. The traces by planes parallel to the

plane of flexure are shaded. The figure corresponds to a circular

cross-section when the material has uni-constant isotropy.

It gives very approximately the surface for elliptic cross-

sections when b is < 1*5 c.

In Fig. (ii) we have the contour-lines for & false ellipse.

In Fig. (iii) for the rectangle with rounded angles and hollowed

top and bottom referred to in our Art. 90 (m=9/10). We see

that the contour-lines become straight.

In calculating and plotting out both Figs, (ii) and (iii) Saint-

Venant has supposed uni-constant isotropy.

b.-v. 5
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It may be remarked that the conception of these surfaces

is much assisted by plaster-models, which exist for the case of the

circular and square cross-sections (see below Art. 111).

[93.] Saint-Venant now passes to the discussion of the flexure

of a beam of rectangular cross-section. This occupies pp. 156 168.

By the assumption

........ (30),

Saint-Venant reduces the equations of condition (19') for F (y, z) to

d2
y (P\

^ ~\ +
/x,2

* = for all values of y and z,d dz

) everywhere,

X = and dx/dz = for y z 0,

-,- = - crn
-

-5 +
1

5 ?/
2
for z = c and y between A

dZ 2/A2tUK /XjtOK

d\- = for y = b and z between c.

-...(31).

Here 2b and 2c are the horizontal and vertical (flexure plane) sides

of the rectangle.

The first equation of (31) is satisfied by taking

^qy\ ......... (32).
r\ )

The sines must however disappear in virtue of the second equation,
and since x when y = z = 0, we must have A

q
= A _

q) or,

The condition dx/dz = for y
-

0, z = 0, shews us that a certain

relation must hold among the coefficients A
q ;

it will serve later to

determine a .

The condition d^dy = for y = b will be satisfied if

n being any whole number, and obviously it will be sufficient to deal

only with positive whole numbers. For n =
0, we must introduce a

term A
n (e-

z e~- z

)
which gives us a quantity Kz.

Hence finally we may write :

. , UTTZ .

n smh = \/
-

. cos mr
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gives us the

that the form (32) is

problem
-

satisfy all the conditions of the

[94.] Equation (33) easily gives us the following results :

We are

thus^able
to write down the complete value of x , namely :

a (-

In order finally to fulfil the condition = for == we must

C mplete detennination of all the constants of the

162~3
' Saint-yenant deduces from

(18'),

i

Val
i
16S f the three shifts and the three

ises
, we tabulate them for reference

-. /^^
'

52
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^4* /^
S
(-iv--- ^ v ft i

eosh

Saint-Venant verifies these results by shewing that they satisfy the

boundary equation ^di/-Tydz = and the load-conditions f^da = -
P,

J^c?o)=0.

[96.] The next two sections 28 and 29 (pp. 1648) are occupied
with numerical, graphical and simpler algebraic expressions for the

quantities which occur in the previous sections.

For cr Saint-Venant obtains the following results when y l =^i

When\J* =
b V ^2
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The Bernoulli-Eulerian theory takes no account of the second term
within the brackets.

[97.] Saint-Venant devotes his next few pages to a calculation of

the value of x' which gives (see our equation (21)) the form of the

distorted surface. He treats especially the case of b = c, and uni-

constant isotropy (i.e. ^=7,= 1/10, ^ = p2 ).

I have reproduced his diagram of the contour-lines, as Fig. iv. of the

frontispiece ;
the hatched lines as before denoting sections of the surface

by planes parallel to that of flexure. The contour-lines are drawn
for x' = to 1 by steps of -2.

The trigonometrical terms in x' have little importance when b < c, so

that in that case we can practically take

x ==

This is equivalent to neglecting terms in the expression for x' in-

volving the factor b/c. It is obvious that the contour-lines now become

straight lines.

The above value of x' is obtained by Saint-Venant from very simple
considerations in a foot-note on pp. 184 5. It had already been given
in the memoir on Torsion (see our Art. 12) without the term y2

(circa 1/10); a similar proof of the formula is given in the Lemons de

Navier : see our Art. 183 (a).

[98.] Saint-Tenant's thirtieth section (pp. 168171) is en-

titled : Sections de forme quelconque. This amounts to little more

than the statement that, a solution having been found for the

equations (19) with regard to certain cross-sections we may
infer that a solution exists for all cross-sections. The inference is

strengthened by reference to a corresponding problem in the

conduction of heat.

[99.] Section 31 (pp. 171 187) is termed: Demonstration

directe et sans analyse des formules connues de la flexion des

prismes due a leurs seules dilatations longitudinales. This investi-

gation can be easily followed by those who have grasped the

analytical calculations, but it seems to me very doubtful if it

would be of value for elementary teaching (e.g. of engineering

students). Saint-Venant did not reproduce it in his Lemons de

Navier.
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[100.] The final section of the memoir ( 32, pp. 1879) is

entitled : Conclusion. Observation gtntrale pour le cos oil le mode

d'application et de distribution des forces exterieures vers les

extre'mite's est different de celui qui rend tout d fait exactes les

formides auxquelles conduit la mtihode mixte.

This reiterates the principle of the practical equivalence in

elastic effect of two surface distributions of load which are

statically equivalent : see our Arts. 8 and 9.

101. Sur les consequences de la theorie de I'e'lasticite' en ce

qui regarde la thdorie de la lumiere. L'Institut, Vol. 24, 1856,

32 34. The article adopts the view that much remains to be

done to render the theory of Physical Optics satisfactory ;
it

supports the views of Cauchy, especially with regard to the

existence of a third ray as obtained by him in his discussion of

what is termed double refraction. The article concludes thus :

Quoi qu'il puisse e"tre de ces explications, que nous devons nous

borner & soumettre aux physiciens et aux physiologistes, et bien que
Ton puisse continuer sans doute de regarder le mouvement de la lumiere

dans les cristaux comme represents approximativement par la surface

d'onde du quatrieme degre de Fresnel, nous pensons qu'il convient de ne

plus passer sous silence les composantes longitudinales des vibrations

pour eluder quelques difficultes dont elles sont le sujet, et que, pour
rendre la theorie de la lumiere exempte d'inexactitude logique, et

provoquer pour Favenir des recherches qui seront peut-etre suivies

d'importantes decouvertes, il y a lieu de ne plus presenter les vibrations

de Tether, dans les milieux birefringents, comme etant tout a fait

paralleles aux divers plans tangents a la surface des ondes lumineuses

qui s'y propagent.

102. Sur la vitesse du son. L'Institut, Vol. 24, 1856, 212

216. Newton obtained a certain expression for the velocity of

sound which gives a result much smaller than that found by

experiment. Laplace modified the formula, and thus obtained a

result agreeing with experiment : see our Arts. 310* and 68.

Saint-Venant is not satisfied with any investigation which has

been given, even with the aid of the formulae of the theory

of elasticity. He says

On voit toujours, par ce qui precede, qu'il reste encore bien des choses

& savoir sur la theorie du son, objet des recherches d'hommes tels que
Newton, Lagrange, Euler, Laplace, Poisson et Dulong; qu'on ne doit
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pas s'e"tonner de trouver des differences entre les resultats de Fobservation

et ceux de la formule de vitesse la plus generalement adoptee jusqu'ici

-,^7, ni se hater de deduire de cette formule, probablement fausse,
c p

des valeurs du rapport c/c, comme Font fait plusieurs physiciens eminents ;

enfin que ce qu'il paraitrait y avoir de mieux a faire dans I'enseignement,

jusqu'a e*claircissement, serait de demontrer la formule newtonienne et

d'enoncer simplement les raisons qui rendent son resultat trop faible

(pp. 115-6).

Samt-Venant's article contains valuable references to pre-

ceding writers on the subject. See too Die Fortschritte der

Physik im Jahre 1856, pp. 159164.

103. Sur la resistance des solides. L'Institut, Vol. 24, 1856,

pp. 457 459. This article relates to the moments of inertia

and the situation of the principal axes of plane figures ;
the

results given are useful in connexion with the resistance of beams

to flexure, and are accompanied by various numerical calculations.

Two formulae are given with respect to the moment of inertia of

a triangle which may have been new at the time, but which now
are particular cases of a known general proposition, namely that

the moment of inertia of a triangle of mass M about any axis is

the same as that of three particles of mass -^M at the angular

points, and a particle of mass f M at the centre of gravity. From
this may be easily deduced another formula which Samt-Venant

gives : the moment of inertia of a trapezium of mass M about one

of the non-parallel sides is JM (y* + y'
2

),
where y and y are

the perpendiculars from the two opposite angles on this side.

Again we have a formula respecting the product of inertia

for a right-angled triangle. Let M be the mass, and a, b the

lengths of the sides. Then if the origin be at the angular

point, and the axes coincide with the sides, the value as found

by an obvious integration is -^Mab. Hence if the origin be

at the centre of gravity and the axes parallel to the sides, the

value is
-fa Mob Mob, that is - ^ Mob. This will hold also if

the origin is on either of the straight lines through the centre of

gravity parallel to the sides, the axes remaining always parallel to

their original position.

[104.] Sur VImpulsion transversale et la Resistance vive des

barres elastiques appuyees aux extremites. Comptes rendus, T. XLV.
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1857, pp. 204 8. This memoir was presented on August 10, 1857.

It was referred to Poncelet, Lame', Bertrand and Hermite. An
extract by the author is given in the Comptes rendus. Some of

the results of this memoir were communicated to the Socitti

Philomathique, November 5, 1853 and January 21, 1854, and

partially published in L'Institut, T. 22, 1854, pp. 613, under the

title : Solution du probleme du choc transversal et de la resistance

vive des barres tlastiques appuyees aux extrSmite's. This is a special
case of the resilience problem experimentally investigated by
Hodgkinson and theoretically by Cox : see our Arts. 939*, 942*,

999* and 1434 7*. Saint-Venant, however, does not like Cox

neglect the vibrations of the bar, or assume that its form will be

that of the elastic line for a beam which centrally loaded has

the same central deflection. In the Comptes rendus, Saint-

Venant gives some account of the history of both transverse and

longitudinal impact problems, but Cox's memoir seems to have

escaped him.

The following result is given in the Comptes rendus, p. 206 :

sin mx/l sinh mx/l

_ 4 cos ra cosL m
y = v-& s s-5 sm (*tyrX

f'V O 10 ^ *
sec m - seen m -\

-
a ~=m2 Q

where the 21 refers to all the real and positive roots m of the equation

m (tan m - tanh m) = 2P/Q,

and the following is the notation used :

27 = length of bar, P its weight, Q that of body striking the bar

horizontally with velocity F at its raid-section, y is the horizontal

displacement at distance x from one end and r-^JP^K^gE^).

[105.] Saint-Venant makes the following remark :

Du calcul tant numerique que graphique d'une suite de ces valeurs

du doplacement ?/, on peut de"duire la suite des formes tres-variees prises

par la barre heurtee
;

ce qui permet de modeler un relief en platre

donnant la surface que decrirait cette barre supposee emportee trans-

versalement d'un mouvement rapide, perpendiculaire an sens ou elle

oscille. Cette surface est tres-ondule"e a cause des oscillations provenant
des second et troisieme termes surtout de la s^rie 5 (p. 206).

This surface in plaster of Paris was actually prepared under

Saint-Venant's directions ;
nnd I have found a copy of it very

useful for lecture purposes.
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When P/Q does not exceed 3, the deflection obtained is very

approximately that given by Cox in his memoir: see our Art.

1437*. It is not directly upon the deflection, however, but upon
the greatest curvature that the maximum resistance of the bar de-

pends, and this when P/Q= 2 is about 1*5 as great when obtained

from the true transcendental formula as when obtained from

statical considerations in Cox's manner. (See also Notice II.

p. 20, under 2.)

[106.] If the transverse blow be vertical, we must add to the

above value of y the statical deflection and replace Vr sin (m*t/r)

by the expression Vr sin (m*t/r) (^T
2

/m
2

) cos (m
z

t/r).

[107.] Saint-Venant compares his results with the numbers

obtained by Hodgkinson : see our Arts. 1409* 10*, He finds

that the values of the stretch-modulus so obtained agree among
themselves, but differ from the statical values obtained from pure

traction-experiments. He attributes this to thermal differences,

such as had been considered by Duhamel and Wertheim : see

our Arts. 889* and 1301*. On p. 207 there is a brief reference to

some results for longitudinal impact.

[108.] The memoir itself appears never to have been published
but its results together with many extensions and developments
are given in the Note finale du 61 of the annotated Clebsch

pp. 490 596. Just thirty years after their discovery ! We shall

consider them in detail when dealing with that work, as the

problem is an extremely important one in the theory of structures.

See in particular Notice I. pp. 36 41 and Notice II. pp. 19 20.

[109.] Etablissement elementaire des Formules de la torsion des

prismes elastiques. Comptes rendus, T. XLVI. pp. 34 8, 1858.

The formulae in question are those of our Art. 17 but they are

obtained only for the torsion of isotropic bodies. Saint-Venant's

object is to deduce the results of the memoir on Torsion in an

elementary fashion for the use of technical schools and practical

men. The method does not seem to me entirely clear and

satisfactory, and it is not at once obvious why the reasoning only

applies to an isotropic body. Special proofs of various portions

of the theory of elasticity may be now and then of service, but it

cannot be denied that they, by tending to obscure the broad lines
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and general principles of the subject, may do more harm than

good to the student.

The fairly elementary treatment of the Lemons de Navier seems

to me more advantageous (pp. 245 250). The treatment of the

present paper is also reproduced in 7 (pp. 250 2) of the same

work.

[110.] L'Institut, Vol. 26, 1858, pp. 1789. Further results

on Torsion communicated to the Soci6t6 Philomathique (April 24

and May 15, 1858) and afterwards incorporated in the Lemons de

Navier (pp. 305 6, 273 4). They relate to cross-sections in the

form of doubly symmetrical quartic curves and to torsion about

an external axis : see our Arts. 49 (c), 182 (b\ 181 (d), and 182 (a).

[111.] Vol. 27, 1860, of same Journal, pp. 212. Saint-

Venant presents to the Societe Philomathique the model de la

surface decrite par une corde vibrante transportee d'un mouvement

rapide perpendicidaire d son plan de vibration. Copies of this as

well as some other of Saint-Venant's models may still be obtained

of M. Delagrave in Paris and are of considerable value for class-

lectures on the vibration of elastic bodies.

[112.] Vol. 28, 1861, of same Journal, pp. 2945. This gives

an account of a paper of Saint-Venant's read before the Societe

Philomathique (July 28, 1860). In this he deduces the conditions

of compatibility, or the six differential relations of the types :

2
d*sx = d^

/da-xz + do;^ _ da-yz\

dy dz dx \ dy dz dx )

d2
cr
yz _ d?s

y <gg,

dy dz
~

dz* dy
2

which must be satisfied by the strain-components. These con-

ditions enable us in many cases to dispense with the consideration

of the shifts. A proof of these conditions by Boussinesq will be

found in the Journal de Liouville, Vol. 16, 1871, pp. 132 4. At

the same meeting Saint-Venant extended his results on torsion to :

(1) prisms on any base with at each point only one plane of

symmetry perpendicular to the sides, (2) prisms on an elliptic base

with or without any plane of symmetry whatever; see our Art.
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[113.] Sur le Nombre des Coefficients inegaux des formules
dormant les composantes des pressions dans I'inte'rieur des solides

elastiques. Comptes rendus, T. LIII. 1861, pp. 11071112. This

paper gives very meagrely the outlines of Appendix V. to the

Lemons de Navier: see our Arts. 192 to 195. Of. also Moigno's

Statique, Art. 270 and Stokes' Report on Double-Refraction, p. 260.

[114.] Sur les divers genres d'homoge'neite des corps solides et

principalement sur I'homoge'neite semi-polaire ou cylindrique, et sur

Us homogeneites polaire ou sphericonique et spherique. This paper
was read to the Academy on May 21, 1860 and published in

Liouville's Journal de Mathematiques, 1865, pp. 297 349. An
abstract appeared in the Comptes rendus, T. L. 1860, pp. 930 4.

See also Notice II. p. 23 and Moigno's Statique, p. 668.

This memoir is important as the first attempt to explain various

results of experiment inconsistent with uni-constant isotropy by
an extended conception of homogeneity applied to aeolotropic

bodies. Cauchy had defined homogeneity as consisting in the

elasticity of a body being the same for the same directions at

all points. Saint-Venant alters the latter words and thus defines

homogeneity :

Un corps est homogene lorsque Vun quelconque de ses elements imper-

ceptibles est identique ct tout element du meme corps pris ailleurs ayant
meme volume et meme forme, mais oriente d'une certaine maniere qui

peut changer d'un endroit ct Vautre. II Test meme encore lorsque cette

identite de deux elements, pris n'importe ou et convenablement orientes,
souffre exception pour certains points isoles ou ombilicaux (tels que sont

ceux de 1'intersection commune des plans des cercles de longitude de la

sphere dont on vient de parler...).
Le mode d'orientation des elements, ou la direction relative de leurs

lignes homologues, determine le genre de 1'homogeneite, genre dont
chacun admet, comme nous verrons au no. 3, des sous-genres ou les

orientations possibles en chaque point sont multiples, (p. 299.)

Let us take any two lines of the elastic system at right angles
and arrange all lines homologous to the first along the normals to

a given surface, the second system of lines may then be arranged

according to any law we please, e.g. as tangents to any system of

curves we please to draw on the surface. If the given surface be of

the ?2th order, we have an n-ic distribution of elastic homogeneity ;

the curves on the surface to which the second system of homo-

logous lines are tangents determine the sous-genre or sub-class.
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[115.] The following paragraphs describe the quadric distri-

butions of elasticity with which Saint-Venant proposes to deal.

After describing the amorphic body or body of confused-

crystallisation, such as a rolled metal plate, the elasticity of which

varies in length, breadth and depth, Saint-Venarit continues :

Qu'on enroule en tuyau cylindrique cette plaque homogene rectangu-
laire non isotrope supposee mince, en clirigeant, par exemple, les

generatrices dans le sens de sa longueur. Elle ne cessera pas d'etre

homogene; mais 1'egalite d'elasticite aux divers points n'aura pas lieu

pour les directions paralleles entre elles. II y aura egale elasticite

suivant les rayons qui vont tous couper perpendiculairement 1'axe du

cylindre : ce sera 1'elasticite dans le sens de 1'epaisseur. II y aura egale
elasticite suivant les diverses tangentes aux cercles ayant leur centre sur

cet axe. II n'y aura que les elasticites egales suivant la longueur qui
auront conserve des directions paralleles entre elles. (p. 298.)

We shall term this a cylindrical distribution of elastic homo-

geneity.

The following describes a spherical distribution :

Qu'on imagine maintenant une sphere solide pleine ou creuse, ou un

corps de forme quelconque divisible en couches spheriques concentriques.
Si la resistance ou la reaction elastique, pour memes deplacements de ses

points, est partout egale dans le sens des rayons, et partout egale aussi

dans certains sens perpendiculaires entre eux et aux rayons, ceux par

exemple ou se comptent les latitudes et les longitudes pour un equateur

donne, la matiere est homogene, mais polairement, ou d'une maniere que
nous pouvons appeler sphericonique vu le role qu'y jouent les cdnes de

latitude ayant un axe determine, le meme pour tous. (p. 298.)

Such distributions of elasticity are, Saint-Venant asserts, and

I hold him to be entirely right the true explanation of the

anomalies which occur in experiments on a variety of cast, rolled

and forged bodies. Even granted that isotropy is bi-constant, it is

certainly not scientific to seek by means of two constants to

account for the divergency between uni-constant formulae and

experimental results on wires, plates, or cylindrical and spherical

bodies. Physically it is obvious that the working of such bodies

really produces in them varied distributions of elastic homogeneity,
which bi-constant formulae only serve to mask. The '

isotropic

boilers
'

treated of by Lam^ (see our Art. 1038*) or his 'isotropic

piezometers' (see our Art. 1358*) have practically no existence

(see our Arts. 332* and 1357*), and all elasticians can adopt Saint-
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Venant's formulae with entire approval although they may not

accept his view of the equations of uni-constant isotropy :

Formules qui sont les consequences obligees et rigoureuses de la loi

des actions moleculaires que tout le monde invoque ouvertement ou tacite-

nient, et meme sans laquelle tout etablissement de formules mathema-

tiques d'elasticite est illusoire. (p. 300.)

[116.] Saint-Venant on pp. 301 3 makes some remarks on

the elastic coefficients, and on the subject of multi-constancy ;
for

the purpose of the memoir, however, he adopts the 21 constants

of Green 1
.

If the stress be given by formulae of the type

Pxx = \xxxx\ Sx + \xxyy \ Sy + \xxzzl Sz + \xxyz\ ayz + \xxzx\ (Tzx + \xxxy\ crxy ,

pyz
= \yzxx sx + \yzyy \ sy + \yzzz\ S

z + \yzyz\ <r
yz + \yzzx\ cr^ + \yzxy\ a

xyy

then the coefficients can only be treated as constants when we

suppose the axes-system to vary in direction from point to point
of the material. This granted, the above expressions for the

stresses will be given in terms of constant coefficients.

[117.] In section 3 (pp. 303 6) after some general remarks as

to homogeneity and its various sub-classes, Saint-Venant supposes
the distribution of elasticity to be symmetrical with regard to

1 He refers to Kankine's terminology, which we may here throw into a form
brief enough for convenience :

\xxxx\ = direct stretch coefficienfc=:the coefficient of direct elasticity of Kankine.

\xxyy\ Across stretch coefficient the coefficient of lateral elasticity of Kankine.

\xyxy\ = direct slide coefficient -the coefficient of tangential elasticity of Rankine.

\xyyz\ = cross slide coefficient

\xxxz\ = direct slide-stretch coefficient

\xxyz\ = cross slide-stretch coefficient \- = coefficients of asymmetrical elasticity

\xyxx\ = direct stretch-slide coefficient of Kankine.

\xyzz\ Across stretch-slide coefficient )

All elasticians agree that the slide-stretch coefficients whether direct or cross

are equal to the corresponding stretch-slide coefficients; further that the cross

stretch and cross slide coefficients are equal for the pair of faces involved in the

cross. This amounts to saying that we may interchange the first and second pairs
of subscripts. We have thus the fifteen relations of Green. For a body with three

planes of elastic symmetry all the asymmetrical coefficients vanish. The rari-

constant elasticians assert that the cross stretch coefficients are equal to the direct

slide coefficients, when the cross is made for the two directions involved in the slide

(i.e. \xxyy\ = \xyxy\], and further that the cross slide-stretch coefficients are equal
to the cross slide coefficients when the direction of the stretch is involved in both

the slides which are crossed (i.e. \xxyz\ = \xyxz\). This gives the six additional

relations of Poisson, or we may interchange between the first and second pair of

subscripts.
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three planes, or all the asymmetrical coefficients to vanish. In

this case the types of traction and shear are :

(a)
= asx +fsy + e'sz TZ = d<r

yz ,

7y =f*x + foy + d's* ** = eo-zx,

zs = e'sx + d's
y + csz xy =f<rxy .

(See our Art. 78.)

(b) If the normal to the distribution-surface be the axis of x and
the elasticity be isotropic in the tangent plane, we have also :

b = c, e =f, e -f and b = 2d + d'.

(c) If the material be aiuorphic, there is an ellipsoidal distribution

of direct-stretch coefficients (see our Arts. 139 and 142), and we have

(d) In the case of rari-constant elasticity, the dashed and undashed

letters are equal. Thus for the amorphic body we have :
]

s=sfWv
=A +3f-syy / x

e
y

de

f
(See, however, our Art. 313.)

7
av ^ c- esx + dSy + 6
j,

sz xy =jcrxy .

[118.] Before we can apply these formulae to any given

distribution of elasticity determined by curvilinear coordinates,

it is necessary to find :

(1) Expressions for the above strain-components (sx ,
syt sz ,

(r
yz , a^, a-xy) corresponding to the elements of the three rectangular

surface normals or intersection-traces in terms of the curvilinear

coordinates.

(2) To express the body-stress equations in terms of curvi-

linear coordinates. Saint-Venant indicates in 4 (pp. 306 12)

two methods of attacking this problem, and compares them with

Lamp's method (in the Legons, 1852, 77) which he terms "un

proce'de' en quelque sorte mixte" The analysis of the problem
does not probably admit of much simplification, and for practical

purposes the general results of Lamp's treatise on Curvilinear

Coordinates may well be assumed: see our Arts. 1150* 3*.

In 5 (pp. 31218) and in 9 (pp. 3339) Saint-Venant obtains

expressions for the strains and the body-stress equations in terms
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of cylindrical and spherical coordinates respectively. These agree
with those of Lame 1

: see our Arts. 1087* and 1093*. The re-

lations between stress and strain are then given by the formulae

of the preceding article.

[119.] The novelty of the present memoir consists in the

solution of the elastic equations for cylindrical and spherical shells

subjected internally and externally to uniform tractive loads, when
the material of these shells is amorphic and has cylindrical or

spherical distribution of elasticity. By means of the solutions

given, we see that the difficulties encountered by Regnault and

others can be more naturally met by presupposing aeolotropy,
than by assuming bi-constant isotropy.

[120.] Saint-Venant takes first
( 7) the case of a long cylindrical shell

subjected to internal tractive load p smd external p^ As in Lame's

problem, we may suppose it closed by flat ends in such a manner that

the transverse sections are not distorted. Supposing dw/dz = y, we easily

deduce (see footnote) the equation -= +
'

- =
0, or substituting the

stress-values from formulae (a) of Art. 117 expressed in terms of the

strains given in the footnote we have, if ar = du/dr
a (urr + ur/r)

-
bu/r

2 +
(e'
-

d')/ (yr)
= 0.

1 As in this volume we shall have frequent occasion to refer to these formulae
I tabulate them here for reference the notation will readily explain itself :

Cylinder Sphere (0 = co-latitude)

02

8r

8*

drr dr<l> drz

~dr
+

^dlf>

+
lte

+

dr

U.XI ll^V
,

**
,

*'

W +
rdt

+
-te

+
r
+l)Z= *

+ PR = dr

-f- -I-

dr

drt> 2rr-w-M
rr + -^^r, + ~ ^ + PR=

+

- h
dr rcos0tZ0

rcos<f>d\f>

+ -TT +

+ p$=Q

+ p*=

ur Ur

w z (r cos 0) + ujr
-
v/r . tan

<r<f>z

ffzr

(r cos 0) + w$lr + w/r . tan

Wr + UZ (r cos 0)
- ivjr

ffr*
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Hence we find for the shifts

u= Cr** " + C'r~^ + yr, u = 0, io-yz.

The stresses and strains can be at once deduced
; they will contain

constant terms in y and powers of r of order \J 1. The constants

6", 6" and y are to be determined from the surface conditions and the

relation p^r* p^rr* = 2?r I 'zzrdr for total terminal tractive stress.

J ro

[121.] Saint-Venant considers various special cases:

(1) rj-r is a small thickness . (pp.324 5.)

(2) a = b. Here the solution changes its form, we have (p. 326) :

d' -e
u = L/-.T 4- 0, IT H y?' lofifT

1

.

2^7

If c/' = e the solution becomes that found by Lame and Clapeyron,
and applied by Lame to Regnault's piezometers: see our Arts. 1012*

and 1358*.

(3) When there is an ellipsoidal distribution of elasticity and rari-

constancy is assumed, i.e. when& =
3e/*/J, b = 3fd/e, c = 3de/f. In this

case u = C^ /e + C'r~d/e -
dyr/{3f(d/e + 1)}.

The values of the stresses are then easily determined, as well as

those of (7, G' and y (p. 329).

The results contain three independent elastic constants, and

they differ in the form of the r-iridex from those found for the

case of isotropy. Hence we can explain by means of them as well

as or better than by biconstant formulae the divergencies remarked

by Regnault in his piezometer experiments.

[122.] A result is given on p. 331, which is worth citing. The
constants d, e,foi the ellipsoidal distribution are not easy to determine

by direct experiment. Let Er, E^ Ez however be the three stretch

moduli in directions r, <, ,
then we easily find that :

From equations 50 (p. 332) Saint-Venant might have deduced the

criterion for failure arising first by lateral or first by longitudinal stretch.

These equations are :

e
,

? + r.
where r

Q
= r - -? and r

l

= r +
^ ,

so that r = '
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So long as ^>'4195 E^ s^ is > sz and failure will occur by lateral

stretch. If the absolute strengths Rz and R$ were, as some writers have

supposed, proportional to the moduli, and rupture took place in the

same manner as failure of linear elasticity, we should say the cylinder
would burst across a cross-section or open up longitudinally according
as the longitudinal absolute strength Rz was < or> than '4195 times

the transverse absolute strength R$.
A footnote on pp. 331 3 criticises with hardly sufficient severity a

memoir of Virgile to which we shall refer later.

[123.] Saint-Venant (pp. 339 47) obtains similar results for the

case of a spherical shell. He seeks first to find a solution of the equa-
tions (footnote p. 79 and stress-strain relations (a) of Art. 117) by
taking v = 0, w = and u$ = 0. This gives three equations to be satisfied

which are inconsistent unless a certain relation is satisfied by the con-

stants. Now v = w = must for the case of uniform internal and ex-

ternal tractive loads be a necessary condition for change in size without
distortion. Hence the equation (74) arrived at by Saint-Venant must
be the condition for such a strain

;
it is :

In this case the solution is simply

(ii) u=Cr^'.

The condition
(i)

is however not sufficient; we find also from the
surface equations that we must have

PjPi = ('JrJ&r
l

(p. 342).

It will be seen that without elastic isotropy in the tangent plane, it

is only very special surface loads which will not produce distortion.

[124.] In 11 (pp. 3428) the problem of isotropy for all direc-

tions in the tangent plane is dealt with. In this case e' =f, b = c, and
stresses and constants are easily obtained by aid of the solution :

where

the body-shift equations being now reduced to the single one :

aun, + 2aur/r
- 2 (b + d' - e') u/r

2 = 0.

By evaluating the constants Saint-Venant obtains the following

expression for u :

(n
-
|) a

which gives the lateral stretches s^
=

s^
=
u/r at once.

S.-V,
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The important point in the piezometer problem is the dilatation of

the spherical cavity. This is equal to

3r -l

We see that it involves three elastic coefficients, and is thus, even as

an empirical formula, better adapted to satisfy numerically Regnault's

experiments than Lame's bi-constant isotropic formula obtained by

putting d' = e', b = a and w=3/2.' On the other hand it is physically
more plausible. The constants reduce to two, if we suppose the body

amorphic and of rari-r.onstant elasticity ellipsoidal ly distributed. If

we take r = r' - e/2, r
l

= r + e/2,
we easily find for the mid-sphere of

radius r':

__a (Po
~
P) r

'

S*~ *~ ab + d"-2e'2
'

2e

or in the case just mentioned

.

553

But E$=n >
=

-9- by Art. H7 (6)
if there be tangential isotropy.

Hence finally :

.

3
(Po

-
Pl)r>

[125.] The final section of the memoir is entitled: Vase cytindri-

que termine par deux calottes spheriques (pp. 347 9). This treats a

problem similar to that dealt with by Lame in his Note of 1850 : see

our Art. 1038*. The mean lateral expansion of the spherical ends is

made to take the same value as that of the cylindrical body by equating
the expressions for 8$ obtained in our Arts. 122 and 124. Saint-Venant
thus reaches a more general rule than that given by Lame as a result

of bi-constant isotropy. We have :

where the subscript l
refers to the spherical portions of the surface.

Hence
c _ / 8/E+

-

e

"
r

X

In the case of the two portions being of the same isotropic material,

we have E^=EZ
=E^ or

1 In Lame's notation a = \ + 2p and ?'= \: see our Art. 1003*.
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This agrees with Lame's result : see our Vol. I. p. 564. If the thick-

nesses are equal, the radii ought to be as 3 : 7 :

ce qui est la regie indiquee par M. Lame pour les fonds spheriques

compensateurs, elevant en quelque sorte, dit-il, le systeme des chaudieres

cylindriques au rang des formes naturelles ou des solides d'egale re-

sistance, (p. 349.)

[126.] Sur la distribution des elasticites autour de chaque

point d'un solide ou d'un milieu de contexture quelconque, par-
ticulierement lorsquil est amorphe sans etre isotrope ; Comptes
rendus, T. LVI. 1863, pp. 475479, p. 804. This is an abstract

of the memoir published in Liouville's Journal in 1863 : see the

following article.

[127.] Memoire sur la distribution des Elasticites autour de

chaque point d'un solide ou d'un milieu de contexture quelconque,

particulierement lorsquil est amorphe sans etre isotrope. This

memoir was presented to the Academy, March 16, 1863, and some

account of it appeared in the Comptes rendus, see preceding article.

It is printed at length in Liouville's Journal de mathematiques,
Vol. VIIL 1863, pp. 25795 and 353430.

[128.] The opening pages of the memoir (257 9) as well as

the concluding (42530) entitled respectively: Objet and Resume

et conclusions pratiques, give an account of the purpose and results

of the memoir. As these will sufficiently appear in our treatment

of the intervening five sections (four, according to Saint-Venant,

but III occurs twice by mistake), we shall not reproduce here any

part of these preliminary and final remarks.

[129.] The second section is entitled: Formules diverses ou

entrent les coefficients dont Velasticite depend. Etablissement, de

plusieurs manieres, d'une partie souvent omise, ou figurent six

constantes complementaires, qui sont les composantes des pressions

pouvant exister anterieurement aux deplacements des points (pp.

260286).
The aim of this section may be thus expressed : Let there be

an initial system of stress given by x*
Q , yp ,

**
, y ,

^
, *y ,

and let

the elastic nature of the body be given by thirty-six constants

\xxxx\
t

\xyxy\
t

\xyyy\
t

etc. Green has decisively determined that

these thirty-six can be reduced to twenty-one by the law of

62
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energy : see the footnote to our Art. 117. It is desirable to

obtain a proof of the elastic formulae due to Cauchy without

appealing to the principle of inter-molecular action being central

and a function only of the distance.

Subscript letters attached to the shifts u, v, w denoting

fluxions, the formulae are given by the types :

XX ~ XX
Q (1 + Ux V

y
Wz) + 2xyQ

U
y + 2Tx

Q
1

where

tfjj
= \xxxx\ 8X -r \xxyy\ 8

y 4 \xxzz\ 8Z 4- \xxyz\ ar
yz

4- \xxzx\ a1^ + \xxxy\ <ra

y*i
= \yzxx\ sx + \yzyy\ 8y + \yzzz\ sz + \yzyz\ (r

yz + \yzzx\ tr^ + \yzxy\ (r
a

while the type of resulting body-shift equation is :

\xxxx\ Uyyy. + \xyxy\ Uyy + \xzxz\ Uzz

2 \zxxy\ Uyz + 2 \xxzx\ Uzx+2 \

\xyyy\ vm + \zxyz\ vzz y (iii).

+ \\xyyz\
4- \zxyy\ }

V
yz + {\xxyz\

+
\zxxy\} V^ + {\xxyy\ 4- \xyxy\} Va

4- \xxzx\ Wm + \xyyz\ wyy + \zxzz\ wzz

+ {\zxyz\
+ \xyzz\}wyz + \\xxzz\ + \zxzx\} W^ + {\xxyz\ + |*jttsrj}

W.

These results representing the most general equations of

elasticity for small strains were originally given by Cauchy, as is

implied in our Arts. 615*, 616*, 662*, 666*. He obtained them by

calculating the stresses as the sums of intermolecular actions on the

rari-constant hypothesis. Saint-Yenant in this section proposes to

deduce them from the principle of energy (by Green's method) in

a manner which will satisfy multi-constant elasticians.

[130.] The proof attempted by Saint-Yenant is not legitimate,

because in the expression he takes for the work the linear term

occurs where sxt s
y ,

sz ,
o-

vz ,
o-gx ,

<r
rv are stretches and slides. As-

suming this term correct, which it is not, these ought to be ex-

pressed to the second power of the shift-fluxions as in our Art.

1622*, for we want the work to the second power. This Saint-

Yenant does not do, but treats the strains s and er as if they
were the quantities ext e

tf
, e,, ^OT , 77^, rjxy

of our Art. 1619*. This

mistake was pointed out by Brill and Boussinesq, and is acknow-
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ledged by Saint-Venant in a memoir of 1871 : see our Art.

237. The formulae (i) (iii) of the preceding article can thus

only be considered as valid, when we accept the rari-constant

hypothesis and deduce them after the manner of Cauchy. We
shall see this point more clearly when dealing with the memoir

of 1871. Green gets over the difficulty by expanding his work-

function in powers of the e's and vfs ;
he thus gets a linear term,

whose constants vanish with the initial stresses, but are not

determined as functions of the initial stresses, still less does he

show what functions, if any, the remaining constants are of the

initial stresses.

[131.] In the course of this section Saint-Venant gives a

proof of Cauchy's formulae (i) to (iii) above on the rari-constant

hypothesis (footnote, pp. 273 5) ;
he refers to the memoir of

C. Neumann (Zur Theorie der Elasticitdt, Crelle, LVII, 1860,

p. 281 : see our Chap. XL), where a similar method to his

own is used for the case of isotropy (footnote, pp. 275 80), and

to the memoir of Haughton (see our Art. 1505*) for a treat-

ment which generalised leads to the same formulae on the rari-

constant theory (p. 280 and footnote). Finally we may refer

to his footnote (pp. 284 5) for a process by which the body-shift

equations (iii) are deduced by means of the rari-constant hypo-

thesis, without a previous investigation of the stresses
1

.

[132.] The third section of the memoir (pp. 28695) is en-

titled : Formule symbolique generate fournissant, en fonction des

coefficients d'elasticite pour des axes donnes, ceux qui sont relatifs a
d'autres axes aussi donnes et rectangulaires, et, aussi, les coefficients

qui doivent entrer dans ^expression d'une composante quelconque
de pression meme oblique.

Saint-Venant adopts a symbolic representation of the stresses,

strains and coefficients in order to express the relations among
them. He thus describes this method :

On abrege singulierement le calcul et Ton arrive a quelque chose de
fort simple au moyen de notations symboliques comme celles que plu-
sieurs auteurs anglais appellent Sylvestrian umbrae, parce que M.

Sylvester, qui les a employees avec succes, appelle ombres de quantites

(shadows of quantities) ces sortes de notations dont se sont servis

precedemment, au reste, Cauchy et d'autres analystes (p. 290).
1 There is a wrong reference to Rankine's paper (p. 269, footnote), it should be

Vol. vi. (p. 63), not Vol. v., of the Camb. and Dublin Math. Journal.
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There is a footnote referring to Sylvester's papers in Camb.

and Dublin Math. Journal, Vol. vn. 1852, p. 76, and Phil. Trans.

1853, p. 543.

[133.] Suppose symbolically Lflam
= i

jk
ilm - ijikijim to represent \jkim\ t

where j, k, I, m are any of the letters xyz, x'y'z etc. Further 7 7 to

represent the stress P, and e,.er or e
2

r to represent sr,
and finally 2e,.er

-

to represent a-^. Let c^ denote the cosine of the angle between the

directions r, r'.

We are now able to reproduce in symbolic form the following well-

known typical relations :

rr' = xxCrx Cr
>

x + y? Cry C^y + 'Tz Crz Cr>

z

+ W (Cry C^ + Crz C^) + M (crz Cr >x + Crx C^) + Ty (crx C^ + Cry Cr>x) . . . (iv),

8x = 8* c
2^ +

Sy-
c
2^ + sz> c

2^ + oy* c^ cxz, + ar^ cxz> c^ + <rxy c^ c^. . . .
( v),

(Tyg
=

2SyS Cytf C^ + %Sy, Cyy> C^ + ZStf C
yz

>
Cggg

+ Vy* (Cyy C^ + Cy* Czy) + OVtf (Cy* C& + Cyx
, CZ!s) + or*,, (cyy

, C
Z]f
+ Cyy

, C&)... (vi).

See our Arts. 659* and 663*.

(The last two are most readily obtained from the stretch-quadric of

Art. 612* for axes x'y'z'> namely :

8,* x'
2
+ Sy y'* + s* z'

2 +
a-tfj y'z' + a-^ z'x' + a-^ x'y

= 1 .

Substitute for x' its equivalent xc^ + ycyx- + zc^ and similar quantities
for x' and y', then the coefficients of x2 and yz will be sx and <r

yz
as given

above.)
The symbolical forms are :

^ Or y? = t^ Or l
yss

X (l^ + Ly y + Lz z)

2
............ (vil),

whence it follows from (iv) that

Further we have from (v) :

whence we can take

Put j = x
t y, z successively and substitute for em e

w ,
fz in (viii),

we
have

"* =
(*>x

crx + Wry +
<-z
c
rz) (^r'x + <-y

c
r'y

+ l^r'^)
x

But we may obviously also express rr' in the form

p = Irr'a'j'l 8* + ...... + ......
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Comparing (x) and (xi) which must on development give the same

result, we see that it is necessary to take :

irir> .

lyfty
........................ (xiii),

where in is given by (xii), and x', y' are any two of the three new axial

directions, (x', y', 2'), r, r' any two directions we please, and n any arbi-

trary direction.

Thus we have any coefficient of one set of axes expressed in terms

of those obtained for another set. The product ir ir > . L^iy
> ought to be

made in the order indicated, except that the first pair and the last pair

may have their members interchanged in themselves. If r, r' are both

axial directions
(i.e.

chosen from x', y', z')
then the first pair may be

interchanged as a whole with the last pair. If we accept the rari-

constant hypothesis, however, for axial directions all interchanges of the

order of the t's will be permissible.

[134.] Saint-Venant notes one or two other symbolical results.

Thus, if
<f>

be Green's work-function and we suppose no initial stresses :

Further the types of stress and of the general body-shift equations

(i)
to

(iii)
of our Art. 129 become on the rari-constant hypothesis :

_ d _ d ~

- d . d _ d'++
d d\ d d

[135.] The next section, III bis (pp. 353 380), contains some

very interesting and important matter. It is entitled: Surfaces

donnant la distribution des elasticites autour d'un meme point.

Maxima et minima Distribution ellipso'idale des elasticites di-

rectes. Solides ou milieux amorphes. Integrabilite des equations.

Some of the results had already been given by Raiikine in his

memoir : On Axes of Elasticity and Crystalline Forms, Phil.

Trans. 1856, pp. 261 85, but there is much that is new and the

method is very good.
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[136.] The relation (xiii) gives for |mr| the value

1^1 = [(^nc + VVy + VV*)T (xvii),

or the direct stretch coefficient in direction r, (c^, c^, crs), in terms of

the system of elastic coefficients for the axes x, y, z.

If we put

X = Crxl'J\rrrr\ , y = C^l^ ,
Z =

and substitute, we obtain the surface

which expanded gives us Rankine's tasinomic quartic :

1 = \xxxx\ x4
4- \yyyy\ y

4
4- \zzzz\ z

4

4- 2
{\yysz\

4- 2
\yzyz]} y

2
z* + 2

{\zzxx\ 4- 2 \zxzx\}
Z2X* 4- 2 {|xzwl

4- 4
{|**y*| 4- 2

\zxxy\] X~yz + 4
{|yya?|

4- 2 |yy*|}
i

(xviii).

4- 4
{\zzxy\ + 2

\yzzx\] z*xy

4- 4 \yyyz\ y
3z + 4 \zzzy\ Z3y 4- 4 \zzzx\ Z3X + 4 l-zxr.?! aj

3^

4- 4
|awwyl C

3

2/ 4- 4 \yyyx\lfx -

This equation with its fifteen homotatic coefncients was first

given by Haughton in his memoir of 1846. These 15 coefficients

are the 15 coefficients of rari-constancy multiplied by the numbers

1, 6, 12 or 4, so that the expressions for the work, stresses etc.,

can on that hypothesis be given in terms of the coefficients

of this equation.

Its fundamental property is that the direct-stretch coefficient

in any direction varies inversely as the fourth power of the corre-

sponding ray.

[137.] Paragraphs 10 and 11 together with the footnote

pp. 359 62 reproduce results of Rankine and Haughton with

regard to the nature of the elastic coefficients. Thus it is pointed
out :

(i)
That there are sixteen directions real or imaginary for which

\rrrr\ is a maximum or minimum. These directions cut the tasinomic

surface at right-angles, and possess the peculiarity that any stretch in

their direction produces a traction only across a plane normal to their

direction (pp. 356 7).

(ii)
That if we take

\afx'x'x'} + IJ/OTWI + \nfafz'si\ = /S^,

or &y.> equal to the sum of direct- and cross-stretch coefficients for the

direction x, then
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Thus Sy/ varies inversely as the square of the ray of the ellipsoidal
surface :

which developed gives us :

1 - S^ + S
yy

2

where Rnm = i^^ + imnm + izznm ..................... (xix).

This is the ellipsoid discovered by Haughton in 1846 and termed by
Rankine orthotatic. It shews us that by a suitable change of axes

we can put Ryz
= R^^ Rayy

=
Q, which give three inter-constant relations,

and so reduce the 21 (or 15) elastic constants to 18 (or 12).

(iii) That if an equal stretch s be given in the three orthotatic

directions
{i.e.

those of the axes of the ellipsoid (xix)} this stretch system
will produce no shear, for if a?15 y^ z be these orthotatic directions :

^ = \yizixixi\ s + \yiza/a/i\ s + \y\z\ziz\\ s (from Equation (ii)
of Art. 129).

=^t = 0.

The orthotatic directions are thus those for which the sum of the

corresponding (direct and cross) slide-stretch coefficients vanish.

(iv) That a body may possess orthotatic isotropy, or R^, for all

rectangular systems #', y', z'. The orthotatic surface now becomes
a sphere or Sx = iSy -Sz . Such a body however does not possess

complete elastic isotropy.

(v) That there exists a surface which measures the difference D
between a cross-stretch and direct-slide coefficient, i.e.

D = \w**\ - Wz'y'z'i

This is Rankine's heterotatic surface, and is given by

D -
{\yyzz\

-
\yzyz\]

c
2^ + {\zzxx\

-
\zxzx\] C

2^ +
{\xxyy\

-
\xyxy\\ C^j

+ 2
{\xxyz\

-
\zxxy\]

C
y^C^ + 2 {\yyzx\

-
\xyyz\] C^C^ I

(xx).

+ 2
[\xxyz\

-
\yzzx\\ C^C^J

The thorough-going rari-constant elastician will fail to observe the
existence of this surface, at least the Ossa of his multi-constant colleague
will appear to him a wart.

(vi) Finally that there exist nine axes at each point of a body for

which

\yiyiy\z\\ = kizi^il,

or the two direct-slide-stretch coefficients are equal. These directions

Raiikine terms metatatic. The condition for the metatatic isotropy
of a body, or for metatatism in all pairs of rectangular directions, is

Wl/Ml + 2 |yVyV| = 1
{l^yWi + |zV*V|} ............... (xxi).

Such a body, however, is not elastically isotropic
1

.

1 I have here introduced some portion of Eankine's work as given with great
clearness by Saint-Venant in order that it may be the more easy to refer to these
results in later articles.
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[138.] Saint-Venant in the twelfth paragraph of this section of his

memoir (pp. 360 5) treats the case in which the elastic material has

three rectangular planes of symmetry. This reduces the 21 coefficients

to nine, for all the stretch-slide coefficients and cross-slide coefficients

(i.e. Rankine's asymmetrical elasticities) must now vanish.

Let a, b, c be the direct-stretch
^

d, e, f direct-slide v coefficients.

eT, e',f ,,
cross-stretch J

Then the tasinomic surface (xviii) becomes :

1 = ax* + by
4 + cz* + 2 (2d+ d') ifz

2 + 2 (2e + e') z*x
2+ 2(2/+/>V . . . (xxii).

The maximum-minimum values of \rrrr\ are now sought and are

found to lie in the three axial directions x, y, z
t
and in pairs of others

lying in each plane v/, zx, xy, or 9 in all. The first three solutions are

always real
;
the second six will be imaginary, since the ratio of their

direction-cosines become imaginary, when

2d + d'\ (b and c }

<2e + e' > lie between < c and a > respectively ...... (xxiii).

2/+/J (a and b)

Saint-Venant remarks that the conditions (xxiii) are those for the

gradual variation in one sense of the stretch -coefficients in the three

principal planes of elastic symmetry a physical characteristic, he holds,

probably possessed by all natural bodies.

[139.] In the following section we have the statement of the

conditions for ellipsoidal elasticity, i.e. that the first three

quantities of (xxiii) be respectively equal : (i) to the arithmetic,

or (ii) to the geometric mean of the corresponding second three

quantities of (xxiii). In either case the direct-stretch coeffi-

cient \rrrr\ can be represented by the ray of an ellipsoid. In

the first case the direct-stretch coefficient varies as the inverse

square of the ray of the ellipsoid :

and in the second case as the inverse fourth power of the ray
of the ellipsoid :

The practical application of this ellipsoidal distribution has

been discussed by Saint-Venant in the annotated Clebsch : see

our analysis of that work in Arts. 307 to 313.

[140.] The next two paragraphs (pp. 367 72) are occupied
with an extension of Lame's solution of the equations of elastic
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equilibrium by means of potential functions : see our Arts.

1061* 3*.

On the rari-constant hypothesis we should have d = d', e = e' and

ff. As a sop to Cerberus Saint-Venant assumes that

d'ld = e'le=flf=i ..................... (xxiv).

We may, however, doubt whether Cerberus would accept this sop ;

for, while supposing the constants unequal, it yet assumes their inequality

isotropic in character. If multi-constancy really does exist, the relations

(xxiv) are still probably very approximately satisfied for many bodies :

see our Arts. 149 and 310.

Writing a/(2 + i)
= a2

,

and supposing ellipsoidal distribution of the second kind, Saint-Yenant
finds

f=f/i = ab, d = d'/i
= be, e = e'/i

= ca.

This enables him to reduce his body-shift equations to the type

aw^ + \)Uyy + cuzz + (1 + i)
=

0,

where
<j>

&ux + bvy + cwz ........................ (xxv).

A very straightforward analysis then leads him to the result:

He also obtains (p. 37 1
)
the shift-type :

where v and w will have other arbitrary functions x2 , x3
.

These arbitrary functions Xi> X2 > X3
do not seem to me so arbitrary as

the reader might assume from Saint-Tenant's words. We have so to

choose Xu x2 > Xa tna^ the value f $ obtained from (xxv) by means of

(xxvii) shall be the same as that obtained for
<f>
from (xxvi).

It appears to me that u, v, w ought to be the x-, y-, ^-fluxions respec-

tively of a quantity

In addition we might add to them certain expressions arising from
the twists and giving a zero value for

</>.

[141.] In the following paragraph Saint-Venant shows that

the ellipsoidal conditions of the type (2d + d'}
= Jbc are necessary
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if a solution in terms of direct and inverse potentials is obtainable

(pp. 372-4).

[142.] Hitherto the set of ellipsoidal conditions of the type

has been seen as one only of the number which satisfies the rela-

tions (xxiii). Saint-Venant now attempts to give it a far more

important and special physical meaning. Namely, he proceeds to

show that these relations hold exactly or very closely for bodies

which originally isotropic have afterwards received a permanent
strain unequal in different directions. He describes the bodies in

question in the following terms :

En effet, dans les corps a cristallisation confuse tels que les metaux,

etc., employes dans les constructions, ou les molecules affectent indis-

tinctement toutes les orientations, si les elasticites sont egales dans trois

directions rectangulaires, elles doivent 1'etre en tous sens, car on ne voit

aucune raison pour qu'elles soient plus grandes ou moindres dans les

autres directions. Si les elasticites y sont inegales, cela ne pent tenir

qu'a des rapprochements moleculaires plus grands dans certains sens que
dans d'autres, par suite du forgeage, de 1'etirage, du laminage, etc., ou

des circonstances de la solidification. Calculons les grandeurs nouvelles

que doivent prendre les coefficients d'elasticite dans un corps primitive-
ment isotrope ainsi modifie" (p. 374).

Bodies with 'confused crystallisation' Saint-Venant terms amor-

phic solids, and he now proceeds to show that within certain limits

of aeolotropy, they possess an ellipsoidal distribution of elasticity.

He assumes that the bodies have rari-constant elasticity.

[143.] Let s, s, s" be the principal stretches of the permanent set

given to the body, let p ,
r

,
x

, y^ Z
Q
be the density, distance between

two elements, and its projections on the directions of the principal
stretches before the isotropy is altered. Then if p, r, x, y, z be the value

of these quantities after aeolotropy is produced, we have

= .(!+.), y = y. (1+ '). J^. (1 + ") I
. /__j_x

let t /i // k p I
J*

p = pj{ l + s. l+s. l + s}

Let/(r) be the law of intermodular action, and F(r)
= -

~r\ \
>

then we have, m being the mass of a molecule :

\

(xxx).
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These results flow at once from the definition of stress on the rari-

constant hypothesis and had been given by Cauchy in 1829 (see for

example the annotated Lemons de Navier, p. 570, footnote and our Art.

615*).
Further if r r be small, we have :

In the case of primitive isotropy we have

m F(r,) x,'
= S m F(r,) y,'

= c
t , say,

m / = CG) say ,

fa
4

y
2

,
or x 4

z \ or ?/

4

^
2

,
or y* x*} are all equal

(xxxi).

We will also put

Now substitute from (xxix) in (xxx) and using these values, we find

...(xxxii).
(1 +s)(l +s")

4

(1+*)(1W)
1 +s" 2 ' 2 4 '

Now there are certain relations holding between the constants c,

which are easily found thus : Change the axis of x by linear transfor-

mation :

X ' = ax
o
+ fy + y2 ,

where a
2 + /3

2 + y
2 =

1,

then from the initial isotropy we have

3 xW x
<?
= % m xW<4

>

where x(r )
is any function of r and a, /?, y may be any direction-cosines

we please ;
it follows that :

(a
2 + ft

2 + y
2

)

2 2m x (rQ) x
4 = ^m x (ro ] (ax

These must be identities as they are true for all values of a, /?, y.
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Hence we may equate like powers of a, /?, y on both sides. In the first

relation by equating the coefficients of /?
4 and again of a2

/3
2 we deduce

the first of relations (xxxi) and also

or c
4
= 3c22 ........................... (xxxiv).

In the second relation by equating the coefficients of a4

/?
2

,
a
4

y
2

,

/Ty
2 and ffa

2 we obtain the third of relations (xxxi), as well as the

new one
c
c
= 5c

4i2
.............................. (xxxv).

By equating the coefficients of (3
s we reach the second of relations

(xxxi) ;
and by equating those of a

2

/3
2

y
2 the new one :

c6 =15c2)2>2
........................... (xxxvi).

From these relations
1

among the c's we have by multiplying out the

first two expressions of (xxxii) and neglecting the products of s, s', s",

= 9

= 9 \xyxy\*.

This is the required type of relation on the hypotheses of rari-

constancy and small permanent strain.

[144.] With regard to the latter assumption Saint-Venant

remarks that the terms neglected can only produce very small

errors :

...si 1'on considere que les ecrouissages et la trempe, qui changent
tres-sensiblement la tenacite et les coefficients d'elasticite, alterent a

peine la densite des corps. On pent d'ailleurs s'assurer, par un calcul,

que les portions ainsi negligees de 1'expression de 3\xyxy\ sont constam-

ment comprises entre les portions correspondantes de celles de \xxxx\ et

\yyyy\i en sorte qu'en supposant meme qu'elles alterent legerement les

valeurs absolues de ces trois coefficients, elles n'altereront pas sensible-

ment pour cela la relation de moyenne proportionnalite de 3 \xyxy\ entre

\xxxx\ et \yyyy\, donnee par les termes du premier ordre en s, s', s"

(p. 379).

The calculation mentioned is made by Saint-Venant in a foot-

note pp. 37981.
The other assumption that rari-constancy holds for isotropy

seems very approximately, if indeed not absolutely, true in the

1 Saint-Venant obtains these relations among the c's by appealing to a general

principle given by Cauchy in his Nouveaux Exercices, Prague, 1835, p. 35. It

amounts to replacing 4 or 6 in (xxxiii) by the general index 2n and then equating

general terms,
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case of metals. We may then, I think, very legitimately adopt the

ellipsoidal distribution indicated by the relations

2d + d'=Jbc, 2e + e' = Jca, 2/+/
1 = Job ...(xxxvii)

together with rari-constancy d/d'
=

e/e' fjf 1 for most cases of

worked metal such as is used in constructions.

[145.] The fourth section of the memoir (pp. 381 414) is

entitled: Consequence, en ce qui regarde la theorie du mouvement de

la lumiere dans les milieux non isotropes, en tenant compte des

pressions anterieures aux vibrations excitees.

This section more properly belongs to the history of physical

optics, and I shall content myself here with referring to its chief

points without reproducing the analysis.

[146.] In the first place Saint-Venant refers to Green's memoir
of 1839 (see our Arts. 917 18*), and states the conditions Green

thinks needful in the optical medium which doubly refracts. These

conditions in our notation are :

\xxxx\ = \yyyy\ = \zzzz\ = 2 \yzyz\ + \yyzz\ = 2 \zxzx\ 4- \zzxx\

2 \xyxy\ + \xxyy\ .

} (XXXVlll).
\yyyz\ = \zzzy\ = \zzzx\ = \xxxz\ = \xxxy\ = \yyyx\ = (J

|

\xxyz\ + 2 \zxxy\ = \Vy\ + 2 \xyyz\ = \zzxy\ + 2 \yzzx\ =

They are obtained on the hypotheses of multi-constancy, of what

Green terms extraneous pressures, but Saint-Venant better initial

stresses (pressions anterieures), and finally of transverse vibrations

being always accurately in the front of the wave. These conditions

are practically identical with those obtained by Lame: see our

Art. 1106*.

[147.] Saint-Venant asserts that these conditions involve the

isotropy of the medium in question, and therefore destroy the

possibility of double refraction. If we suppose rari-constancy they
are of course the conditions for isotropy, does this however remain

true in the case of multi- constancy ?

Glazebrook in his Report on Optical Theories (British Associa-

tion Report, 1885), p. 171, holds that Saint-Venant's criticism fails

to reach Green. Let us endeavour briefly to indicate the lines of

Saint-Venant's attack.
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On pp. 384 393 he shews that Green's conditions flow from

the hypotheses with which he has started. He then proves :

(i)
From the tasinomic relation that the stretch-coefficient is

the same for every direction or

\x'x'x
f

x'\ = \xxxx\.

Thus an equal stretch always produces the same element in the

traction whatever its direction.

(ii)
That the second set of Green's conditions are fulfilled for all

axes, i.e.

\Wjf*\ = \*3tw\ = 0, etc.

(iii)
That the conditions whose type is

\afafafaf\ = 2 W*tfsf\ + Wy'z'z'l

are true for any change of rectangular axes.

(iv) That the third set of conditions of the type

\afattf*\ + 2 \a/afaftf\ =

are also true for any change of rectangular axes.

(v) That the reciprocal theorems are true, i.e. if any one of the

relations in
(i)

to (iv) hold for all rectangular axes, then Green's

fourteen conditions follow.

It will thus be noted that Green's conditions are not based upon any
conception of direction in the body, if fulfilled for one set of rectangular
axes they are fulfilled for all. So far as these conditions are concerned

the body possesses isotropy of direction, i.e. there is nothing of the

nature of crystalline axes, or the peculiarity of tJie medium has no
relation to direction in space. This seems to me the element of isotropy
in Green's conditions which Glazebrook misses, and which Saint-Venant
overstates when he identifies it with absolute elastic isotropy. Glaze-

brook well points out that if we give a stretch sx only we have the

following system of stresses
1

:

jc = \xxxx\ Sx) y2 = \yzxx\ Sx,

"xy
= \xxyy\ Sx , zx = 0,

^ = \xxzz\ Sx) xy = 0.

Here we are at liberty to take the stretch in the direction of the axis

1 By choosing as our axes the orthotatic axes we can reduce the stress-strain

relations as given by Green to the following types :

where a= \xxxx\ = same for all directions

d Iyzyz I ^
f _ values for orthotatic axes of

e \zxzx\ >
(jjrect-slide coefficients,

f=\ay*V\ 7
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of x, because of the directional isotropy of Green's conditions. It

follows that such a stretch produces no shear on a face perpendicular to

its direction. Glazebrook notes that it does produce a shear ?, and
that this shear together with the tractions yy, * may be functions of

the direction, since Green's conditions do not involve

\xxyy\f \xxzz\j and \yzxx\

being the same for all systems of rectangular axes.

But is this the system of stresses we should expect to find in

the ether in a crystallised medium ? It seems to me physically

very improbable, but it is best to let Saint-Venant speak himself,

only remarking that the reader will do well to understand by Saint-

Venant's use of the word isotropy, the independence of Green's

conditions of all sense of direction, as explained above :

II en resulte que 1'exacte transversalite des mouvements moleculaires,
ou leur parallelisme a des ondes de toutes les directions dans tin milieu

transparent, exige une foule de conditions qu'on ne voit remplies que
dans les corps isotropes. On remarque, surtout, que non-seulement une
dilatation s^ ne produit qu'une pression exactement normale &, ou aucune

composante tangentielle de pression sur une face qui est perpendiculaire
a sa direction

(\aftfaf
of

\

= \af^afaf\ = 0) et. aussi, qu'un glissement sur une

face n'y engendre jamais que des composantes tangentielles (\afaf
oftf\ = 0),

mais encore qu'en tout sens, ou quelle que soit la direction xf

dans ce

milieu, une e*gale dilatation s^ y produit une pression d'egale intensite

tf (\yfaf
ofyf\ constant).

Or une pareille egalite est contraire a toutes les idees qu'on peut se

former, d'apres les faits, des corps doues de la double refraction. Us
sont cristallises sous des formes polyedriques non regulieres et variees

;

ils offrent des clivages suivant certaines directions
;

ils sont, en un mot,
d'une contexture essentiellement inegale dans les divers sens, et qui doit,

tout porte a le faire presumer, rendre inegaux les rapports xrx'lsx> = \ofafafof \

des pressions dans 1'ether dont ils sont impregnes, aux petites dilatations

qui les engendrent, et rendre les pressions obliques aux dilatations,

excepte pour certains sens principaux. Cette presomption est changee
en certitude, si Ton considere la birefringence artificiellement produite

par une compression donnee dans un seul sens, ou inegalement dans

plusieurs, a un corps amorphe primitivement isotrope et uni-refringent, tel

qiie le verre. On a en effet calcule, au no. xxxii (equation of our Art.

143), 1'inegalite des coefficients \xxxx\, \y>iyy\ due a 1'inegalite des rapproche-
ments moleculaires dans les sens x et y. Ce calcul etait fonde, il est vrai,
sur les expressions (equation xxx) assignees aux deux coefficients par
1'analyse des actions s'exer^ant entre les points materiels suivant leurs

lignes de jonction deux a deux, et proportionnellement a une fonction

de leur distance. Mais quelque motif qu'on puisse s'alleguer de

revoquer en doute cette grande loi qui ne prejuge pourtant rien quant
a la forme de la fonction, et quelque chose qn'on puisse concevoir a sa

S.-V. 7
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place, il est impossible de ne point convenir que l'ine"gal rapprochement
moleculaire en divers sens doit influer sur la grandeur des elasticites

directes \xxxx\ = xr/sx comme elle influe bien certainement sur celle

des autres Elasticites, dites laterales, \xxyy\ = xx/8v ,
ou tangentielles,

\xyxy\ = xy/<rX!,i
e^c -> puisque saus les ine'galite's au inoins de celles-ci en

divers sens, les formules ne donneraient pas de double refraction. Un
milieu ne pent etre elastique et vibrant si ses parties n'agissent pas les

unes sur les autres, et quelque soit le mode de leur action, il n'est pas

possible d'imaginer qu'elles engendrent des elasticite"s directes parfaite-
ment egales, lorsqu'il y a une inegalite de contexture qui rend inegales
les elasticity's laterales ou tangentielles. (pp. 396 8.)

This argument seems to me of great weight (see, however, a

point raised in our Art. 193 (1)), and would incline me to reject

Green's conditions (especially when we remember that Green him-

self supposed the ether-density to vary in refracting media), even

were there no other grounds for questioning his hypotheses.

[148.] Saint-Venant now proceeds to deduce the exact wave-

surface of Fresnel on the supposition that the vibrations are not

accurately in the wave-front. He does this on the lines of

Cauchy's memoir of 1830, but he does not assume rari-constancy
and in many respects his method is an improvement on Cauchy's.
This leads him to the following inter-constant conditions

;
the

structure of the ether being supposed to have three planes of

symmetry and thus its elasticity to be represented by the nine

constants of our Art. 117 (a):

(b -d)(c-d) = (d + d')\ (c-e) (a-e) = (e + ej}
I

,
. .

')\

If the relations (xxxix) are satisfied we shall have Fresnel's

wave-surface. If we make a = b = c we shall reduce these con-

ditions to Green's, which are thus only a particular case of those

of Cauchy and Saint-Venant. (pp. 398 406.)

[149.] On pp. 406 411 Saint-Venant demonstrates that the

relations (xxxix) give practically the same results as the ellipsoidal

distribution of (xxxvii). He supposes d/d' i and then solves the

first equation of both sets (xxxix) and (xxxvii) for d\ let the values

so obtained be respectively d
l
and d

z
. Then by a numerical

calculation we reach the following results :
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If b/c varies from 1*1 to To, then for values of i between J

and 2 the ratio of djdz always lies between '98641 and '99962.

In other words whatever the multi-constant i is between these

limits, the relations (xxxix) and (xxxvii) give practically the same

value of d.

Thus the Cauchy-Saint-Venant conditions correspond closely to

the ellipsoidal distribution, which is the distribution we should

expect in a body like the ether originally isotropic, but, owing to

its presence in the doubly-refracting medium, subjected to an

initial state of strain.

The fourth condition of (xxxix) is shewn to be very nearly true

if the first three are satisfied (pp. 409 411).

[150.] The objections to Saint-Venant's theory are given by
Glazebrook (op. cit. pp. 172 3). They consist in: the difficulty

of reconciling the theories of double refraction and reflexion so

long as we suppose the latter to depend
" on difference of density

and not of rigidity in the two media," and the existence of the
"
quasi-normal wave." The latter objection is met by Saint-

Venant with the arguments of Cauchy (see his pp. 411 13), and

it does not seem insuperable; the former is in some respects

serious, and is not discussed by Saint-Venant. At the same time

we must observe that the ellipsoid-distribution to which the

Cauchy-Saint-Venant conditions approximate does suppose a

change in the elastic constant \yzyz\ owing to the isotropic ether

being rendered aeolotropic in the doubly-refracting medium : see

our Art. 143, equation xxxii.

The whole subject is of peculiar interest apart from its bearing
on the theory of light, as tending to introduce us by means of the

elastic constants into the molecular laboratory of nature indeed

this is the transcendent merit of rari-constancy, if it were only
once satisfactorily established !

[151.] Saint-Venant's fifth section (pp. 414425) is entitled :

Distribution, en divers sens, des modules ou coefficients d&lasticite

definis d la maniere de Young et de Navier. This is the determina-

tion of the stretch-modulus quartic as first given by Neumann

(see our Art. 799*). It is shewn how this may be determined for

multi-constancy, but it is pointed out that in the most general

72
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case there will be a denominator of 720 terms in the constants,

and Saint-Venant wisely contents himself with the case of three

planes of symmetry and a 9-constant medium.

The conclusions drawn as to the nature of the quartic and its

special reduction to an ellipsoid, are all treated with somewhat

fuller detail in the annotated Clebsch, and we have accordingly

discussed them in our analysis of that work : see our Arts. 308 to

310.

[152.] We may note that Saint-Venant (pp. 424 5) attempts to

apply the ellipsoidal distribution of elasticity, which leads to the

ellipsoidal distribution of stretch-modulus, i.e.

i f. -.,
to the case of wood. He appeals to Hagen's results (see our Art. 1229*)
and compares Hagen's empirical formula

with that given by the ellipsoidal distribution

He shews the theoretical impossibility of Hagen's formula, arising
from the fact that if Ex E

y,
Er is not equal to them, and endeavours to

shew by curves that (/?) and (a) coincide within the limits of experimental
error. By graphical representation of the curves it is seen that only
the ellipsoidal distribution gives anything like a satisfactory theoretical

as well as practical figure, and Saint-Venant concludes that, although

proved for a different kind of medium (see our Arts. 142 and 144), it

may be practically of use in the case of fibrous material like wood. Later
Saint-Venant saw occasion to alter this opinion ; he treats this im-

portant material very fully in the Lemons de Wavier (pp. 817 25) and
in the annotated Clebsch (pp. 98 110). Under the latter heading we
shall discuss his more complete treatment of the subject : see our Arts.

308 310. The memoir ends with the resume to which we have before

referred.

[153.] Sur la determination de I'&at d'equilibre des tiges 6las-

tiques d double courbure. Les Mondes, Tome 3, 1863, pp. 5(58

575. This note was a contribution to the Societe' Philomathique,

August 8, 1863
;
see also L'lnstitut, 1863, pp. 3245.

Consider a rod of double curvature; let M
t ,
Mn ,

M
p
be the

moments of the applied forces about the tangent to the central
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axis, the normal to the osculating plane and the principal radius

of curvature. Let /, /' be the moments of inertia about the

principal axes of the cross-section, and let e be the angle the

radius of curvature p makes in the unstrained state with the axis

of /'
;
then Saint-Venant gives the two following formulae, where

e is the increment in e and Bs is an element of central axis :

p (,, /cos
2
e sin

2
e\ ,. . /I 1

QTn c r } /Lf
[

i
j\/j a-\r\ PHQ o IOill C ~~"

~~rm "\ JJ-L n \ -r T~/
~" *" Bill t? OUo v I ~T ^~

-r,

E\ p
\ I I'

ds
~

p
Hence when e = or Tr/2, or / = /', e depends only on M

p the

moment of the forces round the radius of curvature.

The second equation shews that the moment of torsion M
t

is

only constant when M
p
= along the whole length of the wire.

Saint-Venant refers to the work of Poisson, Wantzel and Binet:

see our Arts. 1599* 1607*. He also reproduces the example of

the Gomptes rendus: see our Art. 155, and that of the horizontal

semi-circular bar of rectangular cross-section built-in at both

terminals and loaded at its mid-point used in the Lemons de

Navier, p. cxxxiv, which bring out clearly the need of taking into

consideration the angle e.

Saint-Venant refers to Bresse : Cours de mecanique appliquee:

Resistance des materiaux, 1859, p. 86, for a good investigation of

the general formulae for elastic wires of double-curvature when

the shifts are small.

[154.] Sur la theorie de la double refraction: Gomptes rendus,

T. 57, 1863, pp. 387391.
This is a note on a memoir by Galopin, and points out that

there is no need to put the initial stresses zero in the ether in

order to obtain Cauchy's conditions for double refraction : see our

Art. 148. The contents of this note are practically involved in

the memoir of 1863: see our Art. 127, and concern properly the

historian of the undulatory theory of light.

[155.] Sur les flexions et torsions que peuvent eprouver les tiges

courbes sans quil y ait aucun changement dans la premiere ni dans

la seconde courbure de leur axe ou fibre moyenne : Gomptes rendus,

T. 56, 1863, pp. 115054. See also L'Institut, Vol. 31, 1863, pp.

1956.
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This memoir draws attention to the point considered by Saint-

Venant in his memoirs of 1843 and 1844
;
see our Arts. 1598* and

1603*
; namely the importance of taking into consideration the

'

angle of torsion
'

or angle between new and old osculating planes
in dealing with the elastic equilibrium of wires of double-curvature.

Saint-Venant brings out the importance by a good example, namely
a curved wire turned upon itself so as to have the same curvature

at each point of the central axis, but so that the naturally longest
and shortest

'

fibres
'

interchange places.

He points out that the stretch in a fibre distant z from the

central axis is :

z vl/p
2 -

2/pp . cose + I/pf,

where p, p are the new and the primitive radii of curvature and e

the angle the new and old radii of curvature make with each

other. In the example above referred to p = p and e = TT, so that

the stretch becomes

Generally when p = p0)
the stretch equals

In conclusion Saint-Venant refers to the contributions of

Lagrange, Poisson, Binet, Wantzel and himself to the subject: see

our Art. 1602* for references.

[156.] Memoire sur les contractions d'une tige dont une extrdmite

a un mouvement obligatoire ; et application au frottement de roule-

ment sur un terrain uni et elastique : Comptes rendus, T. 58, 1864,

pp. 455 8.

This memoir was written in 1845, and is an attempt to apply
the theory of elasticity to the phenomena of rolling friction. The
chief results were published in the Bulletin de la Societe Philoma-

thique of June 21, 1845. The following conclusions are given in

the resume' in the Comptes rendus :

On en deduit que le frottement de roulement sur un pareil sol est :

1 proportionnel a la pression; 2 en raison inverse du rayon du cylindre;
3 independant de sa longueur (on de la largeur de jante, si c'est une

roue); 4 proportionnel a la vitesse; 5 d'autant moindre que le terrain

elastique est plus roide ou moins compressible.

Saint-Venant remarks :

Ces resultats sont d'accord avec un certain nombre d'experiences de
Coulomb et de M. Moriu. (p. 457.)
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There is a general indication of the method of treatment adopted
in the original memoir, but it is not sufficient to replace its

analysis. The memoir itself appears never to have been published.

157. Travail oupotentiel de torsion. Maniere nouvelle d'etablir

les equations qui regissent cette sorte de deformation des prismes

elastiques. Comptes rendus, T. 59, 1864, pp. 806809. Translated

in the Philosophical Magazine, January, 1865, pp. 61 64.

In his memoir on Torsion Saint-Venant used one equation
which holds at every point within a body, and one which holds at

every point of the convex surface : see equations (vi) of our Art. 1 7

on that memoir. In the present paper Saint-Venant undertakes

to obtain these equations simultaneously by the aid of the principle

.of Work.

The potential of elasticity, that is to say the molecular work <

which a deformed element is capable of furnishing, is thus expressed for

the unit of volume of the element :

Now the values of the component stresses xx, yy, ..... can, we know,
be expressed as linear functions of the six strains sx,

s
y,

sz,
o-y^ cr^ o-^ ;

substitute these values in <, and we obtain an expression of the second

degree in the strains, consisting of twenty-one terms. In the case of

torsion which we are considering, the strains reduce to the two crxu
and o- so that we have

where /x t
and p2

are the slide-moduli in the directions of y and z : see

Art. 1 7 of our account of the memoir on Torsion.

Now let M denote the moment of torsion so that

M= jdy dz(Tzy- x^z).

Thus if the moment of torsion is measured by an angle r we have

M ^ for the molecular work j so that by equating the two expressions2

for this work we obtain

J/JV&/ dz (^0-%, + /yr
2

^) - $rffdy dz (y -Zfc) ......... (1).

Now we assume that the body has three planes of symmetry perpen-
dicular to the axes of x, y, z respectively ;

so that

W =
P-Fxyt *z = Wax )

du du
also

^^dy-
rz

'
<T

**=dz'
+ Ty>

by equation (iii)
of our Art. 1 7.
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Substitute in the above equation (1) and we obtain

rt= o.
du (du du du

-
dy

Integrate this equation by parts in the usual way, and it becomes

/* L,^ -
TS^

cos (ny) +
/i,^ +

T^
cos

(**)J
cfe

(2);

here (?Ay) and (nz) denote the angles which the normal to the surface

at the point (x, y, z) makes with the axes of y and z respectively ;
and

ds is an element of the curve of intersection of the body by a plane at

right angles to the axis of x.

If we equate to zero the term in brackets in the double

integral we obtain the equation which must hold at every point of

the interior
;
and if we equate to zero the term in brackets in the

single integral we obtain the equation which must hold at every

point of the surface.

But Saint-Venant does not explain why we must equate these

terms separately to zero
;

that is, he does not explain why he

breaks up equation (2) into two equations. Moreover the whole

process borrows so much from the memoir on Torsion that it has

not the merit of being an independent investigation.

Saint-Venant says :

Or la deuxieme et la premiere parenthese carree, egalees separement
a zero... :

by this he means the terms contained within the square brackets

in (2). The English translation has very strangely
" Now the

squares of the second, and of the first parenthesis, each equated
to zero,..."

[158.] A remark of Saint-Venant's on p. 809 may be cited :

Le calcul du potentiel de torsion a aussi, en lui-meme, une valeur

pratique; car les ressorts en helice, qu'on oppose souvent a divers chocs,

travaillent presque entierement par la torsion de leurs fils, ainsi que je
Pad montre en 1843, et que Pont ermarque, au reste, Binet des 1814,
M. Giulio en 1840, et recemment des iiigenieurs des chemins de fer.

See our Arts. 175*, 1220*, 1382* and 15935*. The 1814 and

the recemment (1864) mark the wide interval which too often

separates theory from practice !
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[159.] Theorie de I'e'lasticite des corps, ou cinematique de lears

deformations. Les Mondes, Tome 6, 1864, pp. 607 and 608. If a

body is deformed any small portion originally spherical becomes

an ellipsoid: see our Art. 617*. In the present paper Saint-

Venant undertakes to establish this proposition by simple general

reasoning ;
the process does not seem very satisfactory.

SECTION III.

Researches in Technical Elasticity.

[160.] Resume des Lecons...sur I'application de la mecanique
a I'etablissement des constructions et des machines Premiere sec-

tion. De la Resistance des corps solides, par Navier Troisieme

Edition avec des Notes et des Appendices par M. Barrd de Saint-

Venant. The title-page bears the imprint, Paris, 1864. A foot-

note, however, on p. 1 tells us that pp. 1 224 appeared in 1857,

pp. 225336 in 1858, pp. 337496 in 1859, pp. 497688 in

1860, pp. 689849 in 1863, while the Notices et I'Historique, pp.

i cccxi, were finally added in 1864. Thus the whole work of

more than 1100 pages occupied some seven years in the production,

and thus necessarily lacks somewhat of the unity which is to be

met with in other treatises. Under the form of notes to a few

sections of Navier's original work (see our Art. 279*), Saint-Venant

has given us a complete text-book of elasticity from the practical

standpoint. At the same time, by additional notes and appendices,
he has rendered his text-book of surpassing historical value and

physical suggestiveness. The leading characteristics of the book

are simplicity of analysis and copiousness of reference. See Notice

I., pp. 412 and Notice II., pp. 289.

[161.] The cccxi. pages of introductory matter are occupied
with the following subjects: Table of Contents, pp. i xxxviii;

Notice biographique sur Navier by de Prony extracted from the

Annales des ponts et chaussees (1837, l er
semestre, p. 1), pp. xxxix
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li
;
the funeral discourses on Navier by Emmery and Girard, pp.

li liv : a bibliography of the works of Navier with copious remarks

due to SaintrVenant, pp. Iv Ixxxiii
;
the original prefaces to the

editions of Navier's Lemons published in 1826 and 1833; pp. Ixxxiv

xc
;
and finally Saint-Venant's Historique abregd des recherches

sur la resistance et sur Vtlasticitt des corps solides, pp. xc cccxi.

[162.] The Historique dbregd is practically the only brief

account of the chief stages of our science extant. Girard had

written what was for his day a fair sketch of the incunabula (see our

Art. 123*), but it remained for Saint-Venant, without entering into

the analysis of the more important memoirs, to describe their

purport and relationship. It fulfils a different purpose to our own

history for it makes no attempt to replace the more inaccessible

memoirs but as a model of how mathematical history should be

written, we hold it to be unsurpassed, and can only regret that a

recent French historian has not better profited by the example
thus set

1
.

We would especially recommend to the student of Saint-

Venant's memoirs pp. clxxiii cxcii, which treat of the relation of

his own researches by means of the semi-inverse method to the

work of his predecessors. The point we have referred to in our

Arts. 3, 6, 8 and 9 is well brought out in relation to Lame"s pro-

blem of the right-six-face.

We will note one or two further points of the Historique in the

following five articles.

[163.] On p. cxcviii in the footnote Saint-Venant gives the expres-
sion for the work-function in terms of the stresses when there is an

ellipsoidal distribution of elasticity : see our Art. 144. He finds

m- _ 1 + i /xx yy *2\ 2
yz? 'yy'zz zX2 Tzxx= ++ ~ '

2bc 2ca M> '

where for isotropy i = X/p. and a2 = 62 = c
2 =

//,.

1 The essential feature of scientific history is the recognition of growth, the

interdependence of successive stages of discovery. This evolution is excellently
summarised in Saint-Venant's Historique. Our own '

history
'

is only a biblio-

graphical repertorium of the mathematical processes and physical phenomena
which form the science of elasticity, as a rule for the purpose of convenience

chronologically grouped. M. Marie's Histoire des sciences mathematiques is a

chronological biography, without completeness as bibliography or repertorium.
Excellent fragments there are in it, but the conception of evolutionary dependence
is wanting.
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Generally :

\xxxx\ = (2 + i) a?, | yzyz \

=
be, I yyzz \

=
ibc,

I yyyy I

=
(
2 +

i)
62

, \zxzx\ = ca, I
zzxx

\

=
ica,

\zzzz\ = (2 + i)
C
2
,

\xyxy\ = ab, \xxyy \

= idb.

[164.] Pages cxcix ccix deal with the history of the problem
of rupture. According to Saint-Venant, two kinds of rupture may
be distinguished : rupture prochaine and rupture eloignee. The

former falls outside the theory of 'perfectly elastic' bodies, the

latter he thinks may be deduced from the hypothesis that

when the limit of mathematical elasticity is passed, i.e. when

the stretch is greater than the limit at which stretch remains

wholly elastic and proportional to traction, then the body
will ultimately be ruptured if it has to sustain the same load.

The reader who has followed our analysis of the state of ease

and the defect in Hookes Law given in the appendix to

Vol. I. and also our Arts 4 (7) and 5 (a) in the present volume

will recognise that this hypothesis has only a small field of

application. What we have really obtained is a limit to linear

elasticity. It is the more important to notice this because Saint-

Venant argues that we must take as our limit the maximum

positive stretch, for, as Poncelet has asserted: "que le rapprochement
moleculaire ne peut etre une cause de de'sagre'gation" (p. cci). It is

probably true that rupture can only be produced by stretch, but

squeeze can surely produce failure of linear elasticity when the body
is so loaded that no transverse stretch is possible. Hence when
Saint-Venant introduces the stretch and slide-moduli into his con-

dition for safe loading and so makes it a question of linear elasticity,

it seems to me that he ought at the same time to alter his statement

as to the greatest positive stretch being the only quantity we are

in search of. Indeed, his condition seems partly based upon an

idea associated with rupture, and is then applied to constants and

equations deduced from the principle of linear elasticity (see his

p. ccviii, XLVIII.). The limitations to which his theory is sub-

jected were, however, partially recognised by Saint-Venant himself

(see his pp. ccv vii). Thus he writes :

Nous ne pretendons pas, au reste, qu'une theorie subordonnant

uniquement le danger de rupture d'un solide a la grandeur qu'atteint
une dilatation lineaire n'importe dans quelle de ses parties, et indepen-
damment des autres circonstaiices ou il se trouve en meine temps, soit

le dernier mot de la science et de Part.
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He refers on this point to the experiments of Easton and

Amos : see our Art. 1474*.

[165.] Pages ccxiv xxiv deal with the problems of resilience

and impact.

In the footnote p. ccxvii, there is an error in the integral of the

equation -^
= g cos a --.. z there given. It should be

z =fcoa a + VA/- 8in A/ 7 t -/cos a cos */ t.

The error was noted by Saint-Venant himself in a letter to the

Editor of this History, August, 1885.

On p. ccxxii and footnote there should have been a reference

to Homersham Cox with regard to the factor k = 17/35. His

memoir of 1849 (see our Art. 1434*) seems to have escaped Saint-

Venant's attention.

A further consideration of the effect of impact on bars when
the vibrations are taken into account occurs on pp. ccxxxii viii,

and then follows (pp. ccxxxix xlix) an account of Stokes' problem
of the travelling load (see our Art. 1276*). Saint-Venant refers

to the researches of Phillips and Renaudot, but his account wants

bringing up to date by reference to more recent researches.

[166.] On pp. ccxlix ccliii Saint-Venant refers to the rupture
conditions given by Lame' and Clapeyron and again by Lame' for

cylindrical and spherical vessels. It seems to me that he has not

noticed here that these conditions are, on his own hypothesis of a

stretch and not a traction limit, erroneous : see the footnotes to our

Arts. 1013* and 1016*.

[167.] After an excellent and succinct account of the course

of the investigations of Euler, Germain, Poisson, Kirchhoff &c. with

regard to the vibrations of elastic plates (pp. ccliii cclxxi) the

Historique closes with two sections LXI. and LXII. (pp. cclxxi cccxi)

on the experiments made by technologists and physicists previously

to 1864 on the elasticity and strength of materials. Good as these

pages are, they are insufficient to-day in the light of the innumer-

able experiments of first-class importance made during the last

twenty years.
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[168.] In considering Saint-Venant's edition of Navier we
shall leave the original text out of consideration, and note only
those points of Saint-Venant's additions (ten-fold as copious as the

original text) which present novelty of treatment or result. We
put aside all matters already discussed in the memoirs on Torsion

and Flexure. Those memoirs are here to a great extent embodied,
their processes simplified and their results extended.

[169.] (a) On pp. 2 3 we find Saint-Venant basing the theory
of elasticity on the principle of a central inter-molecular action

which is a function of the distance.

(6) On p. 4, 6 we have dcrouissage and Enervation defined.

These definitions are rather theoretical than practical. Thus
Saint-Venant defines as dcrouissage the arrangements taken by the

molecules of a body when they pass by changes which are persistent
from a less to a more stable condition of equilibrium, as Enervation

the arrangements when they pass to a less stable condition. It

will be noted that the physical characteristics of set, yield-point
and plasticity are not clearly brought out by these definitions.

(c) Pp. 5 14 treat of rupture by compression. Saint-Venant

rejects the theory of Coulomb (see our Art. 120*) as giving a stress

not a stretch limit. He adopts that of Poncelet, who in 1839 in a
course given at Paris, ascribed rupture by compression to the

transverse stretch which accompanies longitudinal squeeze (pp. 6

and 10, and compare with footnote p. 381). That short prisms of

cast iron, cement &c. often take 8 to 10 times as great a load to

rupture them by negative as by positive traction and not the 4
times of the uni-constant theory, is attributed not to bi-constant

isotropy but to terminal friction which hinders the lateral ex-

pansion, or to want of isotropy (pp. 10 and 12). Such rupture,
however, really lies at present outside theory.

(d) On pp. 1519 we have the generalised Hooke's Law and
the definition of the stretch-modulus (E) and the stretch-squeeze
ratio

(77). Saint-Venant remarks, that theoretically 77
= J (i.e. on

the uni-constant hypothesis), that Wertheim finds it differs little

from
J, and that it can never be > J as otherwise a traction would

diminish the volume of a prism of the given substance,
"
ce qui

riest pas supposable" There is no further reason given why we
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cannot suppose the volume to diminish. We may, however, look

at the matter thus :

Let = the ratio of the slide-modulus to the dilatation coefficient

(=/*/X), then (Vol. i. p. 885) :

> 8-*/j*

JE/fi
- 2

'

Hence, since is necessarily positive, we must have //*> 2 and < 3

(the mean of these gives the uni-constant hypothesis K\\t.
=

5/2). But
m

vi
- =-- 1, or

rj
can only have values from to J.

This proof holds only for an isotropic mater-hd. In tl.

an aeolotropic material it does not seem obvious why n lon<_'if udinal

stretch should not produce a negative dilatation. Tin- mi io of dilatation

to stretch

8X + 8y + 8Z -
-* = l-i7!-;2,

8a

and in the case of wood the values obtained for
>; r/.2

would seem to

give this a negative value, for they are > i. Saint,-V mint, admits hit- i

i In, possibility: see his pp. 821 2. Hence any set of experiments
which give values for rj> may be taken to denote that tin- HIM; '-rial in

question is not isotropic and homogeneous.

(e) On pp. 20 21 it is suggested that for some substances

it is advisable to consider the stretch-modulus E as varying over

the cross-section of a prism. Saint-Venant refers to the experi-

ments on this point of Collet-Meygret and Desplaces : see our

Chapter XI. He also regards Hodgkinson's experiments as le;i<l

ing to a like conclusion notwithstanding a speei.-il experiment to

the contrary: see our Arts. 952* (iii), 1484* arid referenr,

We thus have the formula

Pa
= 8xJExda>

put forward by Bresse, where Pa is the total traction in a prism
stretched 8a in the direction of its axis x, and (///?&>)/&> is the

mean value of the stretch-modulus over the cross-section o>. For

metals couUs ou laminfo, where on the lateral faces there is a surface

or skin change of elasticity, Saint-Venant would take :

X 6tant le jx'-rinn-f
r.- <!< la section supposes (liminiiee d'nn a doux

millimetres tout autour, afin de reprdsenter le developpement moyen de

la croute dotide g6nC-ralement de plus de roideur et de n< i f .JIM Ic r st<-
;

et EO et e etant deux coefficients a determiner par les met hodes conn IK-
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compensations d'anomalien en )';ii:;mt <\<w experiences d'extension Bur

des barres ayant des grossours ou des formes scnsibloment diff6rentcs

(p. 21).

(/) Saint-Venant returns to this same point on pp. 42 44,

and pp. 115 118 when treating of the problem of flexure. In

the former passage, Saint-Venant gives reasons for adopting in the

case of metal a skin change only in the elastic-modulus. He pro-

poses the formula

for the bending-moment, l/p being the curvature, / the moment of

inertia of the section, and i that of its contour, or rather of the

mean line of the skin zone (ligne qu'on peut placer a 1 ou a 2 milli-

metres a I'interieur). E and e are to be determined by experiments
on the flexure of bars of the given material but sensibly different

in size and form.

In the case of wood, Saint-Venant, referring to the experiments
of Wertheim and Chcvandier (see our Art. 1312*), adopts a para-
bolic law for the variation of the stretch-modulus. Let E and E

l

be the moduli in the direction of the fibre at the centre (r
=

0) arid

circumference (r
=
r^ of the tree, then at any other point (r) we

have

Saint-Venant determines the value of fEy^dco i.e. the '

rigidity
'-

for a bar of rectangular cross-section (6 x c) whose centre of gravity

was, before it was hewn, distant r from the centre of the tree

(p. 44).

In the second passage to which I have referred the rupture
condition (rather the failure of linear elasticity) is deduced from

the like hypothesis of skin-change. Saint-Venant obtains a formula

where M is the maximum bending moment which will not cause

the elasticity of a 'fibre' at distance y from the neutral axis (where
the stretch-modulus = E) to fail by giving it a greater stretch than

TJE. We have then to find the fibre for which TJEy is smallest.

Si 1'on ;i di-s niisonH de penticr quo c'est la fibre la plus dilai/1 '-

commo quand la matiere est homogene, ou que la contexture h6t6rogene
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est telle que le rapport TJE varie moins que y, Pequation sera, en

designant comme a 1'ordinairo par y la grandeur de 1'ordonnee de cette

fibre, et par E'
y
T'w les valeurs correspondantes de E, T ;

ou bien, C et c designant deux constantes dependant comme E et e de la

nature de la matiere et de son mode de forgeage ou de fusion,

Saint-Venant calculates the value of M for a rectangular

section, and also deals with a similar expression for the case of

the wood prism referred to above
;
see his pp. 117 8.

(g) In 8 12 (pp. 22 26) the reader will find some account

of the behaviour of a material under stress continued even to

rupture. This account was doubtless for the time succinct and

good, but there are several points which could only be accepted

now-a-days with many reservations. For example the statement

(11): Le calcul theorique est toujours applicable pour limiter les

dilatations et etdblir les conditions de resistance a la rupture

dloignee is one which requires much reservation. We have seen

in Vol. I. p. 891 that a material may be in a state of ease and yet
not possess linear elasticity for strains such as often occur in

practice. Further that even when there is linear elasticity its

limit can often be raised writhout enervation almost up to the yield-

point, where one exists. Hence when Saint-Venant takes s to

be the stretch at which material ceases de s'ecrouir et commence a

s'dnerver, ce qui se manifeste par la marche des allongements per-

sistants, and puts P = or < Ecos as the safe tractive load where

E is the stretch-modulus and o> the sectional area we find some

difficulty in ascertaining what limit S
Q really represents. In most

cases before enervation begins, linear elasticity will be long gone,

and all the formula really can tell us is the stage at which linear

elasticity fails ;
this fail-limit may be very far from the yield-

point, and in some materials very far indeed from the elastic limit.

Saint-Venant refers to the 'fatigue' of a material due to re-

peated loading and to the question whether vibrations can change
the molecular structure from fibrous to crystalline (see our Arts.

1429*, 1463* and 1464*). These are points on which we know

to-day a good deal more than was accessible in 1857.
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[170.] Article III. is devoted to the flexure of prisms and

commences with a criticism of the Bernoulli-Eulerian hypothesis
as expounded by Navier. Saint-Venant shews with the simplest

analysis that the cross-sections neither retain their original contour

(not even in the simple case of
'

circular
'

flexure, 3, p. 34) nor

their original planeness ( 4, pp. 36 9). To 6, p. 40 2, we have

already referred when dealing with the question of equipollent

load-systems in Art. 8 of our account of the memoir on Torsion.

[171.] Pages 52 58 of this Article reproduce with some

important additions the formulae of Art. 14 of our account of the

memoir on Torsion. Saint-Venant proves the following results for

the case when the load plane is not a plane of inertial symmetry :

(a) The neutral line is the diameter of the ellipse of inertia

conjugate to the trace of the load-plane on the cross-section. (This
theorem was given by Saint-Venant and Bresse about the same

time: see our Arts. 1581* and 14.)

(6) The 'deviation' or angle between the load- and flexure-

planes is a maximum when the former has for trace on the cross-

section a diagonal of the rectangle formed by the tangents at the

extremities of the principal axes of the ellipse of inertia.

A good illustration of a simple kind shewing the deviation is

given in 7, p. 57.

[172.] The notes on pp. 7385 deal with the elastic line

when the flexure is not so small that we may neglect the square of

the slope which the elastic line makes with the unstrained position

of the central axis. The results here given express the maximum
deflection and terminal slope in series ascending according to

powers of . .\.^
-

,
further the load and maximum stretch

rigidity

,. max. deflection
in series of ascending powers of -

,
and finally the

stretch-modulus in terms of max. deflection, span and load.

Saint-Venant in Notice I. (p. 42) claims some originality for

these results. This I think can only refer to the convenient form

into which he has thrown them : see our Art. 908*.

S.-V. 8
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[173.] Article IV. (pp. 86186) is entitled : Rupture par
Flexion.

This practically deals with the formula for the maximum
moment

where h is the distance of the 'fibre' most stretched from the

neutral axis
1 and &>/e* the sectional-moment of inertia about that

axis. The question then arises : what is T ? Saint-Venant holds

that if T be the stress at which enervation commences, we have

in reality a condition for the safety of a permanent structure. This

involves the enervation-point being very close to the limit of linear

elasticity. In many materials this is certainly not the case, even

were it possible to define exactly this enervation-point. We must

treat the results of this article as applying only to the fail-limit,

i.e. the failure of linear elasticity (p. 91). Saint-Venant indeed

fully recognises that the formula does not give any condition for

immediate rupture, and that no argument against the mathematical

theory of
'

perfect elasticity
'

can be drawn from experiments on

absolute strength. He states clearly enough that for beams of

various sections, for which co/c
2

/h retains the same value, TQ
varies

with the form of the section and is greater than, even to the double

of, the value obtained from pure traction experiments (this is the

well-known 'crux' which the technicists raise against the mathema-

ticians) : see his pp. 90, 91. Yet it seems to me that even the

extent to which he adopts the formula is not valid. It only gives

the fail-limit, which in some cases, perhaps, may indicate rupture

eloigne'e.

[174.] On pp. 95 101 our author treats of 'Emerson's

paradox
'

or the existence of
'

useless fibres '. In other words,

the expression a)K?/h can be occasionally increased by cutting

away projecting portions of co.

We have the cases of beams of square, triangular and circular

cross-sections fully treated, as well as that of the croix d'dquerre.

1 We use ' neutral axis
'

for the trace of the plane of unstrained '
fibres

' on the

cross-section, while we retain 'neutral line
1

for the succession of points in the plane
of flexure through which pass real or imaginary elements of unstretched fibre. It

will only coincide with the ' elastic line
'

or distorted central axis when there is no
thrust.
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The elastic failure of such outer fibres does not however denote that

the truncated section possesses greater strength than the complete

section, as Emerson argued from the formula, Rennie confirmed

and Hodgkinson refuted by experiment: see our Arts. 187* and

952* (ii). Saint-Venant very aptly terms them fibres inutiles.

We may indeed calculate the maximum elastic efficiency of such

sections by supposing them truncated till wtc^jh is a maximum,
but the difference is generally so small as not to repay the labour

of calculation, albeit it suggests a method of economising material.

[175.] Pages 103 105 treat of the obscure point of how to

determine the value of T in the formula of Art. 173, so that

there shall be no danger' of rupture eloignee. Saint-Venant

apparently recognises that the exact point at which enervation

begins is difficult to discover experimentally, especially when
the duration and repetition of loads have to be taken into account

(p. 105).

Let T^ TQ be the stresses which in positive and negative traction

respectively mark the limit of rupture eloignee \
let Tlt T{ be the corre-

sponding easily discovered stresses which mark cohesion instantanee. Then
Saint-Venant observes that we may learn from previous constructions and
from our experience of structures submitted to long use what fraction

T is of jPj, and that we are justified in taking for the same kind of

material, even in its several varieties, a constant ratio between T and

On n'aura pas pour cela la dilatation limite s =TQ/E e'gale au 1/8 de la

dilatation finale positive ou negative, puisque la proportionality des efforts

aux eflfets cesse longtemps avant. Mais on aura un certain rapport aussi k

peu pres constant entre ces deux dilatations (p. 106).

Saint-Venant even suggests (p. 107) that T may be taken proportional

to the T obtained from the formula P = T .
-

. -=- where P is the concen-
i ti

trated mid-load which will rupture immediately a bar of length I

terminally supported. As the T obtained from this formula when used

for rupture is found to be a function of the section, this suggestion seems
to me a dangerous one.

[176.] On p. 109
( 13) a formula is given for finding T

' when T
is known. Suppose that the material is a prism with longitudinal stretch-

modulus E, and that E
t

is the same modulus for all directions trans-

verse to the axis; let Tot and T
1Jt

be the limiting elastic and the

82
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rupture stresses when the material sustains a tractive load in the

transverse sense, rj
the stretch-squeeze ratio. Then :

T*l = stretch in transverse direction due to T
0>1 ,

E
t

_ ** = squeeze in longitudinal direction...,

rj EI

E 1 ?' = safe limit to negative traction in longitudinal direction.

Thus we must have :

o

T^

Now by what precedes, Saint-Venant holds that we can legitimately

replace TJT by TJTlt a ratio easily found from rupture experi-

ments, thus :

In the case of isotropy T
1Jt
=Tlt

E = E and thus on the uni-

constant hypothesis we should have T' /T =
l/rj

= 4.

Saint-Venant finds from experiments of Wertheim and Chevandier,

that for oak T' /T<>=1'21 or 1-08
;
for cast-metals he suggests 3, for stone

8 to 10, and for wrought iron 2. He holds the value 6 as obtained by

Hod^kinson for cast-iron much too large to be prudently adopted, and

discusses at some length Hodgkinson's experiments on the beam of

strongest section : see our Art. 243*.

Finally we may note that on p. 115, he states that for ditferent

varieties of the same material it is more legitimate to take T proportional

to T of the formula of Art. 175, than to the stretch-modulus as some

writers have done.

[177.] Pp. 122171 are occupied with what is generally

known as the comparative strength of beams of various sections

in reality it is the failure of linear elasticity and not strength

with which we are dealing.

(a) On pp. 1235 we have the fail-limit determined for cases of

loading in planes of inertial asymmetry. The formula of our Art. 1

namely :

i?

JT. = minimum of

we find repeated.
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When, as in the case of a rectangular section, 2, y have values independent
of

<j> corresponding to a maximum of the denominator, we find at once

Saint-Venant applies these results to rectangular and elliptic
sections.

(b) On pp. 143 156 we have a very full investigation of the
I-section with special reference to Hodgkinson's section of greatest
strength. Although Hodgkinson's experiments were made on absolute

strength, Saint-Venant finds that his results are true for the fail-limit

(rupture eloignee). The general conclusions given on p. 155 are : (1)When T' is sensibly greater than T the I-section with unequal flanges
has a higher fail-limit, but a less resistance to flexure, than one with

equal flanges, provided the squeeze of the smaller flange is not

accompanied by lateral stretches more dangerous than the longi-
tudinal in the larger flange, nor the smaller flange receive lateral
flexure (buckle) owing to its compression. (2) When the height of
the section is increased by -4 to -7 of itself we obtain for the same
area a I-section of equal flanges with a higher fail-limit than one
of unequal flanges and the lesser height ;

at the same time the
resistance to flexure is largely increased. Such increase of height,
however, increases the possibility of deversement being produced by a

slightly oblique load and facilitates the lateral flexure of the squeezed
flange.

(c) On pp. 156 163 we have a discussion of the fail-limit of

feathered axes. Saint-Yenant shews that their advantages are not so

great as has been frequently supposed, while as we have seen (Art. 37)
in the case of torsion they give no increased resistance worth mentioning.

. [178.] The next point we have to notice is one of considerable

interest and has recently been again attracting the attention of

the technicists
1

. It is the calculation of the absolute strength
from an empirical relation between stress and strain supposed to

hold nearly up to rupture. That strain increases more rapidly
than stress after the beginning of set even up to rupture had been

long noticed by experimentalists, and various modifications of

Hooke's Law had been suggested by Varignon, Parent, Bulfinger
and Hodgkinson : see our Arts 13*, 29 1*, 234* and 1411*. There
has been, however, considerable obscurity about the various

empirical formulae suggested, and they have only been applied to
the old Bernoulli-Eulerian theory of flexure with its unchanged

! See the discussion and references in Stabilite des Constructions: Resistance
des Materiaux by M. Flamant, pp. 3229, and also in the Engineer, Vol. LXII., 1886,
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cross-sections. To begin with, they can hardly be taken as ap-

proximate for any material having a distinct yield-point ;
nor in

the second place is it clearly stated how far they represent stress-

strain relations for bodies whose elasticity is non-linear, or how far

elastic-strain and set are to be treated as coexistent.

Saint-Venant after citing Hodgkinson's formulae (see our Art. 1411*)
takes by preference the following for the positive and negative tractions

plt p2 at distances ylf y^ from the neutral axis of a beam under flexure :

.

where Plt Pz are the tractions at distances Tly Tz from the axis, and
mlt ra2 are constants. On p. 177 traces of the curves for p in terms of

y are given for values of m from 1 to 10, and they are compared with

the curves obtained from Hodgkinson's formula.

It will be observed that the difficulty of stating exactly the

physical relation between stress, elastic-strain and set is avoided

by an assumption of this kind. There is, however, another assump-
tion of Saint-Venant's which does not seem wholly satisfactory.

He states it in the following words :

Observons d'abord que lorsque la dilatation d'une fibre a atteint sa

limite, comme une faible augmentation qu'on lui fait subir produit la

rupture ou bien fait decroitre tres-rapidement sa force de tension, il est

naturel de regarder la courbe des tensions comme ayant a 1'instant de la

rupture sa tangente verticale ou parallele a 1'axe coordonne des ?/,

d'autant plus que cet instant a ete" precede d'une enervation graduelle

(pp. 1801).

This paragraph assumes that for the material dealt with the

rupture stress is an absolute maximum, but in several automati-

cally drawn stress-strain relations which I have examined this does

not appear to be the case (see Vol. I. p. 891), and at any rate

in some materials it could only refer to the maximum stress

before stricture and not to the rupture-stress.

On pp. 178 184 the case of a rectangle is treated at some length.
Saint-Venant obtains general formulae on the supposition that the

curves for negative and positive traction coincide at the origin, i.e. on

the supposition that the stretch- and squeeze-moduli for very small

strains are equal (m^P^Y-^
= m2P2/Y2).

The limiting value of the

bending moment is then calculated.

In 3 various values are assumed for ml and w2 ;
in particular

if ml
= m2

= 1, it is shewn that to make the initial stretch- and squeeze-
moduli uuequal is to increase the resistance to rupture by flexure.
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In the case of m1 =m^ Pl
= P2) Y

1
= Y2 we easily find for a rect-

angular cross-section (b
x

c) :

be* 3m (m + 3)~
0>

~
'

(i
+ 2)

'

which increases from JZ
-^-

to /? as m increases from to o> .

If we take ra2
= 1 and mx any value, we obtain a more complex

6c
2 6c2

value for Jf
,
which increases with m^ from .K to R

-^
. Thus in all

cases the value lies between those given by Galilei's theory and by the

ordinary Bernoulli-Eulerian hypothesis.
Saint-Tenant does not venture into the analysis required to deter-

mine how the constant n given by M( ,

n 7i? 6c
2

/6 varies with the shape
of the section, which must be the true test of any theory of this kind,
i.e. the constant m must be found to have the same value for all

sections.

[179.] Saint-Venant gives on pp. 186 204 an excellent

elementary discussion of slide and shear
;
on pp. 206 214 a like

discussion of the effect of slide in changing the contour and shape
of the cross-sections of a beam under flexure. The method of

treatment is very simple, and by the consideration of a special case

the action of the slide is well brought out.

[180.] Pages 216 237 are devoted to combined strain, flexure,

stretch due to pure traction and slide. The fail-limit is deter-

mined by simple geometrical considerations, and the examples,
chosen from those of Chapters xn. and xm. of the memoir on

Torsion (see our Arts. 50 to 60), are treated with considerable

numerical detail. The example on the combined flexure and

slide exhibited by tbe strained axis of a pulley is new (p. 234).

[181.] On pp. 239 271 the general equations of torsion are

deduced. The treatment is in some respects better than in the

memoir of 1853. We may note a few points :

(a) Pages 240 242 give a fuller discussion of the resistance to

torsion due to longitudinal stretch of the 'fibres' : see our Art. 51.

(6) Pages 244 5
( 4). Elementary proof that the cross-sections

of all prisms, except the right- circular cylinder, are distorted by torsion.

(c) Pages 261 2. .The expressions fxydw and fxzdw = for every
section of a prism under torsion. This is true whether or not the axis

of torsion passes through the centre of the section, supposing it to have
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one. Saint-Venant had only treated of this matter in the case of

the elliptic section
(

59 of the memoir on Torsion : see our Art. 22).
A general proof is here given in a footnote.

(d) In 15, pp. 264 7, we have a fuller treatment than occurs in

the memoir on Torsion of eccentric torsion, or torsion about any axis

parallel to the prismatic sides. Taking the equations of torsion for an

isotropic material (equations vi. of Art. 17) :

(uz + ry) dy
-

(uy
-

rz) dz = 0,

for which the origin lies on the axis of torsion, let us put y
' = y +

17,

z' = z + we find
17
and being constants :

UM + UM =
0,

K + r (y'
-

r,)} dy'
-

{Uy,
- T (z'

-
)} dz' * 0.

These equations have for solution

u = u' - T (%/
-

yz'),

where u' is the value of u when
77
= = 0, or in other words the shift

when the torsion operates round an axis through the new origin. The
shifts u' and u giving the distortions in the two cases differ only by

T (ty
1 -

rjz') =r(ty- yz),

or the two distorted surfaces are superposable by rotating the one

through small angles rrj and - T round the axes of y and z respec-

tively.

Further, J I or the slides determined for either axis

(Uy
- TZ = u

y,
- rz

}

are equal for the same points. Thus it follows that the torsional couple
will in both cases be the same.

Saint-Venant then shews how by placing two prisms of equal cross-

sections with corresponding lines parallel, and fixing their terminal

faces so as to remain parallel after torsion about a mid-axis, we can

obtain eccentric torsion. The torsional couple will be just double of

that obtained from the simple torsion of either. Their axes it is true

will be bent into helices, but the bending introduced is a small quantity
of the second order in the torsion.

(e) In 17 (pp. 268 71) we have an investigation of the

maximum-slide and the fail-points. We cite the following passage:

Si arx
2

[crx
= le plus grand glissement principal] croissait toujours de

Pinterieur a 1'exterieur de la section pour chaque direction, ce serait

constamment sur son contour qu'il faudrait chercher les points dan-

gereux. Mais nous savons qu'il y a souvent des points du contour ou le

glissement est nul, et il peut y avoir, dans 1'interieur, quelque point de

maximum absolu de crx (quoique cela lie se soit pre"sente dans aucun des

exemples ci-apres traites); et il n'est pas impossible que ce maximum
excede toutes les valeurs de a-x

2
relatives aux points du contour (p. 269).
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We have then an analytical investigation of the fail-points,

which suggests a general method of investigation adopted in the

sequel for the special cases. This method avoids the ambiguities
of some of the paragraphs on this subject in the memoir of Torsion :

see our Arts. 39 and 42.

[182.] Pages 271372 treat very thoroughly of the torsion-

problem. They reproduce to a great extent the formulae and

tables of the memoir on Torsion, but at the same time make

frequent additions and improvements. We may note the following:

(a) Eccentric torsion of a right-circular cylinder. The coordinates

of the centre referred to the axis of torsion being 77, ,
we find with

the notation of our Art 181 (d), a being the radius :

ra
g2

while M=pr \
r^do* = /XTW .

^-,
as in the case of central torsion.

J o *

(6) A fuller treatment of the prisms whose cross-sections are

included in the equation :

r2

+ ' cos 2< + 4r
4 cos 4< = const. (See our Art. 49

(c).)

The most interesting of the cross-sections included in this equation
is entitled by Saint-Venant : Section en double spatule analogue a celle

dun rail de chemin de fer (p. 365). It has the shape given in the

accompanying figure.

c/2 6/2
y

case of c = b/5

See pp. 305307, 312317, 325335.

(c) The accurate investigation of the fail-points for the bi-symmet-
rical curves of the 4th and 8th order; see pp. 308 312, 339 341.
Of. our Arts. 37 and 39.

(d) In a foot-note to p. 335 Saint-Venant treats a special case of
the curve of the fourth degree

+ az (y*
- s2

)
+ 4 (y

4 - 6yV +
*)
= const.
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By taking a^ = -
1/^/2, 4

= 2
(J'2,

- 1
)/&'-'

and the constant = 0, we

obtain an isosceles triangle having for base a portion of the hyperbola

y
2-62

/^ + (>/2
-

l)
2 z2 and for sides lines making with the bisector of the

base angles whose tangent = v/2 1. The length of the bisector

from vertex to hyperbolic base is then b/2. The torsion takes place
round an axis through the vertex. Saint-Venant finds approximately,

M=. 56702

This value agrees very closely with that of the equilateral triangle :

see our Art. 41.

[183.] Pages 372 460 deal with the conditions for resistance

to rupture doignte under simultaneous torsion and flexure.

Most of this matter had already been given in Chapters xn. or

xni. of the memoir on Torsion or in the memoir on Flexure:

see our Arts. 50 60 and 90 8. One or two points may be

noticed :

(a) In the memoir on Torsion Saint-Venant when seeking for

tbe fail-limit neglects as a rule the flexural slides (see our Art. 56,

Case (iii) etc.). Here he commences with an investigation of the

values of these slides. The approximate methods of Jouravski and

Bresse for obtaining the slide in a beam of small breadth are con-

sidered (see our Chapter XL), and are applied to the rectangle,

ellipse and X-cross-sections. A footnote gives the value of the

slide in the same approximate manner for an isosceles triangle.

See pp. 391 8. But the expressions thus obtained are not exact,

and in a considerable number of cases differ sensibly from the real

values, especially when the section has a measurable breadth per-

pendicular to tbe load plane. The expressions found by Jouravski

and Bresse give the total shear upon a strip of unit-breadth

taken on a section of the beam perpendicular to both the cross-

section and the load plane, but they do not determine how such

shear is transversely distributed, still less the magnitude of the

maximum slide on the cross-section. Saint-Venant then proceeds
as in the memoir on Flexure to deduce exact expressions for the

flexural slides (pp. 399 414). The notation used differs from

that in the original memoir. The reader will find the two nota-

tions placed side by side in the footnote, p. 405. The treatment

in the Lemons de Navier is shorter and not nearly so complete as
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in the memoir. The diagrams reproduced in our frontispiece are

given in a footnote on pp. 410 12 : see our Arts. 92 and 97.

(b) Pages 414 60 are- occupied with combined flexure and

torsion in those cases where we may neglect the flexural slides.

They reproduce with some modifications and extensions the results

of Chapter XII. of the Torsion memoir. There is a good summary
on pp. 453 9.

[184.] On pp. 4619 Saint-Venant treats of rupture (rupture

immediate) by torsion.

(a) He shews that the moments capable of producing rupture are

for similar sections as the cubes of their homologous dimensions. A
footnote (p. 463) refers to Vicat's experiments which apparently con-

tradict this result
;

see our Art. 731*. Saint-Venant attributes this

divergence to flexure having taken place in the short prisms of pldtre
and brique crue used by Vica't.

(b) In 61 (p. 464) Saint-Venant endeavours to find the absolute

strength of a circular prism (radius a) under torsion by the assumption
of an empirical formula, similar to that of our Art. 178, for the shear q
at distance r from the axis of torsion. Namely :

' -r
where Q is the shear at distance b, and m is a constant.

"We are only told in favour of this formula, (1) that for small values

of r and for very small shears q is proportional to r and thus to the

slide, (2) that q increases less rapidly than r, or the slide, when the slide

becomes greater.
If Si be the rupture shear and correspond to r = a, we have

Then, introducing the same sort of questionable condition as in our

Art. 178, namely that dq/dr
= Q when r = a, we have further

a = b and Si = Q.

r

This leads us to a rupture couple M^ = \

J o

I 2

Or, as m changes from 1 to oo
, MI changes from A to f of iraPSi (p.

466)
1

.

(c) Saint-Venant then attacks the problem of the prism of rectaii-

1 Saint-Venant's result seems to be of the real value, owing to the displace-
ment of a factor 2.
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gular cross section (6 x c) for which b is much greater than c. Here the

approximate values of the slides before the linear limit is passed are :

These results may be deduced from Art. 46 by replacing the

elongated rectangle by its inscribed ellipse and neglecting c
2

//x2
as com-

pared with b*lft. See also Table I. p. 39, and Art. 47.

He assumes that after the linear limit is passed :

Hence, since for small slides or small values of z and y, *xy =
and xz ft20"a;2,

we must have :

Q'm 2 cVi Q"n

These give, $"*= $'

Further, since the fail-points are the mid-points of the much longer
side b, the rupture points are taken there also. Thus it is necessary
that:

dxyjdz
=

0, xy = S' when z = c/2.

It follows that h = c/2 and Q
f =

S', the absolute shearing strength in

direction of y.

To proceed further Saint-Venant assumes that the slide o-x2 always
remains much less than the slide er^, so that for the former it is sufficient

to retain the linear strain form, we have thus

together with Ty = -S'h-(\- -

It easily follows that

Cases (6) and (c) confirm the law of the cube stated in
(a). Such

formulae, although by no means satisfactory from the theoretical stand-

point, are yet useful as suggesting lines for future experiment.

[185.] Pages 469 77 ( 62) contain a useful discussion of the

various methods of determining the elastic and fail-point constants,

especially in the case of prisms whose material is transversely aeolo-

tropic. Saint-Venant (p. 471) adopts the result given in Art. 5. d.

of our account of the memoir on Torsion, ayz
= 2^8^, to obtain a
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plausible relation between shear fail-limit ($ ) and tractive fail-limits

T and 2y. We have thus the formula SJG = ZTJE x T '/E'.

[186.] Pages 477 480 deal with the problem of the torsion

of circular cylinders (radius a) having a cylindrical distribu-

tion of elastic homogeneity. In this case
//,

is a function of the

axial distance r. There will be no distortion of cross-sections.

Saint-Venant supposes //< to remain constant from the axis up to a

radius a
,
and then at distances r from a to a to follow the

law

j
where z = r - (a

-

He easily deduces the following formula for M,

Special cases are :

(1) Wooden cylinder whose axis is about the same as that of the

tree out of which it has been cut
;
here we may put = a, and we have :

n + 4

(2) Forged or cast iron cylinder with skin change of elasticity :

M= r (/vox
2 + y27ra

3

)
where y = t

Supposing the fail-point to be on the surface, we have S = ^ra, and

eliminating r :

where A and B are two constants depending only on the elastic nature

of the material. Thus the fail-couple depends partly on the cube, partly
on the square of the radius of the cylinder.

[187.] The text of the work concludes with numerical examples
such as are given on pp. 551 8 of the memoir on Torsion. The

remainder of the volume is filled with five appendices and an

Appendice compUmentaire occupying pp. 510 849, which from

their historical and physical aspects are perhaps the most interesting

portions of the work.

[188.] Appendix I. (pp. 512 19) contains certain elementary

proofs due to Poncelet as to the curvature, deflection etc. of the

elastic line. A point on p. 518 on the question of built-in
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terminals (encastrements) may be noted. Poncelet remarks that

for a cantilever we may suppose two forces, whose resultant is

equal and opposite to that of the load, to act at the built-in end.

These forces whose points of application are very close, one on

the upper and one on the lower surface of the beam are very

great and alter the surfaces of the built-in beam and the sur-

rounding material, so that the elastic line at this end is not

horizontal, but takes a certain inclination varying as the terminal

moment directly and inversely as the profondeur de I'encastrement.

Small as this inclination is, it affects sensibly the experimental

accuracy of the theoretical results based on the perfect horizon -

tality of the elastic line at the built-in end. This was noted by
Vicat: see our Art, 733*. Saint-Venant holds that careful ex-

periments ought to be made to determine its influence.

[189.] Appendix II. is entitled : Sur les conditions de Vexacti-

tude mathematique des formules tant anciennes que nouvelles d'ex-

tension, de torsion, de flexion avec ou sans glissement. Demonstra-

tion synthetique de ces formules quand on suppose ces conditions

remplies. This appendix contains first an easy refutation of

Lamp's ill-judged sneer at the precedes hybrides, mi-analytiques,

et mi-empiriques ne servant qu'd masquer les abords de la veritable

science: see our Arts. 1162* and 3. Saint-Venant shews that his

methods have precisely the same validity as those adopted in the

cases of simple tractiop, of the old theories of flexure, and of torsion

for a circular cylinder. In the sequel he demonstrates afresh the

torsion and flexuie equations; He starts from an axiom and

definitions involving the hypothesis of central intermolecular action

as a function of the central distance only. The appendix occupies

pp. 520541.

[190.] Appendix III. contains a complete theory of elasticity

for aeolotropic bodies so far as the establishment of the general

equations of elasticity and the usual formulae of stress and strain

are concerned. It occupies pp. 541 617. Proceeding from central

intermolecular action, Saint-Venant on pp. 556 9 reduces the 36

constants of the stress-strain relations to 15. We may note one

or two points of interest :

(a) 23 (pp. 562 74) with its long footnote is specially worthy
of the reader's attention. Saint-Venant obtains expressions for the
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stresses on the hypothesis that initial stress has produced considerable

initial strain in the body. In this case the strain developed by the

initial stress sensibly influences the effect of the later strain. We can

no longer add initial and secondary stresses as independent factors of

total stress.

Let -the initial stresses be ^
, xy etc...., the secondary stresses melt xyi

etc., and the total stresses xx, Jp, etc.

Let #!, ylt z
1
be the directions of three right-lines slightly oblique to

each other which were initially the rectangular set x, y, z
;

let x, y
r

,
z

be three other lines rectangular or slightly oblique among themselves,
taken close to the former (x, y, z) and normal to the three planes by
which we determine the six stress-components. Then, if crs be the

cosine of the angle between the lines r and s we have as stress types :

tf = ?,) (1 + Sy.
~

Sy
-

8g) +

2 = y* (1
- 8X)

+
yy^Cy^f

+

To these we must add the purely geometrical relations of the type :

+ c
y'z'

which reduce if x, y', z
f

are taken rectangular to the type :

When, however, the initial stress is not such that the shears are

zero or can be neglected when multiplied by small strains, we may
simplify equations (i) by a proper choice of x', y' ,

z. Thus if x', y ',
z' be

taken perpendicular to ylt zlt xl or zl7 x^ y^ respectively, which is

compatible with their rectangularity, then either czy> = cx>tf = c
y x> = 0,

or, c
y #

= cz & = cx y
> = 0, and we can replace the remaining cosines in

(i)

by the slides <r
yz , v^, a-xy . By taking x, y', z' bisectors of the angles

between the lines xlf yl9 z^ and the perpendiculars to the three slightly

oblique planes yiZlt zlxl , x-^y^ i.e. the closest rectangular system to

x Z we obtain :

as the type of equation (iii).

In the case (le seul qui ait ete suppose par les divers auteurs de

mecanique moleculaire, ftn. p. 571) in which the shifts are very small

and consequently the directions x
lt ylt z1 almost coincident with x, y, z,

we can take the latter for the rectangular system a/, y', z' and we thus

find:

and reach the equations (i)
of our Art. 129.

These again reduce to the relations of our Art. 666*, if we put
M = yyo = a, zzo

=
c, and ^ = ^ =^ =

0, and give the proper values to

the secondary stresses.

Saint-Yenant proves equations (i) by the molecular method in the
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footnote before referred to. He makes some remarks on the Navier-
Poisson controversy, and refers to a paper of his own published in

1844 on Boscovich's system : see our Arts. 527* and 1613"*.

(b) On p. 587 the remark is made that the stress-strain relations,
the body stress-equations and the body strain-equations remain true

whatever be the amount of the shifts in space provided the relative

shifts of adjacent parts or the strain-components are small. In this

case, however, the values to be given to the strains in terms of the
shifts are those of our Art. 1618*. The ordinary shift- equations of

elasticity hold only for small portions of an elastic body, when the

total shifts are not small. Hence they cannot be directly applied to

large torsional or flexural shifts. The whole treatment on pp. 587 92
is good, and better than that of the memoir of 1847: see our Art. 1618*.

(c) Saint-Venant points out that it is not sufficient to find values

of the stress-components which satisfy the body and surface stress-

equations. There are also certain conditions of compatibility between
the strain components deduced from these stresses which also must be
satisfied : see our Art. 112.

These equations hold for all values of the shifts, provided the strains

remain small, i.e. if they take the forms given in our Art. 1618*.

(d) Pp. 603 17 contain a direct investigation of Samt-Venant's
torsion and flexure equations from the general equations of elasticity.

In both cases the method adopted assumes a given distribution of stress

and deduces the corresponding shift-equations.
In dealing with torsion Saint-Venant supposes a single plane of

elastic symmetry perpendicular to the axis of torsion, and starts from
formulae for the shears of the form

*y =fa
'xy

+ h<J'zxi zx =ea-zx + h'a-Xyy

where h and h are supposed unequal. See our Art. 4 (0) on the memoir
on Torsion. He deduces the general torsional equations, which now
contain four constants, and solves them for the case of the ellipse. The
discussion does not seem to me of much value, as all elasticians, multi-

or rari-constant, would agree that h = hf

,
in which case by a change

of axes we can take h = h' = : see the same Article. In the case

of an elliptic contour a direct analysis gives :

sna
where a is the angle between the direction in which the slide-modulus

is
/AJ

and the axis of the ellipse about which the swing-radius is iq.

The reader must note that //^
and

//^
are not the same constants as in

Art. 46 of our discussion of the memoir on Torsion, where we supposed
1 the principal axes of elasticity

'

to coincide with the principal axes of

the elliptic section.

[191.] The fourth Appendix occupies pp. 617 45 and contains

a careful comparison of Saint-Venant's theory of Torsion with the
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experimental results of Wertheim, Duleau and Savart : see our

Arts. 1 339* and 31. It is followed by some discussion of torsional

vibrations. This appendix is practically directed against Wertheim's

memoir on Torsion of 1857: see our Art. 1343*. It will be

remembered that Wertheim had asserted the theoretical accuracy
of Cauchy's erroneous torsion formula (see our Art. 661*), had

persisted in retaining the value for the squeeze-stretch ratio which

he had deduced by a fallacious theory in 1848 (see our Art. 1319*),
and finally had exhibited complete ignorance of Saint-Venant's

results for the elliptic cylinder. Saint-Venant easily shews the

insufficiency of Wertheim's criticism, and how the mean results of

Savart and Duleau for rectangular prisms, and of Wertheim him-

self for elliptic prisms confirm the new theory : see our Arts. 31

and 35,

In the discussion on torsional vibrations, Saint-Venant re-

produces the matter of his memoir of 1849 : see our Art. 1628*.

He regards of course the theory given as only approximate (p. 633),

but sufficiently so for all practical purposes, as indeed appears
from the comparison of theory and experiment (p. 643).

[192.] The fifth Appendix, devoted to the elastic-constant

controversy, occupies pp. 645 762. It is an excellent piece of

scientific criticism, to which some multi-constant elasticians have

insufficiently replied by squeezing caoutchouc or loading piano-
forte wires. The difficulty of critical experiments lies first in

obtaining a purely isotropic material free from all initial stress

and without any superficial elastic variation, and then in assuring
the extreme nicety required to determine successfully the stretch-

squeeze-ratio. In our first volume we have referred to the leading
features of the controversy (see our Arts. 921* 932*) and the

chief of the earlier experiments in this field (see our Arts. 470*,

1034*, 686* 90*, 1358*). We shall find other remarkable ex-

periments as well as theoretical conclusions have sprung from the

controversy in the last 40 years ;
these will lead us on more than

one occasion to examine the validity of Saint-Venant's arguments.
Meanwhile we may refer to one or two points brought forward in

the present essay.

(a) Saint-Venant's criticism seems to me unanswerable, when he

attacks the validity of the method by which Poisson, Cauchy, Green, or

S.-V. 9
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Lam6 have deduced the linearity of the stress-strain relation without

any appeal to experiment or any statement of physical fact or any
axiom of intermolecular action : see Saint-Venant's pp. 660 5 and our

Arts. 553*, 614*, 928*, 1051* and 1164* footnote.

(b) On pp. 665 676 we have a long and careful numerical

examination of the experiments of Regnault on piezometers of copper
and brass. In general they accord with the uni-constant theory, or at

least better with that than with Wertheim's (see our Art. 1319*). This

is followed by some remarks on Wertheim's and Clapeyron's experiments

on caoutchouc. The former found ^ = - J to
,
and the latter ^ = -^V^ :

A A

see our Art. 1322* and Chapter xi. Results so discordant as these lead

Saint-Venant to remark that neither uni- nor bi-constant isotropy, nor

meTne des formules line'aires quelconques, ne sont pas applicables au
caoutchouc, liquide coagulS ou epaissi plutot que solidifie, et d'une nature en

quelque sorte interme'diaire entre les fluides et les solides (p. 678).

(c) Pages 679 89 are occupied with a criticism of Wertheim's

hypothesis, that
2/u,

= A, and with the results of his experiments. Saint-

Venant points out the great probability of a want both of homogeneity
and of isotropy in the cylinders used by Wertheim (see our Art. 1343*)
and he examines analytically the ratio of longitudinal to transverse

stretch-moduli, when such isotropy is not presupposed. We shall return

to some of Saint-Venant's arguments when examining Wertheim's later

memoirs.

(d) On pp. 689 705 we have a consideration of Cauchy's hypothesis
of 1851 : see our Art. 681*, namely, that it is possible if a body be

crystalline that :

les coefficients des ddplacements et de leurs de*rivees dans les Equations

d'e"quilibre inte"rieur ne sont plus des quantity's constantes, mais deviennent
des fonctions pdriodiques des coordonne"es (p. 689).

In other words we arrive at stress-strain relations in which the

36 constants are not connected by 21 relations. Saint-Venant conducts
a new investigation (pp. 697 706) with fairly simple analysis. The

turning point of rari- or multi-constancy for such regularly crystallised
bodies is then seen to lie in the legitimacy of bringing stretches like

s'x outside certain summations of the form

2XR cos
3

(rx) . s'x , 2,. R cos (rx) cos2 (rz) . s e ,

and replacing them by their mean values sxi sz . Here sx is the

mean value of s'x for all the atoms under consideration, and we may
replace s'x by sx if the body is isotropic or possesses confused crystallisa-
tion. On the other hand in regularly crystallised bodies, there may be
terms in s'x periodic in the coordinates and we cannot replace s'x by sx

and bring the mean stretch outside the summation. Hence we have
not the 21 relations between the coefficients fulfilled. Saint-Venant
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holds, however, that even if this periodicity be true for regularly

crystallised bodies, it can only introduce small differences into the

otherwise equal constants. But further, if it does exist

cette alteration ne peut regarder que certains cristaux reguliers. Elle n'est

jamais relative aux corps k cristallisation confuse, comme sont tous les

materiaux de construction, et comme sont aussi tous les corps isotropes.
II n'y a done aucune raison de changer les formules trouvees depuis un tiers

de siecle pour les pressions dans ces sortes de corps (p. 705).

[193.] On pp. 706 742 we have an analysis and criticism of

the various methods which English and German elasticians have

adopted in order to obtain the fundamental equations of elasticity ;

there is also a resume of their views on the elastic-constant contro-

versy. Here the memoirs of Green, Neumann, Haughton, Clebsch,

Clausius, Thomson, Kirchhoff, Maxwell and Stokes are briefly con-

sidered. Saint-Venant devotes special attention (pp. 721 32) to

the value of Green's results as bearing on double refraction and

the disappearance of the stretch-wave. This discussion is only of

importance to us in its bearing on the elastic-constant controversy.

Green's treatment of the ether demands the independence of the

21 constants, but we may question whether his results are

the only possible ones, nay, even whether they are so satisfactory,

as to stand per se as a justification of multi-constant formulae.

In order that the vibrations may be exactly parallel to the wave-face

Green finds the relations xxxviii. of our Art. 146.

If to these 14 conditions of Green we were to add the six additional

conditions of rari-constancy, namely :

\yyzz\ = \yzyz\ , \xxyz\ = \zxxy\ ,
etc

(i)

we should then have :

\xxxx\ \yyyy\ \zzzz\ = 3 \yzyz\ = 3 \zxzx\ 3 \xyxy\ = 3 \yyzz\

= 3 \zzxx\ = 3 \xxyy\ (ii)

and all the other constants zero.

Thus the condition for exact parallelism would be isotropy, or

this parallelism would be incompatible with double refraction.

Now are Green's conditions so extremely probable that we

ought to reject the six molecular conditions (i) which render them

nugatory ? Saint-Venant argues that they are not, chiefly for the

reason that they involve : \nfafafxr\ = \xxxx\.

This is proved in the footnote p. 726. It denotes physically

92
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that, in whatever direction we take x'
t
the same stretch s* will

produce a traction > of the same intensity. Such an equality
seems opposed to our ideas on the nature of bodies endowed
with double refraction. The arguments used to support the

improbability of this relation are identical with those of the

memoir of 1863 and have been cited in our Art. 147.

[194.] While recognising the weight of Saint-Venant's

reasoning in this Appendix and in the memoir of 1863, and

admitting the difficulty of conceiving a double-refracting medium
to obey such conditions as those given by Green, we have yet to

notice a point with regard to the arguments Saint-Venant advances.

A distinction must be drawn between an isotropic body held by
external pressures in an aeolotropic state of elastic strain, and a

body also primitively isotropic which has received set of different

intensity in different directions. In the former case the initial

stresses may enter into the elastic constants (as in our Art. 129)
and so affect the elasticity in different directions. In the latter

it would appear as if the molecules must be brought in some

directions nearer together and so the direct stretch coefficients be

affected and varied. But is this experimentally the fact ? If a

bar of metal be taken and stretched beyond the elastic limit, so

that it receives set, it is found that its stretch-modulus, which is

certainly a function of the direct stretch-coefficients remains nearly

constant. Now this set may be of two kinds, first : a set occurring

far below the yield-point, which is often little more than a removal

of an initial state of strain due to the working : and secondly, a set

which denotes a large change in the relative molecular positions

and can occur after the yield-point has been reached. If it can

be shewn that the stretch-modulus remains nearly constant not-

withstanding one or both of these sets, it would be interesting to

investigate experimentally whether such is also true for the slide-

moduli and the cross-stretch coefficients before we condemn Green

entirely.

Experiments on simple traction and torsion of large bars before

and after very sensible set would throw light on this matter.

[195.] Saint-Venant further remarks that Green's conditions

are not necessary in order that we may obtain exactly Fresnel's

wave-surface. Saint-Venant in a foot-note gives a fairly easy
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analysis leading to Cauchy's four conditions which are compatible

with rari-constancy (see the memoir of 1830, Exercices mathema-

tiques 5 e
anne'e). These conditions are given in our Art. 148 as

Equations xxxix.

Les quatre relations ou conditions (xxxix) n'ont rien d'arbitraire

ni de bizarre, bien qu'elles soient d'une forme moins simple a coup sur

que les cinq conditions de Green (xxxviii of our Art. 146) qui n'en sont

qu'un cas particulier En effet lorsque les trois coefficients d'elasticite

directes a, b, c, entre lesquels elles permettent telle inegalite qu'on veut,

ont des rapports mutuels n'excedant pas 1 J ou 2, il est facile de s'assurer

par des calculs qu'elles sont, numeriquement, presque identiques aux

relations %d + d' = Jbc, Ze + e'^Jca, 2f+f' = fjab que nous verrons

etre celles qui donnent la distribution la plus simple des elasticites

autour de chaque point dans les corps heterotropes, et appartenir, au
moins avec une grande approximation, aux corps dont Pisotropie primi-
tive a ete alteree par de simples compressions ou dilatations inegales,
c'est-a-dire generalement aux corps amorphes ou a cristallisation confuse.

Or tous les physiciens admettent que c'est seulement a cet etat d'inegal

rapprochement moleculaire en divers sens que se trouve 1'ether dans les

cristaux dont la forme n'est pas un polyedre regulier (p. 731, foot-note).

We have ventured so far from our subject into that of Light,

only to shew that Saint-Venant brings forward strong reasons

why, even if we dogmatically assert the elastic jelly character of

the ether, it is not necessary to summarily reject the rari-constant

hypothesis.

[196.] Pages 732 42 are occupied with an excellent discussion

of Stokes' memoir of 1845 : see our Arts. 925* 6* and 1264*.

There are also a few remarks upon Maxwell's memoir of 1850:

see our Art. 1536*. Saint-Venant states that Thomson and

Kirchhoff while adopting multi-constancy have not added any
additional reasons for its validity. This at the present time is

hardly true. I may note Kirchhoff's memoir of 1859: see Poggen-

dorff's Annalen, Bd. 108, p. 369, and Thomson's of May, 1865 :

see Proceedings of Royal Society for that date. Saint-Tenant's

objections to those arguments of Stokes which are drawn from

the 'doctrine of continuity,' practically from the equivalence
of the plasticity of metals and the viscosity of fluids seem to me
very forcible and should be read by all scientists interested in

the ultimate molecular constitution of bodies. In the question
of rari- or multi-constancy are involved, not merely points of
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technical expediency, but principles going to the base of our

knowledge of matter, such as our proofs of the equation of

energy and the application of the laws of motion to inter-mole-

cular action.

[197.] Pages 742 46 are occupied with a review of Clausius'

memoir of 1849 : see our Art. 1398*. It is only necessary to

remark here that recent experiments would, we think, have

removed Saint-Venant's doubt as to the existence of elastic after-

strain in metals (p. 745). The appendix concludes with a resume

of all the arguments brought forward in favour of rari-constancy

(pp. 74662).

[198.] The Appendice complementaire is chiefly occupied with

an examination of the elastical researches of Rankine, Clebsch and

Kirchhoff, which Saint-Yenant tells us had not then been properly
studied in France. We note one or two points :

(a) In 78 (pp. 764 7) Saint-Venant cites experiments of

Morin to prove the linearity of the stress-strain relation. These

experiments are really not conclusive, and I especially distrust

the results cited for cast-iron. For elastic strains of such magni-
tude as occur in structures, the stress-strain relation for this

material is certainly not linear. Nor again can arguments drawn

from wires reduced to a state of ease serve the purpose Saint-

Venant has in view of demonstrating the linearity and perfect

elasticity of all materials for small strains.

(6) 80 (pp. 771 4) treats of what Saint-Venant terms

I'etat dit naturel ou primitif. This is the state of no internal

stress. It is used as a means of deducing the uniqueness of the

solution of the elastic equations. If there be no body force or

surface load the internal stresses are all zero, and vice-versa.

I have already had occasion to remark on the caution with

which this principle must be accepted: see our Arts. 6 and 10.

The arguments of this section do not seem to me very convincing.

(c) On pp. 783 86 the reader will find some interesting

notes and valuable historical references on the origin of the terms

potential and potential function.
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(d) 84 (pp. 789 96) reproduces the erroneous method of

the memoir of 1863, for finding the stresses when there is an

initial state of stress. C. Neumann (see our Chapter XL) had

previously obtained similar results for the case when the initial

stress is given by an uniform traction : see our Arts. 129 31.

(e) Pages 801 25 are occupied with an important discussion

of the distribution of elasticity in aeolotropic bodies. Saint-

Venant using the symbolic method of Rankine arrives at some

of the results of his memoir of 1863 : see our Arts. 135 7.

The investigation of the tasinomic equation for particular

cases, of the distribution of the stretch-moduli, and of the ellip-

soidal distribution of elasticity in amorphic solids or cases of

confused crystallisation follow the lines of the memoir of 1863 :

see our Arts. 136 and 151. They are accompanied by a discussion

of the experimental results of Hagen, Chevandier and Wertheim, as

bearing upon this theoretical distribution of elasticity. We shall

return to this point when treating of the annotated Clebsch :

see our Arts. 30613.

(/) The remaining pages of the volume (825 49) are

occupied with a sketch of Clebsch's treatment of the problem of

torsion and flexure (see his Theorie der Elasticitdt 23) and

Kirchhoff's memoir on rods (see Crelles Journal, T. 56, p. 285,

Ueber das Gleichgewicht und die Bewegung eines unendlich-dunnen

elastischen Stabes). Saint-Venant shews how they are in agree-
ment with his treatment of the problem, but does not contribute

any additional matter.

[199.] Our analysis of Saint-Venant's edition of the Lemons
de Navier will, we hope, have gone some way to convince the

reader of the thorough study which this work deserves. Taken

in conjunction with the annotated Clebsch (see our Art. 297) it

forms the best introduction to the wide subjects of elasticity and

the strength of materials yet published.
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SECTION IV.

Memoirs of 18641882.

Impulse, Plasticity, etc.

[200.] Complements au Mtfmoire lu le 10 aodt 1857 sur

I'impulsion transversale et la resistance vive des barres, verges ou

poutres elastiques.

Comptes rendus, T. LX. 1865, pp. 4247 and pp. 73235, T.

LXI. 1865, pp. 3337 and T. LXII. 1866, pp. 130134. These

extracts of additions to the memoir of 1857 (see our Arts. 104 8)

are all more fully developed in the annotated Clebsch: see our

Arts. 342 et seq.

[201.] Note sur les pertes apparentes deforce vive dans le choc

des pieces extensibles et flexibles, et sur un moyen de calculer

e'le'mentairement I'extension ou la flexion dynamique de celles-ci:

Comptes rendus, T. LXII. 1866, pp. 119599.
This note suggests the application of the principle of virtual

displacements and of the hypothesis that dynamical strain is of the

same form as statical strain to the problem of impact. Saint-

Venant apparently considers that in his papers of 1865 66 he had

been the first to adopt this method, but as we have seen it is

really due to Cox : see our Art. 1434*. The discussion in this

Note appears in a more consistent form in the annotated Clebsch :

see our Art. 368. It is Saint-Tenant's great service to have

shewn that the accurate and approximate methods agree fairly

closely, and why they agree. Cox's method gives a result which

is almost the same as that given by taking the term involving the

principal vibration only. This point is well brought out in the

concluding paragraphs of the Note, pp. 1198 9.

[202.] Demonstration dUmentaire: (1) de I'expression de la

Vitesse de propagation du son dans une barre elastique ; (2) des

formules nouvelles donnJes, dans une communication precedente,

pour le choc longitudinal de deux barres: Comptes rendus, Tome
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LXIV. 1867, pp. 1192 5. This is an extract from a memoir

afterwards published in the Journal de Liouville : see our Arts.

203 20. Other parts of the same memoir are extracted in

Oomptes rendus, T. LXIII. 1866, pp. 11081111, and T. LXIV.

1867, pp. 10091013.

[203.] Sur le choc longitudinal de deux barres elastiques de

grosseurs et de matieres semblables ou differentes, et sur la propor-
tion de leur force vive qui est perdue pour la translation ultdrieure;

...Et generalement sur le mouvement longitudinal d'un systeme de

deux ou plusieurs prismes elastiques : Journal de Liouville,

T. xn. 1867, pp. 237 376, (the last two pages containing

errata).

This is a long and theoretically very interesting memoir on

the longitudinal impact of rods. It is the first complete treatment

of the subject published. German writers have made some claim

in this respect for Franz Neumann, who in his Konigsberg lectures

of 1857 8 dealt with the problem in somewhat the same fashion.

But Neumann's investigations as first published in the Vor-

lesungen uber die Theorie der Elasticitdt, 1885, pp. 340 346, are

very insufficient and incomplete as compared with Saint-Venant's.

Experimental investigations have been made by Boltzmann,
W. Voigt, Hausmaninger and Hamburger with a view to testing

the theory. Their results are not in full accordance with Saint-

Venant's formulae. I shall refer to certain points of difference in

discussing the present memoir, but the articles devoted to their

memoirs must be consulted for fuller details.

[204.] The memoir is divided into two parts, the first treats

of the impact of two rods of the same material and of equal cross-

section. It is divided into seven articles. The first of these

(pp. 237244) deals with the history of the problem. At the

invitation of Coriolis in 1827 Cauchy had investigated the influence

of the vibrations produced by impact in altering the translational

energy of two rods
;
Coriolis having recognised that these vibrations

must be a source of loss in visible energy. Cauchy accordingly

presented on February 19, 1827, a short note to the Academy,
which was printed in the Bulletin...de la Societe Philomathique,
December 1826, pp. 180 182, and afterwards in the Memoires de

I'Institut. Cauchy treated only of the longitudinal impact of two
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rods of the same material and section. He concluded that the

impulse terminated whenever the two bars had not the same

speed at their impellent terminals. This, as we shall see, is not

true, and the conclusion vitiated some of Cauchy's results, the

analysis of which does not appear to have been published.

Poisson in the second edition of the Traite de Mfoanique (1833,

Vol. II. pp. 331 47) also attacked the problem supposing his rods

of the same material and cross-section. He used a double condition

for separation, namely, not only that the bar which precedes shall

have a greater speed at the impelled terminal than that which

follows, but that the squeeze in both at the impellent terminals shall

be simultaneously zero. This condition led Poisson to the singular

conclusion that two unequal bars would never separate. He had

forgotten that physically they can never sustain a stretch at the

impellent terminals. In fact Cauchy's condition of excess of speed
in the preceding bar is insufficient, and Poisson's additional one of

no squeeze is superabundant. The true condition is clearly excess

of speed at a time when there is zero squeeze at the impellent

terminals, which can never sustain a stretch. It will also be

necessary to shew that the bars thus separated are separated for

good, and do not, owing to their vibrations, come again into

contact.

[205.] Saint-Venant's method of treatment is to investigate

the vibrations of a bar, of which the initial condition is given by
zero stretch throughout, and by speeds constant for each of the

several parts into which the rod may be supposed divided. The
first instant at which a zero stretch at the section between any
two of these parts is accompanied by an excess speed in the terminal

of the preceding section marks a disunion if the parts are not

those of a continuous rod. In this manner Saint-Venant shews

that if two bars of the same section and material are in impact
the shorter takes ultimately and uniformly, while losing all strain,

the initial speed of the longer.
This result was stated by Cauchy in 1826. Saint-Venant

refers to the elementary proof of it given by Thomson and Tait in

302 304 of their Treatise on Natural Philosophy which in

1867 was in the press. His notice had been drawn to this proof

by an article in The Engineer (February 15, 1867) due to Rankine
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who, reviewing the extract in the Comptes rendus of Saint-Venant's

memoir, had also given an elementary proof of one of his results

for rods of different materials and cross-sections.

[206.] The second paragraph of the memoir (pp. 244 251)

gives the general solution in finite terms of the equation for the

longitudinal vibrations of a rod, when the initial speed and stretch

of each point are given. The third paragraph deals with the

special case of this when a rod of length a = a^ + a
2 + a

3 + . . . has

these parts initially subjected to uniform speeds Vv F
2 ,
F

2
...

and uniform squeezes Jv J^ J3
... etc. respectively (pp. 252 259).

On pp. 254 and 258 we have diagrams which exhibit graphically
in the special cases of two or three parts the speed and squeeze
at each point of the rod during the motion. These diagrams are

extremely instructive, and a similar method might be used with

advantage in other cases of vibratory motions solved by arbitrary
functions.

[207.] The fourth paragraph is entitled : Probleme du choc

longitudinal de deux barres de longueur a
lt
a

2 parfaitement elasti-

ques, de mdme matiere et de mSme section, animdes primitivement
de vitesses uniformes YI}

V
2
sans compression initiale (pp. 259

262). This applies the results of the preceding paragraph to the

simple case of impulse above stated, taking F", > F2 and a
t
< a

2
.

Diagrams are given for the values of the speed and squeeze up
to the time t given by let = 2^ + 2a

2
for the two cases 2a

x
< a

2
and

a
1
<a

2
< 2ar Here k velocity of sound (

=
-E/p). I have

reproduced these diagrams reduced in scale on p. 140. Along the

horizontal axis the values of kt are laid down, and along the vertical

we have the various points of the combined rods, OA 1
= av A^A = a

2
.

In each area is placed the value of the speed and squeeze for that

area, so that by means of the coordinates kt and x we can find the

speed and squeeze of any point of the rod at any time. We see

from this that at time t = 2ajk the contiguous terminals will be

moving with unequal velocities F
2
and J (Ft

+ FJ but that this is

only for the instant, and as there is no stretch at those terminals,

the bars will not separate. They afterwards move till t = 2ajk with

the same velocity at the contiguous terminals and no squeeze.
The impulse is terminated, but the bars do not yet separate.
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Unequal speeds occur again when t = 2ajk, and now the

upper bar has a negative squeeze, j
= -(V1

- F
2)/2fc at the

CASE 2! < 2 -

A' A" =aa
=2a1+a, A"'

CASE al
<a2

impelled terminal. Hence the solution no longer holds, and we

have to treat each bar from this epoch as a distinct one. The

bar a
t
moves obviously without strain and with the speed F

2

which the bar a
2 initially had. To deal with the bar a

a ,
we have

to distinguish two cases. Let us suppose :

(1) 2^ < a
a

. We have to enquire how a bar of which a
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portion 2a
t
has initially a speed v = \(V^+V^ and a negative

squeeze j
= - % (Ft

- F
2)/&, and a portion a

2
- 2a

t
a speed v = F

2

and a squeeze j
= subsequently moves. This has been ascertained

in the second paragraph of the memoir and is represented by

Saint-Venant in the accompanying diagram.

A" W=2a 1+o3 A'"

A"

We see at once that after = 2a
2/& the terminal moves with

speed Fj and therefore separates from the terminal of a
x
with

speed Fj
- F

a
. This lasts till t=2(a1

+ a
9)/k, when what

happened at time t = 2ajk repeats itself and the terminal moves

with speed F
a ,

i.e. with the same speed as the terminal of ar
Thus it alternately moves with greater and equal speed, or the

two terminals never again come into contact.

(2) a
t
< a

2
< 2ar We have to enquire how a bar of which

a portion 2a
2

2a
x

has initially a speed v =
-J (
V

1 + F
2)

and

negative squeeze j
> = J (F1

F
2)/&, and a portion 2^ a

a ,
a

speed v = Fj and squeeze j = subsequently moves.

The motion is represented in the first diagram on p. 142, and

we see that after the time t = 2ajk these bars never again come

into contact.

[208.] The second diagram on p. 142 represents the whole

motion of the two bars supposing them to be endowed with a

uniform velocity perpendicular to their lengths during and sub-

sequent to the impact. The full lines give the paths of various
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points of the rods, the dotted lines give the points at which the

speed or squeeze of the rods changes abruptly. They corre-

A" A'" /

A "
-1

2a2-a,

spond to the sloping lines of the previous diagrams. Saint-

Venant calls the points at which velocity and squeeze change

abruptly points d'ebranlement. It is hardly necessary to add that

the stretch and squeeze of the rods are for diagrammatic purposes

enormously exaggerated.

The separation of the two rods is discussed in Saint-Venant's

sixth paragraph, the fifth having been devoted to a verification by
means of the solution in trigonometrical series of the general

results of the fourth paragraph : see pp. 262 269 of the memoir.

[209.] The seventh paragraph (pp. 2"78 86) is entitled
;
Con-

stfquences. Force vive translatoire perdue dans le choc des deux
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barres elastiques de m&me grosseur et de meme matiere. Vitesses

de translation apres le choc. Let Uv U
z
be the centroidal speeds

after the impulse, i.e. at time t = 2ajk ; then, as we have seen on

p. 140, U1

= F
2

. To obtain 7
2
we have only to make use of the

principle of conservation of momentum, or

whence we find

together with I

We easily deduce

ma
:

2
- -

2"
ii '2 z 2 2 2

Or, the loss of kinetic energy of translation

1-

Writing M1
= ma

1)
M

2
= ma

z ,
we see the following differences

between Saint-Venant's theory and the ordinary theory of the

impact of perfectly elastic bodies :
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of the impulse is proportional to the length of one of the rods

and independent of the area of the cross-section. These results do

not agree with Hamburger's experiments ( Untersuchungen uber die

Zeitdauer des Stosses elastischer cylindrischer Stdbe: Inaugural-
Dissertation, Breslau 1885, pp. 23 27). Hamburger finds that

the duration is a function of the velocity of impact, which con-

tradicts Saint-Venant's results.

[211.] The second part of Saint-Venant's memoir is entitled :

Choc de deux barres dont les sections et les matieres sont differentes.

The first paragraph ( 8, pp. 286 98) gives in a double form

the solution of the problem of the motion of two contiguous rods :

1 in trigonometrical series. This result Saint-Venant had

obtained in an earlier memoir : see our Arts. 107 and 200. He
adds the solution for beams in the form of truncated cones as

given in the Comptes rendus, LXVI.; see our Art. 223. He remarks

of these solutions :

Au memoire cite, complement de ceux que j'ai presentes depuis

1857 et qui vont etre imprimes au Journal de VEcole Polytechnique, on
trouvera le developpement de cette solution, a laquelle il convient de

recourir quelquefois meme pour les barres prismatiques, comme nous
verrons plus loin, notamment quand une des deux parties a une section

relativement fort grande, une longueur fort petite on une resistance

elastique considerable; suppositions qui ponssees plus loin encore,

permettent de reduire Tune des deux parties ou barres a une masse

etrangere parfaitement dure, pouvant etre venue heurter 1'autre barre

supposee libre aussi, ce qui constitue un probleme dont la solution

directe, a ete presentee en 1865 (Comptes rendus, T. LXI., p. 33 : see our

Arts. 200 and 221).

2 in finite terms. This solution is somewhat lengthy, but is

accompanied by diagrammatic representations of speed and

squeeze of the same character as in the simpler case when the

bars have equal cross-sections and sound-velocities. It is of a

more complex nature, however, in particular the sloping lines

become more numerous and change their slope abruptly at the

horizontal line which marks the contiguous terminals : see p. 297

of the memoir.

[212.] The general solution is applied to the special case of the

impact of two rods where initially the squeeze is zero throughout
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and the velocities are respectively Vlt
F

2
: see the ninth and tenth

paragraphs. The results are again of a somewhat complex nature,

but are rendered more intelligible by the aid of diagrams. They
occupy pp. 299 326 of the memoir.

[213.] The eleventh paragraph is entitled: Consequences, en

ce qui regarde le mouvement des deux barres apres I'instant de leur

choc, leur separation, et les vitesses a I'instant ou elle sopere

(pp. 327336).

Let Ml(ml
a

1) ) a^ k^ E^ V
1} v

lt jl be the mass, length, velocity of

sound, stretch-modulus, initial velocity, and velocity and squeeze of any
point at any time of the first bar

;
similar quantities with the subscript

2 will refer to the second bar. Let r = m^/(mikl),
and T1

= a1 /k1 ,

T2
= a2/k2. We shall suppose TJ < r2 or that sound traverses the following

in less time than it does the preceding bar; this supposition is allowable as

we can choose arbitrarily which sense of the velocity shall be considered

positive. In discussing the results of the investigation we have to

consider three possible cases :

r = 1, r > 1, and r < 1.

Case (i).
r = 1, or m2k2

The impulse ends when t = 2^, but the bars do not separate until

t = 2r2 . We have for the centroicl-velocities after impact,

Thus the two rods behave in this case exactly like bars of the same
material and of equal cross-section.

Case
(ii). r>l, or

sepa

(F1
-Fa),v

The impulse ends and the bars separate when t - 2rj .

In this case :

77 = F 4- 2 Zl?
t-/ 2 r 2 T A -. _

MS

Case (iu). r < 1 or mjc^ <

The bars no longer separate when t - 2r
l ,
but at the instant given

by* = 2r2 .

If n be a whole number such that

WT
I <TO< (n+ !)TJ,

then :

s.-v. 10
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u, = r. + ("Ai^AY f i _ *"A
(3 _ )} (r,

_ r2),
VTT^AJ + m^J I m^! +m^ VTJ / J

v

where the value for Z7i on the right of the value for U2 must be substituted

from the first expression.

[214.] It will be observed that these formulae are again

widely removed from those of the ordinary theory. They have

been tested by Voigt for the velocities U
l
and U

9
of rebound,

and by Hamburger for the duration of the impact. Neither find

a really sufficient experimental accordance. Voigt attributes the

discrepancy to the hypothesis adopted for the contiguous terminals,

and considers that the rods cannot, while the contiguous terminals

are in contact, be replaced by a single rod. He proposes a new

theory, which introduces an elastic couch of some indefinite

material (Zwischenschicht) between the terminals. This in a

limiting case reduces the expressions for U
l
and Z7

2
to those of the

ordinary theory, which in the same case agrees fairly with the

results of experiment. In the general case, however, he has

neither sufficiently specialised his hypotheses nor worked out his

analytical results, so that we are unable to form any but the

vaguest comparison of theory and experiment. His constants are

unknown functions of material and of cross-section, and there

seems no means of determining their form : see our discussion of

his memoir later. A good test of Saint-Venant's theory might be

made by experimenting in a vacuum and so removing a portion

of Voigt's couch. I am inclined to think the discrepancy has

more to do with thermal effect than with the couch of air, and

that we ought to seek for results corresponding to those of the

ordinary theory not when the coefficient of elastic impact is taken

as unity, or the
'

elasticity perfect,' but when it has a value

differing from unity and so allowing for a loss of energy by heat.

The problem ought not to be impossible with the aid of Duhamel's

thermo-elastic equations.

[215.] In the twelfth paragraph (pp. 336342) it is shewn

that the bars after separating at time t = 2r
l ,

or = 2r
2
as the case

may be, do not again come into contact. The thirteenth paragraph

represents by diagrams similar to the figure on our p. 142 the motion
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of the two bars before, during and after the impact. These diagrams

bring out very clearly the time of separation, and in Case (iii.), r < 1,

shew how both bars retain a portion of the energy in the vibrational

form, while in the previous case one bar only has any vibrational

energy: see pp. 342 7 of the memoir, especially the diagram

p. 345.

[216.] The following or fourteenth paragraph (pp. 347 50)
is entitled : Condition generate de separation des barres d un

instant donne quelconque, exprimee en fonction des vitesses et des

compressions de leurs extremites jointives d cet instant

Let F2', /2

'

be the velocity and squeeze of the bar 2, supposed to be
the impelled or preceding bar, at the point of contact.

Let F/, // be the like quantities for the impelling or following bar.

Saint-Venant deduces the necessary and sufficient condition for

separation as follows :

Supposons en premier lieu, ce qui est permis, qu'elles se separent pendant
un temps infiniment petit. Le diagramme (23) du no. 3 relatif aux barres se

mouvant isolement, ou le the'oreme qu'on en deduit, enonc^ k la fin de ce

meme numero, montre que leurs vitesses, au point de leur jonction, devien-
dront imme'diatement apres :

F2
'-

2
J2

'

pour a2 ,

pour av

Cette soustraction -Jc^JJ et cette addition ^t/i', faites k leurs vitesses

positives, viennent, comme on a dit alors, de la detente de compressions
t//, J2'. Si la nouvelle vitesse de a% excede la nouvelle vitesse de

1}
elles

s'eloignent alors 1'une de 1'autre.

La condition de separation on d'eloignement est done

This arises from the fact that a wave of squeeze j is propagated along
the rod with the velocity k of sound

; kj is then the velocity at which
a cross-section is shifted (vitesse de detente), and if the whole of the rod
were moving with velocity v

t
the rate of transfer of the section

through space would be v kj. But in the case of a free terminal

section this must denote its absolute velocity, where v now becomes
the velocity through space of the element at the end of the rod : cf. pp.
357 8 of the memoir with p. 347.

[217.] The fifteenth paragraph treats of the loss of kinetic energy,
or the energy of translation transformed into energy of vibration. All

the formulae of our Art. 213 may be included in the forms

102
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The energy lost is then represented by

J/> {2a
-

(
1 + MilMj a2

} J ( 7,
- F3)

2
.

Since there must always be a loss of energy, it is necessary that

a <

Saint-Venant shews from the values of a in the various cases referred

to in Art. 213 that this is always true (pp. 361 355).

The coefficient of dynamic elasticity e as investigated by Newton

(Principia, Ed. Princeps, p. 22) has probably relation to the energy lost

not only in vibrations, but also in the form of heat. To make Newton's

formula agree with the above, it is necessary to take a= ^ +
2

^ (1 + e
)>

supposing for a moment Newton's laws to hold for rods and that the

energy lost is principally vibrational, not thermal. This gives us, for

example in Case (ii)
of Art. 213,

1 + e = *

Thus if the rods were of different materials, it is difficult to

see how e could be independent of their masses, which Newton

proved for the impact of spherical bodies. Further in the case

of equal rods of the same material e would always equal unity.

This again is not true for most bodies. Hence we are driven to

conclude either that the amount of thermal energy generated is

generally of importance or that the conditions at the surface of

impact adopted by Saint-Venant are not satisfactory. It would

be interesting to make experiments for a material for which e is

nearly unity, the rods being of equal cross-section and the same

material, and then endeavour to ascertain by varying their masses

whether there was any change in e. Haughton's experiments

seem to indicate that e is not constant but a function of the

velocity of impact ;
this does not suggest Saint-Venant's form, but

it is interesting as pointing out a want of constancy in this coeffi-

cient : see our Arts. 1523* and also 941*, 1183*.

[218.] In his sixteenth paragraph (pp. 355373) Saint-Venant

proceeds to give an elementary proof of the formulae of Art. 213.

This proof does not involve differential or integral processes, but

it seems to me that, while luminous and suggestive to the reader

of the previous analysis, it would not in the more complex cases

be of equal value to the student who approached in this manner
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for the first time the problem of the impact of bars. Similar

proofs for the simpler cases have been given by Thomson and
Tait

( 302305 of their Natural Philosophy], and by Kankine

(The Engineer, February, 1867, p. 133).

[219.] The elementary discussion opens with a deduction of

the value of the velocity of longitudinal sound vibrations in a rod

(= JJE/p). At that time Saint-Venant thought it novel, believing
that no elementary proof had been offered since Newton's rather

obscure demonstration of the velocity of sound. In a Note in the

Comptes rendus, LXXI. 1867, p. 186, Saint-Venant acknowledges
the priority of Babinet, who had given the proof in oral lectures

40 years previously and published it in his Exercices sur la

Physique, Second Edn, 1862. In the same Note Saint-Venant

gives in a
footnote_an elementary demonstration of the velocity of

slide waves (=

[220.] We shall not reproduce any of Saint-Venant's elemen-

tary treatment, but merely refer the curious reader to the sixteenth

paragraph of his memoir. We conclude with a short extract on
this point from the resume of his memoir which he gives in the
seventeenth paragraph :

J'aurais pu borner mon travail a ces sortes de demonstrations. Mais
les solutions analytiques, telles que celles qui m'ont conduit aux resultats

presentes, portent leur genre de conviction comme les solutions synthe-
tiques, et ce n'est pas trop du concours de deux genres de recherches et
de raisonnements pour etablir completement des resultats tout nouveaux
et controverses, Et puis, il eut manque quelque chose, savoir la preuve
que les deux barres, apres s'etre separees pendant un teraps fini, ne se

rejoindront pas en vibrant (p. 374).

[221.] Choc longitudinal de deux barres e'lastiques, dont Vune
est extremement courte ou extremement roide par rapport a Vautre :

Comptes rendus, LXVI. 1868, pp. 650 3.

This may be looked upon as a supplement to the memoir in

the Journal de Liouville: see our Art. 203. Saint-Venant had
treated this case in that memoir by expressions involving trigono-
metrical series; he now proposes to give its solution in finite terms.

If Oj, a2 be the lengths of the two bars, k
lt &2 the corresponding

velocities of sound, M
}
,

i 2 the masses, V
19 F2 the initial velocities, Ult U2

the final mean velocities of the impelling and impelled bars, then Saint-
Venant had obtained in that memoir the following results for the case
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in which a.2/k.2 ,
or the time sound takes to traverse the second bar, is an

exact multiple n of the time a,/^ it takes to traverse the first bar :

a-Jc*

(i),

where, r = 3 -= < 1.

MI ftoflJj

Now if the impelling bar is infinitely short or infinitely hard (if Oj =

or &!
= oo

),
the number r& ( = y J

will be infinitely great, hence it

\ 1 '

follows that :

f
1
-^"' *

kTO
and the formulae

(i)
become :

V,
- F2).

[222.] Saint-Venant also shews in this memoir how to obtain

from the results of his previous memoir the velocity and squeeze
of each bar at each instant of the impact. Thus :

(1) For the impelling bar. From t = to

velocity = ra + ( Fi
- F2)

e
~M^M

squeeze 0.

(2) For the impelled bar. First from t = to

(velocity
= F2 + (F1

-
From x = to k2t, {

J
9

\ squeeze =
( V,

-

2 ,

( squeeze = 0.

Secondly from t = ajk2 to

From x = to '2a.2
-

hj, the velocity and squeeze have the same values

as previously from x = to kj.
From x = 2a2

- kzt to 2 ,

r velocity = F2 + ( V,
- F2) {e

'
l

' -* + e

(squeeze = (ri-r)fo.{*-W**^
This gives the whole state of the bars up to the end of the impact or

until t =
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Saint-Venant tests these results : 1 by the principle of con-

servation of momentum, 2 by that of conservation of energy, 3 by

comparing the above finite forms with the solutions in trigono-

metrical series. He finds them verified in all cases. In the con-

cluding paragraph he promises in a future communication to deal

with the case of a bar with one terminal fixed and the other

terminal struck by a load represented by an infinitely short second

bar. This is a fundamental problem in suspension bridge bars,

and solutions in trigonometrical series had been given by Navier

and Poncelet: see our Arts. 272* and 991*. Saint-Venant

promises one in finite terms.

[223.] Solution, en termes finis, du problems du choc longi-

tudinal de deux barres elastiques en forme de tronc de cone ou de

pyramide: Comptes rendus, LXVI. 1868, pp. 877 81.

This is again a complement to the memoir in the Journal de

Liouville (see our Art. 213). It gives in finite terms a solution

for a case in that memoir, which Saint-Venant had only solved

in trigonometrical series. Namely the case when the bars instead

of being prismatic are truncated cones or pyramids.

The equations for the vibrations are in this case of the form :

where px is the density and fix the cross-section coj (1 + a^/Ai)
2
, Wj and h

being constants. If we put EJpi = k^, we have an integral of the form :

Similarly there will be two arbitrary functions /2 ,
F

z
for the

second bar. The problem is to determine these four functions by
the initial conditions dujdt = Fx

from to av dujdt = V
z
from

to a
g ,

while the initial squeeze is zero throughout the bars. The
terminal conditions have also to be satisfied throughout the

motion. The forms of the functions are given on pp. 879 80 of

the memoir, and the general treatment of the problem indicated,

without, however, any numerical details for special cases.

La solution s'etendrait meme a plusieurs barres juxtaposees bout a

bout, et.par consequent au choc de deux solides allonges quelconques a

axe rectiligne, car ces solides peuvent toujours tre approximativement
decomposes en troncs de pyramide a base quelconque (p. 881).
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[224.] Legons de mdcamque analytique, par M. 1'Abbe Moigno.

Statique. Paris, 1868. The last two Lepons of this work, the

twenty-first and twenty-second, pp. 616 723, contain a general

theory of elasticity by Saint-Venant. This is the fourth such

general theory that we have from his pen, the former three being

respectively in the memoir on Torsion, in that on Flexure, and in

the Lemons de Navier: see our Arts. 4, 72, and 190. Saint-Venant's

treatment is in the main a modified and improved form of that of

the second, third and fourth years of Cauchy's Exercices de mathd-

matiques ; that is to say it starts from the molecular definition

of stress (p. 617). After a very full analysis of stress and strain

we reach the general elastic equations. The hundred odd pages
form one of the best introductions to the subject of elasticity,

though they naturally contain no new results. We may refer to

one or two points.

[225.] Saint-Venant rejects like Lame' that definition of stress

across a plane, which considers stress as the force necessary to

retain the plane in equilibrium if it were to become rigid (footnote

p. 619). This apparently simple definition conveys, he holds, no

exact notion and its simplicity is a pure delusion. In other words

he insists upon the importance of the molecular-definition of stress :

see Lame's Lemons sur Velasticite, 5, and our Arts. 1051* and 1164*.

[226.] The well-known theorems of Cauchy and the equations
to his ellipsoids are reproduced with short proofs : see our Arts.

603* 12*. We may note also on p. 630 a demonstration of

Hopkins' theorem: see our Art. 1368*. Relations for change of

direction of stretch and slide, such as those of our Art. 133, are

given on pp. 644 5. Saint-Venant remarks that these relations

were first given by Lams' in 1851, but that he assumes that the

shifts are small ; the proof given by Saint-Venant holds for any

shifts, provided the relative shifts, i.e. the local strains, are small.

[227.] On pp. 652 3 Saint-Venant states as a Lemma and

proves the principle of linearity of the stress-strain relations, i.e.

the generalised Hooke's Law. The proof appeals to the rari-

constant hypothesis. The reader will remember that there is an

unjustifiable assumption often made in the proof of the generalised

Hooke's law by Green's method : see our Art. 928*. We may note
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here how Saint-Venant as a rari-constant elastician proves his

Lemma. After stating that the stresses must be functions of the

strains he continues :

Et elles en sont fonctions lineaires ou du premier degre ; car, comme
les actions reciproques entre molecules sont fonctions continues de leurs
distances mutuelles r, celles que developpent de tres-petites augmenta-
tions rsr des distances leur sont proportionnelles; et les changements
tres-petits des inclinaisons mutuelles de ces actions a composer ensemble

pour avoir les pressions sont proportionnelles aussi a des augmentations
rsr de distances. Or ces petites augmentations positives ou negatives :

rsr = TC^SX 4- rc-
ry
s
y
+ rc\,sz + rc

ry
crza-yz + rcrzcrx<rw + rc^c^o-^,

[see our Art. 547*]
sont sommes de produits des premieres puissances des dilatations et

glissements s, a- par des quantites rc^.-.rc^c^ qui ne dependent que de
1'etat ante"rieur aux deformations Les composantes xx. . .Icy des pressions
sont done fonctions du premier degre des meines six quantites tres-

petites s et o-, ce qui est le lemme e"nonce.

It will be noted that a clear reason is here given for the

legitimacy of Taylor's theorem and the retention of the first

powers. It depends on the rari-constant hypothesis. A slight
discussion of this point with a reference to the Appendice V. of
the Lemons de Navier will be found on pp. 654 6 : see our Arts.

192 and 298. There is a footnote on the arbitrary assumption
of the stress-strain relations for isotropic bodies by Cauchy and
Maxwell : see our Arts. 614* and 1537*.

[228.] On p. 670 there is a footnote citing the values of the
stretches and slides for large shifts. This requires modifying in
the sense of my remarks in Art. 1619* 22*.

There is an excellent proof on rari-constant lines following
Cauchy of the most general elastic equations with initial stresses
on pp. 673689. It is followed on pp. 6947 by some useful
remarks on the difficulties whi-h occur in the treatment of stresses
as the sums of intermolecular actions: see our Arts. 443* and 1400*.
The pitfalls into which Poisson, Navier and others have fallen are
well brought out.

[229.] This discussion on elasticity concludes with a deduc-
tion of the expression for the strain-energy (Green's function) by
means of Lagrange's process and the rari-constant hypothesis (p.

717). The method is similar to that used by C. Neumann in his
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memoir of 1859 : see our Chap. xi. It is pointed out that if

Navier's error of taking (rl r)f (r) instead of /(r) -f (rl r)f (r)

for f(r^ be Avoided, and if the summations be not replaced by

integrals, then Poisson's objection to the application of the Calculus

of Variations to molecular problems falls to the ground (p. 719) :

see our Arts. 266* and 446*. Finally there is an account of Green's

process and an unfavourable criticism of his 'theory of double

refraction (pp. 71923) : see our Arts. 147 and 193.

[230.] Formules de Velasticitd des corps amorpfies que des

compressions permanentes et indgales out rendus heterotropes.

Journal des mathdmatiques, Tome XIII. 1868, pp. 242 254. In

his memoir of 1863 Saint-Venant has shewn on the rari-constant

hypothesis that the ellipsoidal distribution of elasticity holds for

aeolotropic, but amorphic bodies, i.e. bodies such as the metals,

whose primitive isotropy has been altered by a permanent strain,

which has not converted their elements into crystals ;
such a

permanent strain for instance as would be produced by the pro-

cesses of rolling, forging, etc. This ellipsoidal distribution he has

applied to explain the phenomena of double refraction, without

adopting exact transversality of vibration, but obtaining without

approximation Fresnel's wave-surface. The ellipsoidal conditions

are of two kinds :

(i) a group of the type 2d + d' = Jbc

or, (ii) ,,
2d +dTf@

If the differences of the direct-stretch coefficients (b c, c a,

a 6) are so small that their squares may be neglected, these two

groups of conditions are identical
;
this is probably the case in the

metals used for construction, and in doubly-refracting media:

see our Arts. 142 7. The conditions by which Saint-Venant

would replace Green's relations the Cauchy-Saint-Venant con-

ditions as we have termed them amount to an ellipsoidal dis-

tribution of elasticity (see our Art. 149), but this distribution

Saint-Venant has only discussed on the basis of rari-constant

equations. Boussinesq in a memoir entitled : Mtmoire sur les

ondes dans les milieux isotropes deformfe, which immediately pre-

cedes the present memoir (pp. 209 241 of the same volume) has

deduced the Cauchy-Saint-Venant conditions for double refraction

on the basis of the ellipsoidal distribution without any appeal to
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rari-constancy. The ellipsoidal distribution is proved by Bous-

sinesq for amorphic bodies on the multi-constant hypothesis,

provided we assume the elastic coefficients to be themselves

linear functions of three small quantities corresponding respec-

tively to the three principal rectangular directions of the perma-
nent strain given to the initially isotropic material. Saint-Venant

proposes to give a new proof of Boussinesq's result, so that the

ellipsoidal distribution may be accepted for the amorphic bodies

in question even by multi-constant elasticians.

[231.] Suppose the body initially isotropic to be permanently
strained in such manner that at each point there are three planes of

elastic symmetry, then the stress-strain relations are of the form :

M = asx +fsy + e'sz, ^ =
do-ys,

\

+ d'szy Toc = e<r^ I ..................
(ii).

+ csz , w =f<rxy .

J

Let e, e', e" be the three small quantities corresponding to the three

rectangular directions #, y, z of which the elastic constants are, accord-

ing to hypothesis, to be functions, or let the types be

a = a + l

Then since the original condition is isotropy, a must be related to e'

and e" in the same way, and further in the same way to e as 6 to e' and
c to e". Thus ll

= mz
= n3 ,

and m^ = n = 12
= n2

= 13
= m3 . Similar

relations hold for the constants of d and d'. Thus we may write as

types :

a = a + le + m (c'
+ c"),

b = a + le + m (e + c"),

d = 8 + re + s
(e'

4-
"),

e = 8 + re' + s (e + e")...etc.

Now if we take e' = e", or the stretch the same all round the
direction x, we ought to have not only b = c, e =/, e =/', which

easily follows, but in addition the values of the constants ought not
to be affected by a rotation of the axes round that of x. This
however is easily shewn to involve

b = 2d + d',

or what is the same thing

a + me + (I + m) e' = 28 + 8' + (2r + p) e + (4s + 2q) c.
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This involves, as an identity true for all values of and e', the

further results

a = 28 + 8', m = 2r+p, l+m=4t8 + 2q.

Whence we easily find generally :

b + c = 2a + (e'
4- e") (I

+ m) + 2we,
= 2 (28 + 8') + 2

(

' + e") (2s +q)+2 (2r +p) e,

= 2 (2e* + <*'),

or 2d + d' = $(b + c),

the type of ellipsoidal condition for the second group. It will be

identical with the group of type (2d + c?)
= Jbc, when we may neglect

the squares of the differences of a, 6, c, or quantities like
(l mf (c e')

a
.

Hence the ellipsoidal conditions have been deduced on a hypothesis

very probable in character and not opposed to multi-constancy.

[232.] The memoir concludes by noting that to the stress-strain

relations (ii) subject to the inter-constant relations (i), we must add
terms of the type :

if there be an initial stress xx0t yy ,
zz symmetrical with regard to the

planes of symmetry of the primitive strain. Saint-Tenant appeals for

these to his memoir of 1863, but as we have seen he has really only

proved them there for rari-constancy (see our Art. 129).

[233.] Calcul du mouvement des divers points d'un bloc ductile,

de forme cylindrique, pendant qu'il s'fooule sous une forte pression

par un orifice circulaire ; vues sur les moyens d'en rapprocher les

resultats de ceux de Vexperience : Comptes rendus, LXVI. 1868, pp.

1311 24. This memoir deals only with the motion of the parts

of a ductile mass, and does not take into consideration the stresses

which produce those motions. Its methods tbus approach those of

hydrodynamics rather than of elasticity ;
it belongs as Tresca's own

theory, to which it refers, to the pure kinematics of deformation.

A report drawn up by Samt-Venant on Tresca's communications to

the Academy immediately precedes the above memoir (pp. 1305-11).
It deals with and criticises Tresca's pure kinematic theory.

Memoirs by Samt-Venant treating of the flow of a ductile solid

or of a liquid out of a vessel will be found in the Comptes rendus,

LXVII. 1868, pp. 1317, 203211, 278282 and LXVIII. 1869,

pp. 221237, 290301. They cannot be considered to fall in

any way under the title of the elasticity or even the strength of

materials.
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[234.] Note sur les valeurs que prennent les pressions dans un
solide elastique isotrope lorsque Von tient compte des derivees d'ordre

superieur des deplacements tres-petits que leurs points out eprouvds :

Comptes rendus, LXVIII. 1869, pp. 569 571. This note gives
without proof expressions for the traction and shear at any point
of an elastic solid, when we do not neglect the squares of the

shift-fluxions. Saint-Venant says that his results have been

obtained from rari-constant considerations. He finds :

dv dw

dydz \dz dy

dydz \dz dy

d2 d? d2

Here is as usual the dilatation, V 2
is the Laplacian -^-= + -7-^ + ^-5,

dy? dy
z dz2

and e
,

elt e2) e3 ...are constants depending on the elastic nature of the

body.

Saint-Venant concludes his note with the remark :

Ces formules serviront peut-etre a expliquer des faits relatifs a

certaines substances elastiques pour lesquelles le rapport entre les

efforts et les effets varie plus rapidement lorsqu'on les comprime que
lorsqu'on les etend, en sorte que les vibrations qui y seraient excitees

augmenteraient leurs dimensions comme fait la chaleur, dont les effets

de dilatation peuvent etre attribues, comme j'ai eu Toccasion de le faire

remarquer (Societe Philomathique, October 20, 1855: see our Art. 68), a

ce que les actions entre les derniers atonies suivraient une loi analogue,

(p. 571).

[235.] Sur un potentiel de deuxieme espece, qui resout I'equation
aux differences partielles du quatrieme ordre exprimant Vequilibre

interieur des solides elastiques amorphes non isotropes : Comptes
rendus, LXIX. 1869, pp. 11071110,
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This note merely refers to E. Mathieu's discussion of the potential
of the second kind

+ = SS5f(*, A y)
-

)
2 + (y

- PT + (*
-

by means of which the equation V2V2
< = can be solved. This equation

occurs in the treatment of an isotropic solid. Saint-Venant notices the

form

which solves the equations of elasticity when there is an ellipsoidal

distribution of elasticity : see our Arts. 140-1.

Saint-Venant speaks highly of Cornu's memoir of 1869 and its

bearing on the constant-controversy : see our Articles below on that

physicist's work.

[236.] Preuve thdorique de I'egaliU des deux coefficients de

resistance au cisaillement et a I'extension ou a la compression dans

le mouvement continu de deformation des solides ductiles au dela

des limites de leur elasticite : Comptes rendus, LXX. 1870, pp. 309

-11.

The object of this note is to prove the equality between the

coefficient of resistance to slide and the coefficient of resistance to

stretch or squeeze, when both slide and stretch are plastic.

Saint-Venant takes a right six-face of edges a, b, c, and supposes
the two faces a x b to be subjected to shearing forces in direction

of a which produce a plastic slide-set cr x c, so that the limit of

elasticity is passed. If K' be the force necessary per unit of area,

the work expended in producing this set is

K'ab x o- x c,

or, it equals K'<r per unit of volume.

Now this same slide-set could have been produced by diagonal
stretch and squeeze of magnitude <r/2 : see our Art. 1570*. Let

us take the right six-face abc and divide it up into others of the

same breadth 6, but of length a' and height c making angles of

45 with a and c and having their end-faces a' x c' in the faces

axe. In order to produce set-stretch it is necessary to apply to

the faces be a traction given by Kbc and to the faces ba a

negative traction given by Kba, where K is the coefficient of

resistance to both stretch and squeeze. Hence to produce a

stretch of a/2 and a squeeze of <7/2 parallel to a' and c' respectively,

we require work equal to
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Kbc'.^a' and Kba'.^c',
2t

'

or, per unit volume of the little prism a'bc, we require work equa
to

Ka.

But this quantity must equal the previous K'cr or

K' = K,

the result experimentally ascertained by Tresca.

Saint-Venant concludes the note as follows :

Ce raisonnement me parait, aussi, justifier I'hypothese, hardie au

premier apergu, mais, en y reflechissant, tres-rationnelle, de 1'egalite des

resistances a 1'extension et a la compression permanente, par unite

superficielle des bases des prismes qu'on y soumet
;
bien entendu, sous

la condition generale, que tout ceci suppose remplie, de mouvements
excessivement lents, on tels que leur vitesse n'entre pour rien dans les

resistances aux deformations qu'ils produisent.

In a footnote he refers to a method by which the flow-lines of a

plastic material might be obtained experimentally.
It must be noted that the proof assumes the coefficients K^

K
2
of resistance to squeeze- and stretch-set to be equal, otherwise

we should have

K^+K^ZK'.
The reader may compare Coulomb's results on shearing and

tractive strength referred to on p. 877 of our first volume.

[237.] Formules des augmentations que de petites deformations
d'un solide apportent aux pressions ou forces dlastiques, supposees

considerables, qui dejd etaient en jeu dans son interieur. Comple-
ment et modification du preambule du memoire : Distribution des

elasticites autour de chaque point, etc. qui a ete insere en 1863 au

Journal de Mathematiques,(seQ our Arts. 127 152). This memoir
is published in the Journal de Mathematiques, Tome xvi. 1871,

pp. 275 307, and is divided into two parts ;
the Premiere Partie

(pp. 275 291) is occupied with correcting an error which Brill

and Boussinesq had pointed out in the memoir of 1863 (see our

Art. 130) ;
the Deuxieme Partie deals with the relations between

the elastic constants \xxxx\
t etc. and the six components of initial

strain. It occupies pp. 291 307 and forms the subject of a note

on pp. 355 and 391 of the Comptes rendus, T. LXXII. 1871,
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[238.] The error in question was really indicated in our first

volume (see Art. 1619*), namely that the true relations between
the strains, sx , tr'^ and the shift-fluxions are in their most general
form of the types

1
:

Sy) (1 + SZ)
= VZ + Wy + UyUZ + VyVg + WyWZ j

but that these are not the values taken by Saint-Venant in his

memoirs of 1847 and 1863: see our Arts. 1622* and 130.

Accordingly Saint-Venant's attempt to deduce Cauchy's equations
from a multi-constant hypothesis is erroneous.

The full value of the potential energy is

+ t ("),

as Boussinesq had pointed out, and not

< =
<j>

+ xx Sx + ...... + ...... + yz O-'yj,
+ ...... + ...... + $1 }

as assumed in the memoir of 1863 (see our Art. 130). But the expres-
sion (ii)

has been deduced onlyfrom molecular considerations on the rari-

constant hypothesis. The fact is that we can on the multi-constant

hypothesis expand < in linear and quadratic terms of the strain-com-

ponents ex , y ,
ez , r)yZ) rizx, rj^y

of our Art. 1619*, as Green in fact did

(Collected Papers, pp. 298-9), but we cannot determine to what extent

the resulting coefficients are functions of the initial stress-components.
This apparently requires us also to make some molecular assumption.

[239.] Starting with expression (ii) for the potential energy,

we should arrive at the equations of Cauchy (as Saint-Venant had

done in his memoir of 1863 by a double self-correcting error), but

we must renounce the hope of arriving at (ii) on the simple

assumption of a generalised Hooke's Law. We may note one or

two further points in the first part of the memoir :

(a) To the second order of small quantities,

Vs
= vz + wy + uy

uz
~
VyWy

~ vz^

This was first noticed by Brill: see p. 279 of Saint-Venant's memoir.

1 o'yz differs from the <rv, of our Art. 1621*, it being the cosine and not the

cotangent of the slide-angle. See Saint-Venant's definition of slide in Art. 1564*.
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(6) If we assume that the work-function may be expanded in

powers of sx ,
s
y ,

sz ,
o-
zy ,

<rxz ,
<ryx,

and write

8X + MO Sy + ZQ SzQ Sz \

W()<ryx{
..................

(iv),

then we are throwing a portion of < involving initial stresses into $2 ,

which thus differs from the fa of
(ii).

We thus obtain for the stresses

the types :

7x = ^ (1
- v

y
- wz)

- P (vx
-

Uy) + ^ (uz
- wx)

*yz
=

"yz (1 Ux V
y

Wz)
+ yp Wy + *z vz

But ^2 and 9*2 while being of the same form as Cauchy's xxl9 'yzl [see
our Art. 129, (ii)],

will in reality have constants increased by the corres-

ponding initial stresses, as is shewn by the rari-constant investigation.
Thus:

\xxxx\z
= \xxxx\ +

I zzyz | 2
=

| zzyz \

It is the impossibility of determining on the multi-constant theory
how these initial stresses occur in the changed values of the constants,
which throws us back on rari-constancy for a proof of

(ir).
Results (vi)

combined with (v) convert the latter into Cauchy's formulae : see our

Art. 129, (i).

[240.] The second part of the memoir deals with the following

problem: If \xxxx\
t

\xxxy\
t \xxyz\, etc. are the elastic constants when

there is an initial state of stress ##
,

y , etc. it is required to

determine these constants in terms of \xxxx\
Qt

\xxxy\
Q)

\xxyz\
Q ^

etc. the

elastic constants before this initial state of stress.

Saint-Yenant deals with the problem on rari-constant lines. We
have, with abbreviated symbols (see our Art. 143) :

l**| or |y***| or |y*| or \x*yz\ = 3m =- ^
{x* or yV or jfz or x*yz} . . .(vii).

Further we have, if x
, y ,

z be the position of the molecule m
relative to a second before the initial strain, u

,
v

,
w its shift due to

that strain, and x, y, z the relative position after the strain,

du
x =

du du 1 /d^Ufl \
-=- + z -=- + - -

(
-=

^

" x 2 +. . . I
,9

dyt dz I.2\dx 2 /'

1 f 9
du

-\ *f-r+ ...... + ......
r [ dx9

s.-v. 11
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dwe Y~]d* + ...... f ......

)J

......

~T \ F~~ I
+ \ r

~
'Of J~ ~T~

rdr \ r J rndrn \ rn J
x ' drn rn dr. \ '0

Po

or T/o or
2

(du
\ / n dv \ /- dw \ dvQdw dw du au av

I + .
} [I + -=- )( I + -j * j ~i ^ r~ 5

dx / \ dyj \ dz / dzQ dyQ ax dz^ ay ax

if we suppress squares and products.

Substituting in Equation (vii) and remembering that

I i*4l /"\T U/>9I rvi | A/t~l r\i I yw.9/..l '
"
^^W < /"

we obtain the typical results :

\ysz \
= \y

s
z\ (1 Ux + 2v

v ) + 3
(|y

2^2
|
vz + \xy

z
z\ vx ) + (\xy\ wx + \y*\

2 (\xytz\Q Uy + \xyz\ Uz )

Here U
XQ ,...

denote du /dx ...
t
and since the stresses

, ^ are given
functions of u

x<)
v
yQ
...u

Z()
...etc., we can express the new coefficients |*|...

in terms of the old !%... an(^ *ne initial stresses. These results are

obviously only a more general case of the formulae of our Art. 616*.
The following pages 297 304 are concerned with other modes of

looking at these results or expressing the stresses in terms of them.

[241.] Let us take as a special case that of a bar of primitively

isotropic material subjected to a traction xx
t

there being an initial

traction 2S . We have

^ = ^0/^0, ,^
=^ = -^4.

Further, if W^ = \ =
fJL)

then |*| = 3X and EQ
=

5X/2.
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Thus, i**i - 3X (1
- |^o),

|y| = \y*\ = 3X,

|y*| = \aflyz\
= etc. = 0.

Substituting in the traction-type as given by Cauchy's formula,

Eqn. (i)
Art. 129, we have

Whence we find from the second equation :

v<4-***)= -C1 +*%>*'
or s

y
= -%sx {l+li- s

x<)}, neglecting s\.

Substituting in the first we easily deduce

-^ +
-3- % x %sx + Xsx {f

-
Iff. s

x<)

___=,__>.
Thus if E be the new stretch-modulus, we have E = E

Q
-

This shows that a large initial traction can alter to some

extent the value of the stretch-modulus. It slightly decreases it.

Saint-Venant obtains in our notation

E = E + ^- ,

but I do not think this result is correct. It would denote an

increase of the stretch-modulus. Saint-Venant in fact puts the

stretch-squeeze ratio after the initial stress = J, (thus on p. 305

he writes sz = sy
= J sx) f

but it seems to me that this ratio

= -
(1 + **o)/(4

-
fO = -

i (l + V **J>

and is only =
1/4 when sxo

= ^
Q/E = 0, or, when there is no

initial stress.

The matter is one of theoretical rather than practical interest,

for supposing E were 30,000,000 Ibs. per sq. inch, it is unlikely
that

Q
could be at most more than 40,000 to 60,000 Ibs. per sq.

inch
;

hence the change in E would not amount to more than

140,000 to 200,000 Ibs., or at most to 1/150 of E, which with

the want of uniformity in any material is in practice almost

within the limits of experimental error.

112
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[242.] In Tome XV. of the Journal de Liouville, 1870, there

are two articles by Saint-Venant, but they refer to a matter

which I have thought it well to treat as lying outside our field,

namely the stability of masses of loose earth. The history of the

memoirs in question may be briefly referred to. Maurice LeVy in

1867 had presented to the Academy a memoir entitled : Essai sur

une theorie rationnelle de I'dquilibre des terres fraichement remudes,

et ses applications au calcul de la stability des murs de soutenement

(published in the Journal de Liouville T. xvm. 1873, pp. 241

300). This memoir had been referred to a committee including

Saint-Venant for report. The report appeared in the Comptes

rendus, T. LXX. 1870, pp. 217 28, and was reprinted in Vol. xv.

of the Journal, pp. 237 49. LeVy as well as the committee

appear to have been ignorant of Rankine's memoir : On the

Stability of Loose Earth (Phil. Trans. 1857, pp. 927) which had

contained most of LeVy's results. LeVy had started from Cauchy's
stress-theorems (see our Arts. 606* and 610*), and arrived at

certain general equations. Saint-Venant in his first note solves

to a first approximation Levy's equation (pp. 250 63 of Tome

xvm.) and hopes some mathematician will proceed further. This

was done by Boussinesq, who proceeded to a second approximation
in a memoir occupying pp. 267 70 of Tome xv. of the Journal.

Saint-Venant then reconsidered the whole matter in a second me-

moir, which occupies the following pp. 271 80. In a footnote he

recognises Rankine's priority of research. The memoirs of Saint-

Venant and Boussinesq appear also in the Comptes rendus, T. LXX.

1870, pp. 21728, 71724, 7514 and 8947.

[243.] Rapport sur un me'moire de Maurice Levy: Comptes

rendus, T. LXXIII. 1871, pp. 8691. This is a report by Saint-

Venant and others on Levy's memoir establishing the general

body-stress equations of plasticity in three dimensions : see our

Art. 250. The Rapport speaks well of LeVy's memoir as

advancing the new branch of mechanics, "pour laquelle 1'un de

nous a hasarde', sans le pre'coniser comme le meilleur, le terme

d'hydroste're'o-dynamique." This branch of research has been called

later plastico-dynamics, a better word, and we shall refer to it

simply as plasticity.

[244.] Sur la mdcanique des corps ductiles : Comptes rendus,
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T. LXXIII. 1871, pp. 1181 1184. Saint-Venant here replaces his

first name hydrostereo-dynamics by plastico-dynamics. He re-

fers to the Complement to his memoirs on this subject in the

Journal de Liouville: see our Art. 245, (iii),
and to the two ex-

amples of the plasticity of a cylinder under torsion and of a prism
under circular flexure dealt with there. The object of this note

is to show that a formula obtained by Tresca for the torsion of

a semi-plastic cylinder contributes no more than Saint-Venant's

formula of the above-mentioned Complement, while it is at the

same time obtained in a semi-empirical fashion. While Tresca's

formula involves a new constant K 1

,
Saint-Venant depends only

on the elastic slide-modulus ^ and the plastic-modulus K.

Saint-Venant distinguishes in his cylinder only two zones, an

elastic and a plastic one, Tresca supposes a mid-zone in which

elasticity alters to plasticity or, as Tresca terms it, fluidity. Saint-

Venant's discussion has the theoretical advantage, but it seems

not improbable that physically something corresponding to Tresca's

mid-zone has an existence.

[245.] We have next to turn to a series of interesting and

important memoirs by Saint-Venant in which he deals with the

plastic equations. These are :

(i) Memoire sur Vetablissement des equations differentielles des

mouvements intdrieurs op6res dans les corps solides ductiles au dela

des limites ou I'elasticite pourrait les ramener a leur premier etat.

Journal de Mathematiques. Tome xvi. 1871, pp. 308 316. [See

also Comptes rendus, T. LXX. 1870, p. 473.]

(ii) Extrait du memoire sur les equations generates des mouve-

ments interieurs des corps solides ductiles au dela des limites ou

I'elasticite pourrait les ramener a leur premier etat. Par M. Maurice

Levy. Ibid. pp. 369 372. [See also Comptes rendus, T. LXX. p.

1323, and Saint-Venant's correction referred to in our Art. 263.

Some account of the memoir itself will be given under the year

1870.]

(iii) Complement aux memoires du 7 mars 1870 de M. de

Saint-Venant et du 19 juin 1870 de M. Levy sur les equations

differentielles 'indefinies' du mouvement intdrieur des solides duc-

tiles etc.;... Equations
(

definies' ou relatives aux limites de ces

corps ; Applications, Ibid. pp. 373 382.
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[246.] The first paper begins with an interesting account of

the history of the theory of plasticity. It refers to Tresca's memoirs

and to the attempts of Tresca and Saint-Venant himself to obtain

solutions by means of pure kinematics. It is pointed out that the

problem is essentially mechanical as well as kinematical and

involves a consideration of stress as well as of mere continuity.

In the first place the ordinary equations of fluid-motion must be

replaced by others involving inequality of pressure in different directions.

Thus the well-known type of hydro-dynamic equation :

dp f ^ du du du du\
-j-

= p [
A. z U-? V-, W 7 I,dx ^

\ dt dx dy dzj
'

becomes the plastico-dynamic type :

dxx dxy dxz f ^ du du du du\
-j- +-j- +-j- = - p (X- -jr-u-j v- w -j-} (*)dx dy dz r\ dt dx dy dzj

The change of sign is due to change from pressure to traction.

To this we must add the equation of continuity :

du dv dw
-T+-T + ^- =

(n).dx dy dz

The four equations given by (i)
and (ii) represent the relation between

the flow (velocity-components u, v, w) of the material and the stress-com-

ponents. The material in the plastic state is treated as incompressible.

[247.] Now Tresca has demonstrated that, if a material is in

the plastic stage, the maximum shear across any face must have

a constant value K, which he has ascertained experimentally for a

variety of materials. This constant resistance to maximum slide

we shall term in future the plastic modulus. Hence to obtain

the plastico-dynamic equations we must express the fact that

the maximum shear across any face = K. (iii).

Again, Tresca has demonstrated that the direction of the

maximum shear is also that of the maximum velocity of slide.

This forms then our last condition :

maximum shear and maximum slide- ) ...

velocity are co-directional
j

' '

Equations (i) and (ii), with conditions (iii) and (iv) should give

the complete plastico-dynamic equations.
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[248.] Saint-Venant only treats the case of what we may
term uniplanar plasticity, or the motion the same in all planes

parallel to that of x
t
z. Thus the co-ordinate y disappears from his

results.

Let x'j z' be two rectangular axes making an angle a with those of

x, z, then it easily follows from the first formula in our Art. 1368* that,

sin 2a + ZXCOB 2a.
2

This takes its maximum value for

tan 2a =
~ey^~

and is then of the intensity

Thus condition
(iii)

becomes

,F (vi).

'dw du\
J
cos 2(

Further the slide-velocity is easily found to be given by

dw' du' (dw du\ (dw du
-j-, + -r-,

=
( -j -j- sin 2a + -j- + -=-

dx dz \dz dx] \dx dz

and therefore takes its maximum when

dw du

dz dx
tan 2a = -= =- .

dw du

dx dz

Hence condition (iv) becomes

(dw du

Finally equations (i) and (ii) take in this case the simpler
forms :

dxx dxz / du du du\- +r=-p(--j--u-1
w -r )

dx dz r
\ dt dx dz/

dxz dTz / dw dw dw
dx dz \ dt dx dz

.

du dw
J- + -T-

=
dx dz

Equations (vi), (vii), and (viii) are those for uniplanar plasticity.

(viii).
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[249.] Saint-Venant remarks that even these equations will

be difficult to solve for any except the simplest cases. He suggests,

however, that those for a cylindrical plastic flow would not be

difficult to obtain.

In a final paragraph (p. 316) to the first paper Saint-Venant

remarks :

Je ferai seulement une derniere remarque : c'est que si, aux six

composantes de pressions ci-dessus, xx, xy, 1'on ajoute respectivement
les termes : 2cux ,

2cv
y,
%cwz ,

c (vg + wy),
c (wx + uz),

c (uy + vx), representant,
comme on sait, ce qui vient du frottement dynamique du aux vitesses de

glissement relatif dans les fluides non visqueux se mouvant avec regula-

rite", les Equations des solides plastiques, ainsi completees, s'etendront au

cas ou les vitesses avec lesquelles leur deformation s'opere, sans etre

considerables, ne seraient plus excessivement petites, et pourraient en-

gendrer ces resistances particulieres, ordinairement negligeables, dont on
a parle au No. 3. Les memes equations, avec tous ces termes, seraient

propres, aussi, a exprimer les mouvements reguliers (c'est-a-dire pas assez

prompts pour devenir tournoyants et tumultueux) des fluides visqueux,
ou il doit y avoir des composantes tangentielles de deux sortes, les unes
variables avec les vitesses u, v, w, et mesurees par les produits de e et de

leurs derivees, les autres independantes de ces grandeurs des vitesses, ou
les memes quelle que soit la lenteur du mouvement, et attribuables a la

viscosite, dont K representerait alors le coefficient specifique.

[250.] In the second paper to which we have referred in our

Art. 245, Maurice LeVy establishes two sets of results. In the first

place he obtains the general equations of plasticity ;
in the next

he considers the special case of a cylindrical plastic flow.

We cite the general equations here, but refer to our later

discussion of LeVy's memoir for remarks on his method of obtaining
them.

The general equations (i)
and

(ii)
hold for this case. The condition

(iii)
becomes :

4 (K* + q) (4JT
2 + q) + 27^ = (ix),

where q = A^A^ +AA + A^A^
- ^2 - Z* - ^2

,

and ^ - Ax =^ - Ay
= - Ag

- f (^ + w +
)

The condition (iv) becomes

yg _ zx _ ^y _ yy ** _ "zz xx , ,

vz +wy wx + uz

~
u
y + vx

~
2 (vy

- Wg)

~
2 (w, -ux)"

Thus
(i), (ii), (ix) and (x) are the requisite equations.
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[251.] On p. 371 Levy remarks that Saint-Venant in the case of

uniplanar plasticity has not considered the stress yy. From equation (x)

since v
y 0, and therefore wz + ux = Q from

(ii),
we have

yy zz zz xx

or, w = (* +
)
........................... (xi).

[252.] On p. 372 we have the equations for a cylindrical plastic

flow. If z be the axial, r the radial directions, <j>
the meridian angle,

u, w radial and axial velocities, they take the form :

d "rr

dr

-J-
dr

7 rr
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These conditions are of various kinds. A certain portion of

the block of matter alone is plastic (called by Tresca the zdne

d'activiti), other portions may remain elastic, or after passing

through a plastic condition return to elasticity (e.g. a jet of metal

after passing an orifice).

The conditions break up into three classes :

1st. Those which relate to the surface of the material at points
which have retained or resumed their elasticity. Let such a surface be

exposed to a traction Te and let the elastic stresses be xxe ...... #ye,
the

suffix e merely referring to their elastic character. The type of surface

condition will be

xe COS nx + xye cos ny + **e cos nz =
e cos

where n is the direction of the surface-normal and I that of the applied
traction Te .

2nd. The material is in a plastic stage at the bounding surface, Tp
being the traction: the type of equation, if xxf ...... lcyp denote the plastic

stresses, is :

xxp cos (nx) + 7yp cos (ny) + xzp cos (nz)
= Tp cos (Ix) ...... (xviii).

3rd. Equations which must hold at the surface at which the

material changes from plasticity to elasticity. These are of the type :

(ZZe
-

p) cos (nx) + (we
~
wp) cos (ny) + ( e

- Z2p) cos (nz)
- ... (xix).

In the equations (xvii) (xix) the elastic stresses and plastic stresses

must be obtained from the general equations of elasticity and of plasticity

respectively.

[255.] On pp. 378380, Saint-Tenant treats the special case of a

right circular cylinder of radius r subjected to torsion till plasticity
commences in the outer zone from r to r. He easily finds if M be the

torsional couple, /x
the slide-modulus and r the torsional angle :

while at the surface of elasticity and plasticity we must have

/xrr
= K.

There will be no plasticity then so long as

K ,, TTlr TrT<
,
or M < - K.

pr'

If r be greater than this we have :
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[256.] On pp. 380 381 we have the case of plasticity produced by
the equal or ' circular

'

flexion of a prism of rectangular section.

Let 2c be the height in the plane of flexure, 2b the breadth of the

section, 2c the height of the middle portion which remains elastic, and

l/p the uniform curvature. Then it is easy to see that the bending
moment M is given by :

p

At the surface of separation of the plastic and elastic parts :

= 2Z.
P

Whence we find :

TTT

where we must have p < ^=. or the prism will remain elastic.

[257.] Saint-Venant in conclusion indicates that only after

first ascertaining experimentally the general form taken by the flow

in special cases will it be possible to attempt approximate solu-

tions of the equations of plasticity.

I may remark that Saint-Venant assumes that elasticity and

plasticity are continuous. This does not seem to me at all borne

out by experiment, the stresses have long ceased to be proportional
to the strains before plasticity commences: see the diagram on

p. 890 of our Vol. I. and my remark in Art. 244.

[258.] Two memoirs by Saint-Venant on plastico-dynamics
or plasticity occur in Vol. LXXIV. 1872, of the Comptes rendus.

They are entitled :

(1) Sur Vintensite des forces capables de deformer avec conti-

nuite" des blocs ductiles, cylindriques, pleins ou evides, et places dans

diverses circonstances (pp. 1009 1015 with footnotes to p. 1017).

(2) Sur un complement a donner cb une des equations presentees

par M. Levy pour les mouvements plastiques qui sont symetriques
autour dun meme axe (pp. 1083 1087).

These memoirs may be looked upon as supplements to those

of Saint-Venant and LeVy in the Journal de Liouville: see our

Arts. 24557.
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[259.] The general principle, Saint-Venant tells us in his first

memoir, of plastic deformation is that the greatest shear at each

point shall be equal to a specific constant (denoted by K in Tresca's

memoir of 1869). It follows by Hopkins' theorem that at each

point the greatest difference between the tractions across different

faces ought to equal 2K : see our Art. 1368*.

Saint-Venant treats two special cases, and a third by approxi-

mation. We will devote the following three articles to their

discussion.

[260.] The first is that of a right six-face of ductile metal.

If the axes of coordinates be taken parallel to its edges, and its faces

be subjected to uniform tractions xx, yy, **, then these tractions will be

the principal tractions at any point of the material, and it will be

necessary if xx ~ zz be the greatest difference that :

XX ~ ZZ = 2zL (l).

This condition is fulfilled if

'xx yy = zz = K)

or if w =-w=-=-.
Of this Saint-Tenant remarks :

C'est dans ce sens qu'il faut entendre, avec M. Tresca, que la resistance,
soit k Fallongement, soit a. Taccourcissement du solide plastique, est constante,
et dgale k sa resistance au cisaillement (p. 1010).

An extension of this case is that of a cylinder on any base, for which

^ "Tz without being equal to K, that is to say the transverse or radial

tractions which we will denote by Zr are all equal and the longitudinal
tractions Zx are greater than them. We have then for the condition of

plasticity :

w = 2K+ (ii).

If the radial tractions are greater than the longitudinal we have :

^ = 2K+
(iii).

Either equation (ii)
or

(iii) gives us by variation

Oxx = cirr,

or, any increment of longitudinal, is accompanied by an equal increment

of transverse traction. This is Tresca's principle that in plastic solids

pressure transmits itself as in fluids, although he proves it by the

principle of work.

[261.] The second case dealt with by Saint-Venant is that of

a hollow right circular cylinder placed between two rigid fixed
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planes perpendicular to its axis. The external face being submitted

to a pressure p, we require the internal pressure piy necessary to

reduce the material to a plastic condition.

This problem can be solved by introducing the velocities, here

solely radial, of the points of the material. The principles which

determine these velocities for a plastic material are : 1st, that

there is no change in the volume of the element; and 2nd, that on

each elementary area in the material the direction for which the

shear is zero, must be that for which the slide-velocity is zero.

The latter principle involves the ratios of the half-differences of

the tractions to the corresponding stretch-velocities being equal
two and two.

Let r be the radial distance from the axis of any element of the

material, R and R the external and internal radii of the cylinder; F
the radial velocity of the element at r, and r, $$, the tractions along the

radius, in the meridian plane and parallel to the axis at the same element.

Then for the equilibrium and conservation of volume of an elementary
annulus 2-7rrdrdz, it is necessary that :

(iv).j T^ v. j~ ~r v .

dr r dr r

Further from the second principle it follows that :

dV/dr d'V/dr-V/r" "'V /'

Eliminating dV/dr between the second equation of (iv) and (v) we
have

whence it results that ^ -^ is the greatest difference, and therefore by
Eqn. (i)

It follows from the first equation of (iv) that

d^/dr = 2K/r.

Or, integrating 7t = - p l + 2Klog(r/R1 ) (vii).

Hence from (vi) we deduce :

- ir AKTI / i\ / (viii)
zz = p + K + 2K log (r/Ji-jj. )

We see from these equations that : (a) the pressure on the rigid faces

is not uniformly distributed over the surface of the material in contact

with them, (6) the meridian traction will increase and generally change
from a negative to a positive value as we pass outwards.
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If we make r = 7?, we have ^ = -
p,

or, pl
= p + 2K\og(R/R1 ) .......................... (ix).

If the pressure applied pl has a less value than this, the ' annular

fibres' near to the inside face can very well acquire stretches exceeding
the limit of elasticity and even that of cohesion for isolated straight

fibres; but as the fibres in the neighbourhood of the external face

remain elastic, there will not be rupture, nor sensible deformation.

Saint-Venant refers to the well-known experiment of Easton and Amos :

see our Art. 1474*.

In the last Section 5 of the Note Saint-Venant refers to Tresca's

somewhat unsatisfactory proof of the formula (ix).

[262.] In a foot-note pp. 10151017, Saint-Venant deals

approximately with the following case : the outer surface of a

right circular hollow cylinder (radii R, R^) is supposed to rest on

a rigid envelope, the internal surface is then subjected to great

pressure which diminishes the thickness (R Rj, but increases

the height (h), to determine the pressure which will produce this

plastic effect. Tresca had obtained a solution of this problem on

two hypotheses, which cannot be considered as entirely satisfactory.

The general equations of plasticity are indeed too complex to offer

much hope of an exact solution for this case. Saint-Venant gives

a solution involving only the acceptance of Tresca's second hypo-
thesis namely : that the upper base of the cylinder and all tbe

plane-sections parallel to it remain plane and perpendicular to

the axis of the block, and that lines parallel to the axis pre-

serve their parallelism. It is obvious that this hypothesis is

only approximately true
;

but Saint-Venant's investigation is

an interesting one, as it deals with one of those cases, in

which the maximum difference of the principal tractions is not

given by the same pair for all values of the radial distance.

This breaks up tbe solution into two parts corresponding to

3r2 < or > R*, and the case itself into two sub-cases corresponding
to 3^j

2 < or > R2
. Saint-Venant's results are not in accordance

with Tresca's.

[263.] Sur un complement a donner a une des equations

presentees par M. Levy pour les mouvements plastiques qui sont

symetriques autour d'un meme axe: Comptes rendus, T. LXXiv.

1872, pp. 10837.
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Saint-Venant refers to Levy's third equation for plasticity with

axial symmetry. This equation is (see our Art. 252, Eqn. xiv.):

He remarks that this equation is only the true condition for plastic

motion, when the greatest and least of the negative tractions (pressures)
are in the meridian plane of the point considered. This is not always
true and Levy's third condition requires to be replaced by the following
one :

2K= the greatest in absolute value of the three quantities :

2V- 2 + i(---r
^ rr + zz 1^5 rj^ :=^^ s ,/w' + i(rr~)J

</><

2
"*" v rz +

(
rr ~~ ^

)

This follows at once from the consideration that the discriminating
cubic for the principal tractions is :

-^
)
- 2 ^ ^ ^? = ,

and this becomes when we put :

r, 4$, "zz, 0, rz, for
, ^, ^, fit) %x, ay,

respectively

Levy appears to have divided out by T ^ and neglected this root.

[264.] Saint-Venant remarks that ^ is, however, sometimes the

greatest or least of the three principal tractions, as for example in the

problem of our Art. 261, for in that case

^ rr +
(/)<

zz = ^

In the approximate solution of our Art. 262, the traction $$ is

involved also iu the maximum difference when 3r2 <^2
. Thus Levy's

memoir requires to be corrected so far as this equation is concerned.
In a foot-note Saint-Venant points out that his solutions (see our

Arts. 261
2), are really obtained by the semi-inverse method and he

suggests that the same method might be used to solve other plastic

problems.
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[265.] Sur les diverses manieres de presenter la ihdorie des

ondes lumineuses. Annales de Chimie et de Physique, 4e
seVie,

T. xxv. 1872, pp. 335 381. This memoir was also separately

published by Gauthier-Villars in the same year.

The contents belong essentially to the history of the undulatory

theory of light. Saint-Venant considers at considerable length the

researches of Cauchy, Briot, and Sarrau in this field and points out

the defects in the various theories which they have propounded.

Finally he deals with Boussinesq's method of obtaining from a

general type of equation the special differential equations which

fulfil the conditions necessary for explaining the various phenomena
of light. Saint-Venant praises highly Boussinesq's hypothesis, and

considers that his theory :

qui offre & la fois plus de simplicite, d' unite, de probabilite, et je
crois aussi, de rigueur que les autres (quel que soit le remarquable talent

avec lequel ont ete presentes ces autres essais, qui ont toujours avance

les questions), merite d'etre enseignee de preference (pp. 380 1).

I must remark, however, that convenient as Boussinesq's

hypotheses may be as a grouping together of analytical results

under one primitive formula, it cannot be held as sufficient till

we understand the reasons why and how the molecular shifts are

functions of the ether-shifts and their space and time fluxions,

and are able to deduce the form of these functions from some

more definite physical hypothesis.
1 2 treat of the early history of elasticity. As in the

memoir of 1863 (see our Art. 146 7) Saint-Venant holds that the

conditions presented by Green for exact parallelism and those

suggested by Lame' for double refraction are only consistent with

isotropy.

Aussi Lame et Green ne sont pas compris dans 1'analyse que je fais

des recherches de divers auteurs sur la lumiere. II importe que des

homines de talent ne s'egarent plus, en pareille matiere, sur les errements

des deux illustres auteurs de tant d'autres travaux plus dignes d'eux.

(Footnote, p. 341.) See our Arts. 920*, 1108*, 146 and 193.

[266.] Rapport sur un Memoire de M. Lefort present^ le 2

aout 1875. This report is by Tresca, Resal and Saint-Venant (rap-

porteur) and will be found in the Comptes rendus, T. LXXXI. 1875,

pp. 459 464. It speaks favourably of the memoir, which deals

with the problem of finding the bending moment at the several
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sections of simple and continuous beams traversed by moving loads.

We shall refer to the memoir under Lefort.

[267.] De la suite quil serait necessaire de donner aux recher-

ches experimentales de Plastico-dynamique : Comptes rendus, T.

LXXXI. 1875, pp. 115122.
This note refers to the need of new plastico-dynamic experiments

with a view of extending the number of solutions hitherto obtained

and also the basis of the existing plastico-dynamic theory. Saint-

Venant points out the insufficiency of Tresca's method of dividing
the plastic solid into separate portions and applying to these the

laws of fluid-continuity; he refers to his own researches in this

purely kinematic direction: see our Art. 233, and then to his later

theory and equations, as supplemented by Levy, and based on

Tresca's law of the equality of the stretch and slide coefficients of

resistance : see our Arts. 2.36, 245 and 258. He points out that to

develop this theory, what we want is not the form taken by jets

of plastic material, but the absolute paths of the elements in the

material. He suggests how this might be ascertained by allowing
the same load to act in the same manner but for different periods
on a number of like plastic blocks, in which a series of points had

been previously marked by a three-dimensional wire netting placed
in the molten metal. He notes also other methods likely to give
the same result. In the course of the note he refers to the simple
cases of plasticity solved by Levy, Boussinesq and himself: see

our Arts. 255 61. At the end are a few lines from Tresca, who

recognises the importance of the experiments proposed by Saint-

Yenant, which, I believe, he did not live to undertake.

[268.] Sur la maniere dont les vibrations calorifiques peuvent
dilater les corps, et sur le coefficient des dilatations; Comptes rendus,

1876, T. LXXXII., pp. 3338.
This is an attempt to represent thermal effects by the change

produced by thermal vibrations directly in intermolecular distance

rather than indirectly by their influence in altering the constants

of molecular attraction. Saint-Venant deals with two molecules

only and supposes one fixed.

Let r be the intermolecular distance in equilibrium, r = r + v the

displaced distance and f (r) the law of intermolecular action, then we
easily find for our equation of vibration :

s.-v. 12
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o

If dvjdt
= v

,
for v and = 0, we have as a first approximation

v = sin at, wheref (r )/m = a2
.

For a second approximation :

v = - sin at+^(la 6aV v

Let us find the mean value vm of v from = to 2w/a ;
we have

v = - sin at+^(l- cos a*)
2

,
where

r f
"

a 6aV v m

Hence the stretch due to the thermal vibration

_Vrn _ mv<? l_ f" (r )

r 2 2r {/'(r )}
2

'

Thus we see that the stretch is proportional to the kinetic energy

mv*/2, which is generally regarded as a measure of the absolute tempe-

rature, and will be positive if f" (r )
is positive.

Saint-Venant states that these conclusions will still hold, if the

two molecules be replaced by a system. The thermal effect would

thus depend on the derivatives of the second order of the function

f(r).
If there should be a point of inflexion in the curve which

represents the law of intermolecular action plotted out to distance,

we should have a case in which increase of temperature reduced

the volume, as occurs in certain exceptional substances. Saint-

Venant suggests the form of the figure below for the curve

y=f(r)', OD being the distance and Oy the force axis.

Here Ok = r marks the point at which the action changes from

repulsion to attraction
;

if the axes Oy, OD are asymptotic in

character, we have the infinitely great force and infinitely small

force at infinitely small and infinitely great distances respectively

well marked. pM marks the maximum attractive force between the

molecules, and any force greater than this, ifmaintained, will produce

rupture. It corresponds to a distance Op, which defines that of

rupture. Great thermal vibrations which impose such a velocity
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on the molecule that the inter-molecular distance exceeds Op may
perhaps, indicate liquefaction by heat. The point i corresponds
to a point of inflexion, and to a contraction due to heating the

substance in the liquid state.

o D

The discussion, if not very conclusive, is interesting especially
in its bearings on rari-constancy. See our Arts. 439* and 977*.

[269.] Sur la constitution atomique des corps : Comptes rendus,

T. LXXXII. 1876, pp. 122326.
Saint-Venant in this note refers to a remark of Berthelot on

the paradox involved in the indivisibility of an atom supposed to

be endowed with matter and therefore of necessity extended. He
refers to his memoir of 1844 (see our Art. 1613*), and declares that

he considers partly for metaphysical, partly for physico-mathernatical

reasons, continuous extension to belong neither to bodies nor to

their component atoms. The point which alone concerns us here

is his reference to the rari-constarit hypothesis :

A cette occasion je ferai une remarque. Plusieurs auteurs, soit

anglais, soit allemands, dans des cenvres qui sout du reste d'une haute

portee, voulant etendre a des substances elastiques celluleuses, ou spon-

gieuses, ou demi-fluides, telles que le liege, les gelees, les moelles vegetales,
le caoutchouc, les formules d'elasticite des solides, decouvertes et etablies

en France de 1821 a 1828 par ISTavier, Cauchy, Poisson, Lame et

Clapeyron, et ayant besoin, pour une pareille extension, d'augmenter en
nombre ou de rendre iudependants les uns des autres des coefficients de
ces formules, se sont pris a condamner vivement, sous le nom de theorie

122
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de Boscovich, non pas son id6e capitale de reduction des atomes a des

centres d'action de forces, mats la loi mine, la loi physique generale des

actions fonctions des distances mutuelles des parti cules qui les exercent

re*ciproquement les unes sur les autres. Et ils attribuent ainsi au celebre

religieux Ferreur grave ou sont tombes, suivant eux, Navier, Poisson et

nos autres savants, createurs, il y a un demi-siecle, de la Mecanique
moleculaire ou interne. Or cette loi blamee, cette loi qui a ete mise en

ceuvre aussi par Laplace, etc. et prise par Coriolis et Poncelet pour base

de la Me"canique physique, n'est autre que celle de Newton lui-meme,
comme on le voit non seulement dans son grand et principal ouvrage,
mais dans le Scholie general de sa non moins immortelle Optique.

I/usage fait de cette grande loi n'est point une erreur
;
et les formules

d'elasticite a coefficients reduits ou, pour mieux dire, determines, ou elle

conduit pour les corps reellement solides, tels que le fer et le cuivre,
sont conformes aux resultats bien discutes et interpreted d'experiences
faites sur ces metaux (Appendice v. des Lemons de Navier: see our

Art. 195), experiences an nombre desquelles il y en a de fort concluan-

tes, rlcemnieiit dues a M. Cornu (p. 1225).

That Boscovich deprived an atom of its extension, but that

Newton treated intermolecular force as central, is a point which

deserves to be recalled to mind : see our Art. 26*.

[270.] Sur la plus grande des composantes tangentielles de

tension interieure en chaque point d'un solide, et sur la direction des

faces de ses ruptures. Gomptes rendus, 1878, T. LXXXVII., pp.

8992.
Potier had given the following formulae for the shear across a

face whose normal r makes angles a, ft, 7 with the directions of the

principle tractions Tv T2 ,
T

3
:

=
(Ti

- T
2)

cos
2* cos

2

/? + (T9
- T

5)
cos

2

/? cos
2
? 4- (Ts

-
T,) cos

2

7 cos'X

maximum value of = J (difference of greatest and least principal

tractions).

He had then proceeded to apply these formulae to the conditions

of rupture. Saint-Venant notices that these results had been

given by Kleitz in 1866, by LeVy in 1870, and by himself in

1864. He might also have added by Hopkins in 1847. The note

then points out that rupture in the direction of maximum shear is

hardly confirmed by experiments, which point rather to rupture in

the direction of maximum stretch. Saint-Venant finally considers

the results of some then recent experiments, but remarks on the

need for further research in this direction.
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[271.] Sur la dilatation des corps fohauffes et sur les pressions

qu'ils exercent. Comptes rendus, 1878, T. LXXXVII., pp. 71318.
This memoir should be read in conjunction with that of 1876 :

see our Art. 268. It shews us how the phenomena of heat may
possibly be accounted for by the law of intermolecular force as

assumed by rari-constant elasticians. The assumption made by
Saint-Venant is that the vibrations of the molecules, to which the

phenomena of heat are due, are translational vibrations, and not

of the nature of surface pulsations. This does not seem to me

very probable, because in a highly rarified gas, it would denote the

absence of any thermal vibration
; for, there seems no reason why

a molecule should have a periodic translational vibration when its

fellow-molecules exercise little or no influence upon it.

The bright line spectra of such gases appear indeed to con-

tradict the assumption, and it seems probable that if the thermal

vibrations are pulsatory in the case of gaseous molecules, they will

be of a like nature in the case of liquids and solids.

[272.] Saint-Venant commences his article with some account

of his earlier memoirs, namely the communication made to the

Societe Philomathique in 1855 (see our Art. 68), and the first

memoir of 1876 (see our Art. 268). He deduces by similar

analysis to that of the latter memoir the same result

v
v = sin at ........................... (i),a

shewing that it is necessary to take into account the terms of the

second order, if we are to deal on these lines with thermal

phenomena.

[273.] In addition, however, he here proceeds to consider the effect

that translational vibrations would have on the pressure exerted by a

system of molecules on a surrounding envelope. To obtain some idea
of this he supposes a free molecule placed between two fixed ones at a
distance 2r from each other. He easily obtains for the vibrations of
the free molecule the equation :

) + /"(r ).f ..................
(ii).

If we put 2f (r )
= - ma'2

,
and neglect only tJie cubes, we find

.=
f
sin a t.

a
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As the other two molecules are fixed, there is no question here of

dilatation. To find the reaction on either molecule we have to substitute

this value of v wf(r + v) and we obtain

/13 2si.vV + ......... (Hi).

Thus the mean value of p, the pressure upon the envelope of the

vibrating elementary mass, would be

Saint-Venant remarks that as/ (r )
is obviously negative (=

- ma'2

/2),

we have only to suppose f" (r ) negative in order that this may connote

an increase of pressure due to the vibration.

Referring to the value of the pressure as given by Eqn. (iv) he

suggests in a footnote :

Cette sorte de consideration, avec mise en compte, comme il est fait

ici, des derivees du second ordre/" (r) des actions, n'est-elle pas propre

a remplacer, avec avantage, ces chocs .brusques des molecules des gaz

centre les parois de leurs recipients, avec reflexions multiples et repetees,

que des savants distingues de nos jours orit inventes ou revivifies, dans

la vue de rendre compte mathematiquement des pressions exercees sur

ces parois, etc.? (p. 717.)

[274.] Saint-Venant in his fourth paragraph (p. 717) asks

whether we can extend the results here found for two or three

molecules to a multitude of molecules. He replies, yes, because it

is easy to see that the new terms of the second degree due to the

first derivatives /' (r) will add to the second derivatives in f (r).

On this point he refers to a footnote on p. 281 of his memoir in

the Journal de Liouville, 1863 (see our Art. 127), and to one by

Boussinesq in the same Journal, 1873, pp. 305 61.

Saint-Venant concludes therefore that when on the rari-constant

hypothesis, we calculate the stresses by means of the linear terms

only for the shifts, we destroy all dilatation and all stress due to

increase of temperature ;
we annul in fact all thermodynamics.

According to his theory then thermal effect is entirely due to the

second derivatives of the intermolecular action expressed as a

function of intermolecular distance. The point is obviously im-

portant in its bearing on the rari-constant hypothesis. Do the

constants of f(r), the law of intermolecular reaction, vary with

the temperature as would be the case if the "strength of the

intermolecular reaction" were to vary with the energy of pulsa-
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tional vibrations, or, does heat only affect the mean distance of

the molecules by producing molecular translational vibrations, so

thaty(r) is no direct function of the thermal state of the body ?

[275.] De la Constitution des Atomes. This paper was con-

tributed to the Annales de la Societi scientifique de Bruxelles,
2e

annee, 1878. No copy of this Journal is to be found in the

British Museum, the Royal Society Library, or the Cambridge
Libraries, and my references will therefore be to the pages of an

off-print (Hayez, Bruxelles) for which I am indebted to the

kindness of M. Raoul de Saint-Venant. The off-print contains

78 pages, and deals with considerable historical, philosophical and
scientific detail with the continuity of matter and Boscovich's

theory of atoms. It may be considered as Saint-Venant's final

resume of the arguments brought forward in the memoirs of 1844
and 1876: see our Arts. 1613*, 268 and 269 1

.

[276.] The theoretical basis of the theory of elasticity and
the strength of materials must be ultimately sought for in the law
of molecular cohesion; the discovery of that law will revolutionize

our subject as the discovery of gravitation revolutionized physical

astronomy. Hence it is that the elastician looks for aid to the

atomic physicist, who in his turn will find much that is suggestive
for the theory of molecular structure in experiments on the

constants of elastic and plastic materials. Bearing this in mind,
a great deal that is profitable may be obtained by a perusal of the

above memoir, although many scientists would disapprove of much
of the method and of several of the conclusions of the author.

In order to place clearly before the reader the scope of the

memoir, I preface my discussion of it with one or two remarks.

We may legitimately question whether the laws of motion as

based upon our experience of sensible bodies really apply to those

elementary entities which form the basis of the kinetic properties
of sensible bodies

2
. It is, however, most advisable to investigate

1 In a footnote (p. 1) Saint-Venant remarks from hearsay that the memoir of
1844 (of which I have only seen the extracts in Vlnstitut), appeared in full in a
Belgian Journal Le Catholique in 1852.

2 For example the Second Law of Motion depends on the masses of the reacting
bodies A and B not being influenced by the presence of a third body C, but it is

conceivable that the 'apparent mass' of an atom is a function of its internal vibratory
velocities, and that these are themselves dependent upon the configuration of

surrounding atoms (see Arts. 51 and 52 of a paper in the Camb. Phil. Trans. Vol.

xiv., p. 110).
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what results must flow from applying the principles of dynamics
to atoms and throwing back the origin of those principles on some
still more simple entity. There is much that would induce us

to believe (e.g. bright line spectrum of elementary gas at small

pressure and not too high temperature) that an atom has an inde-

pendent motion of its parts, and this suggests that we should try
the effect of applying the principles of dynamics not only to the

action of one atom upon another, but also to the mutual action of

an atom's parts. If multi-constancy be experimentally demonstrated,
then we must suppose either (i) the law of intermolecular action is

a function of aspect, or (ii) the action of the element A upon another

B is not independent of the configuration of surrounding elements

(Hypothesis of Modified Action : see our Vol. I., p. 814). There

may be other possibilities, but these, as the most probable, deserve

at least early investigation. If the law of intermolecular action is

a function of aspect, then we should expect to find that inter-

molecular distance is commensurable with molecular dimensions.

According to Ampere and Becquerel the former is immensely
greater than the latter

; according to Babinet, they are in the

ratio of at least 1800 : 1 (see 13 of Saint-Venant's memoir).
It is difficult to understand under these circumstances how aspect
could be of influence, it would be sufficient to treat each molecule

as a mere point or centre of action, which is practically Boscovich's

hypothesis. According to the more recent researches of Sir

William Thomson, who deals with a molecule as an extended,

material body, the mean distance between two contiguous mole-

cules of a solid is less than the 1000 ^ 0000 of a centimetre while

the diameter of a gaseous molecule is greater than 501*0WOT f a

centimetre (Natural Philosophy, Part II., p. 502). Thus inter-

molecular distance would be less than five times molecular

dimensions. In this case it would seem probable that the law

of action between parts of two molecules must be the same as the

law of action between parts of the same molecule, for it is difficult,

although, perhaps, not impossible to understand how one could

begin and the other cease to be of importance at such small

relative distances as 5 to 1. Resistance alike to positive and

negative traction shews that the mean intermolecular distance

cannot differ much from that at which intermolecular action

changes its sign ;
further the capacity of the molecule itself to
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vibrate or suffer relative motion of its parts must point to a

further change of sign in the action between parts of the molecule,

or if this action be really intermolecular action, we are compelled,
on the hypothesis of the elementary parts of a substance having

extension, to presuppose a law of mutual action capable of thrice

changing its sign within very narrow limits indeed. An analytical

expression for such a law may not be hard to discover, but it

would probably be difficult to conceive any mechanical system
which could give rise to such an expression. On the other hand,

it is perhaps impossible to conceive "aspect" as a factor of a

centre of action according to Boscovich. Nor is it easy to picture

the latter centre as the source of a vibration such as seems required

by the bright line gas spectrum, such a vibration, on the other hand,

being easily explained as the free vibration of an extended material

molecule. If we turn, however, to the hypothesis of action modi-

fied by surrounding elements, there seems no reason why we
should not apply it to the Boscovichian centre just as well as

to the materially extended molecule of Thomson. The essential

characteristic of the theory of Boscovich is the non-extension of

the ultimate source of action, not the hypothesis that inter-

molecular action is a function of the individual molecular distance

only. Rari-constancy is not then a necessity of the fundamental

portion of Boscovich' s doctrine, the two do not stand or fall

together as some writers have assumed. Thus Saint-Venant's

supposition as to the constitution of atoms in the present memoir

is essentially Boscovichian, but he writes :

La supposition dont nous parlons entraine celle que 1'intensite de

chaque action entre deux particules tres-proches soit generalement
fonction iion-seulement do leur distance rmituelle propre, mais encore,
a un certain degre, de leurs distances aux particules environnantes, et

meme des distances de celles-ci entre elles (p. 17, 7).

This hypothesis of modified action leading to multi-constancy
1

1 The Hypothesis of Modified Action leads to results akin to those I have referred

to in the second footnote to p. 183, and which are expressed by Saint-Venant in the

following sentences on p. 17 :

On remarquera qu'elle entraine aussi que la force totale sollicitant une particule
n'est pas exactement la resultante geometrique, composee par la regie statique du

parallelogramme ou du polygone que Ton connait, de toutes les forces avec lesquelles
la solliciteraient separement les autres particules si chacune existait seule avec elle,

comme on 1'a cru jusqu'a nos jours ; cette regie ne serait plus vraie que pour les

actions a des distances perceptibles, dont I'lntensite", rdciproque aux carres des
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is presupposed by Saint-Venant throughout the memoir, although,

as he remarks, he does not agree with it. It forms indeed the

essential difference between this memoir and that of 1844 : see

his 7, p. 18.

[277.] Saint-Venant's arguments in favour of the ultimate

atom being without extension are of a threefold character :

(i) arguments from the known physical properties of atoms;

(ii) metaphysical arguments ;

(iii) theological arguments.

We will briefly refer to some points with regard to these in

the following three articles.

[278.] 3 21 deal with more purely scientific arguments
based on known properties of atoms. In 3 we have arguments
from the theory of elasticity with special reference to the con-

troversy between Navier and Poisson : see our Arts. 527* 534*.

Saint-Venant points out how the continuity of matter is related

to the possibility of replacing atomic summations by definite

integrals. He proves with great clearness in a footnote pp. 12 15,

on the hypothesis of continuity, the following propositions, which

are really involved in the result of Poisson's memoirs of 1828 and

1829 and Cauchy's memoir of 1827 (see especially Journal de

VEcole polytechnique, 1831, p. 52, and the Exercices de mathema-

tiques, 1828, p. 321, comparing our Arts. 443*, 548* and 616*):

1. The stress across an elementary plane in a solid body will

like that of a liquid at rest have no shearing component.

2. The traction at any point varies as the square of the

density.

3. If there were no initial stresses, no state of strain would

produce stress.

Thus on the rari-constant hypothesis, we reach impossible

physical results or it follows that matter cannot be continuous.

This applies also to the ether which could not propagate slide

distances, est celle de la pesanteur universelle, toujours ngligeable vis-a-vis des

actions a des distances imperceptibles qui produisent I'elasticite", la capillarite, les

chocs, les pressions et les vibrations ; et ces dernieres et e'nergiques actions se

soustrairaient a la regie statique dont nous parlons.
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vibrations if continuous. Elementary proofs of the same propo-

sitions apparently not involving the hypothesis of rari-constancy

are given in 9 and 10.

The following 11 17 contain various arguments against

the continuity as well as against the extension of the ultimate

elements of matter; they are certainly not conclusive, but they

are extremely suggestive, especially with regard to the difficulty

I have indicated on pp. 184 5 of the rapid changes in sign which

must be attributed on the hypothesis of extension to the law of

action. 18 21 consider the explanation of various phenomena

e.g. crystallisation and inertia on the Boscovichian hypothesis,

while a footnote pp. 36 7 deals with a possible form for the law

of action and some results of it : compare our Arts. 268 and 273.

[279.] 2239 deal with what Saint-Venant terms the

metaphysical objections, which he says have been the only ones

raised by those to whom he has communicated his theory. Some

light on Saint-Venant's method of treatment may be gained from

his remark on p. 9 :

Je soumets d'avance, du reste, ce que j'enoncerai, dans les cas

surtout ou je serai force de me placer plus avant sur le terrain

metaphysique, a toute autorite ayant pouvoir pour prononcer sur ce

qui serait faux, et condarnner ou signaler ce qui pourrait etre

dangereux.

It is beyond our province to enter into a discussion of the

metaphysical arguments propounded, or the very wide range of

philosophical reading evidenced by these sections
1

. It must
suffice to say that Saint-Venant shews a decided preference for

the scholastic writers, and an occasional tendency to imitate

late-scholastic quibbles, as for example the arithmetical paradox
on p. 55 by which

Sans etre done dans les secrets du Createur nous pouvons prononcer
...qu'il n'a compose ni les corps perceptibles ni leurs dernieres parties,
d'un nombre innni de points de matiere.

[280.] A consideration of the theological arguments up to

which the metaphysical lead would be out of place here, as they
are, I venture to think, out of place in the pages of a scientific

1 There ig a good criticism of the antinomy of Kant (du terrible penseur) with

regard to the divisibility of matter on pp. 379.
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journal. Those who are anxious to determine the real source of

cohesion will not be hindered from adopting the principle of

extended material atoms, if it agrees best with the facts of

observation, by the assertion that if they accept and comprehend

thoroughly the system of Boscovich it will preserve them from the

deux principales et plus f unestes aberrations philosophiques de notre

temps et des temps anciens, le pantheisme et le materialisme (p. 74).

Notwithstanding that many readers will find themselves unable

to approve either the method or conclusions of the latter portion of

the memoir, the whole should certainly be read for the interesting

questions it raises with regard to the physics of elasticity.

[281.] Des parametres d'e'lasticite' des solides et de leur deter-

mination expe'rimentale. Comptes rendus, T. LXXXVI, 1878, pp.
7815.

This is a good re'sume' of the relations holding between the

various elastic coefficients and moduli in the case of a body pos-

sessing three planes of elastic symmetry, and of the experimental
methods of finding their values.

[282.] (1) The stress-strain relations will be those of our

Art. 117 (a). The coefficients are now nine in number; namely,
the three direct stretch-coefficients, a, b, c the three direct slide-

coefficients d, e, f and the three cross-stretch-coefficients d', e, f.
We have the following special cases :

(2) Elastic isotropy in planes perpendicular to the axis of x :

e=f, e'=f, b = c = 2d + d'.

Saint-Venant states the conditions erroneously and says they
reduce the nine constants to six, a, b, d, e, d', e, but d' is known in

terms of b and d, or we reduce them to five.

(3) Complete elastic isotropy, or as Saint-Venant puts it,

isotropy in two of the axial planes :

a = b = c = 2d + d' = 2e + e' = 2f+f, and d = e=f.
This reduces the nine coefficients to two, namely d' = \ the

dilatation coefficient, and d =
/ju

the slide modulus. Saint-Venant

has forgotten to state the relations d = e =/.

(4) Que si, sans vouloir (ce qui n'a aucune utilite) etendre 1'applica-
bilite de ces formules aux deformations perceptibles de corps spongieux
stratifies, comme est le liege, ou de melanges celluleux de solides et de
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liquides, tels que sont les gelees, et mme le caoutchouc, on se borne aux
vrais solides, et si Ton admet que chacune des actions mutuelles entre

deux molecules, dont les 7x...xy sont les sommes de composantes, est

fonction (Tune seule distance, savoir celle des deux molecules qui Fexer-

cent Tune sur 1'autre, on pent prouver tres-facilement (sans user de ces

integrations autour d'un point que Lame a desapprouvees en 1852) que
1'on a

d' = d, e = e', f=f.

This reduces the coefficients in cases (1), (2) and (3) to six, three

and one, respectively (p. 782).

In the second case Saint-Venant sa,ysfour, but this is an error.

With regard to these rari-constant conditions the memoir

continues :

Et ces egalites peuvent tre admises
; car, outre la presque evidence

de leur principe, I'unite de parametre (X
=

/JL
ou d' = d) dans tout corps

reellement isotrope se trouve prouvee par des faits nombreux, dont les

derniers sont fournis par les ingenieuses experiences de 1869 de M. Cornu

(p. 782).

In a footnote Saint-Yenant refers to the experiments cited by
Sir W. Thomson in the Philosophical Magazine, Jan. 1878, p. 18 :

see our Chapter devoted to that scientist. He holds that the

discordant results there given for copper, prove either a fault in

the experimental method adopted, or aeolotropy in each specimen
of a diverse kind . . .probablement tfcroui de maniere d rendre, dans

plusieurs d'entre elles, Ex , beaucoup plus grand que Ev ou E
z

.

The results for flint-glass and iron are he considers sufficiently

near the rari-constant values, while those for cork and caoutchouc

may be dismissed as proving nothing either way.

Turning to the stretch-modulus we easily find :

(5) in case (2),

',
and r}xv =rjXK

=

(6) in case (3),

(7) in case (4),

Ex
= ld (=!/,), ^ = ^(=^=4.

(8) For amorphic materials, or bodies without regular crystal-

lisation, such as drawn or rolled metals, stratified stone, wood etc.,

the aeolotropy of which can be regarded as due to unequal initial
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stresses in three directions, or to a fibrous formation, three relations

of the type :

_(2g -KQ(2/+/)
2d + d'

will sensibly hold, provided Ex,
E

v, E, have not ratios exceeding f

or at most 2 among themselves. This is the ellipsoidal distribu-

tion of elasticity : see our Arts. 138 and 142.

For the case of rari-constant isotropy we have :

3de

relations admissible in general for the metals.

(9) For wood, where the ratio of Ex to Ev (the axis of x

having the sense of the fibres) can amount to 10, 20, 40 and more,

we can only take two of the above relations, namely :

3/^ = 3de

which give :

pT Trj 7^f1 (J 4^7 P

1 e _lf^ =
45' ^*-4d'

For a modification of the statements in (8) and (9) with regard

to wood: see our Arts. 308, 312 and 313.

[283.] Saint-Venant now proceeds to indicate experimental

methods of arriving at the values of the following moduli and

coefficients.

(1) To find the three direct slide-coefficients, or the slide-

moduli d, e, f.

Case (a). If there be isotropy in the plane perpendicular to axis

of x (e=f). We experiment on the torsion of a right circular

cylinder.

Case (6). If e be not equal to /, we use the formula of Art. 29

(modified by Art. 47 and Table I) for the torsion of a prism on

rectangular base. Let the base be 26' x 2c' and let b' be much > c',

,, a,
'

"~3~
'
sensiblv '
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If c' be much > b' :

,, 16a &V .,,

Jf. -7- -<c- , sensibly,

where a is the total angle of torsion (= IT). These give the values

of e,f, and similar experiments with prisms whose axes are parallel

to y and z give d,f, and d, e, so controlling the former results.

(2) To find the three direct stretch-coefficients a, b, c,

(i) They are given in cases (4), (7) and (8) Eqn. (ii) of the

previous article, so soon as we know, d, e, f.

(ii) In case (9) we know b and c, while a will be given from

ef
equation (ii), or a = Ex +^ ,

so soon as we have by pure tractional,
Za

or better, flexural experiments, obtained the value ofEx ;
the values

of E
v
and En will then be known.

[284.] We may cite the following from Saint-Venant's

concluding remarks (p. 785) :

Au reste, si 1'experimentateur possede des moyens d'observation

assez delicats pour mesurer aussi r)xy, r)xz ,
et par des extensions ou des

flexions de petits prismes tallies transversalement, pour mesurer meme

Eyt EZI Vyz) %e, Vzx, Vzy,

les expressions en a, 6, c, d, . . .f qu'on peut tirer de ces diverses quantites
en resolvant les equations (i.e. those with nine coefficients : see our
Art. 307) a second membre trindme, en annulant deux a deux leurs

premiers membres, donneront des moyens de controle des mesurages
operes, et meme des suppositions (4), (8), (9) (of Art. 282), qui ne sont

pas admises par tout le monde. C'est un contr61e de ce dernier genre

qu'opere la principal e experience de 1869 de M. Cornu (See our
discussion of his memoir infra.)

On n'a pas besoin d'ajouter qu'aux mesurages statiques des dilata-

tions, flexions et torsions, on pourra substituer au besoiu, comme ont
fait MM. Wertheim et Chevandier, des observations des sons rendus par
des vibrations longitudinales, transversales et tournantes.

Saint-Venant has forgotten to add that the kinetic values of

the elastic coefficients thus obtained will probably differ from the

statical values : see our Arts. 1301* (3) and 1404*.

[285.] Sur la torsion des prismes d base mixtiligne, et sur une

singularity que peuvent offrir certains emplois de la coordonnte

logarithmique du systeme cylindrique isotherme de Lame. Comptes
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rendus, T. LXXXVII. 1878, pp. 84954 and 8939. There are

additions in the off-print. This memoir was read on the 2nd and

9th of December.

Its object is explained in 2 (pp. 850 1), after the solutions

given in the memoir on Torsion (see our Art. 36, Nos. 4 and 5)

have been cited :

Clebsch a remarque, en 1862, qu'on obtient une variete de contours

plus grande encore en se servant des coordonnees curvilignes isothermes

orthogonales de Lam6 (i.e. conjugate functions} ;
et MM. Thomson et

Tait dans leur beau livre A Treatise on Natural Philosophy, 1867, ont

indique, sans le developper, leur emploi pour etendre les solutions telles

que (3) {= (1) of our Art. 36}, relatives aux rectangles rectilignes, a des

contours rectangulaires mixtilignes se composant d'un arc de cercle ou

de deux arcs concentriques et des deux rayons qui les limitent, "ce qui
est" disent-ils,

" tres-interessant en theorie et d'une reelle utilite en

Me"canique pratique."
II m'a paru que la solution relative a ces sortes de sections pouvait

etre obtenue d'une maniere simple et directe, sans substituer prealable-
ment une certaine inconnue auxiliaire a 1'inconnue geometrique u, et en

s'en tenant aux coordonnees polaires ordinaires r, <f>.

[286.] In 3, Saint-Venant obtains the required solution in

cylindrical coordinates. The fundamental equations (see our Art. 17,

Eqn. vi.) become

urr + ur/r + u^/r* =

rrdr 4- u^dr/r
- rur d<f>

=

If y be the angle of the annular sector, r and r (> r
)

its radii,

then the second or surface equation reduces to the following conditions

when the median line is taken as initial line :

{Tr*

= -UQ for values of r>r <r
1

,
when < =

y/2, "]
....

ur
= when r = r or r

l ,
for all values of < between y/2j

" ' *

These conditions are found to be satisfied by the following value of u
;

O_ /_ I \rioo (r m+2 _ r m+2\ rm _ ( \m+2/r m-2_ r m-2\ r-mAT
V

x
y -^ \'l '0 )' \'0'lJ \'l

7 )'_~ _
2 coay * 2n+ lo r*m - r*"

sin m<J>

where m = TT

7

This result is practically obtained by assuming u to be of the form

Cr2
sin 2< + 2 (Ar

m + A'r~m
)
sin ra<,

and determining the constants by the surface conditions
(ii).
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[287.] In the following section of the memoir, 4, Saint-

Venant treats precisely the same problem by the aid of the

conjugate functions,

He obtains two solutions in terms of a, /3 for a function V,

related to u by the equations Ve
= u

y ,
V

y
= u

z
.

The first contains two infinite summations and is similar in

character to those given by Lame' in the Onzieme Le$on of his

work on Curvilinear Coordinates (see his p. 184). The second is

that of Thomson and Tait, (see 707, p. 252, Part II. of the second

edition of their treatise).

He remarks, however, (5) that although the value of the

function u
)
obtained from V, is quite determinate when r = 0, yet

that of V becomes indeterminate. In fact the series for V cease to

be convergent, and at least for the case of r = 0, we have reached

the value of u by means of an expression for V, which has ceased

to have any meaning. We are thus thrown back in this case on the

value of u determined by the process indicated in our Art. 286.

See on this point the footnote on p. 143 of the memoir of January,

1879, considered in our Art. 291.

[288.] In 6 Saint-Venant expresses analytically the value of

the torsional moment M and the slides, and in the following sec-

tions gives the results of numerical calculations made with these

formulae.

We may cite the following for the torsional moment M:

(I) Full Sectors :

7=
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sector on the old Coulomb theory. As is well known (see our

Art. 181, (d)) Saint-Venant's theory makes both torsional moments

equal. It will be seen at once that for bodies of this kind the

results of the old theory are most erroneous and very dangerous in

practice. The reduction of the torsional resistance for a split sec-

tion is well brought out by the result M/ffli = '5589 for 7 = 360.

(2) Annular sectors when r
l
= 2r :

7=
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which we can apply the equations of mathematical elasticity. It

suggests, however, the advisibility in practice of rounding off

re-entering angles.

[291.] Sur une formule dormant approximativement le moment
de torsion. Comptes rendus, T. LXXXVIII. pp. 1427, 1879. This

note was read on January 27, 1879.

This memoir has considerable practical value
;

it gives an

empirical formula which embraces within narrow limits all Saint-

Venant's torsional results
;

full sectors with re-entering angles
alone excluded.

Starting with the formula for an elliptic section (see our

Art. 18)

we may write it

M= K ^

where / is the moment of inertia of the cross-section about an

axis perpendicular to the section through the centroid and a. is the

area. The quantity

=|
L = -025330 =^.

Now Saint-Venant finds that for the chief sections he has

treated in his various memoirs K varies only from '0228 to '026,

while its mean value is very nearly '025 =
$.

Hence we have very approximately for all sections the formula:

i ^

It will be noted that the torsional moment varies inversely as

the moment of inertia and not directly as in the old theory.

Saint-Venant adds :

En y reflechissant, on comprend qu'il en doit etre generalement
ainsi, car les sections allongees qui, a egale surface, ont le plus grand
moment d'inertie polaire, sont aussi celles auxquelles la torsion fait

prendre le plus de cette incurvation, de ce gauchissement, qui diminue
1'inclinaison prise par les fibres sur les normales a leurs elements, surtout

aux points les plus eloignes du centre, et par consequent, sont celles sur

lesquelles les reactions elastiques developpees ont le moment total M le

plus petit (p. 142).

132
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The final section of the memoir 3 (pp. 143 7), is occupied

with some general observations on the elasticity of rods whose

axes are curves of double curvature. Their only relation to the

preceding formula for torsion is the remark that the coefficient of

torsional resistance used by some writers, namely ^T/O ,
must be

replaced by -$ //,ra
4

// . Saint-Venant compares the results of his

memoir of 1843 (see our Art. 1584*) with the more recent re-

searches of Bresse and Resal : see our discussion of their memoirs

below. There is nothing of importance to note
;

the footnote

p. 145 should be cancelled.

[292.] Analyse succincte des travaux de M. Boussinesq, profes-

seur a la Faculte des sciences de Lille, faite par M. de Saint- Venant,

1880. This report consists of 23 lithographed pages.

In April, 1880, Boussinesq had printed and presented to the

members of the Academy a notice of his scientific writings.

(Danel, Lille, in 4.) Saint-Venant then drew up the above

analysis, strongly recommending Boussinesq for membership of

the Academy. Pp. 12 17 ( 6 9) treat of his contributions

to the theory of elasticity (' Les travaux de M. Boussinesq sur les

corps solides et leur elasticite ne sont pas moins originaux et

importants'). Pp. 17 20 deal with his various mechanical and

philosophical papers ; pp. 20 23 with his contributions to the

undulatory theory of light. We shall have occasion to return to

Saint-Venant's essay when discussing Boussinesq's memoirs.

[293.] A second paper of Saint-Venant's dealing with the

elastical researches of a contemporary may be noted here. It is

entitled : Sur le but theorique des principaux travaux de Henri

Tresca. Comptes rendus, T. ci., 1885, p. 11922.
The influence on theory of Tresca's researches and the origin

of the science of plasticity are sketched. The writer attributes to

Tresca a keen appreciation of theory; he was no mere empiricist,

as many have erroneously believed :

II importe de montrer, dans 1'interet de sa memoire comme dans

cehii de la verite scientitique, que Tresca fut un esprit plus large, un
homme de vraie Science et par consequent de theorie dans la ineilleure et

la plus saine acceptation de ce mot si souvent mal compris, si frequem-
ment accuse, par legerete ou en haine systematique de la Science, de

n'exprimer que des chimeres (p. 119).
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[294.] Geometric cinematique : Sur celle des deformations

des corps soit elastiques, soit plastiques, soit fluides: Comptes rendus,

1880, T. xc., pp. 5356.
Saint-Venant draws attention to the importance of pure kine-

matics and notes how far it is possible to advance in physical

problems without the aid of force or stress considerations. Saint-

Venant may be legitimately looked upon as one of the forerunners

of that reduction of all dynamics to kinematics, or the exclusion

of the idea of force from physics, which is now probably only a

matter of time. In a lithographed course of lectures given in

1851 (Primipes de Mecanique fondes sur la Cinematique, delivered

at Versailles to engineer-students) he had treated of great por-
tions of mechanics on kinematic principles. In this direction he

had been preceded by Grassmann and followed by Resal (Cine-

matique pure, 1862, and Mecanique generate, 1873). The present
article points out how far we can advance in the geometry of

strain or displacement without the conception of stress. Saint-

Venant adduces the theorem of the distortion of a sphere into

an ellipsoid, and speaks as if it were only true for small strains.

That it is true for all strains was pointed out by Tissot (see a

supplementary Note, p. 209 of same volume of Comptes rendus)
who had given a demonstration of it in the Nouvelles Annales

de Mathematiques, 1878, p. 152. Saint-Venant points out in this

Note that his own proof of 1864 (L'Imtitut, No. 1614, p. 389) did

not really introduce this restriction. The kinematics of strain

had, moreover, been thoroughly considered in 1867 by Thomson
and Tait in their Treatise on Natural Philosophy, pp. 98 124.

[295.] Du choc longitudinal dune barre elastique libre contre

une barre elastique dautre matiere ou dautre grosseur, fixfe au

bout non heurte ; consideration du cas extreme ou la barre heurtante

est tres raide et tres courte: Comptes rendus, T. xcv., 1882, pp. 359

365, Errata, p. 422.

This is only an abstract of the memoir. It gives a solution in

trigonometrical series for the case of one bar striking longitudinally
a second with one end fixed.

If F be the initial uniform speed of the impelling bar, a
2

its

length, ax that of the fixed bar, P2,
Pl the weights of the two bars, x

the abscissa measured along the common axis of the two bars from the
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end of the fixed bar, then the shifts u.2 and MJ of either bar at any point
x during the impact are :

n ^ 2 cos j??iT2 (

)
cos-raT2/

,

771 sin WTj ( -r-^ +
)

Vjsiiry/iT! cos2mT2/

where ??i is a root of the equation :

P P
cot mrj

2
tan rar2

=
0,

and TJ = !/&!,
T2
= a2/^2 ; k^ and &2 being the velocities of sound in the two

bars.

[296.] Saint-Venant then considers the case when T
2
is very

small as compared with T
I}
and so deduces Navier and Poncelet's

expression for the vibrations of a bar struck by a weight on its free

terminal: see our Arts. 273*, and 991*. Saint-Venant does not

enter into the question of the time and manner in which the bars

separate. He goes on to remark that in the case of two free bars

we may express the result in finite terms, as also in the case of

one free bar and a weight moving with a definite velocity and

striking it longitudinally on one terminal. The case of a bar

fixed at one terminal and struck by a moving weight at the other,

he does not in this memoir attempt to solve in finite terms. This,

however, he proceeded to do in an article in the same volume of

the Comptes rendus, on pp. 423 427, entitled :

[297.] Solution, en termes finis et simples, du probleme du choc

longitudinal, par un corps quelconque, d'une barre ttastique fixee a

son extr&mitd non heurtee.

This solution is very similar to the full treatment of the

problem by Boussinesq referred to in our Art. 341. But it fails to

determine the instant of separation, and so does not completely
solve the problem. After Boussinesq had given his solution

Saint-Venant with the aid of Flamant concluded the whole

subject with a graphical investigation of the successive states

of the bar and the impelling load for the whole duration of the

impact: see our Arts. 401 7.
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SECTION V.

The Annotated Clebsch.

[298.] Theorie de I'elasticite des corps solides de Clebsch.

Traduite par MM. Barre de Saint- Venant et Flamant, avec des

Notes etenduesdeM. de Saint-Venant Paris, 1883, pp. 1 900 (but

by means of subscripts the number of pages is much greater than

thus appears, e.g. 480. a 480. gg).

This is Saint-Venant's last great and, we may say, most com-

plete contribution to the theory of elasticity. By means of foot-

notes, section-notes and appendices he has almost trebled the

matter given by Clebsch, and the result is a treatise on the theory
of elasticity from the mathematico-physical standpoint which will

long remain the standard work on this subject.

Au moyen de ces explications et annexes, auxquelles nous aurions

pu donner plus d'etendue en rapportant d'autres resultats in edits de nos

recherches deja anciennes, nous esperons, si Ton veut bien y donner

quelque attention, que la traduction offerte par nous aura une reelle

utilite et que la belle et interessante branche de physique mathematique
ayant, avec 1'art d^s constructions, des rapports si intimes, pourra etre

de mieux en mieux comprise, etudiee et appliquee (p. xxi).

With Clebsch's contributions to elasticity we shall busy our-

selves later
;
so far as the text of his work is concerned, we have

only to note here that his isotropic formulae are everywhere

replaced by those for suitable distributions of homogeneity (see

our Art. 114), and that various obscurities in his treatment are

explained or corrected in copious footnotes. We shall occupy
ourselves in the following articles with an analysis only of Saint-

Venant's contributions to the volume.

[299.] Saint-Venant's first important note occurs on pp.

39 42. It is headed : La preuve de la forme lindaire des ex-

pressions des composantes de tensions ne pent pas etre purement

mathematique. This deals with the same matter as pp. 662 5 of

the Lecons de Navier : see our Arts. 192 (a) and 928*, namely the

futility of all purely mathematical deductions of the linearity of the

stress-strain relations. Such deductions have been given by
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Green, Clebsch, Thomson and others : see our Art. 928* and

the footnote Vol. I., p. 625.

Ge"neralement et philosophiquement aucune consideration purement
mathematique ne saurait reveler le mode de la dependance mutuelle des

forces agissant sur les elements des corps, et des changernents ge"ometri-

ques qui s'y operent, tels que ceux des longueurs et des angles de leurs

c6tes : la connaissance de ce mode ne peut etre derived que des faits, ou
de quelque loi physique exprimant un ensemble de faits constates (p. 39).

Saint-Venant appeals to experiment and cites Stokes' adduction

of the isochronism of sound vibrations with approval : see our Art.

928*. We have remarked elsewhere that the stress-strain relation

cannot, however, be treated as linear for the slight elastic strains

in many of the materials of practical structures: see Note D of our

Vol. I., p. 891.

[300.] But Saint-Venant is not satisfied with appeal to experi-

ment and observation
;
these give Keplerian laws, without the

backbone of Newtonian gravitation :

En general, pour convaincre nos esprits, Pempirisme, qui ne rend

compte de rien, ne suffit pas : il nous faut encore une explication, une
raison scientih'que, ou la preuve que les formules qu'on nous propose

dependent de quelque loi assez generate, assez grandiose, c'est-a-dire

simple, pour que nous puissions en raisonnant, comme faisait Leibnitz,

quand ce ne serait que d'une maniere instinctive, la regarder comme

pouvant etre celle a laqnelle le souverain Legislateur a soumis les

phenomenes intimes dont les formules en question representent et

mesurent les manifestations exterieures (pp. 40-1).

Saint-Venant finds this loi assez generate, assez grandiose in

the law of intermolecular central action, as a function only of the

distance, and cites its acceptance by the leading physical mathe-

maticians from Newton to Clausius. He then refers to Green

and his followers, who, as we know, appealed to Taylor's Theorem,
as a loi assez grandiose. Now behind this appeal for 21 inde-

pendent constants to Taylor's Theorem, although unrecognised

by Green, was the important conception that possibly inter-

molecular action depends not only on the individual molecules,

but on the position of each pair of them in the universe relative to

other molecules. For example, if intermolecular action arises from

molecular pulsations in a fluid ether, we find intermolecular force

is a function of molecular surface energy, which surface energy
is itself a function of position relative to the totality of other
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molecules. It is true that the law of intermolecular force thus

resulting is not simple, although with the knowledge we have of

thermal and optical phenomena, it may tend to coordinate far

better than any simpler law the total physical universe. Saint-

Venant does not appear here to strengthen the arguments of the

Appendice V (see our Art. 192 (a)) by the introduction of a

souverain Legislateur, for whom a loi assez grandiose must neces-

sarily be assez simple. The assumption is, indeed, anthropomor-

phical in the extreme. When we regard thermal and optical

phenomena, and note the probable vibration of molecules and

the existence of an ether we may be quite certain that the law

of intermolecular action whatever be its nature is far from being

primary in the universe ; it must be a result of the structure of

molecule and ether; grandiose it certainly may be, but the

addition c'est-d-dire simple is an anthropomorphical dogma, which

recalls to our minds the mundi fdbrica est perfectissima of Euler.

[301.] We must next consider the Note finale du 16 which

occupies pp. 63 111.

1 12 of the Note (pp. 65 75) are again concerned with

the coefficient controversy, but take up a different line of argu-
ment from that of the Appendice V : see our Arts. 192 5.

Saint-Venant here enquires how far Green's appeal to the

principle of work and the impossibility of perpetual motion in

itself involves the reduction of the elastic constants to 15.

[302.] He starts from the equation

2raF2

/2 +^ (x, y, z, x } y, /, x", y"y
z" . .

.)
= some constant C. ..(a),

where V is the translational velocity of the molecule m, whose
centroidal position is a?, y, z, and the dashed letters give the

positions of other molecules m '

, m", etc. In other words he makes
the total translational energy of the system a function of molecular

position. He omits :

(1) from the kinetic energy a possible internal vibratory
motion of the molecule due to pulsations in its atoms or to change
in the relative motion of the atoms of the same molecule

;

(2) possible factors in the potential energy due to strains

in the molecule itself or to changes in its aspect with regard to

other molecules.
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Is he justified in thus making the translational energy of the

molecular centroids a function solely of their position ? He seems

to think that both the omissions (1) and (2) are legitimate provided
that there are no such changes of temperature as produce violent

atomic vibrations, and that we take the mean of large numbers

(see his 12). But is it not within the bounds of possibility

that the mean internal potential energy of the molecules may be

changed by an elastic strain, although the mean internal kinetic

energy on which the temperature may be supposed to depend
remains unchanged ? This change in the potential energy of the

molecule will be a function of the relative molecular position, but

it may be one of aspect as well as of centroidal position. If we

accept, however, with both Green 1 and Saint-Venant that the

former can only depend on the latter, we are thrown back,

supposing no sensible thermal changes, on Equation (a).

[303.] Saint-Venant in 5 proceeds to question whether the

Equation (a) can give the form of ^ required by Green. He says

that we can replace it by an equation of the form :

oil ^ est une nouvelle fonction dont il importe peu que les variables

r, r', r" &c. soient ou ne soient pas, en partie, dependantes les lines des

autres,...r, r', r"...etantles distances des molecules du systeme tant entre

elles qu'avec les centres d'action fixes exterieurs (p. 68).

Is this change legitimate ? The form (a) retains the possibility

of intermolecular action being a function of aspect. Is this lost in

(&j
? It does not appear to be so if some of the variables r are the

distances from fixed external points. From this equation we easily

deduce for any molecule m, the typical equation :

*<W.
m'x = 2,

j-
1 cos (rx) ........................ (c),

where S denotes a summation with regard to all values of r.

1 Both Green and Sir William Thomson make the potential energy of the

element a function only of the change in shape, i.e. of the relative position of

molecular centroids. I think this assumes that the internal potential energy of the

molecule can only be a function of centroidal position. It may, however, be that

the internal potential energy of (either the molecule or) the element is a function

of the relative motion of (the atoms or) the elements, in which case the velocities

would appear in ^j, and we should obtain by the Hamiltonian process totally

different equations to those of Green for elasticity. These generalised equations of

elasticity leading to the Dissipative Function etc., I propose to discuss elsewhere.
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The rest of the investigation now turns upon the question whether

dV
l

dV. dV.
i

, , ,. - , .. , Tf
-7-1

, -j-^ ,
-=- . . . are solely functions of r, r ,

r ... respectively. If

they are, then the 36 coefficients reduce to 15. If they are not,

then the action of one molecule on a second can depend : (1) upon
mutual aspect, (2) upon the position of other molecules. The

dependence of the mutual action of each molecular pair solely

on their centroidal distance is the hypothesis, as Saint-Venant

remarks, upon which most writers on mechanics have based their

proofs of the conservation of energy (e.g. Helmholtz). At the same

time it does not seem necessary to assume it for more than the

atoms, and for the molecules aspect may really be important.

[304.] Saint-Venant now proceeds to investigate what con-

sequences flow from rejecting this hypothesis. He remarks that

the action between two molecules will now be a function of their

distances from other molecules, and not only of their mutual

distance. It appears to me that the action does not necessarily

depend solely on their distances from other molecules, but perhaps
also on their distances from imaginary molecules or fixed centres,

which give the aspect influence. Saint-Venant tries to prove in

the first place that the work done in a complete cycle cannot

generally be zero, if the intermolecular force is a function of more

than the single intermolecular distance. It is quite true, as he

observes, that if we move two molecules from a mutual distance

r, where the action is R^ and bring them again to a mutual

distance r, the action R
2
need not be equal to R

it
and so the

elements of work R
:
dr and R^dr need not be equal and opposite,

provided the other intermolecular distances are not the same in

the two positions. It is only necessary that the positive work

created by one pair of molecules, shall be exactly equal to the

negative work created by the action of the remaining pairs of

molecules. Is there anything improbable in this ? Saint-Venant

seems to think so :

Or, quelle que soit la loi imaginable a laquelle on soumette les

inten sites des actions entre deux molecules, et leur mode de dependance
de la simple presence d'autres molecules, si une juste compensation,
comme celle dont nous parlons, s'observe ainsi entre deux moities de

certains systemes parcourant certains cycles, elle cessera de s'observer en

ajoutant a ces systemes d'autres systemes pouvant etre pris in6niment
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varies, et en ajoutant aux parcours d'autres parcours quelconques
arbitrairement choisis.

La nullit^ du travail total produit par un cycle ne peut done etre

gene"rale qu'autant qu'elle a lieu pour chaque action individuelle
; ce qui

oblige k admettre que la force que nous avons appelee R soit fonction

de la seule distance que nous avons appele"e r (p. 71).

I do not understand the argument which follows the words :

elle cessera de sobsewer en ajoutant. Suppose the molecules repre-

sented by electro-magnets then the total action during any motion

of one such magnet A on another B would depend not only on the

initial and final relative positions of A and B, but owing to the

induced currents on the paths and positions of A and B with

regard to the other bodies in the field. It seems to me that

Saint-Venant's argument would compel us to assert that by intro-

ducing other magnets into the field or by moving them about in a

proper manner, we could obtain perpetual motion.

[305.] Saint-Venant's second argument is of the following kind

(see his 9). If the intermolecular force depends on more than

the particular centroidal distance, then the distances between astral

molecules will affect the action between terrestrial. Here to start

with, we have somewhat of an assumption ;
the action of A upon

B may depend on the distance of both from C and D but not

necessarily on the distance of C from D. For example such might
be the case when we treat of aspect influence, as given by means of

fixed centres having reference only to A and B. Saint-Venant

continues : the influence of an astral intermolecular distance on a

terrestrial must be absolutely insensible, for even when we are

dealing with a small portion of terrestrial matter, the action of its

molecules is sensibly independent of the state of other matter

even at a visible distance.

Hence the form of M^, (r,r, /'...) ought to be such that for any
small system d&Jdr depends sensibly only on the molecules in the

immediate neighbourhood of ra. This condition of exclusion can

be easily fulfilled for molecules at sensible distances by making ^
a function of the inverse powers of r, r,r"'.... We will now cite

Saint-Venant's actual words :

Mais cette ressource d'exclusion sensible est impuissante & Tegard
des distances mutuelles de molecules appartenant en particulier a chacun

de ces systemes ou elements non proches de celui dont on s'occupe.
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Les distances mutuelles insensibles entre les molecules composant meine

chaque etoile auront une influence du meme ordre sur la grandeur de

dfyjdr, ou sur 1'intensite de 1'action mutuelle des deux molecules ra, m'

d'un corps terrestre que les petites distances des molecules qui les avoisi-

nent dans le meme corps, tant qu'on n'aura pas impose a la forme de la

fonction ^ (r, r', r"...) une restriction ou particularisation plus grande

(p. 72).

The reader will indeed find it difficult to discover a form of

function in which the influence of A upon B, shall be affected by
the distance between C and D, and yet shall vanish when C and

D are both distant from A and B. Its discovery, however, does

not seem impossible, and when we regard the ether as producing
the action between A and B by its state of stress, it seems by no

means improbable that the approach of C and D may affect the

action of A on B.

If, however, we suppose that it is only the distances of A and

B from C and D which influence the action of A on B, there is

less difficulty in the matter. This case, of special importance,
seems to have escaped Saint-Venant's notice. Thus let $(r) be a

law of intermolecular action, which gives a zero action for sensibly

large values of r, and a strong repulsive action for all values of

r less than ft, so that r is usually >/3 and /3/r a small quantity.

Let/(^j,^8 ,
2
8 ,...)

be a function of the variables z
l} z^, z

3 ,...
which

is practically independent of z
r , when z

r
is small. Then the

following form of M^ is suitable :

*, = ** (*) K*. + / (0Jv A./V .
.)},

where in the variables of the function fpq n and s are to take all

values except p and q ; finally we must sum the expression for all

different values of p and q. Since (/3/r)
2

is negligible, /' will not

occur and thus &9JdrK will be independent of r
ns when n and s are

both different from p and q ;
so that Saint-Venant's objection falls

to the ground.
But we are not even compelled to suppose the action of A, B

independent of the position of C, D. Let us take q1 , <?2 , #3
...as

either aspect or internal position coordinates of the molecules,

for the purposes of illustration one for each molecule will suffice.

Then it seems extremely probable that the potential energy of

the system, as a result of the stress in the ether involves the

generalized velocities qv qv q3 ,
etc.. so that we must write for "^ a
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function of qlt qyj q^--^, r', r"...In this case our equation will be of

the form :

where a and 7 are certain constants. We should have to apply the

general dynamical equations to determine the F"'s and qs. Thus

the intermolecular force between m
l
and ra

2 might be a function of

q3 , which in its turn might be found from the dynamical equations
as a function of r' and r", etc., distances, let us say, between m^ w4

etc., while r', r" would have no direct influence on the action

between m
l
and ra

2
: see Arts. 931*, 1529*.

The point is of very great physical interest, as it really

concerns the direct application of the Second Law of Motion to

the ultimate particles of bodies. Can we or can we not superpose
the action of C on A to that of B on A, or does the action of C
on A, affect that of B on A ? See the footnotes to our pp. 183 and

185.

[306.] The strong points of the rari-constant argument seem

to me to lie in: (i) the probable insignificance of the indirect action

of C as compared with the direct action of A on E\ (ii) the

insufficiency of most of the experiments yet brought to bear

against rari-constancy.

Be this as it may, I still feel it impossible to accept the

following statements of Saint-Venant as satisfactory :

j'affirme hardiment, et tout le inonde, j'en suis convaincu, pensera
comme moi, qu'il faudra absolument adopter la forme on la particulari-
sation indiquee ci-dessus :

*, (r, /, r". .

.) =/M +/, (/) +/2 (r") + ......

...Elle fait revenir a 1'adoption, comme voulue ainsi par I'experience

mme, de la loi des actions /auctions des seules distances ou dies s'exer-

cent, et non des autres distances
;

loi que le simple bon sens, aide d'une

observation gene"rale des faits, a fait accepter pendant plus d'un siecle et

demi. Et je suis convaincu que Green lui-meme y croyait sans s'en

rendre compte. Je ne peux, en effet, interpreter d'une autre maniere cet

instinct de physicien et de geometre, ce sentiment "
que les forces, dans

1'univers, sont disposees de maniere a faire, du mouvement perpetuel,
une naturelle impossibilite." Green, sans aucun doute, refusait ainsi,
d, chaque action moleculaire mutuelle en particulier, la possibilite con-

traire...(pp. 72 and 73).

I doubt whether Green had thoroughly seen the important
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physical consequences which flow from multi-constancy, but I do

not see why he should have objected to two molecules having
done work on their return to the same distance at a different point
of the field. In 12 (pp. 74-5) Saint-Venant recognises a dis-

tinction between atomic actions and their resultant, or molecular

action. At the same time, however, he holds that if the latter be

indeed a function of aspect, it will not produce on the principle of

averages any great inequality in the coefficients of type \xxyy\ and

\*y*v\ . Notwithstanding these rari-constant views, he wisely adopts
in the Clebsch for the equal coefficients of rari-constancy letters

distinguished by a dash.

[307.] On pp. 7584 ( 1316) Saint-Tenant reproduces the

results of the memoirs of 1863 and 1878, or of the Lemons de Navier, p.

808 et seq.\ see our Arts. 151, and 198
(e). The results given in 15

are precisely those obtained by Neumann in 1834: see our Art. 796*.

In the notation of our work, if a, b, c are the direct-stretch, d, e, f
the direct-slide and df

, e',f the cross-stretch coefficients, for a material

with three planes of elastic symmetry, then :

(be
-

d'*) _ (ca
- e'

2

) _ ab -f2

_ ad' - e'f _ be' -fd'

I/FX i/Fy

cf - d'e' =
a e' f

~~

e
'

b d'

f d' c

Further as a typical strain-stress equation we have :

so that l/JSxt I/FZ,
- l/Fy etc., are Rankine's thlipsinomic coef-

ficients : see our Chapter XI.
In addition we have for the stretch-squeeze ratios equations of the

type:

[308.] In 17 Saint-Venant deals with amorphic bodies, or

those for which the following relations hold :

2d + d' = Jbc, 2e + e' = Jca, 2f+f = Jab ...... (i).

If the quantities J (Jb
-

Jcf, \ (Jc
- Jaf, % (Ja - Jb)* are

small we may write these relations :

, ,

See the memoirs of 1863 and 1868; or our Arts. 139, 1424
and 281.
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Saint-Venant holds that for a feeble degree of aeolotropy

produced by permanent compressions as, for example, in drawn

or rolled metal and in some kinds of stone the relations (i) or (ii)

suffice. For wood however some other conditions must hold. For

let us suppose :

(a) The relations (ii)
to hold with equal transverse elasticity (or

a = b} and rari-constancy then :

y= a, 6e = c + a and c = 6e 3f.

We easily find from the formulae of Art. 307, that :

whence ^ =
9/4

-

or, in order that the stretch-squeeze ratio be real we must have EZ/EX < 9.

This result is contradicted by Hagen's experiments (see our Art.

1229*). Hagen found:

115

for oak,
22-5 for beech,
48 for pine,
83 for fir.

(b) The relations
(i)

to hold together with a = b, d = e = d' = e'.

It follows that , = J e/f, EZJEX =

whence yKK =\EzIEm EJG = f EJE*.
These expressions are never imaginary and give reasonable values

for rjzx up to E,JEX=. After this rj^ begins to take unsuitable values

till for Ez/fix
= 8Q, we have

t\m so large as 2-236.

Clebsch (p. 8, 2) and at one time Saint-Venant (see our Art. 169 (d))

had held that
rj
must necessarily be <J. This error the latter had

recognised in the Appendice complementaire to the Lemons de Navier,
and he now adds :

Cette opinion n'est fondee sur aucun fait
;

il ne 1'exprime mme que pour
les corps isotropes, et quelques experiences de Wertheim ont montre qu'aux

approches de la rupture d'une tige me'tallique, c'est-k-dire au moment oil sa

matiere est arrived k un e"tat tres fibreux, comparable k celui des bois, une
extension de plus diminue le volume

;
en sorte que, sans pouvoir aller jusqu'k

77
= 2'236, rien n'empecherait de porter ; jusqu'k 1 pour les bois tendres (p. 89).

Saint-Venant now seeks some correction of the amorphic formulae

(i)
which will give better results than this for ^ when EZJEX is large.

[309.] He first proceeds on pp. 89 95 to determine Neumann's
stretch-modulus quartic ;

he obtains it in the form :

2,,2 /.2,,
yCz- z x +
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where cx ,
c
y ,

cz are the direction-cosines of the line r, and

This agrees with Neumann's result (see our Art. 799*) if we note

that his Nm Nn Mb ,
Mc ,

PaJ Pb are really cross-stretches and therefore

of negative sign
1
.

By taking x = cx *JWr , y = cy^, z = cz t/E~n

we have a surface of the fourth order, whose ray measures i]Er in the

same direction.

[310.] In 21 (pp. 95 8), Saint-Venant enters upon a lengthy
calculation of the maxima and minima values ofE for different directions.

If three relations of the type
F3

= J~ExWy
............................... (iv)

hold, then
(iii)

reduces to an ellipsoid and we have the ellipsoidal

distribution of elasticity. This gives only three maxima and minima for

Er . Saint-Venant seeks conditions under which there shall only be

three maxima for the surface
(iii) when the relations of type (iv) are

not fulfilled; in other words, he seeks when there will be, as he expresses

it, a variation simple et graduelle des elasticites.

The conditions are

(1) that FI lie between Ey and 2 z ,
and two others of the same type ;

(2) that the three expressions whose type is

(\IB,- i/f3) (i/JE, - i/jy + (IIP,
-
I/FJ (IIP,- I/F,),

shall not all be of the same sign.

[311.] In 22 Saint-Venant shows that the three ellipsoidal condi

tions of type F3
=

,J~ExEy are identical with the three of type 2f+f = Jab,

provided either --,
= = ~

,
or again that rari-constancy is assumed to

d e j
hold.

[312.] He next seeks for some non-ellipsoidal distribution which
shall satisfy the conditions for variation simple of our Art. 310. He
takes as a probable solution : (1) rari-constancy, and (2) two of the

ellipsoidal relations, i.e. he writes :

a = 3ef/d, b = 3fd/e,

and searches for a value of n, where

c = 3de/(fn),

1
Unfortunately the wrong signs are given in Art. 796* to all the quantities

Jf, N, P. If these are corrected, a negative sign must be inserted in the second
table of Art. 795* before the 1/F's. The value of l/Er in Art. 799* is then accurate.
I regret that this slip of Neumann's escaped me.

s.-v. 14
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which shall satisfy those conditions. After some rather complex

analysis the necessary and sufficient conditions are found to reduce to_
9^/^-7144 EJEa + 81 (EJEtf

4 + 2 EJE*
where we suppose Ez > Ex > Er

Saint-Venant then gives a table of the limiting values of n and of

% = 7 >= A /TO 7- ~W for various values of ^/^ from 1 to 80
4r/ \f LO AW, M/x

and also for oc .

The values of
rjgg.

are now found to be possible, provided a suitable

value of n be chosen. What shall this be ?

[313.] The empirical formula for n

l) ......................... (y),

is suggested on p. 104. On p. 105 Saint-Yenant tabulates the values of

n and ^ for the parameter EJEm (= 1 to 80) when y has the numerical
values 9 and 22*22. These values for y are chosen because, for EJEX = 80,

they give respectively f]^ about 2/3 and 1. The Table also contains

the corresponding values of EJe ( Elf!,
with transverse isotropy). These

values vary on the first supposition (y
=

9) from 2 '5 to 78*2, and on the

second (y
= 22'22) from 2-5 to 52'67. The ratio IS/p can thus be very

great, but for EzfEx very great, this does not seem at all improbable, at

least we have at present no experiments to contradict it. As for the

value of y we need not confine it to 9 or 22 '22, but in general we may
take it from 7 or 8 to 30 (p. 108). Nous pensons qvlon ne courra guere

risque de se tromper enfaisant y = 16 (p. 108).
As Saint-Venant observes there is a great need of new experiments

to determine Ez and Ex (by flexure), /x (by torsion) and
rj (= sx/sz , by

delicate measurements of the transverse dimensions of bars under trac-

tion).

[314.] In default of experiment we may finally adopt as formulae
most probably sufficient for elastic problems concerning amorphic
aeolotropic solids, such as stone, wood, and the metals employed in the

construction of bridges and machines :

_
+fsy + 6S2 , yz = d<T

yz

yy =fsx

- sz ,

(vi),
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where at each point yz, zx, xy are three rectangular planes of elastic

symmetry and z is the direction of greatest elastic resistance, generally
'

longitudinal,' that is, in the case of wood in the direction of the fibre,

or in a metal bar in the direction of the prismatic axis. In a metal

plate it will be perpendicular generally to the plane of the plate.

The quantity n is to be determined by Equation (v), where y may
be taken =16, when we have no further experimental data to suggest a

better value.

Since Ez
= ~ - -

,
it is obvious that three torsional experiments

/ *n
and one tractional experiment will give d

} e,f and n, or all the constants

of the stress-strain relations (vi).

Indeed we may write the value of 7z

- = es + ds +(E + -

and so get rid of n altogether.
For the case of transverse isotropy, if EZ

= E, d = e =
fji, f= /*',

we
have :

~ + **'***
a

**MT I
(yii)>

zz = p (sx + S
y) + (E+

,

J
Sz 'xy = l*>'<rayy \

Here
//,

and E are easy to determine experimentally, but
/// far

more difficult.

Saint-Venant gives the following empirical formula for p which he
considers very probably exact enough in practice :

When y of (v) is taken = 9, then /3= f ,
or - =

\ + | -g,6
fJL

O O Jb

,, =22-22, then /?
= 2, or ^-=1 + 2 .

fJL
Jb

For these values of ft the corresponding values of p'/p and
differ by only 1/16, from those obtained from equation (v).

We have reproduced these results because they supply, although to

some extent empirically, the most probable formulae yet suggested
for technical materials. Such formulae have been much needed, and

Saint-Venant, as usual, has been the first to recognise the wants of

practice.

[315.] A note of Saint-Venant to 22 (see pp. 1425) deals

briefly with the history of the flexure and torsion of prisms. It

contributes nothing to the section on the same subject in the

Historique Abrfye. We pass on to the longer note attached to

28 which occupies pp. 174 90.

142
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[316.] This note is concerned with the applicability of Saint-

Venant's torsion and flexure solutions to such cases as occur in

practice. The first four sections (pp. 174 7) reproduce arguments

already given in the memoir on Torsion or the Lemons de Navier

for the approximate elastic equivalence of statically equipollent

loads : see our Arts. 8, 9 and 170. The remaining sections

(jg 5 17) seek arguments in favour of the legitimacy of the

assumptions
xx yy =xy = (a),

taken by Saint-Venant as the basis of his solutions. In other

words, is it legitimate to assume that for all practical loadings

there is little or no mutual action parallel to the prismatic

cross-section between adjacent longitudinal fibres ?

After referring to the labours of Poisson and Cauchy on the

subject of rods (see our Arts. 466* and 618*) as involving arbitrary

assumptions only true for rods of length great as compared with

the linear dimensions of the cross-section, Saint-Venant enquires
whether the investigations of Kirchhoff give any better validity to

the assumptions (a). He points out that Kirchhoff proves only
the possibility, not the necessity of these questionable relations

(p. 181) : see my footnote, p. 266.

[317]. Saint-Venant next turns to Boussinesq's memoirs of

1871 and 1879: see later our discussion of that author's researches.

Saint-Venant applies the method of those memoirs to the simple
case of a bar of homogeneous material with three planes of elastic

symmetry.
Instead of setting out from the assumptions (a) our author

supposes the following conditions to hold, z being the direction of

the prismatic axis :

d2

^ _ d\ _ efs, _ cf^ _ dor^ _ do^ _
dz*~ dz*~ dz* dz*

==

de
==

dz
~~

These are described as fort approchtes, quand elles ne sont

pas rigoureuses.

From the conditions (6) the conditions (a) are deduced by the

principle of elastic work. The proof holds only for rods, i.e. prisms
the length of which is great as compared with the linear dimen-

sions of the cross-section; the cross-section may, however, be

supposed to vary slightly, and the terminal load as well as the
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distribution of body force are perfectly general, provided only the

body force on any element of length of the rod does not exceed

the surface stresses or the loads on the terminal cross-sections of

the element.

[318.] We may ask: whether the conditions (6) do not assume

as much as conditions (a) ? We reproduce the arguments by which

Saint-Venant reaches (6). It does not seem to me that the

condition d*sjdz*
= would be true when the flexure was due to

buckling, which in the case of a long rod does not seem excluded

by the load distributions referred to : see our Art. 911*.

Prenons pour axe des 2, en chaque endroit, la ligne des centres de

gravite des sections transversales, et les axes des ce, y, rectangulaires
entre eux et a cette ligne sur une des sections. Dans une quelconque
des portions dont nous parlons, que nous appelons longues parce qu'elles
sont supposees 1'etre beaucoup par rapport aux dimensions transversales,
il est facile de reconnaitre que les composantes de tension et les

dilatations ou glissements s, cr, varient d'une maniere incomparablement
moins rapide dans le sens longitudinal que dans les sens x et y ; de
sorte que, si nous exceptons de petites portions de tige avoisinant les

extremites, ou se trouvent les points d'application des forces locales ou

discontinues, les derivees de ces deformations s, cr, par rapport a z seront,
de necessite, considerablement moindres que ce que sont ou peuvent etre

leurs derivees par rapport a x et a y. En effet, pour cr^, par exemple,

da-^/dz sera de 1'ordre de grandeur du quotient, par la longueur de la tige
ou de la longue portion de la tige considered, de cette deformation cr^,

ou de la difference des valeurs qu'elle a aux extremites; tandis que
da-^fdx pourra etre de 1'ordre de grandeur du quotient de o-^ par la

demi-epaisseur, qui n'est, disons-nous, qu'une fort petite fraction de la

longueur. Autrement dit, si pour fixer les idees nous divisons la tige,

par la pensee, en trongons dont la longueur soit de 1'ordre de grandeur
de la dimension transversale moyenne, les s, a- auront des valeurs

extremement peu differentes en deux points homologues des bases de

chaque tronc,on, tandis qu'ils pourront avoir, du centre au perimetre des

sections, des differences de valeur aussi considerables que d'une extre-

mite a 1'autre de la tige. Nous pouvons done comme approximation,
determiner la loi de variation des deformations s, or, transversalement,
ou en fonction de x et y, comme si leurs derivees par rapport a z etaient

nulles. Cette hypothese, ou ce point de depart, n'est que comme une
traduction analytique de 1'enonce de la question meme qui nous occupe,
et qui est de determiner ce qui se passe dans une tige allongee et tres

mince sollicitee de la maniere continue que nous venons de supposer
(pp. 184-5).

This reasoning does not appear to me wholly satisfactory, and
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can at best only apply to rods and not the prisms of Saint-Venant's

problems. It may, however, still be the method

la meilleure et la plus complete qui en ait 6t6 the"oriquement donnee

(p. 190).

Perhaps on the whole the appeal to experiment referred to in

our Arts. 8 10 is more satisfactory.

[319.] In a note pp. 195 7 Saint-Venant proves for the case

of flexure the results

1 zx dco =
-j-

I "zz xdco
;

I zy da) =* =- I ? ydw,

where z is an axis in direction of the prismatic axis, and x, y are

any rectangular axes in the cross-section of which da) is an element

of area. These formulae express analytically :

ce theoreine connu et tres utile, que Veffort tranchant, pour une
section quelconque, ou la force tangentielle totale dans une direction

transversale aussi quelconque, est egale a la de~rivee, par rapport a la

coordormee longitudinale, du moment de flexion autour d'une droite

tracee sur la section perpendiculairement a cette direction (p. 197).

See pp. 389 9 etc. of the Leqons de Navier.

[320.] The following Note, pp. 21020, reproduces only

portions of the great or the subsidiary memoirs on Torsion : see

our Arts. 1, 285 and 291 ;
and the Note, pp. 240 2, some results

from Chapter XL of the Torsion : see our Art. 49.

The Note finale du 37 (pp. 25282) corrects Clebsch's

erroneous assumption of a stress-limit by the proper stretch-

conditions. Its contents are extracted from the memoir on Torsion

and the Lemons de Navier : see our Arts. 5, (6) (/), and 180.

[321.] We may refer to one or two points in this last Note :

(a) Saint-Yenant takes two simple cases for an isotropic material

and compares the stress and stretch-conditions for safe loading. First

take the case when only the stresses xx, xz, xy have values differing from

zero, we easily find from the equation of our Art. 53, Case
(i),

that we
must have

while Clebsch obtains from the stress condition

T = or >S2
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In the second case suppose the traction xx zero, then we have :

from the stretch condition,

from the stress condition,

When the shears are zero the conditions agree. As a rule safety is

on the side of the stretch-condition.

(b) Some remarks confirmatory of Poncelet's theory of rupture

(better elastic failure) under compression by transverse stretch are

given on p. 270 and may be cited 1
. The theory leads, as we have

seen, in isotropic material to the relation TO/TQ
=

l/r)
: see our Arts.

164, and 175.

1. Les petits prismes de pierre dure, lors de leur dcrasement, se se'parent
d'abord en aiguilles verticales, ce qui prouve bien une extension dans le sens

transversal.

2. Lors de 1'e'crasement des bois par compression dans le sens de leurs

fibres, celles-ci se separent d'abord, et ensuite ploient sans resistance.

3. Les petits cylindres
de fonte douce ou malleables, e'crase's, se gercent

sur les bords de maniere a former une rosette, ce qui prouve qu'il y a eu, tout

autour, rupture par dilatation transversale vers la circonference.

4. Dans beaucoup d'expe"riences de rupture de pieces de fonte par flexion,
il s'est detach^ late"ralement une sorte de coin du c6t^ devenu concave ou

comprime'.

5. La puissante machine de M. Blanchard, de Boston, a courber les

pieces de bois, contenues de maniere & ne pouvoir se dilater du c6t^ convexe
ni se boursoufler lateralement du cdte' concave, comprime violemment ce

dernier cote' sans le de"sorganiser aucunement.

6. Le rapport des coefficients 7\' et T^ de rupture immediate par e'crase-

ment et par traction, ou des forces capables de produire, pour une base = 1,

ces deux sortes d'effet, a 6t& trouve' le plus souvent, pour la fonte, entre 4 : 1

et 6 : 1
;
et il devait, en effet, exceder l/r) qui est 4 pour les corps isotropes.

Car lorsqu'on opere la compression d ;un prisme court, entre deux plans durs
ou ses bases s'appliquent, celles-ci sont empeche'es de se dilater, en sorte que
le renflement lateral n'acquiert toute sa grandeur que vers le milieu de la

hauteur du prisme.

Saint-Venant remarks that the limits T
Q)
T '

must be based

directly on experiment ;
but experiment only gives such limits as

1 Professor A. B. W. Kennedy has kindly made some experiments for me on lateral

stretch in which three short cast-iron prisms placed end to end were subjected to
contractive load. The load terminals of the outer prisms were found to have

expanded somewhat, but not to the same extent as their other terminal sections or
those of the mid-prism. Eupture took place by portions of the end prisms shearing
off. The mid-prism was then cut open longitudinally and acid applied to the face,
the openings thus brought to sight were more or less longitudinal, but not very
definite. Indeed the condition marked rather a plastic than a ruptural change.
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the T
v
and Tf of immediate rupture. A constant ratio between

T
l
and T is usually assumed :

rapport qu'on prend ge'ne'raleinent d'un dixieme en France, d'apres 1'exem-

ple des colonnes legeres d'une ancienne dglise d'Angers, mais que des inge'meurs

anglais portent a un sixieme (p. 271).

(c) We may note that Saint-Venant on pp. 274 5 in repeating
case 3 of Art. 122 of the Torsion: see our Art. 53, Case

(iii),
now

replaces the s
y/sy

and $Jsz of the notation of that article by their mean,
so that he appears to have been dissatisfied with the value adopted in

the memoir. He does not, however, work out the value of
f]2 of our

Art. 53, Case (ii) ( r^ of his notation).

(d) A very good example of Saint-Venant' s fail-point method
is given on pp. 279 82

( 17). It brings out well the influence which

want of isotropy and slide have on the condition for safety.

Let us take the case of a beam of length /, of cross-section w, and of

transverse elastic isotropy denoted by E, p and
r/. Suppose it built-in

at one end and loaded with P at the other, or of length 21 with a

load 2P in the centre. Then if K be the swing-radius of the section

about the neutral axis and h the distance from that axis of the farthest

'fibre', we see that the fail-point will be at the built-in section which
remains plane. Here the maximum stretch and the uniform slide are

given by :

Whence the condition of our Art. 53, (i),
becomes with slightly

modified notation :

Plh\* /A 2 /n\3

=?)
+
u) U)

= or> ^{i* + i*
o>K

2 2 2V
since

//*
= 2T /J by our Art. 5, (d).

In the case of the rectangular cross section b x c, with c parallel to the

load-plane, we have K2 = c
2

/12, <o = 6c, h = c/2 and the condition becomes:
'

or,

if the second term under the radical is, as usual, small.
Saint-Venant now introduces the following suggestive table deter-

mined by the method of our Arts. 312-4, * being the direction of
the prismatic axis :
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For EJEx=l
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We find at once :

.=-,/,, ,=<>,

k=fj,|
..................... (ii)

Vyz
=

<?**
=

<Txy
=

Substitute in the formulae of Art. 117, (a) and (b), and we have :

x* . *-*, n **
f\

yz = zx = xy = O
,

zz =0
,

Here the quantity 2/*+/' d'*jc corresponds for the case of plates to the

stretch-modulus in the simple flexure of a bar. We shall denote it by H,

where in the case of isotropy, If = ^ r-* .

J/x, + A

We easily see that
(iii) satisfy the body-stress equations.

The load reduces to

Hz
XX =--

p

over the sides perpendicular to x, and we can see that this gives a

couple round the axis of y for each element 2eS;*/ of the side =
where

M
v
m

We can cut away a portion of the plate by planes perpendicular to the

axis of y if we impose a load at each point of the new sides given by

Obviously l/p must be very small, and the plate then takes a

cylindrical curvature of radius p.

[324.] Case of two combined cylindrical flexures. In 3 Saint-

Venant first combines two solutions such as that of our Art. 323, the

value of p being the same for both. He transfers to cylindrical coordi-

nates r, </>,
and thus obtains with the notation of our p. 79 the results :

u=-rz/p, v = 0,

=0, ^ = ^ =

This is the case of spherical curvature. The proper distribution of

side load must be obtained by compounding rr and 44 ,
the shears being

all zero. The corresponding total couples are
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Saint-Venant remarks :

Us ont un inte'ret pratique bien que 1'application, ail contour, de forces

normales
distributes

comme 1'exigent les expressions ci-dessus Jr, 4$ soit

irrealisable
;
car si ci leur place, il y a [see our Arts. 8 and 170] tout aupres

des bords d'une plaque mince, d'autres forces appliquees par exemple sur les

faces superieure et inferieure de maniere & n'avoir pas de re"sultante et h,

Eroduire
des couples dont les moments fle'chissants aient par unite de longueur

i valeur (v), la plaque soit rectangle, soit circulaire, e*prouvera tres approxi-
mativement la deformation spherique indique'e, partout sauf de tres petites
zones aupres des bords, par les raisons que nous avons donne'es pre'ce'demment
en traitant des tiges (p. 343).

[325.] The second case of combined flexure given by Saint-Venant
is obtained by taking for u and v two expressions like that given for

simple cylindrical flexure, with p different
;
we have at once :

u = -xz/p, v = -yz/p', w =

zz
~

yz zx = xy = 0, XX
(H H-y\ (H-Zf H\
[

+-:
-

Z, yy = [

--h , ]
Z.

\p p J \ p p/
Here the curvature is elliptic or hyperbolic according as p and p' are

of the same or different signs. If p = p:

le feuillet moyen devient une de ces surfaces & courbures principales egales
et opposees, appelees anticlastiques par MM. Thomson et Tait dans leur grand
A Treatise of Natural Philosophy, de 1867, dont un seul exemplaire existe en

France, et dont il n'a encore 6i6 re'e'dite' que le premier volume (p. 344).

As is well-known the distinguished scientists gave up in their

second edition the idea of proceeding further. How Saint-Yenant
formed his conclusion as to the existence of a seul exemplaire, we
cannot say, as with few exceptions French scientists refrain when

citing from giving exact references to the sources of their information.

[326.] Plates subjected laterally to shearing load. Saint-Yenant
first takes the case of a rectangular plate infinitely long in the direction

of y but bounded in the direction of x by the planes x a.

Let P&y be the total shearing-load parallel to z, on the strip 2tdy,
then we have for a section of the plate by a plane at distance x from the

origin :

+eT+e r+e
1 dz = P',
./-e J-e

Boussinesq had found at Saint-Yenant's request the following
suitable values for the shifts :

3P r
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Hence we find for the stresses :

3 = -5 (a
-

x) '
s = %( 1

-?)'

SIS
= (a-x)

.(vii).

H
The deflection of the central plane is given by the cubical parabola

3

This agrees with the case of a rod of length 2a and depth 2c, terminally

supported and loaded with 2P at the centre if the plate-rnodulus H be

replaced by the stretch-modulus E.

[327.] We can cut out a definite portion of the plate by planes

perpendicular to y, if we impose the tractive loads given by yy of

equations (vii).

Suppose we try to combine two sets of solutions such as (vi) of the

previous Article, giving the plate now a flexure parallel to y. Then we

find, if Q corresponding to P, and b to a, from (viii) :

3 (Fax* + Qby* Px* + Qy*\W-~2~ ~6 )'

Hence although we combine this with a solution of the form given
in Art. 325, we can make only the square not the cubic terms in x and

y vanish. In other words for x = a, together with y any value from
b to b, and for y = b, together with x = any value from a to a, we
cannot make w = 0. Thus the contour of the mid-plane of the rectangu-
lar plate cannot be treated as fixed.

Le probleme de la flexion de la plaque rectangulaire pose"e de niveau tout
autour ne peut probablement recevoir que des solutions approximatives....
(p. 346).

[328.] Problem of the thick circular plate. This can be solved

accurately for flexure whatever the thickness, if the plate be sym-
metrically loaded in all directions round its axis of figure by forces

applied to its cylindrical boundary. Just as in the case of torsion or

flexure, these forces will be supposed distributed in a definite manner,
but the resultant shearing force and couple about the tangent to the

contour of the mid plane will be arbitrary. In practical applications
we must appeal to the principle of the elastic equivalence of statically

equipollent load-systems : see our Art. 8. We shall suppose that there

is no tendency to extension in the plate and that it is bounded by two
coaxial cylinders of radii r

{
and r (r l

> r
).

We shall find that the magnitude of the central shift can be

determined for any load whatever, not necessarily symmetrical.
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[329.] The general solution. Let 2e be the thickness; P the

shearing load parallel to the axis per unit of length of contour of the

plate ; Q = ZiraP the total shearing load on the whole lateral area

2?ra x 2e of the plate ;
Mr the moment of the couple, per unit of length,

on a vertical strip of the cylindrical surface of radius r about the

tangent to the contour of the mid-plane ;
M

Ti
will then denote the

corresponding load couple on the outer bounding cylinder. We shall

suppose the mid-circle of the inner cylindrical boundary fixed.

The strains are given in the footnote to our p. 79, except that on
account of the symmetry we put v = 0, and the variation with regard to

< zero for all quantities. The stresses then become on the hypothesis of

elastic isotropy in the plane of the plate [see Art. 117 (&)] :

^ = d' (ur + u/r) + cwz }

f+e
Further we have Mr

= I n zdz.
J -e

The body stress-equations reduce to :

drr CLrz rr rf><f> _ d rz dzz 'zr

T- + -j- + - - =; 3- + -j- + -
dr dz r dr dz r

The surface or load conditions are :

for 2 = e 1Tz = 'rz = for all values of

(iii).

[330.] Saint-Venant's mode of solution is the following. He
3P f/r\

assumes rz to be of the form
^

.

jj-( (e
2- 22

),
and also that, ^ =

t/ \ l/

throughout the plate. He thus satisfies the load conditions.

These assumptions of the semi-inverse method were undoubtedly sug-

gested by equations (vii) of our Art. 326.

The second body-stress equation at once gives us/(r) =
C
-

;

07}

so that f?=
-J (

2 -z2

) (iv).

Straight-forward substitution, remembering^ = 0, or wz
= - &)

c r dr
leads to the following form of the first body-stress equation (ii)

:

d /I d (ru)\ _ 4z

dr (r T
where / =
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Integrating we find, if A be an arbitrary constant :

1 d (ru) /4,..2\ c

r dr \I AJ d

Integrating again we have :

z tl Bz rz <f> (z}\
,,= 7 <2Hog<r/r1)-r}+T -

I +
*iJ|

fl' (f) 2 2\

w = log (rlr ) r + Y (r)
c \ J. A.)

'

Here B is another arbitrary constant and ^, < arbitrary functions of

r and z respectively.
o r>

Now we have = e (uz + wr)
=
j-3

-1

(e
2 - z2

) ; substituting for u and

w from (vi) we find the following relation between % and
<f>

:

2
l L_ r >^__

r
_ ^X_ !/?!? H?M_ a\_^l

/ rl I
' "*"

r A dr r (I c I e
'

dz]
'

Saint-Yenant remarks that we can satisfy this relation in several

ways (p. 350), but the proper method seems to me to equate either side

multiplied by r to the same constant. He takes this constant to be zero.

If this constant be retained, however, it only alters the value of the

constant B in the expressions for the shifts we are about to give, and so

may be neglected. We ought to add a constant C' to the value of

X (r) ;
but this leads to a term in u = C'/r, or in ^ = -2/C'/r

2
, which, not

containing an odd power of z, would prevent us from fulfilling the

condition

rr dz = for r = r

Substituting the values obtained by integration for < and x in
(vi),

we have :

rz 1 ( r 2d" z3 2H/
2 z*\\ Bz

...(vii).

The values of ^ and Mr may then be easily deduced. Saint-Venant

gives expressions for them on pp. 351 2, By putting r = rlt we
obtain :

r*-
-

3 A 3

where y
2
is given by :

2

^ B
' ~

~'f .........

and may be neglected when f/rl
is small.
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If P or 1/1= and we put 5 = 0, this value of M
Ti , agrees with that

of Mr in equation (v) of our Art. 324. We shall then write for

simplification

and we find = + j

Substituting this value of -. in equations (vii) we note the following
A.

final results given on p. 354 and attributed by Saint-Venant to Bous-

sinesq (' que M. Boussinesq a cherchees et trouvees a ma priere') :

rz If /.. r
JT l-/\ 2 d' z

3

.

2 H
(

z*
ni I J my [

V \f\ff __ H '
1 J_ f- I %~

p
+
I\

rZ V L g r
l

U
H-f)

+
r c 3% e V 3,

Bz f Brz

1 3Pr 1 3 M
ri

2 / (d
r

. H\
2

where = y* = (
+4 1

P / \ c e / rij
For the vertical shift and shift-fluxion of the mid-plane we have when

r2
1

(xii).

dr

These very important results can be applied to a great number of

special examples. They include the solutions of Poisson given for thin

circular plates, and various other particular cases (as of isotropy, etc.)
treated by diverse writers : see our Arts. 494* 504* *.

[331.] Special cases.

(a) Suppose the plate not to be annular, but to rest on the rim of

a disc of radius r in such a manner that its bending is not interfered

1 To obtain Saint-Venant's notation we must replace, M, w by capitals, H by aj,
I by H, rx by a, and p by R.
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with (14). The plate may now be dealt with as consisting of an 'inner

disc' and 'outer annulus.' Then evidently dw /dr=0 when r=Q because

the tangent plane to the mid-section at z = 0, r = 0, must be horizontal
;

further round the ring r = r the shearing stress must vanish for the

inner disc which can thus only be acted upon by couples and will take

a spherical curvature (l/p )
as in our Art. 324. Thus for the inner disc

Po
'

Po \ 2 c J
'

3 po

and for the conditions at r = rQ

WQ = ' ^T ' ro
=

Q~
"

ar po o po

Three equations to determine the three constants p ,
B and C (p is

known from M
fl )

of the problem are then obtainable by putting r = r

in the equations (xi) which hold for the outer annulus. Saint-Venant
finds:

whence the values of u, and w for r > r < r
l ,

can be at once found.

The solutions obtained by Saint-Venant in this first case are,

as he himself observes, hardly satisfactory except for the case of a

very thin plate. What he does is to make the vertical shifts of

the mid-plane zero for the disc and the annulus when r = r
; then

the slopes of the tangent planes for both are equated, and finally

the total couples along the same circle r = r . In the solutions he

gives for the shifts the u and w for the annulus are not equal to

the u and w for the disc when r = r
, except for the mid-plane.

In particular u when r = r is a function of z only for the disc, but

of / as well for the annulus. In other words we have theoretical

separation of the material at r = r
Q

. Thus the solutions are at

best only approximate, and cannot be considered to hold at all in

the neighbourhood of the rim itself. But shall we assume they
hold accurately at points not in the neighbourhood of this rim?

If the stresses acting at this rim were really confined to a line,

they would certainly produce permanent alterations in the

material; are we then justified in assuming that equating the

vertical shifts and the tangent plane slopes (w and dw/dr) for
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r = r- will give us the best values of the constants ? I am inclined

to doubt at least the presumed equality of the tangent-plane

slopes: see our Art. 1572*, and p. 23 of the Lemons de Navier.

The results become of course exact when we may neglect e
2
.

[332.] (b) Suppose the centre of the plate to rest upon a fixed

circle of very small radius (p. 357). Then equations (xii) give the total

deflection 8 by putting r = r
l

:

fxiy)

where Q

Sub-cases are :

(i) M
ri
= 0, or l//o

= 0; this is the simple case of only shearing load

on the cylindrical sides. Such might happen if the mid-plane contour

were fixed to a ring.

(ii)
The cylindrical faces of the plate are fixed (see our footnote

p. 231) and a normal load Q applied at the centre by means of a circle

of very small radius. Here dwjdr of equation (xii)
must be zero for

r = r. or:

1_ ffl-f
-p-~ IH-f

This gives M
ri=(l-f),

(in) Elastic isotropy (p. 358, 16). We have only to put

2//^ 4ff\ c
2

_*~ + ~~ ~

[333.] (c) Saint-Venant now returns to the case of a complete
plate resting on a circular rim (of radius r

)
as given in our Art. 331,

(a), and determines the deflections when the contour (of radius r
t )

is

(i) fixed, (ii) built-in (see his p. 360).

[334.] (d) In 18 we have the remark that the force exerted on
the ring r = r must be equal and opposite to the force exerted on the

ring r = rn or it must equal PrJrQ per unit of length of the arc. Thus

s.-v. 15
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the solutions of (c) are applicable to the case of a plate either fixed or

built-in at its contour and loaded with Q uniformly distributed round

the ring r = r . The deflections obtained by Saint-Venant are (p. 362) :

(i) Mid-plane contour simply supported or fixed

(ii) Cylindrical face built-in

For the reasons given in my Art. 331, I am doubtful as to the

validity of these results except in the case when we may neglect y
2

.

[335.] (e)
In 19, p. 362, Saint-Venant explains how we may

treat the problem of a thick circular plate subjected to any symmetrical
load continuous or discontinuous on a plane face. We have in the

case of a continuous load to substitute
<f> (r )

27rr
()

dr for Q in the

equations of (d) and integrate between the limits and r
,
to find the

total deflection. If we integrate from to r
,
we shall obtain the

deflection of the centre below any ring r and so the form of the surface

taken by the mid-plane. Saint-Venant seems to think this process
more rigorous than that for thin plates dependent on Lagrange's

equation and used by Poisson : see our Arts. 284*, 496* 504*. But
I cannot get over the difficulty suggested in my Art. 331. The results

are not true for the ring in consideration unless y
2
may be neglected,

but Saint-Venant practically divides his whole plate up into such

rings, when thus integrating. It appears to me possible that he may
thus be really introducing an important sum of small errors.

In 21, p. 365, he treats by this method the case of a thick plate

uniformly loaded and finds from the results in (d) :

3S-f(3S-
\H-

where Q is the total load.

These results, first given by Boussinesq, agree in the case of urii-con-

stant isotropy and neglect of y
2 with those of Poisson : see our Art. 502*.

[336.] (/) This case is the most general possible and is thus

stated by Saint-Venant :

Mais, lorsqu'on se propose d?avoir seulement laflbche centrale, sans chercher
la forme que prend la plaque en ses divers points, une remarque bien simple
montre que les expressions en r et r

Q
suffisent au calcul de cette fleche pour

toutes les distributions possibles, mdme non symdtriques, me~me discontinues
et irre'gulikres, des charges que supporte la plaque soutenue en haut (p. 363).
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We note that if we have a single load P at any point of a rim-

supported plate, it must produce the same central deflection as if it

were at any other point at the same distance from the centre. Hence by
the principle of super-position of displacements in the case of elastic

strain, a load P at an isolated point distant r from the centre, must

produce the same central deflection as if it were uniformly distributed

round the ring of radius r. Thus the formulae of (d) hold if the load

Q be concentrated at a distance r from the centre. This result seems

first to have been stated by Levy in a memoir of 1877, although it was
involved in the results of 76 of Clebsch's treatise.

[337.] Saint-Venant concludes this Note on thick plates with

the following words :

Nous avons demontre, dans la presente Note, comme on a vu, nos

formules d'une maniere rigoureuse, ou sans annulations de termes.

Leur parfaite rigueur est subordonnee, il est vrai, comme est celle de
toutes les formules ci-dessus d'extension, flexion, torsion des tiges, a ce

que les forces ou les reactions d'appuis et d'encastrements agissent
exclusivement sur une certaine surface qui est, pour les plaques, leur

cylindre contournant, en s'y distribuant des manieres qui sont exprimees
en z par les formules du deuxieme et du troisieme degre donnant 7z et rr,

et specifiers pour r = r
l

. Mais, ainsi que nous avons eu bien des fois

occasion de le dire, elles donnent des resultats tres suffisamment

approches quel que soit le mode d'application et de distribution si la

plaque est pen epaisse ; et, en tous cas, notre analyse actuelle, outre

qu'elle tient compte de termes (ceux en y
2 ou c

2

/^
2
)
dont il n'est nulle

question dans Fanalyse connue, a 1'avantage de ne donner que les

resultats ou tout a ete mis en compte des le commencement ou sans

suppressions faites de prime abord, et dont on n'apergoit pas a priori la

portee et le degre d'influence sur les resultats lorsqu'on en opere de
ce genre (p. 367).

But does this paragraph explain all the assumptions? I

think not : see our Art. 331.

[338.] The second Note inserted by Saint-Venant in Clebsch's

third chapter is due to Boussinesq. It is a resume of the results

obtained by the latter in a series of memoirs during the years
1878 9, and afterwards published separately under the title :

Recherches sur Vapplication des potentiels d la iheorie de I'equilibre

interieur des solides elastiques ; see our detailed account of this

important work below. The Note itself is entitled : Sur I'equilibre
des corps massifs sollicites en un point superficiel ou interieur. It

occupies pp. 374405; an addition occupies pp. 405 a 407a
;

while some consideration, also due to Boussinesq, of Cerruti's

152
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Memoir of 1882 on the same subject, will be found on pp.

8818 (Complement d la Note finale du 46). As these con-

tributions are not due to Saint-Venant we postpone the discussion

of their contents until we are dealing with the special researches

of Boussinesq and Cerruti.

[339.] The next important addition of Saint-Venant is the

Note finale du 60. It is entitled : Thdorie de I'impulsion longi-

tudinale d'une barre dastique par un corps massif qui vient heurter

une de ses deux extremitts ; et de la resistance de la mature de la barre

a un pareil choc ; it occupies pp. 480 a 480 gg. The numerical

results of this note together with their graphical representation will

be considered in our account of the Memoir of 1883 : see our

Arts. 4017.

[340.] The first seven sections (pp. 480 a 480k) give an

account of the various tentative stages in the history of the

theory. We have first two theorems of Young, which as first

approximations may be cited. Let the bar be of weight P,

density p, section o>, length I and stretch-modulus E\ let Q be

the weight and V the velocity of the body which strikes it at the

free end, the other end being fixed.

Then if u be the total shift of the free end, g gravitational

acceleration, and we suppose the stretch uniformly distributed, we

have from the principle of work :

(i)
Bar horizontal :

!". = -
-^ or if u = ^- be the statical shift,

21 g 2 E&

(ii)
Bar vertical :

Let u/l TJE the greatest safe stretch within the elastic limit,

then in Case (i) :

Now -?- is the work necessary to destroy the efficiency of the bar,
*y

or its resilience. Hence the resilience of a bar varies as its volume W,
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ff12

multiplied by ^ ,
a quantity depending only on its elasticity. In

2ij

this form of Young's theorem, the quantity TffE has been termed by
Tredgold the modulus of resilience : see our Arts. 999* and 982* and

Vol. i., p. 875.

[341.] The next stage in the history of longitudinal impact
was due to Navier (see our Arts. 272* 4*). He expressed the

complete analytical solution of the problem for the case of the

horizontal bar in a Fourier's series. Poncelet added to this

solution the effect of gravity and the statical action of the weight,

supposed to strike the bar in a vertical position : see our Art. 990*.

Neither Navier nor Poncelet developed this analytical solution,

except for the special case of P/Q being very small when the

results agree with those of the preceding article. Saint-Venant

undertook this development, so far as ascertaining the shift is

concerned, in 1865 and 1868 (see our Arts. 200 and 201) for

certain common values of P/Q, i.e. J, J, 1, 2, 4. He found it

possible to determine the shift of the end struck, but the series

gave no prospect, however far the numerical calculations were

carried, of ascertaining the maximum stretch or squeeze (p. 480 g).

It became necessary then to find a solution in finite terms. The
form of these finite terms seems to have been suggested by
Saint-Venant's course of memoirs lasting from 1865 1882 on

the impact of two bars : see our Arts. 203 and 221. The next

stage was Boussinesq's solution in terms of a single exponential
for the shift at a time not greater than 2Z/a : see our Art. 403

and the account later of his paper of 1882. Later in the same

year two officers of the French marine artillery, Sebert and

Hugoniot, obtained an exponential solution in finite terms for a

vibrating bar fixed at one end and subjected at the other to a

force varying with the time. This solution really covers that of

Boussinesq, who hearing only of the method of Sdbert and Hugo-
niot, sent to Saint-Venant in the summer vacation of 1882 a direct

and complete solution of the problem of longitudinal impact.

Judging from the communications of M. Hugoniot to Saint-Venant

(see pp. 480 j 480 k) the merit of the solution must be divided

between the two naval officers and the professor of Lille.

The reader will find an account of Boussinesq's solution in the

chapter devoted to that elastician.
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[342.] The next insertion of Saint-Venant is the Note finale
du 61. It occupies no less than 138 pages (pp. 490 627) and

contains the complete theory of the transverse impulse of bars,

including results of Saint-Venant's not hitherto published: see our

Arts. 104-5, 200-1, and Notice II. p. 20, 2. The Note is entitled :

De VImpulsion transversale des barres elastiques, et de leur vibration

avec le corps qui les aura mises en mouvement. Determination de

leur flexion ainsi que des conditions de leur resistance vive ou

dynamique.

[343.] The first 51 sections (pp. 490597) are devoted to

the analytical and numerical solution of various problems of bars

vibrating transversely with a load attached :

ces pieces sont supposees vibrer non pas seules comme le supposent
les solutions donnees par Clebsch, mais unies avec le corps etranger dont

1'impulsion, ou brusque, ou gradue"e, les a fait sortir de leur e"tat

d'equilibre ;
car c'est pendant cette union, ne durat-elle que le temps

d'une demi-periode oscillatoire, que les deplacements relatifs des parties
de ces pieces atteignent leur maximum et qu'elles courent le plus grand
danger de rupture ou d'enervation dont les calculs de resistance out

pour objet de les sauver (p. 490).

Saint-Venant's method is simply to solve in ' normal
'

functions

or coordinates the equation :

d* / dV dzu
-7 -j ................. (i),
dz* \ dz*J g \dt *J

where u is the transverse shift of the point in the axis at distance

z from one end of the bar, pig is the mass per unit length of the

bar and of any permanent load at the same point, g the body
acceleration (usually only gravity) on the same length, and ECOK?

with our usual notation the rigidity, which may vary from point
to point. The bar is supposed to be loaded and to receive dis-

placement in a plane which passes through a principal axis of

each cross-section. The terminal and initial conditions determine

the constants of the normal functions while the conditions at the

impelled point select the normal functions required and determine

the notes.

[344.] The process of solution and the calculation of the

dynamical deflection are generally long, even if we keep only one

term of the series, but :

cette expression simple de la fleche dynamique peut, comme je 1'ai

reconnu dans une multitude d'exemples, etre identiquemeiit obtenue
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sans poser d'equations differentielles, en s'aidant d'une hypothese plau-
sible sur les rapports mutuels des deplacements, et en y appliquant
d'une maniere tout elementaire, le theorenie des vitesses virtuelles ou

celui des pertes brusques de force vive
;
en sorte que rien n'empechera

d'introduire dans les cours, meme industriels, cette methode que j'appelle
de deuxieme approximation, tenant suffisamment compte de Yinertie des

systernes heurtes, et d'en substituer 1'enseignement general a celui qui y
est quelquefois donne, pour deux cas particuliers, de la methode dans

laquelle, en abstrayant tout a fait ou en supposant infiniment petite la

masse de ces systemes, on s'eloigne generalement beaucoup de la

realite et des faits (p. 491).

The hypothese plausible which Saint-Venant makes is precisely

that of Cox (see his p. 584, 46) and his results, pp. 584 597,

are those of Cox (see our Arts. 1435-7*), or those I had obtained

by Cox's method before examining Saint-Venant's work (see Vol. I.

pp. 894 6). Thus the merit of this elementary treatment of the

problem is entirely Cox's, but Saint-Venant's work, taking first

into account the vibratory terms is really the justification of the

hypothesis. I am somewhat surprised that Cox's paper escaped

Saint-Venant, as he is usually very careful in his historical notices,

and he had certainly read Stokes' papers in the volumes of the

Cambridge Transactions.

The Note terminates with a consideration of Willis's problem
and a discussion of the numerical results of the Iron Commissioners'

Report: see our Arts. 1276*, 1406* and 1417*.

[345.] I propose to describe in one case Saint-Venant's method
of solution, and then to record the other problems with which he

has dealt in this Note. The following conditions are easily seen

to hold :

(i)
at a free end :

Bending moment = .W2
-=-^

=
;
shear = -

[
.W2 -^ J

= 0.
dz* dz \ dz*J

(ii) at a fixed end 1
: u =

0, EWK* = 0. (We retain the jEW2
in

uz
both cases as WK2

may be the vanishing factor in certain systems.)

(iii) at a built-in end : u = 0, -y-
= 0.

1 At a fixed end the terminal direction is free; the word supported should also
be interpreted as equivalent to fixed, i.e. allowing only of shearing force, but this in
either sense : see footnote Vol. i., p. 52.
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(iv) At the join of two bars :

du du. td*u 2 e?Xu=u dz=^> E
-S?=

E
a?-

(v) At the join of two bars where there is a weight of mass Q/g
we must have :

Qtfu df ,d~u\ ^d
jd?-* (** cfeO

+
dz

together with the relations (iv) : see Saint-Venant's pp. 494-5.

[346.] Let us apply these results to the simple case of a prismatic
bar supported terminally and struck by a weight Q with velocity V at

its mid-point. Let the length of the bar be 2, its weight P, and
r2 = P 8

/(2<7.EW
2

).
We shall suppose the bar so placed that the impact

is horizontal, or g may be put zero. Equation (i)
of Art. 343, thus

becomes :

together with the conditions :

u = 0, -j-j
=

0, when z = ..................... (ii),

, d
zu PI3 d3u du = Z ...............H-

Take as a particular integral :

We find

The solution of this equation takes the well-known form first given

by Euler, (see our Art. 52*) :

_ ~ . mz _ mz ~ . , mz ~ . mzZm = C sm -=- + C
l
cos -=- + t/j sinh -=- + C3 cosh -=- .It L i

To satisfy (ii)
and the second of (iii)

we must take

coam
. ., j

. 2
-
coshm

Further u = when t = 0, therefore we have finally u of the form

T . ._ . 1YI (

u ^ Am&m sinm2 T

_ sin (mz/l) sinh (mz/l)

cos w cosh ?/t
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and the first of conditions (iii) gives us the equation for m
ra(tanw-tanhm) = 2P/$ ..................... (v),

which may be termed the characteristic transcendental equation for m.

Of this equation m, m, m J 1, m,J-\ are all roots if m is a

root, but they give rise to the same Zm so that we need only take the

real and positive roots.

[347.] It remains to determine Am . When t = 0, let u = ^ (2),
then

^AmZm = ^(z) .............................. (i).

Multiply both sides by Zm> and we have
;

^AmZmZm, = ^(z)Zm......................... (ii).

Put z = l, multiply by Q and add this to the integral of equation
p

(ii) above with regard to =- dz from z to 2, and we find :

&i

^A 2 ZZ,dz+ZlZ,l = 2

As Saint-Venant remarks this is really an integration of equation

(ii)
with regard to d((, where

(J
= total weight of beam and load =P+Q.

Now Saint-Venant shews by straightforward integration that

or remembering the values of Zm(f), Z-mff)) we n^ve, save when m = m

2 I ^Zm
Zm, dz + QZm(l)Zm,(l]

=
Jf

"
ZmZm, dq = 0.

Thus we find :

(iv),

which may be written in the form :

c
[348.] Now arises a question as to the value we ought to give to

\j/ (z). Saint-Yenant puts \l/(z)
Q except z = I, when

if/ (I)
= V. Thus

he obtains after some obvious reductions :

QVZJQ
*m =p
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On evaluating this expression we find

A (vi).<*m 2p
v '

m (sec
2
??! - sech2

m) + -~

Equations (vi) of this Article with (iv) and (v) of Art. 346 give the

complete solution.

Is now this choice of initial velocities a proper one ? Saint-Venant
has defended it in the Comptes rendus, T. LXI. 1865, p. 43, against an

objection raised to it. He says that if a small portion of the bar receive

an initial velocity, Zm will be nearly constant for this portion ;
accord-

ingly equation (v) of the preceding Article gives us for the numerator of

Am ,
the expression Zm(l) fij/(z)dq where

\j/(z)
is zero except over this

small portion, where it has a value slightly less than V. But he
remarks that the momentum possessed by this small portion and the

weight Q ought to be exactly
-

F, or l^() = - F.
y J y y

[349.] We will now indicate the various problems which are

dealt with analytically by Saint-Venant.

(a) In 7-14 he treats as a general problem the cases when the
bar is not prismatic (i.

e. the rigidity EUK* varies), when its ends are

fixed in different fashions, when there are various bars or when one
bar with a varying load forms the complete system. He shews that

supposing the functions Zm can be found which satisfy the equation :

4 P rpm -*

then the integral jZ^Z^d^ = 0,

where q represents the total weight of the system and the integration
extends from one end to the other of the system ; in and m' are two

unequal roots of the characteristic equation in m which arises from
the terminal and load conditions (p. 506).

The coefficients of the time function Am m~2 sin m2 + Bm cos m2

will be determined by equations similar to (v) of our Art. 347 ;
Am

depending only on the initial velocities, JSm only on the initial dis-

placements (p. 507).
The value of the denominator of these coefficients, ie. /^

2mc?q, can be
obtained by the differentiation with regard to m of a certain function

of Zm and its fluxions with regard to z (p. 508). Compare Lord

Rayleigh's Theory of Sound, Vol. I., pp. 209-10.

[350.] (b) The next special example given by Saint-Venant is

that of a doubly built-in beam struck at the mid-point. He finds :
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_ p. x 2 (1
- cos m cosh m) (cos m -

coshm) (sinm + sinhm) _ . mH
m2

'
" T"~ "" mSm T~'

(1 cosm coshm)
2 + -~ (cos m - cosh m)

2

. raz mz . mz mz
sinn

7
sin cosh -= cos -=-

i i
* * *

where T̂O
=

,
-

. , . ,

cosh m cosm sinh m + sin m
and the characteristic equation is :

m
(
1 - cos m cosh m) P

sinm cosh m + cos m sinh in Q
'

See pp. 5113.

[351.] (c) When one end of the bar, for this particular case

supposed of length I,
is built-in and the other is struck we have :

u_ v ,^
2 (sinm cosh m - cos m sinh m) (sinm + sinh m) (cos m 4- cosh m)

(sin m cosh m cosm sinh mf + -~- (sin m + sinh m)
2

sin

. . , .

cosh -= cos =- sinh -= sin

where Zm = -
. ,

cosh m + cosm sinh m + sin m
PI*

and for this case : r'
2

and the characteristic equation is :

sinm cosh m cos m sinh m P
1 + cos m cosh m Q

'7)1

See pp. 5134.

[352.] (d) Suppose the bar of length 21 = a + b and the blow to be

given at a distance a from one end, then if r2 be as in Art. 346 :

w=Fr2-mf
m

sin
,
from z = Q to a,m2 T

mb . mz . mb . . mz
sin

-y-
sin -=- sinh -=- sinh -=-

where Zm = . . , ;

sin m cosm smhm coshm

and, u' = Vr^^'m
sin

,
from z' = to b,m T

ma . mz' . ma , . mz'
sin sin

-y-
sinh

-y-
sinh

where Z'm = -
.

sin m cos m sinh m cosh m
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In both cases

~' (where obviouslv ZM = Z'm(t>)),n m za)
dm m*Q

and the characteristic equation is :

opmZm(a) = Q
.

See pp. 514 7 \

The results given in our Arts. 349 352 correspond with the

introduction of vibratory terms to the solutions obtained by Cox's

method in Art. 1437* and pp. 894895, c
(i),

c
(ii) and (6) respec-

tively of our first volume. I have gone through Saint-Venant's

analysis but not worked out independently his results.

[353.] We have next several cases in which the bar would not be

immoveable if it were rigid, i.e. the bar is free or pivoted. Here the

solution will have an algebraic part as well as a transcendental. This

part can sometimes be obtained by retaining the root m = 0, which has

been divided out of the characteristic equation ; but as a rule it is better

to treat it separately as arising from the kinetic conditions of the

problem and determine it by general dynamical principles such as

the principle of momentum. I will briefly indicate Saint-Venant's

treatment in the following example :

(e).
A prismatic bar is struck transversely at its two terminals by

bodies of weight q and Q moving with velocities v and V respectively.
The length of the bar is I and its weight P ; the origin is taken at the

end at which q strikes the bar. As before let us take

PI3

<l,
-

t
= Tfz

y
as in Case (c) Art. 351.

Wehavethen: r'
2 + & = ............................ (i).

For the free ends, ,
2
=

0, when z = or I ..................
(ii) ;

,,<Pu PP [d?u\T
M--Q U)=

u = 0, for t =
; du/dt = v when z = 0, = V when z = I,

and equal zero for

all other values of z at the epoch t = 0.

1 Saint-Venant has a for our I, b for our a and &j for our b, El for our Ew/ca
, with

other slight differences. I have altered his notation to agree with that of our first

volume.
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Saint-Venant assumes a solution of the form:

u= (C + C 1

|)
t+ ^ZmAm ^ sin ~ .

By the principle of linear momentum we have :

u P

and by that of the moment of momentum about the point z = 0,

l du P

as equations connecting the velocities before and after the blow. Now
Saint-Venant so chooses G and G' that the algebraic part of u, namely

(C +
G'-j)t,

shall satisfy equations (iv) and (v) independently of the

trigonometrical terms. We easily find :

/ / 1 4-

/r ""^

We can now determine the function Zm from the equations (i)
to

(iii) as if the algebraic portion of u had no existence, for the latter dis-

appears entirely from these equations. Saint-Venant finds :

7 / t, \( ' ^ mZ ' mZ\ / \/ ^ mZ mZ\^m= (coshm- cosm)( smh-^-+sm-y- J-(smhm-smm)( cosh-y-
+cos

-y- J

2w<7 / . , ms; w\ , .. x
H ^ ( sinm sinn

-y-
+ sinh m sin -,

j
......

(
vu

)>

with the characteristic equation :

1 cosm cosh m + m p^ (sin m coshm cosm sinh m)

+
-J^

w2 sinm sinh m = ............... (viii).

Initially C + C' ? -f *AmZm = *(z), say,

multiplying by Zm d^ we have as the coefficients of G and G' respec-

tively,

= qZm (0) + C^ (1)
+ Z dz

(ix).
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By straightforward integration we can shew that both these

2P
expressions = - - x {the function of m to the left of equation (viii)},

and therefore both = 0.

We have thus \\C + C'
^J
Zm dq = y or, the algebraic part has no

influence on the determination of the value of A m ,
which accordingly

equals :

as before. Saint-Yenant gives on p. 525 the lengthy expressions for

the numerator and denominator of this quantity. Equation (vii) gives

us easily the numerator and all but the expression I Z*mdz in the

value of the denominator. The value of this integral I find to be :

P2

j (sinmcoshm cosmsinhm)(l -cosracoshm) + (sinhw-sinm)
2
l

+ 2P<7{6sinrasinhm(l cosm coshm) + ?tt (cosh m -
cosm) (sinh m sin m)}

+#
2

{2m
2

(sinh
2w sin2

/7&)
+ 6m sin m sinh m (sin m cosh m sinhm cos m)} I .

There is one point, however, which we must notice, namely, that

equations (iv) and (v) have only been proved for the algebraic portions
of the solution, but they must hold generally. Substituting the full

value of u, we find that these equations will still be satisfied, if :

glAZm (0) + Q^AZm (1) + 1 AZm ?dz = 0,

Ql^AZm (l} + ^ f

l

AZm ~dz = 0.
Jo I

But these equations are satisfied for each Zm of the sum by reason of

equations (ix).

I do not think this point is explicitly brought out by Saint-

Venant, although in a long footnote pp. 521 4, he proves a more

general proposition, namely :

On peut done, dans les prob!6mes de mouvement des barres ou tiges

e"lastiques libres ou pivotaiites autour de points ou d'axes fixes, dtablir separtf-

ment la partie algeorique ou de solidification, et la partie transcendante ou

vibratoire, de leur mouvement. Et meme on peut ge'ne'ralement, ce qui est

encore mieux, ne s'occuper que de celle-ci, qui seule inte*resse le probleme de
la resistance de la matiere, sans craindre que la non-prise en consideration de
celle-lk soit une cause d'erreur (p. 524).

That is, the principles of kinetics will hold for the algebraic and
transcendental parts of the solution separately as we have seen in the

above example.
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[354.] Saint-Venant on pp. 525 6 treats two special cases of the

problem in Art. 353.

(i)
If we put q = we get the case of a free bar struck transversely

at one end. The solution given in the article referred to easily reduces

to:
o ,

~ cos m sinnm) ^m sin ~~r

(sinm coshm cosmsinhw)
2+ -

(sinhm sinm)
2

v / . , mz . mz\ . . . . / . mz mz\
=(coshm cosm) (sinh + sin 1 (smnm smm) (cosh -=- +

cos-y-
1 ;

the characteristic equation being :

p
m (sin m cosh m - cos m sinh m) 4-

-^ (1 cos in cosh m) = 0.

V

(ii) If we put v = 0, and q-co, we have the case of a bar fixed or

pivoted at one end and struck at the other.

We find

sin (mz/l) sinh (mz/l)

1 sinm sinhm-
^

-
m

the characteristic equation being :

cot m - coth m = 2m Q/P.

On pp. 526 30 are given various verifications of these results.

[355.] Saint-Venant on p. 530 ( 24) passes to the considera-

tion of Impulsions graduelles ou tranquilles. Under this term he

includes problems involving the effect of the weights of both the

striking body and the bar during the blow, or involving the

constrained movement of a portion of the bar. For example,
if a horizontal bar be struck vertically we have to solve the

equation (i) of Art. 343, with g put =
g. I will briefly indicate

Saint-Venant's method in the following problem : A horizontal bar

terminally supported, to the mid-point of which is attached a weight

Q', receives a blow at the same point from a body of weight Q
falling vertically with velocity V. To determine the transverse shift.

[356.] Let 21 be the length, P the weight of the bar, PZ
3

/(2#,EW
2

)
=r3

,
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We have to solve the equation

subject to the terminal conditions :

u = Q, :-- = when = 0;
'

r = when z = I ........ (ii),
dz az

Pls

or,

Saint-Venant takes u = u
l
+ U where u is independent of the time

and chosen so that the gravitational terms disappear from equations (i)

and
(iii)

i.e. :

Thuswehave = (*-J)-^ -
,

and integrating having regard to equations (ii), we find

3

r \

The equations for U can now be easily solved, we deduce :

. mz . , mz

. n i r7 &

,Am Bin + m cos where Zm =--- ,
ra

2 T T / cosm coshm '

and the characteristic equation is :

m (tan m - tanh m) = 2P/( + ^') ................ (v).

In order to determine m and A^ we have, if
<f> (z) and ^ (z)

be

respectively the initial shift and velocity corresponding to 7,

_S#*)zn d<i _

Now, Ut=:Q
= the initial value of u u

l ,

Ut=o the initial value of u u
l

.

Further the initial value of u is the deflection due to the bar's

own weight P and the load Q' attached.

, QP (3z 1/*Y)Hence we have : Ut=0
= ^=, 2 {^-7-^(7) f6^wK2

(21 2\l/ )

Further u
l

= 0, or Ut=0
= V for the weight Q, whose abscissa is I,

but for all other points Ut=0
= 0.
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Saint-Venant then proceeds to calculate Am and Bm ,
and ultimately

finds :

, mz . mz
sin

-j-
sinh -=-

L u

4 i cos m ...

w3 1 sec2m - sech2m + 2P/{m
2

(Q + Q')} I

( . mH gr
2

mH}
\ vr sin ^cos } (vi).

T m2 T J

Equations (iv), (v) and (vi) form the complete analytical solution of

the problem. See pp. 531 5.

[357.] Saint-Venant now treats other problems of gradual

impulse, or as I should prefer to term it non-impulsive resilience.

For example :

(a) A vertical bar of weight P terminally fixed and having a

weight Q attached to its mid-point, is acted upon at that point by
a constant horizontal force q. See pp. 535 8.

(6) The same bar is acted upon at its mid-point by a horizontal

force q = some function f(t) of the time. Here Saint-Venant for

his method of treatment appeals to the memoir of Duhamel cited

in our Art. 903*. The solution contains an integral of the form

77?
2

cos (t
- e)/ (e) de. See pp. 53840.

(c) The same bar is subjected to a sudden small but after-

wards invariable horizontal displacement a of its mid-point. See

pp. 5402.

(d) The same bar is subjected to a small horizontal displace-

ment a of its mid-point which is a function of the time : a = F (t).

See pp. 5423.
On pp. 543 7 Saint-Venant indicates another method of

treating problems in non-impulsive resilience. For this he

appeals to Phillips' memoir of 1864 : see our account of it later.

[358.] The next problem investigated is a more important
one and is thus stated : Balancier de machine d vapeur oscillant

autour dune situation horizontale ; sa flexion, sa vibration et sa

resistance quand il est soumis d Vaction et d I'impulsion graduelle
de forces pdriodiquement variables s'exercant sur ses extrSmites par
des bielles restant sensiblement verticales.

s.-v. 1(>
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I will indicate the method adopted by Saint-Venant. He

supposes the arms of the beam each equal I, and that the forces

applied to each extremity may be represented by a periodic term

of the form 2Q cos fit which practically acts perpendicular to the

beam. He justifies this assumption in the following manner :

Quant k la forme k assigner aux expressions des efforts verticaux q et
<?i

exerce"s par les bielles, observons que si, du cote* gauche, Ton appelle-^
1'effort opdrateur qu'exerce, tangentiellement & sa circonference, une roue
montde sur 1'arbre du volant, et d'un rayon e"gal & la longueur r^ de la manivelle,
effort qui est rendu sensiblement constant lorsque le volant a un moment
d'inertie de grandeur suffisante, et si Q, est la vitesse angulaire de la manivelle,
on doit prendre, le temps t e"tant supposd compt4 a partir de 1'instant ou
celle-ci est horizontale,

En effet
<?i

devra avoir son maximum ndgatif pour 1'angle Qt-^, son
maximum positif pour Qt = TT : il devra etre nul aux points morts, ou Qt 7r/2

et 37T/2 ;
enfin comme 1'espace parcouru verticalement par le bouton de la

manivelle pendant le temps dt est Qi\ dt cos Qt, le travail de la force ql pendant
f+w/8

le parcours d'une demi-circonference est rx I

"

q l
cos Qt d (Qt) ; integrate

qui, si Ton y fait q1
= - 2$t

cos Qt est justement e"gale k - Ql
nrv c'est-a-dire an

travail de la force tangentielle constante Ql ;
en sorte que 1'expression pos^e

pour ql
est bien ce qu'il faut pour que cette force verticale entretienne le

mouvement du mecanisme en fournissant, & la fin de chaque periode, le travail

opdrateur qui a 6t6 depens^ pendant sa duree (p. 549).

If we accept these values for the forces acting on the beam we can

easily state the analytical conditions of the problem.

For the right arm : r
2 d2

u/d? + I*d
4

u/dz
4 = 0,

|
with d*u/dz

2 = and EuJ ds

u/dz
3 + q = Q, when z = I )

"

For the left arm : ^cPuJdt* + IWuJdz* = 0, )

ith dfajdz? = and EVH? (Pi^/dz* + q l

= Q, when z
l

- 1]
.....

w

When z = zl 0, we must have u = u
l
=0

du/dz =
-
dujdzl

and
'

The initial conditions will be of the following kind:

When = 0, u =
<j>(z), du/dt

=
$(*), j

= ^fa), dujdt =
ij, j (z l )...(iv).

We put also : q = 2Q cos Sit, q l

= 2Q l
cos Qt,

O = n2 T where r2 =

Now Saint-Venant takes u v + U
',
u

l

= v
l
+ U

lt
and chooses v and v

}

so that q and q l
shall disappear from the equations (i) and (ii),

and shall

separately satisfy all the conditions but (iv). Substituting u and u
l
in

the equations (i)
to

(iii)
we find they remain the same with the suppres-

sion of q and q l ,
that is : d?U\d and cPUJdz* vanish for z ~ I and z

l

= l

respectively.
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The solutions for U and U
l

take the usual forms in Zm functions as

coefficients in a series of circular functions of m^/r, the characteristic

equation being now
1 + cosm cosh ra =

(v).

This is the well-known equation of Bernoulli and Euler: see our Arts.

49", 64* and the footnote Vol. i. p. 50.

It is obvious that v and v
l

will be single terms in circular functions

n2

of lt or t the phase of the forced vibration, while U and U
l
will

contain series in terms of t where m satisfies equation (v), or gives a

free vibration. We have then to determine the constants Am and Bm so as

to satisfy the relations (iv), or so that U <j>(z) v, dU/dt = \j/(z) dvjdt,
when t = 0, with similar values for the quantities with subscript unity.
The solution is thus completed, (pp. 547 553.)

[359.] The reader will remark on examining Saint-Venant's

results, that if n be nearly = m, or the fly wheel rotate with nearly
a natural period of the rod vibration, the displacement due to that

natural vibration will become excessive and the danger of the

beam breaking will be great. This will occur when

PZ8

Let p = number of revolutions of the fly wheel per second,
=

O/27T. Then there will be great danger when :

PI*

Saint-Venant in a footnote gives the following first 8 values

of m2
:

3-557, 6170, 199-8, 417, 712-9, 1088-3, 15421, 2075-1;

hence, since slackening speed would be dangerous, ifp had a value

lying between those obtained from (vi) by substituting any two

values of m2

,
we have the safe maximum number of rotations per

second of the fly wheel given by

This seems to me an important condition
1

. I am not aware

1 A similar condition ought also to be satisfied between the number of rotations
of the fly wheel and the least free period of stretch vibrations in the connecting rod
of an ordinary engine.

162
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whether it has been previously noticed, or how far the dimensions

of the beams of ordinary beam-engines ensure its fulfilment.

We can throw it into a simpler form. Let /= the deflection of

either extremity of the beam subject only to its own weight, then

[360.] Saint-Venant does not draw any numerical conclusions

from his results, which seem to me to suggest several points of

importance, but only remarks finally :

Nous n'insisterons pas sur la solution, dont nous croyons avoir pose
les bases, de ce problems complexe et delicat, solution qui, une fois

developpee, fournira la connaissance des plus grandes dilatations a con-

tenir dans de justes limites, en reglant les dimensions de cet organe de

mecanisme, sournis a des forces toujours variables, le faisant flechir et

vibrer alternativement dans deux sens opposes (p. 553).

[361.] We now pass to that portion of Saint-Venant's work

which is peculiarly characteristic of the man, namely to the practic-

ally important numerical calculation of the results given in the

previous articles. This occupies pp. 553576 ( 3242). The

appalling amount of work that lies behind the numbers given can

only be appreciated by those who have attempted similar calcula-

tions. The graphical representation of the results, although the

plates have been long engraved, has not yet been published (see

footnote p. 557)
1

. The plaster model referred to in our Art. 105

will be found, however, of considerable service as offering a concise

picture of the whole motion in a particular and most important
case.

[362.] Saint-Venant treats in 325 the problem of the

doubly supported bar centrally struck : see our Arts. 104 and

1 I much regret that it has been settled that these platos shall not be published,
Saint-Venant at a date later than the footnote of 1883 having expressed an opinion
that the curves ought to be plotted out for more frequent values of t\r and z/l, as
well as for a wider range of the ratio P/Q. It is to be hoped, having regard to the

practical importance of the problem, that some one will be found willing to undertake
the labour of the requisite numerical calculations.
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346 8. He begins by tabulating the first seven values of m
obtained from the characteristic equation :

m (tan m tanh m) = 2P/Q,

when P/Q is very small, equals ^ J, , 1, 2, or is very great

(p. 554).

Then for the three cases P/Q = ^, 1 and 2 he has calculated

up to six terms in m the value of the amplitudes in u/(Vr) for

each component harmonic at the points zjl
=

'2, '4, *6, '8, and 1.

He has thus been able to trace the curves having the several

terms of u/(Vr) for ordinate and t/r for abscissa. Corresponding
ordinates added together gave the total deflection for various

values of z/l plotted to a time base. These curves were traced

from t/r
= '05 to 2'25, except in the third case (P/Q = 2) when

they were only taken to t/r
= I'd. Unfortunately we have not

these curves to examine, but the following remarks of Saint-

Venant sufficiently characterise the physical nature of the impulse:

Ces cinq courbes partant du meme point (%
=

0,
= 0) ne reviennent,

au bout de ces temps, couper 1'axe des abscisses w/(Fr)
=

0, qu'en des

points legerement differents les uns des autres, ce qui montre qu'a aucuu
instant la barre ne retourne exactement a son etab primitif. Ces courbes,

representant la loi et la suite du mouvement de chacun des cinq points,
sont fort sinueuses

;
cela vient de ce que le raouvement resulte de la

superposition de vibrations ayant des durees'et des amplitudes de moins
en moins grandes, dont chacune a son rebond bien avant celui de

1'oscillation principale provenant du premier terme du 3 ou de la valeur

w de m.

Toutes ces courbes serpentantes sont, pour t = 0, ou a 1'origine,

tangentes a 1'axe des abscisses, avec lequel, meme, elles se confondent

dans de tres petites etendues, parce que 1'ebranlernent ne se transmet

pas instantanement du point milieu aux points d'appui.
II y a exception, bien entendu, pour les courbes relatives a z = l.

La tangente y fait un angle demi-droit avec 1'axe
;

et cela devait etre,

car, a 1'instant initial, les vitesses ne sont nulles qu'en exceptant le

point milieu qui revolt le choc, et ou dujdt = V \
ce qui donne bien 1 pour

la tangente trigonometrique, quotient d (u/ Vr) par d (t/r), de 1'angle fait

avec 1'axe des abscisses par le premier element de la courbe representative
du mouvement du point milieu.

Ces courbes, pour des points proches des appuis, s'elevent meme
au-dessus de 1'axe u = des abscisses, c'est-a-dire que, par une sorte de

reaction ou de rebond qui suit de pres un affaissernent imperceptible,
les u sont negatifs. (See pp. 557 and 889.)

The last remark should be compared with that of Stokes' in

another case of resilience : see our Art. 1282*.
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[363.] In 33 Saint-Venant describes how he has traced the

form taken by the rod at different intervals of time from t='lr

up to t 2'25r. From these curves he has deduced by graphical

measurement the maximum curvatures and the times at which

they occur. I reproduce some of his results in the accompanying
table.

Resilience of a simple-supported beam, struck transversely.

When PIQ =
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dimensions of the cross-section, i.e. the same for all similar beams,

and | = -
r, ,

and so takes the values '04928, '05442, and '04933
O O JT

for the three cases respectively, so that for an approximation we

might take e= '15 for these cases. This constancy of e would give

Young's Theorem which was established by neglecting the inertia

of the bar (e
=

J), but, as Saint-Venant rightly observes, sufficient

cases have not yet been calculated to allow a safe empirical
formula to be proposed.

The reader should note, however, the contents of our Art.

371 (iv) as modifying the above results.

[364.] Some remarks of Saint-Venant on p. 627 bearing on

the results of the previous article are so suggestive for directions

of further physical research that we cite them here in the hope
that some one may ultimately be induced to undertake the needful

investigations :

Plusieurs questions, du reste, se presentent, dont 1'analyse ne peut
encore tirer, des faits actuellement connus, une solution suffisante.

1. Doit-on (comme ont fait les auteurs qui ont traite les problemes
de resistance vive par premiere approximation) regarder la limite TQJE
des dilatations statiques ou permanentes non dangereuses des fibres,

comme s'appliqnant aux dilatations dynamiques ne durant qu'une
fraction de seconde, et qu'un meme choc ne produit qu'une seule fois

dans toute leur grandeur ;
ou bien peut-on, sans peril, en adopter une

moins elevee.

2. Doit-on, dans le calcul (numerique ou graphique) de la plus

grande courbure, ajouter, comme nous avons fait [Art. 363], a ce qui
vient de la vibration principale et visible, donnee par le premier terme,
en m

,
du S, ce que fournissent passagerement les vibrations secondaires,

tertiaires, etc., representees par les autres termes, et dont la duree

periodique est incomparablement plus petite ;
ou bien peut-on negliger,

comme sans danger, les surcroits de dilatations de fibres qu'elles pro-
duisent par instants; ce qui reviendrait a s'en tenir aux valeurs 1 de

l//o,
eri les affectant, tout au plus, de coefficients de securite ou de

precaution, etrangers au calcul des vibrations accessoires ?

3. Y a-t-il, de la part des vibrations elastiques de peu de duree et

d'amplitude, et vu le seul fait de leur frequente repetition, une sorte

particuliere de danger, comme serait celui de detruire le nerf du fer

forge ou lamine, en le disposant, comme le feraient de fortes vibrations

1 Saint-Venant here gives a reference to the equations he has given on p. 626,

connecting statical curvature with statical deflection.
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calorifiques ou une sorte de fusion, a revenir de 1'etat fibreux ou a

particules entrelace"es, & 1'etat cristallin ou grenu ?

Des experiences, dont il est difficile de tracer le programme, niais ou

pourra jouer un r6le essentiel le mesurage de ces deformations persis-
tantes regardees comine annonc.ant des commencements d'enervation et

de desagre"gation, seront ne"cessaires pour renseigner la-dessus la the"orie

qui devra, quels qu'en soient les resultats, se bien garder d'abdiquer son

r6le et de renoncer aux considerations et patients calculs dont nous

avons, & 1'instar de nos maitres, tache de donner quelques specimens.

The experiments on repeated load to which we shall refer later

in this volume have thrown light on some at least of Saint-Venant's

problems.

[365.] Saint-Venant passes in 35 to the problem of our Art. 355
with Q' = 0. He remarks that the maximum value of the second part
of u (Equation vi) treated as consisting only of tJie first term will be
reached when

mH
tan =

He thus deduces for the time-terms' bracket the value

Hence the total deflectionf produced by the blow is given by:

f maximum of u - initial deflection due to weight of beam,

m
//V (

PI3

Here m is the first root of the characteristic Equation (v) of

Art. 356, or since (/ = 0, of the Equation of Art. 362. Saint-Venant
calculates on p. 562 the value of the coefficient of the radical and
finds it has almost exactly for values of P/Q=^ J, 1, 2, 4 the same
value, namely Q/(3P), as when P/Q is extremely small.

Hence

wherefa is the statical deflection and

(i)

is the dynamical deflection of Art. 363 to a first approximation.
If V= 0, we have non-impulsive resilience, and /= 2/8 ,

a theorem
of Young's.

[366.] In the next sections ( 367), Saint-Venant shews

that the solution obtained on the hypothesis of Cox, that the form
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of the beam is at each instant of the impact the same as it would

be under the same statical central deflection, gives a close approxi-

mation to the maximum dynamic deflection. Now Cox has shewn

that

/6gEa>*?V ~F"
(see our Vol. i. p. 894, (6) with proper change of notation).

Equating this to fD = ~ FT (see Art. 365, Eqn. (i)), we have

m*=

which is Saint-Venant's second approximation to the value of ra .

It appears from his work that Cox's result for the central maximum

deflection is accurate when we neglect m
8

(p. 568).

On p. 570 we have the maximum deflections calculated for the

five typical cases :

PIQ =
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The case given in our Vol. I., p. 896, (iii), Saint-Venant does

not appear to have considered.

In a footnote he remarks that the second approximation will

be far from exact in cases like those of Arts. 353 and 354 where

the bar is free or pivoted at one point only.

[368.] Saint-Venant next proceeds to obtain Cox's formula

by an elementary method. In a long footnote he gives the history

and a proof of the principle of virtual shifts as applied to impulsive

forces (pp. 577 82). His method is more general and simpler
than Cox's, and as it gives a general expression for the value of

the mass-coefficient 7, we indicate it here : see his pp. 578 87 :

Let V be the initial impact-velocity of the weight Q ;
let V

l
he the

final impact velocity, or the velocity attained by Q when the beam

begins to bend, let v
l
be the velocity of any point of the beam

immediately after the impact, so that v
l

= Vl at the mid-point. Take
the shifts at the instant when the bending effect begins as the virtual

shifts, then:

9 9

the integral extending along the length of the beam. Dividing by

QV? y
we have

V,V-l +
P

((
V^1 l

~
Q]\vJ P'

+ 7

dP\
where

The determination of y thus depends entirely on the relation we
choose between v

l
and F"r Cox's assumption is that: the relation between

the statical shifts at the centre and any other point holds continuously

during the motion. Thus if u = U^(z) be the relation,

or V =

This gives 7 =
/{*(*)}' ^r

........................... (ii)

Now the total kinetic energy of the system after impact must be

g 2 2 , <2
ff Q- -Jtg
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This must be equal to the maximum strain-energy of the system,

which is always of the form afD ** being a constant depending on

the beam and/,, the maximum deflection. Thus we arrive at

fa=v

This is Cox's formula: see our Arts. 1435* 7* and Vol. i., pp.

8946.
Iff8 be the statical deflection due to Q, Q = afs and

[369.] Saint-Venant adds to Cox's treatment the consideration of

the approximate periodic time.

The body moved has the 'reduced total mass'--
,
and the resistance

/

to motion is au
,
where u is the central shift at time t.

Q + yP <Pu Q
Hence we have r-/

= - au
Q
=

^ uoi

9 dt" js

or u = A sin (fit + JB),
where ft

=

But when t - 0. u -Q and UQ
= V

t
.

Thus finally

[370.] (a) On pp. 587589 the values of 7 are obtained

by Cox's method for the examples referred to in our Art. 367.

(b) On pp. 58990 we have the case of a beam whose length
exceeds the distance between the two points of support symmetric-

ally placed. If P be the weight of beam in the span and P' of

the total projecting portions we find

(c) On pp. 590 594 Saint-Venant treats the important case

of resilience for the "solid of -equal resistance," i.e. when the cross-

sections are rectangles of equal breadths and of heights given by
parabolic ordinates. He deals with this problem by two methods
and finds in both cases that 7 = ||. He remarks in a footnote

that the end sections which are of course in practice not of zero
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height, must be calculated by the methods of the memoir on

flexure : see our Art. 69. But the addition of this material only

/height of end-sectionV
introduces into 7 a term of the order r^-

--
? ^r

\height ot mid-section/
which is negligible.

(d) On pp. 595 597 Saint-Venant deduces the result of our

Art. 365 by Cox's method.

[371.] Leaving on one side for a moment Saint-Venant's

52 55 we observe the following points in the concluding pages
of this long Note :

(i) pp. 620 623. An examination of the results of the Iron

Commissioners' Report and Hodgkinson's experiments : see our

Arts. 943* and 1409 10*. This amounts to little more than

the remark that Hodgkinson's ^ is almost equal to the theoretical

value ^| of 7, and the statement that the values of the modulus

obtained by applying the resilience formulae to 67 experiments

agree sufficiently well among themselves.

(ii) Saint-Venant remarks that/^,
= V \/ -j p/n can be

V g L + <yJr/(J

applied to a variety of cases of impact, as those of carriage springs,

etc.; the value of 7 being known
ji.e. if^H -Wk so soon as

we have assumed vJVt
to have the ratio of the corresponding

statical deflections (p. 624). At the same time the method of

vibrations involving the transcendental series ought to be used to

control this result wherever it is possible (p. 625).

(iii) The values obtained by Coxs method for the maximum
curvature and so for the maximum stretch are not sufficiently exact,

and we must have recourse to the transcendental series or the

numbers given in our Art. 363. Thus in the case of a simply

supported beam centrally struck we should have by Cox's method

l/p
=

3/o/J
2
,
but the values deduced from the Table in our Art.

363 give

[1183]
3/D/Z

2 x
|l-25i>

according as P/Q =

(l'486J

Saint-Venant gives an empirical formula for these three cases
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on p. 627, but a better form (error <
ments et Additions p. 895, namely :

is given in the Change-

This gives the same condition of resilience as the e = J of our

Art. 363.

It is noteworthy that in reality Young's Theorem is much

more nearly fulfilled than would appear from the application of

Cox's method : see our Vol. I., p. 895.

(iv) A second interesting point is raised in the Changements et

Additions p. 896. Saint-Venant remarks that the formulae given
are based upon the supposition that the disturbance due to the

blow has had time to be reflected several times from the points of

support before the moment of maximum flexure. They cease to

be applicable when the bar is very long, and Q a very small weight
with a very great velocity of impact :

En effet, prealablenient a toute propagation, une flexion brus-

quement produite a 1'endroit du choc peut engendrer des dilatations

dangereuses, dependant de la seule vitesse V et nullement du poids
heurtant Q.

Let II = velocity of propagation of sound along the rod, or

E

FT FWe easily deduce
- =

^- ,
where r

2 = PP/(2gEa>K
9

).

The corresponding maximum values of the stretches are by
Art. 363 :

For

-sK tt
1-30

Now Boussinesq has shewn that the stretch produced in the

element struck at the first instant of the blow has for magnitude,
whatever be the relation between P and Q :

hV
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Hence if we find that value for P/Q (say, n) for Which the

h V
numerical coefficient of- ^ is sensibly unity, we may say that the

maximum stretch for that and all other larger values of P/Q is

given by the expression
- ^ ,

and takes place in the first instant of
K 12

the impact.
See the Note in the Comptes rendus 1882, p. 1044, or

Boussiuesq, Application des Potentiels ci Vtude...du mouvement des

solides dlastiques, p. 486.

From some slight calculations I have made I believe this result

will be reached when P/Q lies between 2'5 and 3. If this be true,

it very much limits the range within which there is any necessity

to apply the transcendental series to ascertain the curvature and

so the condition of failure. We may then, I think, say that after

P/Q = 25, the maximum-stretch is always given by the formula

_ - or is independent of the mass of Q.

[372.] We must now return to pp. 597619 of Saint-

Venant's note which we have omitted above. They deal with

Willis Problem or the resilience of a horizontal beam subjected to

a travelling load: see our Arts. 1417* 1422*. We shall include

under our discussion the memoirs of Phillips
1 and Renaudot 2

,

because these writers have made mistakes in their analysis, which

have been rectified by Saint-Venant. With Saint-Venant's additions

and rectifications we shall thus be able to give the reader a more

complete view of the advance made by the problem since the

memoir of Stokes: see our Arts. 1276* 1291*.

[373.] We will first give the equations for the complete problem as

propounded by Phillips. Let P be the weight, 21 the length, Eu*?
the rigidity of the beam, u the shift to the right and u

l
to the left of

the travelling load Q (distant x = Vt from the right-hand terminal) of

points distant z and z
l
from right and left-hand ends of the beam. We

shall suppose the beam simply supported.

1 Calcul de la resistance des poutres droites Idles que les ponts, etc. sous Vaction

d'une charge en mouvement. Annales des mines, t. vn., pp. 467 506, 1855.

2 Etude de Vinfluence des charges en mouvement sur la resistance des ponts

metalliques a poutres droites. Annales des ponts et cJiaussees, t. I. 4 e
s6rie, pp.

145204, 1861.
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Then for the beam we have

& 2
d*u _ P_-_ f_ dfa_ _ _ ^ __,

u

^X _ p _
P d^ _ ^ L2

^X
,<

dzf 21 2lg dt
2

'

21 g dx
'

j

u = 0, and -^-^ = when z =
dz2

u
r

=
0, and

J
= when z

l

=

and for the conditions at the load :

toether with :

^
No general solution has yet been found for these equations. But

omitting the condition of initial zero velocities it is possible to satisfy all

the other Equations (i) to (iv) by algebraic expressions in z and 02, when
we neglect in successive approximations successive powers of a certain

quantity which is small in all practical applications. Further, it is

possible to add vibratory parts to the algebraic solution which satisfy

very approximately the initial conditions (pp. 599 and 891).

[374.] Saint-Venant's method of solution differs from that of

Stokes and includes the effect of the inertia of the beam. We will

indicate its stages.

1st Approximation. Let us neglect the terms in V2
in Equations (i)

to (iv), or find only the statical shifts for the load Q at a point x.

We have :

, n -x
u = Q K4fa - <*>*

~ *
]

Approximation,.

1 20 F2
?

Now let
-5
- -

\_ .
,
or (3 is the same as Stokes' 5 of our Art. 1278*

p
(where c is written for our present Z),

then in practice 1//3 is always
< 1/12 or even than 1/20 and is the small quantity of our approxima-
tions. In the above equations we shall replace

PP 1 3P QV* . 1 3
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Let us assume

,1 1

substitute and neglect ( o)
We find from Equations (i) by dividing

out by I/pi

d*U 3P 3P

Equations (ii)
now become :

U= 0, and
r
= when z = 0,

cPU
U = o, and -^ = when =0

cfoj
1

Integrating (vi) we have

These satisfy equations (vii).

It remains to determine (7, D, (7,, -0,, by Equations (iii) and
(iv).

But they become:

,
+

az
,

Further, (iv) may be written

/^\ /^\ Qp d-y^ *_<Vy
\ dz* )z=x \ dz? JZl=Xl Eu^g d? 21 dx>

'

l=Xl

Now y-u\ when z x
l ,

or after a short reduction

Since x. = 21 - x, we have : ^
} = 2 (I - x)

= x. - x, and thus find
ax
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Hence

\

;

...(X).

This result does not agree with Saint-Venant's on p. 606 (Equation

()) but it will do with that in the Errata, p. 900, if the coefficients of

the brackets of the latter are inverted.

From the third Equation of (ix) and from (x) we easily find with

the help of (viii) the following equations to determine C, C
l

,

-
+ c = = + C : X.C + xC. = - 2&W, + ^ (2P

- 3^) ... (xi).
b o or

This differs in the sign of the bracket in the second equation from

Saint-Yenant's Equation (o?9)
on p. 606.

Solving (xi) we have

r 4O
C- -+54-2^

[375.] We can easily test these results. The bending-moment

-

dz2 dz2

Put z =
l,
and x x

l

=
I, and we find

l Pl

This is Saint-Venant's result (z9) on p. 607.

It gives the bending moment at the centre when the train is passing
that point. If we put P = or neglect the weight of the beam, we
have Stokes' result. Phillips finds by overlooking several terms and

by means of a longer analysis 3/(4/3) in the second bracket.

[376.] We are now in a position to find D and D
l
and so determine

the deflection at any point. From Equations (ix) I have calculated the

following value for D :

1 2O
D =

{x lx(58x*+8x* + $2xxj + 7x
4
}
+
~^(3xx l -^)x(x+2x } )...(^iii).

Equations (xii) and (xiii) determine C, D, and so U from (viii).

S.-V. 17
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Adding ^ U to u' of (v) we obtain the complete solution to this degree

of approximation. We may write down the complete value thus

obtained, u
l being obviously given by interchanging x

}
with x and z

l

with z\

This embraces both Saint-Venant's forms
(o>)

and (a/), p. 615^, and
I have tested them, and find they agree with this result.

If x = x = z = I we find :

Ql* 5PP
!_

( QP_ _9 PP)
Ul ~ 6JW +

48l^T2
+

ft \6^W2
+
80 W2

J

If we put P = 0, we obtain Stokes' result : see our Art. 1287*. It

will be observed that these expressions for the bending-moment and
the deflection have been reached without any assumption as to the value

of the ratio QjP.

[377.] We may make some remarks on the above results.

Phillips first gave the complete equations for the problem and

included the effect of the inertia of the beam (i.e. the terms in P).

He obtained erroneous coefficients, however, for the terms in 1//3.

The correct values were first obtained by Saint-Venant, and his

process is much shorter than Phillips'. In 54 (pp. 609 G12)

Saint-Venant gives an elementary proof of the value of the

bending moment in our equation (xiii
a
). He does not make use

of the general differential equations, but calculates and sums the

parts of the bending moment due to statical loading, to the

'centrifugal force' of the travelling load f-
)

,
and to the mass

accelerations f^ 7 dz , .. )
of each element dz of the beam. The

\2ty dt
2

J

parts due to the last two influences are of the first order in 1//3 and

so we use in them the statical values for ~L/p, the curvature, and u.

We may ask whether the expressions in Equations (xm
b
) and

(xiv
b
) give the maxima values ofM and u.
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In the value of M the part affected by Q has its maximum
when 2 = its greatest value #; further, the principal portion of

{Q

x (21 x))
^ - > has its maximum when x = l. Again1 I

}

P 212
the principal portion of the part in P, namely z ,

,
has its

4 I/

maximum for 2 = 1. The other parts of the expression for M are

always much less and thus will give only an influence of the

second order on the maximum values of z and x, i.e. their influence

will not be sensible on the value of the maximum moment (p. 607).

It is also easy to see that the maximum deflection is the mid-point
deflection at the instant of transit of the load over the mid-

point.

Throughout his discussion of the problem Saint-Venant does

justice to Stokes' memoir; it will be observed that he frequently

adopts Stokes' methods, but the extension of the results to any
ratio of Q/P is in itself no small advance.

[378.] We shall now shew how the results obtained in (xiv
a
)

must be modified in order that the condition for initial zero-

velocity in the parts of the beam may be satisfied. This involves

the introduction of periodic terms. Stokes had introduced such a

periodic term on the assumption that Q/P was small (see our

Art. 1289*). Phillips had endeavoured to measure the magnitude
of the periodic terms which would enable us to dispose of the

finite initial velocities which the above solution pre-supposes ;
he

found that these terms were much smaller than the principal

algebraic terms (Saint-Venant, pp. 613 614), but this does not

prove that we may neglect them as compared with the terms in

1//3. Saint-Venant adopting Stokes' approximate method, but

without his assumption of the smallness of Q/P, introduces a

periodic term which allows approximately (to the order 1//3) for

the zero initial velocities of the beam.

[379.] It will be remembered that Stokes' method consists in

replacing each force acting on the beam by a uniformly distributed force

which produces the same mean deflection as would be produced by the

actual force taken alone (see our Art. 1288*). By this method he arrives

at the following equation :

155 F2 d\ _ Q _~

172
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where = 5

and the deflection at z is given by

PP
u = z(i

thus determining what is represented by v.

The equation (i)
shews that v is of the same order as Q/P, and

Stokes solves it on the supposition that Q/P is so small that quantities
of the order (Q/P) x v may be neglected, i.e. he omits the last term of

the bracket on the right-hand side. Saint-Yenant, however, seeks a

value of v by approximations in which powers of I//? are neglected, in

other words, he makes no assumptions as to the value of the ratio Q/P except
that P/Q is not to be extremely large. In most practical cases Q and P
will not be very far from equality, and the exception is accordingly

legitimate. If we take

TS
-~

j
where =

we have the small quantities in terms of which Saint-Yenant solves the

equation (i).

It will be found that r/2l = l/q, where q is the constant of Stokes'

investigation: see our Art. 1290*.

f PI3

We may note that Sl of Stokes =
^-= j,

5PI3
1

and// of Saint-Yenant = ^ ^ .

[380.] The solution found by Saint-Venant is given by :

I ~V /^2 ~V~*'-r~v*jl'
r . x

See his p. 61 5 e.

Substituting for v in equation (ii)
of Art. 379 we have u. For the

central-deflection as the load passes we find

125 QP (, . 1\ .

5PP A .

155 1

...(iv).

I OO f* 171 '.

/ 1A 5P13 / 155 1\

25Z3 r~ r 2\ 31 Pnr . I I

The algebraic terms as might be supposed owing to the method of

approximation, are not exactly the same as in (xiv
b
).

The factor if
instead of 1 is not, however, important, while the factor J|f instead of
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f-J occurs only in terms involving I//?. Saint-Venant concludes that

the algebraic terms given by the first method are the correct ones, and
that we may add to them the expression

25Z3 r~A 2\ 31 P~\r . I

in order to approximately account for the periodic terms. This result

and (iv) differ from those of Saint-Yenant (a) p. 615 h and
(8') p. 615 i

but seem to me to give the correct value of u
t .

The corresponding part to be subtracted from the bending-moment
at the centre as the load passes it is

31 P~\r . I
- - sin -

.

84 j3j I T

This again differs from Saint-Yenant's results
((3') p. 615h and (e')

p. 615 j. By a misprint which has escaped correction he has the

fraction
|-|-

where I have
-|-j-.

[381.] The last extension of the problem which we shall consider

here is that of Renaudot, who does not deal with the case of an isolated

oafl (as a locomotive) but with that of a continuous load (as a train of

trucks or carriages) crossing the bridge. Let p be the weight per
foot run of the girder, p' that of the travelling load the head of which

is distant x = Vt from the right hand terminal. In this case equations

(i)
of our Art. 373, are replaced, on the supposition that the train is

longer than bridge, by

p d2u p' d
2w ...

'

~7. ^7*2 77 j^2 V /"

Here w is the shift of the element
(p'/g) dz of the train on the bridge,

and z is to be put in w equal to Vt less the constant distance between
the given element and the head of the train. Thus while the z in

d2

u/dt
2

is not a function of t, that in dPwjd& is to be treated as a

function of t, or since x Vt we may write :

ffiw
__

(d*u d'
2u d2u}

d& [dx* dxdz dz2
)'

Thus the first equation becomes :

., ,d% P V
2 d2u p'V

2 (d2u _ d2u d2

u\./W-- - (p+p')^-*-- -^- J +2- + -.1 ...(m).dz* g dx2

g (dx
2 dxdz dz2

)

Starting from equations (ii) and
(iii)

with the necessary terminal

conditions for each portion of the girder, we may proceed as in our Arts.

373 376 to determine first the statical and then the first dynamical
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approximation. The maxiinnin bending-moment will be greatest when
the load just covers the whole girder. It is then given by

Similarly we may deduce the bending-moment when the train is

headed by a locomotive of weight Q followed by a train of weight p per
foot-run. In order to obtain the position of the maximum bending-

moment, it will, as in Art. 377, be sufficient to find the values of z

and x which give the maximum moment for the statical approximation.
These are

and they must be substituted in the second approximation involving the

terms in 1//3 and 1//3' (see pp. 616618).
d?u

Renaudot neglects the term 2 in equation (iii)
as of small

doc dz

(2
\

1 +
/),

for the bracket

in the value of the bending-moment.

[382.] Saint-Venant remarks that Phillips has also treated

the case of a travelling load crossing a beam doubly built-in. His

solution is, however, erroneous, as has been pointed out both by
Bresse and Saint-Venant, nor would it be of much value to correct

his results, for built-in ends (encastrements) never produce their full

effect, and such alternating motions as occur with travelling loads

in bridges soon deprive such ends of nearly all their effect (see

p. 619 and our Arts. 733* and 188).

There is also a reference on p. 619 to Bresse's exact solution for the

case of a bridge across which a very long train is continuously moving
with velocity F, so that the bridge takes up a permanent form. In

this case equation (iii)
of Art. 381 becomes

and we can find an exact solution. It gives for the maximum bending-
moment

M, = P . 2/8" {sec l'lpr
- 1

},
where

,

or, M
l

= P
I
2 (l + 7f \ approximately.

This result is less than that of our Art. 381, or we see that the

dangerous instant is that in which the train just covers the whole
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bridge. It is then producing impulsive changes in the elastic line of

the bridge, and not a steady form of the elastic line as in the case

of a very long train imagined to be continuously crossing.

[383.] We now reach Saint-Venant's last contribution to the

annotated Clebsch, namely, the Note finale du 73, pp. 689 752.

It is entitled : Theorie de la flexion et des autres petites deforma-
tions des plaques elastiques planes minces, tiree directement des

equations differentielles generales de I'dquilibre d'elasticity des

solides.

The Note consists of four essentially distinct parts: (i) a

deduction of the general elastic body-shift equations for thin plates ;

(ii) a full discussion of the contour conditions, and the controversy

with regard to them; (iii) the solutions for statical equilibrium of

thin circular plates ;
and (iv) a reproduction with extensions of

Navier's results obtained in the memoir of 1820, and hitherto only

published in extract : see our Arts. 258* 64*. I propose to deal

somewhat at length with this Note as it forms distinctly the best

treatment hitherto given for thin plates. Saint-Venant adopts

Boussinesq's method (see the memoirs of 1871 and 1879 in the

Chapter devoted to that elastician) but with certain important
modifications. He describes Clebsch's investigation, notwithstand-

ing that it starts with unnecessary simplifications, as "obscure,

indirect and very complex." I think the terms are fully warranted.

[384.] Let the mid-plane of the plate be taken as that of z = and
let its faces be z = e. We shall endeavour to deduce from the three

body-stress equations, a single equation involving only the stresses xx,

w, xy and given quantities. Let the body-stress equations be

dxx dyHc dzx - 1

-T- +-J- + -T~ + ^ =
Iax ay dz

*?
+ r=0 l

(i)ax ay dz

dlcz dyz dlzz _
j

-= + -J-+ -j- +Z =
\

ax ay dz j

Adding the third of these equations to the differentials of the first

two with regard respectively to x and y, such differentials before
addition being multiplied by z, we find

d2

^} did. d . ^\ (dX dY\
-rj + 2 r - + -T-a f

+ j-1-j -(*-)+ j-(z.yZ}+*z\ +z (
-=-- + -- )

(dx* dxdy dif J dz (dx^ dy^ } \dx dy J
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Integrating this from = + eto=-e,

where

and - rVrfz, JT" -
f

+
*zXdz, Y" =

j

+
'z Ydz ;

the subscripts denote as usual that the stresses are to be given their

values at the surfaces z = e.

All the terms in the expression </> (xy) are thus known quantities.

[385.] The question of what further assumptions we shall make
now arises. Those usually made are the following :

1. Tz = Q, (This is made even by Boussinesq and Levy, the most

recent writers on the subject.)

2. sx - z/p, s
y
=

z/p, where p and p are the two curvatures of the

plate at its mid-plane for the point x, y. It follows that :

dx

where w is the normal shift of the point x, y of the mid-plane.

Using the stress-strain relations for three planes of elastic symmetry
(see our Art. 117 (&)), we easily find from 1 and 2 :

=
(a

-
e'*/c)

sx + (f -
d'e'/c) s,j i

' '' ' '=
(/'

-
d'e'/c) sx +(b- d'*/c) s

y

'

dxdy~~

Substituting in
(ii)

and integrating we have the equation :

This becomes in the case of elastic isotropy parallel to the mid-

plane :

where H= a -e'2

/c,
the plate-modulus of our Art. 323.

This is the equation obtained by Lagrange, Poisson and Cauchy
see our Arts. 284*, 484* and 640*.
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[386.] On pp. 696700
( 45) Saint-Tenant considers what

are the arguments in favour of the assumptions 1 and 2 of the

previous Article. He remarks that owing to the thinness of the plate,

the normal or z variations of both the stresses and the strains must be

large as compared with the longitudinal variations. Hence as a first

approximation, we have the fluxions with regard to x and y of both

stress and strain components more and more nearly zero as the plate
is taken thinner and thinner. It is sufficient however to assume that

those of zx, xy and yy are zero or small. The body stress equations
then give :

^ + x=o, ^ + r=o.
dz dz

Thus the stresses zx, Isy on integration will be of the order e, or as

Saint-Venant puts it :

Si on les integre par rapport & la petite coordonnde z on voit que les

composantes zx, "zy n'ont de valeurs, k Pinterieur d'un trongon on element de

plaque, que celles qu'elles peuvent avoir sur une des deux bases, plus ce qui
vient des forces A, B, agissant sur sa masse. Ces forces locales n'ont qu'une
influence insignifiante qui n'est presque rien en comparaison de ce qui vient h

la fois de toutes les forces agissant sur le reste de la plaque ainsi que sur ses

bords par les reactions des appuis ou autrement, et dont les effets accumules
se transmettent au tro^on k travers ses quatre faces laterales, ce qui s'ap-

plique surtout aux composantes agissant horizontalement (pp. 697 8).

The third body stress equation, however, shows that zz is very small

as compared with "zx, zy because these quantities occur with lateral

variation, hence zz is doubly small as compared with xx, xy and yy.

Thus we may take zz = as all writers have hitherto done.

[387.] This argument is not, perhaps, quite convincing. It would
seem at first sight better to assume zz to be very approximately a

function of x, y only. The expressions then for ^, ^p, yy would contain

together with the terms linear in #, terms not involving z, but functions

of x, y only. These terms disappear when we substitute them in

equation (ii) and integrate between z = + e and e. But here a new

difficulty arises
; suppose the surface of the plate z = + e subjected to a

load 'zz x (x, 2/).
This will make no change in the first three terms of

equation (ii) of Art. 384 although we cannot suppose Tz~ 0, but it will

lead to a difficulty with regard to the expression <f> (xy).
This expression contains terms of the form (**) +e and (zz)

_ e ;
the former

= x (
x

, y) and the latter is zero. Hence it follows that Tz must vary with %

from + f to e. Saint-Venant (p. 699) says we must take (zz) + e
= ^ (x, y)

and put (s)_ e
= 0, but this seems to me to destroy the basis of his

approximation. Possibly, following the hint he gives on p. 700, the

true method is to consider that, when the dimensions of a body are very
small in any sense, then a surface-load in the same sense will give
the same strains perpendicular to that sense as the integral of a body-

force also in that sense. Thus the flexure-equations for a beam are
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deduced on the assumption that there is no lateral stress, yet we do

not hesitate to use them for beams subject to continuous lateral load 1
.

I conclude then that it is best to put zz always zero (and not a definite

value as Saint-Venant does on p. 699) and assume, when plates have a

surface distribution of load, that the result of such load so far as the

shifts of the points of the mid-plane are concerned can be represented

by a body force, whose integral between the faces is equivalent per unit

area to the surface load.

[388.] In 5 Saint-Venant shews that from the assumptions, or

approximate values :

d (<r, a*) dPs. _
}

dx, dy <b>, dxdy, dy*

(which are less restrictive than o-zx = o-
zy
=

Q, and zz = 0) we can deduce

results embracing those of our Art. 385, 1 and 2.

Writing the first set of expressions at length we easily find that :

x__^ ds
]L __d?w d<rxy _ (

dz
~

dx2 '

dz
~

dy*
'

dz
''

dxdy
"

Whence we see by differentiating with regard to z that :

d2
sx __d

2sz _ d\__dhz_ d2
<rxy d2

sz

dz* dx2
'

dz2

dy
2 dz2

~

dxdy

Thus the second z fluxions of sx,
sy,

<rxy are zero, or we may write WQ

for w in
(ft) ;

it follows that we must have :

Sx=S\Z -a-? ,
Sv = S\ - Z -=-^- ,

(T = CT XV
- 2z 7 , . . . (y),

dx2
dy

2
dxdy

where the zero affixed refers the quantity to the mid-plane.
Saint-Venant remarks of the equations (y) :

Elles montrent, comme consequence cinematique des egalites posees (a),

que les dilatations de petites droites materielles horizontales de direction

donnee varient line'airement le long de toutes les lignes primitivement verti-

cales, des divers points desquelles ces petites horizontales auraient ete tirees.

II convient de remarquer en passant que cela n'entrame nullement, comme
consequence, que ces verticales resteront exactement droites et normales au
feuillet moyen devenu courbe, car leurs petits intervalles horizontaux peuvent
tres bien croltre lineairement avec z quoiqu'elles soient devenues courbes, si

celles qui sont voisines afFectent des inflexions pareilles, ainsi qu'il arrive pour
les sections voisines, dans les tiges eprouvant la flexion dite infyale (p. 699 :

see our Art. 325).

It will be noted that this treatment brings out the real difficulties

and assumptions of the problem, better than those which start by

1 Since writing the above I have obtained the full solution for a simply
supported beam continuously loaded on its upper surface, I find Q is of the same
order as ^, where x is the direction of the axis of the beam, and z the direction of

the load.
'
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assuming the strain-energy to be a function of the curvatures and so

deduce by Lagrange's, or other, method the fundamental equation of

the plate : see Thomson and Tait, 639, or Lord Rayleigh's Sound,
Vol. i., 214.

I may remark that the equations (ii)
and

(iii)
obtained in Art. 384

still hold if 2e the thickness of the plate changes gradually with x and y.

[389.] Returning to the body-stress equations of Art. 384, let us

integrate the first two between the limits e of z. We note first,

however, since :

d'e'

by equations (y) of Art. 388, that

r^ =
J -e

f
+ e ,'+ e

similarly I ycfe = 2c4fe, an^
I

J -e J -e

where the affixed denotes a mid-plane value.

Hence from the integration of the body-stress equations we obtain :

2e
\dx

+
~^J

+^ +f ~^- e + X' = Q
'

\

where X< and Y '

are the

,_ ,^.
\. integrals of X and Y

2c
(=!

+^)
+ (9) +e

- (Ty)
- e + Y' = 0, |

across the plate.

Substitute the values of the mid-plane stresses in terms of the mid-

plane shifts u
,
v and we have :

These equations reduce in the case of isotropy parallel to the plate
to the simpler forms (p. 702) :

( d fdu, dv,\ d fdu dvA]// -= 4-
7

1 +/ -^
--- V 4-

dx\dx dijj
J
dy\dy dxjj

d
(
du*

,

dv \ f
d

f
duo <

~T~ \ i ^ r~ ) ~/ T~ I ^7 r~
dy\dx dyj

J
dx\dy dx

where I/' is the plate-modulus of Art. 323.

It will be noticed that these equations for the shifts u
,
v are

independent of that for w
,
or the transverse and longitudinal strain

exercise no influence on each other. This has already been remarked

by Cauchy and Poisson : see our Arts. 483* and 640*.
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[390.] In 810 Saint-Venant considers the effect of great
stresses parallel to the mid-plane on the normal shift w . Thus he

obtains what may be called the terms due to the action of the plate as

a transverse membrane. He finds that in the function < (xy) of

equations (v) and (vi) of Art. 385 we must include the expression :

From the sum of this expression and Z' + (~z)+ e
-

(zz)- e equated to

zero we deduce the equation for the transverse equilibrium of a

membrane. In its present form it has been obtained on the supposition
that 2e is constant; the alterations for 2e variable are indicated by
Saint-Venant in a footnote, p. 704.

[391.] In 13 Saint-Venant commences his treatment of the

contour conditions. Let a be the angle between the normal to

the mid-plane contour at any point and the axis of a, let P, Q, R
be the components of the applied load parallel to the axes, and ds,

dn elements of the arc and normal of the mid-plane contour.

We find at once :

P = ax cos a + *yx sin a, Q = ^cy cos a + 'yy sin a, R^cz cos a + "yz sin a.

Hence by equations (i)
of Art. 389, we have :

r+e
2e (XXQ cos a + ^r sin a)

= I Pdz =P',
J -e

r+e
2e (xy cos a + 2^/ sin a)

= I Qdz = Q'.
J - e

Substitute for the mid-plane stresses in terms of the shifts and we
have :

These are the sufficient and necessary contour conditions for longi-
tudinal strain. When there is elastic isotropy parallel to the mid-plane

they reduce to

+ ~A - 2/
dv

<J
d
y~\

cos a
+ f(^ +

dv
\
sin a

l =
p>

dx dy)
J duQjdx] sin a J

\dy dxj cosa) Q'
'

[392.] Saint-Venant next turns to the more controverted conditions

involving the normal shift w . He proceeds to calculate M8 ,
Mn and

R'j the first two symbols representing the moments round tangent
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and normal respectively to the mid-plane contour for the load applied
to the strip 2e x ds, and R' being the total shearing load on the same

strip.
r+e

Now Ms
= I (P cos a + Q sin a) zdz = P" cos a + Q" sin a

2 s

= - -

{xx" COS2 a + 2Jp" sin a cos a + 'yy" sin
2

a},o

where, r and /> being any two directions,

_ 2e3

f+ _
rP X - - = - I rpZCte,

and as before, a single dash on the loads denotes an integration with

regard to z from + e to e, and a double dash ail integration after

multiplication by z, between the same limits. Substituting from equa-
tions

(i)
of Art. 389 for the stresses we find :

3

Or, for elastic isotropy parallel to the mid-plane :

This first condition is not the subject of discussion but has been

generally accepted.

[393.] In a similar manner we find :

Mn = Q" cos a - P" sin a,

2e3

=
-jr- {sin a cos a (t -

Jy' ) (cos
2 a sin2

a) #/'},o

where

or, = (af) I -T 2" ^7~^)
w^ elastic isotropy parallel to the

mid-plane.

And again, ^y"= 2/ - ~
.J

dxdy
r+e r+f r+e __

Further : R' = I Rdz = cos a I zxdz + sin a I yzdz
J e J -e y -e
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7"~^" *J "
, dxx dxy , ,.where ,

- + -^ = (a-e -

reducing respectively to the differentials with regard to x and y of

// /
o + JM when there is elastic isotropy parallel to the mid-plane.

\ dxr ay* J

These results can be easily deduced by integrating zx and yz from

expressions of the form :

^ d(z.^xz) dxz
xz = = Z =

dz dz

d (z.'xz) /dxx dxy ,A=
-j

' + *
( -j- + -J^ + A )dz \dx dy J

I have reproduced the values of M8 ,
Mn and 7?', because they are

the most complete hitherto given and will be useful for reference

hereafter.

[394] Saint-Venant adopts Thomson and Tait's 'reconcilia-

tion
'

(see our Art. 488*) and replaces tbe couples Mn by an

additional shear ~ added to R'. In other words he equates tbe

contour load to the couple Ms
and the shear Rf

+ , .

He attributes this method of reconciling Kirch hoff and Poisson

to Boussinesq (p. 715). There are two points which arise in this

reconciliation which deserve to be noted. Tbe first objection to

the replacement of the couples Mn by a distributed shear is that

referred to in our Art. 488*, namely that the Kirchhoff contour

conditions could not be used for tbe case of a discontinuous

distribution of shearing force and normal couple. Saint-Venant

replies to this :

S'il y avait des forces exterieures isolees, appliquees en certains

points de ce cylindre et faisant couples autour de ses normales, elles

seraient capables d'y imprimer a la plaque, entre ces points, des torsions

finies. Aucun auteur n'a suppose 1'existence de pareilles forces, qui
sont capables de produire des alterations permanentes de la contexture

de la matiere de la plaque si elles agissent avec une certaine intensite

sur des portions excessivement petites de sa surface. Tons supposent

que les forces se repartissent sur des surfaces d'etendue finie
;

et nous

ne considererons rneme, ainsi qu'ils Font tous fait, que des forces

agissant sur le cylindre contournant d'une maniere continue et graduelle

(p. 714).
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The second objection is that due to M. Levy (see our Art. 397);

he holds that when the couple Mn is due to vertical forces we can

replace it by a shear distribution perpendicular to the plate, but

that when it is due to horizontal forces this is not allowable.

This point has been discussed at length by Boussinesq (see the

Chapter we have devoted to that elastician), and Saint-Venant

sums up his arguments in the following words :

Si ces couples sont formes par des forces horizontales tangentes au

cylindre, agissant en sens opposes, les unes au-dessus, les autres au-

dessous de la peripherie moyeniie, et si la plaque est supposee avoir line

epaisseur comparable aux deux autres dimensions, ces couples pourront

conspirer pour produire certains effets d'ensemble dont nous ne nous

occupons pas, tels qu'une inflexion imprime"e a toutes les aretes, et

accompagnee de cette torsion generale autour d'un axe vertical dont il a

ete traite dans les chapitres relatifs aux tiges. Mais si la plaque est

extremement mince, ces sortes de deformations sout negligeables. Les

couples de forces horizontales dont il s'agit s'exergant d'une maniere

continue sur les aretes successives, ne produiront que ces torsions locales

dont nous nous occupons ici
;

et leurs effets seront sensiblement les

memes que ceux de couples de forces verticales de meme moment, qu'on
leur substituerait en faisant tourner ceux-la de 90 degres, substitutions

qui se font, comme on sait, dans la statique elementaire des corps solides

(p. 714).

We may I think conclude that :

1. The shift-equation ((vi) of Art. 385) for thin plates is only
an approximation and depends upon the assumptions that ** =
and that sx) s

y ,
o-
xy

contain only the first power of z, as in Eqns. (7)

of our Art. 388. These assumptions are, however, probable and

the approximation is close when the thickness of the plate is

extremely small.

2. To the same degree of approximation the two boundary
conditions of Kirchhoff are true for very thin plates.

3. When the plate has a thickness small but not indefinitely
small compared with its other dimensions, the equation of Lagrange-
can under certain conditions still hold, but it is not then legitimate
to replace the normal couple by a distribution of shearing-load.

This latter conclusion is opposed to Saint-Venant's opinion on

p. 720. He shews that if the following conditions hold :

d*

= d2

(azx , o-J d\ =
dx*, dxdy, dtf dx\ dxdy, dy* d.v

s
, d

2

xdy, d*ydx, dy*
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we can still deduce Lagrange's equation, but these conditions

allow of a definite but small thickness for the plate. He then

states that Kirchhoff's contour conditions remain true. Now it

seems to me that we can no longer replace normal couples by
vertical shearing-loads, for this will cause a difference in the strain

of the plate to a distance into its material of the same order as its

thickness, and this distance is no longer vanishingly small as

compared with the other dimensions of the plate.

[395.] Saint-Venant now proceeds to an interesting summary
of other writers' treatment of the problem of thin plates. He
notes that Poisson and Cauchy assume that the stresses can be

expanded in powers of z giving convergent series. From this

assumption Saint-Venant deduces equations (7) of our Art. 388.

He remarks of this assumption that it has never found sup-

porters die nest pas suffisamment fondee, et pent se trouver

souvent en d&faut I must notice, however, that Saint-Venant's

own assumptions of our Art. 385 really lead to the expression of

the stresses ^, 'xy and 'yy as linear functions of z, (see equations

(iv
b

)
of Art. 385 and (7) of Art. 388,) while from the first two body

stress-equations we obtain by integration for *# and *yz quadratic

functions of z together with terms I Xdz and I Tdz which
Jo Jo

will in the great majority of cases be linear in z. Thus Poisson's

and Cauchy's assumption is only a too general statement of the

results reached by Saint-Venant himself.

7
-JfH

7 T7V/

[396.] Saint-Venant appears to think that the terms Z' + --h =

which occur in the function < (xy) of his result (see equation (iii) of our

Art. 384) do not agree with the similar terms obtained by Poisson (see

equation (9) of our Art. 484*) and Cauchy (see Equation (70) of our

Art. 640*). With proper transformation of symbols these are :

Now Poisson and Cauchy assume forms such as :

., v fdX\ (d?X\X = X + %
(
-=-

}
+

( -j-r- )
+ etc.,*

\dzjo 2 \dz*Jo

:.X" - I Xzdz = (7) "*" terms involving fifth and higher
J e 6 \ az /o

powers of c.
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Similarly :

Z' =
\

Zdz- 2e^ + --
(-T-2 )

+ terms involving fifth and higher
J f \ dZ / o

powers of e,

^, +
ckr

+ rfr^ 2 rr^ + f^fi + _

2

r^.^ + ^l I

-I- terms involving fifth and higher powers of e, which may be neglected.

Thus their assumption does not lead to an error in this point as

Saint-Venant suggests. It seems to me also that Poisson and Cauchy's

hypothesis is more valid than that of Clebsch and other writers who

simply put zz = zy = 0.

[397.] At this point Saint-Venant notices Maurice Levy's
memoir of 1877 (see Journal de Liouville, 1877, pp. 219 306, or

our discussion of the memoir later). LeVy investigates what are

the possible solutions for a prism with two free faces, when the

shifts u, v, w are supposed capable of being expressed in a series

of ascending powers of z and the forces acting on the lateral sides

of the prism have a given resultant load. It follows that the

stresses will now be given in ascending powers of z, and that there

is no limitation as to thickness of the plate (or height of the

prism). Levy finds (1) that the powers of z in u, v, w and in xx,

xy and 'yy cannot surpass the third, (2) that the stress *? =

throughout the prism, and (3) that the stresses **, ^ contain only

second powers of z, which appear through the factor (e* z
2

).

It will be seen that these results of Levy give the proper
limitation to Cauchy and Poisson 's hypothesis, and shew clearly

its relation to Saint -Venant's assumptions. Saint -Venant on

pp. 726 733 deals with another part of Levy's memoir
; namely,

the term he has introduced into the values of the shifts u and v in

order that the three surface conditions of Poisson may be satisfied

for thin plates. This term is periodic in z, but Saint-Venant

following Boussinesq rejects it as producing effects only of the

same order as those we are neglecting in our approximation. We
shall return to this point later when treating of Levy's memoir and

his controversy with Boussinesq.

[398.] Saint-Venant now turns to the concrete application of

the thin plate formulae. He first deals with circular plates and

obtains the following results :

s.-v. 18
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Let there be a uniform surface load p per unit of area.

(i) When the contour simply rests on a ring of its own radius a.

Shift of mid-plane at radius r :

Central Shift f

(ii) TFAera </te contour is built-in

__71 iaaw
Further we find that :

FP/iew /ie pfote is simply supported : the line of inflection, given by

^ = 0, is determined by r = aV 2

^~^ ,
or - -931 . a if ////= 8/3,

as in the case of uniconstant isotropy.

When it is built-in : the line of inflexion is determined by r = "5773. a,

and the line of zero-moment (i.e. where Ms
=

0) by r = a >/
9 ,, or

= '6202 . a in the case of uniconstant isotropy.
The maximum stretches in the two cases, given by the greatest

values of sr = z ^- ,
are respectively :

2H-f Spa* ( lllpa* \S' = H-f
'

3-M? (
=

1280 '
umconstant lsotr

P^ '

'
umconstant i

The conditions for the fail-limit are thus easily written down.

Compare with these results those of Poisson in our Arts. 497* 504*.

[399.] The last pages of Saint-Yenant's Note are occupied with a

reproduction and extension of Navier's memoir on rectangular plates

(pp. 74052).
Let us take the origin at one of the angles of the plate (sides a,

b, and a < b) the sides being the axes.

We have here to solve the equation (vi) of our Art. 385, namely :

d2
</

2
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subject in the case of a simply supported edge to the conditions

H^ + (H -
2/)^ =

i
when x = or a

>
for values of y from to 6

'

H + (H- 2/) =
0, when y= or 6, for values of x from to a,

dy? '

dy*

WQ=O for all points of the contour.

The solution is easily found to be (p. 743) :

. rrnrx . niry

3 . * m
-g-

=l
^ /m2 ^V '

U 6V

.7 JOwhere A= da d3 sm

This result is applied to the calculation of the following special

examples :

Case (a). A uniformly distributed load p per unit of surface area.

Here:

-sin --- sm
1 a

the summations being for odd numbers m', ri only.
The maximum or central deflection f is very nearly given by the

first term of this series with x = a/2, y =
b/2, or we find

The second term will, for a = 6, be only 1/75 of this.

The maximum stretch s
o
is very nearly given by

Case (b). An isolated central load = P. Here :

m'-l ri-l

6P (- l)
2 (- 1) 2 . m'-n-x .

where mx

and ri are odd numbers only.

Here, // * + *)'

182
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nearly, but not so approximately as in the like result for fQ
in Case (a),

and

P
(a* + b-f

Hence fJJ9 and SQ
'

/s for the same total loads =
7^/4 = 2-5 nearly :

see our Art. 263*.

[400.] We have given a large amount of space to this

monumental work because it contains much that is of value to

both physicist and technologist, and we would gladly bring home
to both the important services which Saint-Venant has rendered

to the science of elasticity. His annotated Clebsch will long form

the standard book of reference on our subject, but it is possible

that the results we have here collected will reach some to whom it

may not be accessible.

[401.] Determination et Representation graphique des lois du

choc longitudinal. This memoir was presented to the Academy on

July 16, 23, 30, and August 6, 1883. It appeared in the Comptes

rendus, T. xcvn., 1883, pp. 127, 214, 281 and 353. An off-print

of it with a note by Boussinesq (Comptes rendus, T. xcvir., 1883,

p. 154) was afterwards put together and repaged. This off-print

was distributed also as an appendix to the annotated Clebsch.

Our references will be to the sections which are the same in the

Comptes rendus and in the offprint.

The memoir is due to Saint-Venant in conjunction with

M. Flamant the co-translator of the Clebsch and professor at the

Ecole des Fonts et Chausse'es, Paris.

[402.] After a short account as in the Clebsch (see our Art.

341) of the evolution of the problem the authors refer to the

analytical solution given by Boussinesq (see the same article and

Boussinesq's Application des potentiels a Vdtude de I'dquilibre...

des solides dlastiques, p. 508 et seq.) and reproduced by them on

pp. 480 k 480 gg of the Clebsch.

D'apres cette Note (du 60 de Clebsch), le choc longitudinal

s'accomplit suivant des lois ayant des expressions analytiques differentes,

se succedant 1'une 1'autre a des intervalles determines. Par exemple,
les derivees des deplacements des divers points de la barre varient, d'un

instant 1'autre, tantot avec gradation continue, tantot par bonds

considerables donnant aux mouvements une empreinte periodique de

1'acquisition brusque de vitesse qui a ete faite au premier instant du

choc par l'6lement heurte.





Lwe x-l* or fixed termina I .

To face p. 277, Art. 404.
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II nous a done paru utile de presenter ici aux regards, par une
suite d'epures ou de diagrammes, une peinture de ces singulieres et

remarquables lois, afin de les eclairer et d'en faire bien comprendre la

nature et les interessantes consequences. ( 1.)

What then our authors accomplish is the graphical represen-
tation of the results of Boussinesq's analytical solution which was

obtained in terms of discontinuous functions. It is one of the

many instances in which Saint-Venant has helped to make of

practical value the results of most intricate analysis. He was

ever conscious that till theoretical formulae are reduced to simple

numbers, the task of the mathematician is very far indeed from

completion. Only the final diagram or numerical table can fitly

crown the analytical labours of the mathematical physicist.

By means of such graphical representation we see at a glance
the chief laws of the phenomena investigated, and are able to

determine which approximate formulae we may fairly accept,

which we must replace by others better adapted to represent the

exact facts of the case.

[403.] I reproduce the more important diagrams of the

memoir as their practical value for engineers and technologists

seems to me very considerable.

The following notation is adopted
1

:

I = length, (o = cross-section, p
-

density, P= weight, E stretch-modulus,

u shift (at distance x from impelled end) of the bar, a = jEjp, or the

velocity of sound. One end of the bar is fixed, and we may suppose it

placed horizontally and struck horizontally by a mass of weight Q with

velocity V. If the bar be vertical the effect produced by its weight
must also be taken into account.

At the instant at which the blow ends, du/dx = sx =0 for a; 0,

(see our Art. 204) and the following numerical values are obtained :

Q/P < 1 -7283 the blow ends between the times t= 2l/a and 4J/a,

Q/P> 1-7283 < 4-1511 =l/a and 6l/a,

Q/P> 4-1511 < 7-35 =6J/a and SZ/a.

[404.] The first diagram which I reproduce gives the shifts u

for zero, quarter, half and three-quarter span for times at/I
= to

at/I 7 '5. Along the horizontal axes at]I is measured, along the

1 In the memoir the authors use a for our I, a- for our w, and o> for our a.
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vertical axis u = au/(Vl). Three curves are drawn for r = P/Q = l,

J and respectively, and having for scale 20 mm. for the unit of

both at/I and u.

The shifts for the duration of the impulse are denoted by a

heavy line ending in a small circle which marks the end of the

impulse ;
the shifts after the impulse are marked by dotted lines,

till they begin to repeat themselves when the lines become again

heavy.
Whenever at x or at + x 21 is a multiple of 21 we note

sudden changes in the slope (or the shift-velocity) of these curves
;

the points where these changes occur are termed by the authors

points de brisures.

Les pieds des ordonnees de ces points de brisures sur les lignes
horizontales d'abcisses marquees x = 1/4, x = l/'2,

x = 31/4: se trouvent, ainsi,

aux rencontres de ces trois horizontales avec les obliques joignant en
deux sens opposes les points at/l

= 0, 2, 4...de 1'horizontale x-Q tin bas,
avec ceux at/l= 1, 3, 5...d'une horizontale x = I tracee au haut. Celles de

ces obliques qui montent de gauche a droite ont, en effet, pour equations
at x = 0, 21, 41. . .et celles qui descendent ont at + x - 21 = 0, 21, 41. . . .Ces

lignes obliques figurent, en x et t,
la marche de I'onde d'ebranlement,

tant directe que renechie aux extremites de la barre, ou ce que parcour-
rait la tete de cette onde, si la barre vibrante etait emportee perpendicu-
lairement a sa longueur avec une vitesse a/I. Cela montre bien que les

bonds et les brisures sont determines par le passage de cette onde ; et

cela donne une raison sensible du binome et du trinome at - x et at + x - 21

que M. Boussinesq a fait figurer dans ses formules de displacements, etc.

(8).

We see that in all cases the maximum shift is at the end which

receives the impulse.

[405.] The second diagram (Fig. 4 of the memoir) gives

graphically the law of squeeze at the terminals and at J, J and f

span for the same values of P/Q. Here the abscissae are at
/I,

and

the ordinates d =
(

sx) a/V. or the squeezes reduced in the ratio

of a to V. The scale of the abscissae is 20 mm. for at/I
= 1 and of

the ordinates 10 mm. for d = 1.

We note that in all cases the maximum squeeze is at the fixed

end.

[406.] The third and fourth diagrams (figures 5 and 6 of the

memoir) give :
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(1) The maximum shifts at the end struck (um).

Here the abscissa gives Q/P from to 6, and the ordinate uma/( VI), the

scale of the unit of both being equal to 20 mm. The heavy line is given

by the true theory ;
the broken line is the parabola given by the first

approximation %--f
=
*J 15 ',

tne pointed line is the curve given by

the second approximation ^
-~ -

-^
: compare our Arts. 943*,

\/ i j__
3 Q

368, and the Historique Abrege, Lemons de Wavier, footnote p. ccxxiii.

We see at once that the Hodgkinson-Saint-Venant approximation
gives the terminal shifts with very considerable accuracy, and may be

adopted with safety for all values of QjP>^.
In the course of the calculations the following numerical results not

indicated on the diagram are obtained :

The maximum shift um is reached if

Q/P < 5-686 between t = 2/a and 42/a,

Q/P> 5-686 < 13-816 t = M/a and 6J/o,

Q/P> 13-816 < 25-16 t = Ql/a and Sl/a.

(2) The maximum squeezes (sx) at the fixed end.

The three curves have for abscissae the values of Q/P from to

25*10; the upper heavy curve has for ordinates the exact values of

(-sx) a/V where sx is given its maximum value, i.e. at the fixed end.
The lower heavy curve is the parabola obtained by taking for ordinates

and the dotted curve by taking for ordinates

For the abscissa-scale 5 mm. is taken for Q/P= 1, and for the
ordinate scale 20 mm. for d 1.

It will be seen that the true values differ immensely, from the values

given by the old formula d= JQ/P. Thus that formula never suffices
for finding the maximum squeeze *.

1 It may be obtained as follows: Suppose the shift uniformly distributed

and its maximum mean value=um . Then work done =%Ewl (^A = i?I
when the maximum is reached. Hence

- 8'>.= T =
a\/P'P (
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If, however, we take

we get the dotted curve of our fourth diagram, which from Q/P>5
approaches closely to the true curve. Saint-Venant gives the following

practical rules :

(a) For values of Q/P > 24 take d =

(b)
>5 and <24 d= ^/ %

(c) Q/P between and 5 d =

this latter being the exact formula.

[407.] There are one or two other points in 12 which we may
note:

(1) The authors refer to the condition for cohesion permanente
which is to be obtained from the maximum squeeze given by the results

of Art. 406 (2).

Si les chocs ont eu pour tendance de raccourir, et s'il ne devait en re'sulter que
des compressions, ces memes quantites numeriques (du/dx)m seraient k e'galer
k un nombre plus grand T'^E, T'Q e"tant la limite, toujours tres au-dessus de

TQ, des forces comprimantes non dangereuses. Mais, comme nous avons vu

que, dans la premiere periode de la detente libre qui suit le choc, il se produit
des dilatations e'gales aux compressions ayant precede, le danger de de'sagrega-
tion de la matiere survit & la jonction, et la prudence conseille de traiter les

compressions sur le menie pied que les dilatations, ou d'egaler leurs valeurs

numeriques (see our Art. 175) k la meme limite TQjE que si c'etaient des dila-

tations.

This does not seem to me the necessarily true condition for the

safety of the structure. The real limit of T
, here, must be thatfor a

repeated positive and negative strain, and if we are to give credence to

Wohler's experiments this is not the T for a fail-point in pure tractional

experiments. According to Wohler the former is much less than the

latter : see our account of his researches later.

(2) In a footnote
( 12) the authors remark that the negative

traction must be such that it does not cause the bar to buckle. They
add that no bar will buckle unless the load is > *AjftiMcs/P, so that they
treat the bar as a doubly pivoted strut (see Corrigenda to our Vol. i.,

Art. 959*). It seems just as probable that the bar would have one end

built-in, in which case we might take double of the above load. The
footnote then continues :

L'on peut admettre analogiquement, et rneme, ce semble, comme un
a fortiori, que cette barre d'un poids P, sollicitee par le choc comprirnant d'un
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corps Q tendant a y developper en un seul endroit, et comme maximum, une

pression longitudinale egale & Eat
(
- sm),

sm etant la valeur ci-apres (see Art.

406 (a)) ne fle'chira pas si Ton a

This result 1

,
1 think, extremely doubtful, in particular when we take

into account the want of accord between the Eulerian theory of struts

and experience: see our Arts. 957* 961*, 1255* 1262*. The
authors remark of the above condition that it is presque toujours

remplie, but I should be uneasy with regard to any structure where
the above quantities had any approach to equality.

(3) At the end of 12 it is shewn by a process involving the

determination of mean values that the expression given in our Art. 406

(a) is really a close approximation to the true result. This is also

proved in Boussinesq's note attached to the memoir : see also the work
of his referred to in our Art. 402, p. 544.

[408.] Remarques relatives d la Note de M. Berthot sur les

actions entre les molecules des corps: Gomptes rendus, 1884, T.

xcix., pp. 5 7.

Berthot in a memoir of 1884 (Comptes rendus, T. xcvin.,

p. 1570) had suggested the following law of intermolecular force

where w, ra' are the masses of two molecules at distance r and

K, r are constants. It is obvious that the force changes from

attraction to repulsion at r = r .

Saint-Venant remarks that in 1878 in a footnote to a memoir,
Sur la constitution des atomes (p. 37 : see our Art. 275), he had

referred to a law of somewhat like form.

In both cases the force tends to follow the gravitational law

when r is much greater than r . Saint-Venant refers to the

forms given by Poisson and Poncelet for representing inter-

molecular force (see our Arts. 439* and 977*), but he holds that

although such laws are suggestive, it is very unlikely that in the

present state of science we shall hit upon the correct one. He

1 The memoir has -^~- for A/ . I may note also the following errata :

In equations (11), (12) and (13) the exponentials following the curled brackets
should be placed inside them.

In equation (46) for first P/Q read Q/P.
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observes that the discovery of its absolute form indeed is unneces-

sary for the establishment of the formulae of elasticity, hydraulics

and electricity.

[409.] Sur la flexion des prismes. Comptes rendus, T. en.

1886, pp. 658664 and pp. 719722. This memoir by Resal

professes to point out an error in Saint-Venant's memoir on the

flexion of prisms of 1856 : see our Art. 69. The writer notes

that Saint-Venant fixes the direction of a rectilinear element of

the first face and not the direction of the first element of the

prismatic axis. He then proceeds to assert that Saint-Venant

has not taken account of the relation fxzdco +P = : see our

Art. 81. He endeavours to shew that this has led Saint-Venant

to erroneous results in the case of the elliptic cross-section, but

he himself falls into an error in his algebra, and so gives the colour

of an error to Saint-Venant's work.

Boussinesq in a note in the same volume of the Comptes rendus,

pp. 797 8, entitled : Observations relatives a line Note recente de

M. Resal sur la flexion des prismes, points out Resal's algebraic

error, and remarks that the difference between the terminal

conditions of Saint-Venant and those proposed by Resal only

produces a small rotation of the coordinate axes, and introduces

no change into the expressions for the strains or stresses.

Resal in a few words (p. 799) acknowledges his error.

[410.] Saint-Venant died on January 6, 1886. The President

of the Academy on announcing his death at the meeting of the

Academy on the llth used the following words:

La vieillesse de notre eminent confrere a ete une vieillesse benie. II

est mort plein de jours, sans infirmites, occupe jusqu'a sa derniere heure

des problemes qui lui etaient chers, appuye pour le grand passage sur

les esperances qui avaient soutenu Pascal et Newton (Comptes rendus,

T. OIL, 1886, p. 73).

Short notices of his life appeared in the Comptes rendus, T. en.,

pp. 1417, 1886 by Phillips, and in Nature, Feb. 4, 1886 by the

Editor of the present volume. A full and excellent account by

Boussinesq and Flamant of his life and work, together with a

complete bibliography of his contributions to science, was published

in the Annales des Fonts et Chaussees for November, 1886. In

presenting this paper to the Academy, Boussinesq said :
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Nous avons tache d'y rappeler, avec tous les details que comportait
1'etendue materielle de texte dont nous pouvions disposer, Pexistence

si bien remplie et les travaux les plus marquants du profond ingenieur-

geometre, notre maitre a tous deux, qui a ete une des gloires de 1'Academic
a notre epoque et un modele pour les travailleurs de tous les temps.

(Comptes rendus, T. civ., 1887, p. 215.)

A more popular account of Saint-Venant's life based chiefly on

the notices in the Annales and Nature will be found in the

Tablettes biographiques ; Dixieme Annee, 1888.

[411.] Summary. In estimating the value of Saint-Venant's

contributions to our subject, we have first of all to note that he is

essentially the founder of practical, or better, technical elasticity.

In his whole treatment of the flexure, torsion and impact of beams

he kept steadily in view the needs of practical engineers, and by
means of numerical calculations and graphical representations he

presented his results in a form, wherein they could be grasped by
minds less accustomed to mathematical analysis. At the same

time he was no small master of analytical methods himself, and he

undertook in addition purely numerical calculations before which

the majority would stand aghast. His memoirs on the distributions

of elasticity round a point and of homogeneity in a body opened

up new directions for physical investigation, while his numerous

discussions on the nature of molecular action have greatly assisted

towards clearer conceptions of the points at issue. The hypotheses
of modified molecular action and of polar molecular action may
either or both be true, or false

;
but we see now clearly that it is

to the investigation of these hypotheses and not to the experiments
of Oersted etc. nor to the viscous fluid and ether jelly arguments
of the first supporters of multi-constancy to which we must turn

if we want to investigate the question of rari-constancy
1
. Saint-

Venant's foundation, on the basis of Tresca's investigations, of the

new branch of theoretical science, which he has termed plastico-

dynamics, has not only direct value, but shews clearly the fallacy

of those who would identify plastic solids and viscous fluids. The
fundamental equations in the two cases differ in character: a

difference which may be expressed in the words the plastic solid

1 This is well brought out by the comparison of Voigt's recent memoir (Gottinyer
Abhandlungen, 1887) with those of the early supporters of multiconstancy.
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requires a certain magnitude of stress (shear), the viscous fluid a

certain magnitude of time for any stress whatever, to permanently

displace their parts.

Not the least merit of Saint-Venant's work is the able band of

disciples he collected around him. His influence we shall find

strongly felt when investigating the work of Boussinesq, Le'vy,

Mathieu, Resal and Flamant. He formed the connecting link

between the founders of elasticity and its modern school in

France.

The vigorous spirit, the striking mental freshness, the perfect

fairness of his thought enabled him to penetrate to the basis of

things ;
the depth of his affection, his kindly foresight and

consideration, his rare personal devotion attached to him all who

came in his way and stimulated them to renewed investigation

(Flamant and Boussinesq : Notice sur la vie et les travaux de B.

de St. V., p. 27).
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Amorphic Bodies, elastic coefficients for,

308: see also Ellipsoidal Distribu-

tion

Amorphism, or confused crystallisation,

115, 192 (d)

Angers, Church of, factor of safety for

columns, 321 (b)

Anticlastic Surfaces, Thomson and Tait's,
325

Arches, wooden, experiments on, C. et A.

pp. 4_iQ
Ardant, his experiments on wooden

arches, C. et A. p. 4
; theory of

circular ribs, C. et A. p. 10
Atomic Constitution of bodies, indivisi-

bility of atoms, Berthelot and Saint-

Venant on, 269 ;
Boscovich andNewton

on atoms, 269 ; Saint-Venant's long
memoir on, 275 280

Atoms: see also Intermolecular Action;
Saint-Venant's arguments that they
are without extension, 277 80

Axes, feathered, strength of, 177 (c)

Axes of Elasticity : see Elasticity, Axes of

Babinet, his proof of velocity of pressural
or sound wave, 219

Bar : see Flexure of, Impact on, etc.

Beam : see Rolling Load on, Torsion of,

Flexure of, Impact on, etc.
;
of strong-

est cross-section, 176, 177 (6); form-

ulae for stress- strain relation for, when

stretch and squeeze moduli are un-

equal, 178; rupture of, deduced from

empirical relation between stress and
strain, Saint-Venant's and Hodgkin-
son's formulae, 178

Beam- Engine, stress in beam, 358;
danger of certain speeds of fly-wheel,
359

Bending-moment, safe limit of, for non-

symmetrical loading, 14
;
in terms of

shear, 319
Bernoulli-Eulerian formulae for flexure,

71, 80

Berthot, on law of intermolecular action,
408

Bertrand, reports on Saint-Venant's
memoir on transverse impact, 104

Binet, on elastic rods of double curva-

ture, 155

Blanchard, experiments on material
under great pressure, 321 (6), 50

Boiler, Cylindrical, proper dimensions
for spherical ends of, 125

Boltzmann, on longitudinal impact of

bars, 203

Boscovich, his theory of atoms, p. 185,280;

deprived atom of extension, 269

Boussinesq, proves conditions of com-

patibility for given system of strains,
112

; proves ellipsoidal distribution
for amorphic bodies subject to perma-
nent strain, 230

; points out error in

1 This index will be incorporated in that for the entire second volume on its

completion.
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his treatment of
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Caoutchouc, Wertheim's and Clapeyron's
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sion memoir, 1
; suggests variation of
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on torsion of prisms

of rectangular cross-section, 25, 29 ;

his erroneous method of dealing with

flexure, 75, 316 ;
his general equations

for stress in terms of strain, when
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of his deduction of stress-strain rela-

tion, 192 (a) ;
conditions for double

refraction, 195
;
error in his theory of

impact of bars, 204
;

his ellipsoids,

226 ;
Saint-Venant's views on his

theory of light, 265 ; on contour con-

ditions for thin plate, 3946
Cement, rupture of, 169 (c)

Ccrntti, on application of potential to

theory of elasticity, 338

(.'ItiuxiitK, discussion on his views as to

elastic constants by Saint-Venant,
193 ; on after strain etc., 197

Clebsch, uses wrong limit of safety,
5 (c) ; combines Saint-Venant's flex-

ure and torsion problems, 17 ; discus-

sion on his views as to elastic con-

stants by Saint-Venant, 193; as to

torsion, 198 (/) ;
his treatise on elas-

ticity translated by Flamant and
Saint-Venant and annotated by latter,

298
;
his treatment of limit of safety,

320 : and of thin plates, criticised by
Saint-Venant, 383

Coefficient: see Elastic Coefficient; of

dynamic elasticity, 209, 217

Coefficients, Hovwtatic, 136

Collet-Meygret's experiments referred to,

169 (e)

Combination of Strains: see Strain, Com-
bined

Compatibility of given system of strains,
conditions for, 112, 190 (c) ; proved
by Boussinesq, 112

Constants, Elastic: see also Elastic Coef-

ficients; controversy about, 68, 192,

193, 196, 197 ; equality of cross-stretch

and direct-slide, on rari-constant

hypothesis, 73

Coriolis, on longitudinal impact of bars,
204

Cornu, his experiments on elastic con-

stants, 235, 269, 282, 284

Coulomb, comparison of Saint-Venant
and Coulomb's torsion-results, 19

Cox, on impact, 165
;

his method of

dealing with impact considered by
Saint-Venant, 201 ; his hypothesis for

transverse impact of bars, 344, 366,
368371

Cross-stretch Coefficients, how effected by
set, 194

Crystallisation, Confused, 115, 192 (d) ;

Cauchy's hypothesis as to, 192 (d)

Cylindrical Coordinates, equations of

elasticity in, p. 79 ftn.

Cylindrical Shell subjected to surface

pressures when its material has cylin-
drical elastic distribution, 120 ; con-

ditions for longitudinal or lateral

failure, 122
; when elastic distribution

is ellipsoidal, 122

Desplaces, his experiments referred to,

169 ()
Double Refraction: see also Light; as to

pressural wave, 101
;
Green's theory,

147, 193, 229; Saint-Venant on con-
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ditions for, 1489, 154; Green's,

Cauchy's and Saint-Venant's views,

1935
Duleau, his experiments on torsion of

bars of circular and square cross-

section, 31, 191

Easton and Amos, their experiment, 164

Ecrouissage denned, 169 (b)

Elastic Coefficients, terminology for, p.

77 ftn.; in any direction expressed

symbolically, 133 ;
for a material with

three planes of elastic symmetry, 307 ;

for amorphic bodies, 308; for equal
transverse elasticity, 308 (a) ;

wood
does not admit of ellipsoidal condi-

tions, 308 (a) ; expressions for, in terms

of initial stress, 240
;
effect of initial

stress on stretch-modulus, 241
;

for

bodies possessing various types of

elastic symmetry, 2812 ;
for amor-

phic bodies, 282 (8); experimental
methods of determining, 283

Elastic Curve for rods of double curva-

ture, 291
Elastic Equations, unique solution of, 6,

10
Elastic Homogeneity, Distribution of,

symmetrical about three planes,
117 (a) ; isotropic in tangent plane to

surface of distribution, 117 (6); for

amorphic body, 117 (c); for rari-con-

stant amorphic body, 117 (d) ; ellip-

soidal distribution, 117 (c) : see also

Ellipsoidal Distribution

Elastic Line, when flexure is not small,
172 ; elementary proofs of equation to,

due to Poncelet, 188
; at built-in ends

of beam or cantilever has abrupt
change of slope, 188

Elastic Modulus: see Stretch-Modulus

Elasticity, general theory of, 4, 72, 190,
224

; linear, as distinguished from

perfect, p. 9 ftn. ; of cast, rolled and
forged bodies, effects of working on
elastic homogeneity, 115

;
short his-

tory of, by Saint-Venant, 162
;
limit

of linear, 164

Elasticity, Axes of, 135, 137 (iii), 137 (vi);

p. 96, ftn.

Elasticity, Distribution of, round any
point of a solid, 126, 127 et seq., 135

;

symbolical method of treating, 198 (e)

Elasticity ,
General Equations of, in curvi-

linear coordinates, 118; in cylindrical

coordinates, p. 79 ftn.; in spherical
coordinates, p. 79 ftn. ; expressed

symbolically, 134 ; with initial stress,
with large shifts, 190 (c) ; have unique
solution, 198 (b); deduced from mole-

cular considerations, 228
; involving

initial state of strain, 237

Ellipsoidal Conditions, in terms of thlip-
sinomic coefficients, 311

Ellipsoidal Distribution, 198 (e); adopted
for drawn or rolled metals, stone, etc. ,

282(8), 117 (c); for amorphic bodies,

230; application of potential of second
kind to equations of elasticity when
this distribution holds, 140, 235 ;

re-

duces tasinomic quartic to ellipsoid,

139 ;
holds for amorphic solids, for

forged, drawn and rolled materials,
142

; proof of this on rari-constant

lines, 143
; practically identical with

Cauchy-Saint-Venant conditions for

propagation of light, 149 ; applied to

wood, 152; but does not hold, 308 (b) ;

strain-energy for, 163

Ellipsoids of Cauchy, 226
Emerson's Paradox, 174

Energy, Conservation of, assumptions
made in ordinary proofs of, 303

Enervation, defined, 169 (b) ;
175

Equations of Elasticity: see Elasticity,
General Equations of

Euler, on problem of plate, 167

Fail-Limit : see also Fail-Point, general
equation for, 5 (d) ; experimental de-

termination of relation between shear-

ing and tractive, 185
;

in case of

combined strain, 183
;
modified for-

mula for, 321 (c)

Fail-Point = Poncelet's point dangereux,
5 (e) ;

in case of torsion it lies near-

est to axis of prism, 23
;
relation to

Yield-Point, 169 (g) ;
for flexure, 173,

177 (a) not necessary at point of great-
est stress, C. et A. p. 9, (b) and (c) ;

of feathered axis, 177 (c) ;
for torsion,

181 (e) ; for a cantilever, 321 (d) ;
of

uniformly loaded beam, C. et A. p.
12

Fatigue, of a material, 169 (g)

Flamant, translates Clebsch with Saint-

Venant, 298
;
writes memoir on longi-

tudinal impact with Saint-Venant,
401

;
on absolute strength, p. 117

ftn.; publishes with Boussinesq a

notice of Saint-Venant, 410

Flexure, some results for, given in

Torsion Memoir, 12
; when load plane

is one of inertial symmetry of cross-

sections of prism, 14
;

for prisms of

rectangular and elliptic cross-sections,

14; distortion of cross-sections, 15; of

prisms, Saint-Venant's chief memoir
on, published, 69; list ofauthors dealing
with subject of, before Saint-Venant,
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70 ; strength of beams under skew, 65 ;

Bernoulli-Eulerian formulae for, 71,
80 ; Poisson and Cauchy, erroneous

theory of, 75 ; general equations of,

Saint-Venant's assumptions, 77 79,

190 (d) ; integration of general equa-
tions, 824 ; errors of Bernoulli-

Eulerian theory, 80, 170 ;
limited

nature of load-system admitted by
Saint-Venant, 80 81

;
form of dis-

torted cross-sections, 84, 92 and

frontispiece ;
total deflection, 84 ;

treatment of special cases, 85
;
cross-

section an ellipse, 87, 90 (i) : a circle,

87, 90 (ii) : a false ellipse, 60, 88 : a

rectangle, 62, 93 6
;
deflection when

slide is taken into account, 96 ;
dis-

tortion of cross-section, 97 ;
of prism

with any cross-section, 98 ; comparison
of Saint-Venant's and the ordinary

theory of flexure, 91 ; elementary proof
of formulae, 99 ; load not in plane of

inertial symmetry of cross-section, 171;

position of neutral line and ' devia-

tion,' 171 ;
elastic line, when flexure

not small, 172 ; rupture by, and fail-

point in case of, 173; of beam of great-
est strength, 177 (&); when stretch- and

squeeze-moduli are unequal, 178 ; ele-

mentary discussion of, 179 ; combined
with torsion, 180, 183; approximate
methods for flexural slide, 183 (a) ;

producing plasticity, 255; history of

problem, 315

Flow, of ductile solid, 233: see also

Plasticity

Fly-wheel, of steam-engine, danger of

certain speeds for, 359 and ftn.

Fresnel, his wave-surface, Cauchy-Saint-
Venant conditions for, 148 9

Friction, Rolling, explained on theory of

elasticity, 156

Galopin, on double-refraction, 154

General Equations of elasticity : see

Elasticity, General Equations of
Generalised Hooke's Law: see Hooke's

Law
Germain, Sophie, on problem of plate,

167

Glazebrook, criticises Saint-Venant's
views on light, 147, 150

Green, Saint-Venant accepts his re-

duction of 36 to 21 constants, 116
;
on

initial stress, 130, 147 ;
his conditions

for propagation of light, 146
;

his

theory of double refraction criticised,

147, 193, 229, 265 ;
criticism of his de-

duction of stress-strain relation, 192 (a),

193; on a possible modification of

his form for strain-energy, p. 202 ftn.;
his function (strain-energy) deduced
from rari-constancy by Lagrange's
process, 229

Hagen, his experiments on stretch-

modulus of wood, 152, 198 (e), 308 (a)

Hamburger, on longitudinal impact of

bars, 203, 210, 214

Haughton, discovers Tasinomic Quartic,
136: Orthotatic Ellipsoid, 137; dis-

cussion on his views as to elastic

constants by Saint-Venant, 193 ; his

experiments on impact, 217

Hausmaninger, on longitudinal impact
of bars, 203

Heat, attempted explanation by trans-

lational vibrations of molecules, 68 ;

explanation of its effect in dilating

bodies, and the nature of coefficient

of dilatation, 268; stretch due to

thermal vibration, 268
; thermal effect

depends on derivatives of second order
of function giving intermolecular

action, 268 ; diagram of possible law
of intermolecular action, p. 179 ;

phenomena of, accounted for by
molecular translational vibration, 271 ;

theory does not appear in accordance
with spectral phenomena, 271 ; de-

duction of pressure on surrounding
envelope from this theory, 273 ;

Saint-

Venant rejects kinetic theory of gases,
273

Hermite, reports on Saint-Venant's me-
moir on transverse impact, 104

Heterotatic Surface, 137 (v) ;
has no

existence under rari-constancy, ibid.

Hodgkinson, his experiments on stretch-

modulus referred to, 169
(e)',

on
Emerson's Paradox, 174; his experi-
ments on beam of strongest cross-

section criticised by Saint-Venant,
176

;
his empirical formula for longi-

tudinal impact confirmed by Saint-

Venant's theory, 406
(i)

Hollow Prisms, torsion of: see Torsion

Homogeneity, defined by Cauchy, 4 (77);

semi-polar distribution of, 4
(77) ;

dif-

ferent distributions of, defined, 114 ;

spherical cylindrical, n-ic distribu-

tions, 114115
Homotatic coefficients, 136
Hooke's Law : see also Elasticity, Linear ;

generalised, 4 (f), 169 (d) ;
reasons

for, 192 (a) ;
Morin's experiments

on, 198 (a) ;
Saint-Venant appeals for

proof to rari-constancy, 227 ;
deduc-

tion of, 299

Hopkins, his formulae for shear proved
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by Potier, Kleitz, L6vy and Saint-

Venant, 270

Hugoniot, on impact of elastic bar, 341

Impact, history of theory of, 165

Impact, Longitudinal of Bar, 202, 203 ;

history of problem, 204 ;
Thomson

and Tait's, Kankine's proofs of special

problems, 205 ; of bars of same section

and material, 2078 ; comparison of

Saint-Venant's results with Newton's
for spheres, 209 ; diagrams of com-

pression, etc., pp. 141 2; Voigt and

Hamburger's results disagree with
Saint-Venant's theory, 210, 214;

Voigt's "elastic couch," 214; of bars

of different cross-section and material,
211 213 ; duration and termination
of impact, 216

;
loss of kinetic energy,

209, 217; Haughton's experiments,
217; elementary proof of results, 218;
of two bars, one very short or very
stiff, 221

;
of two bars in the form of

cone or pyramid, 223
;

of bars of

different matter, one free and the
other with one terminal fixed, 295 ;

solution for case of impelling bar

being very short or rigid, 296 ;
solution

in series corresponding to that of

Navier and Poncelet, 296 ; solution in

finite terms, 297 ;
of elastic bar, by

rigid body, 339341 ; history of

problem, 340 1; Young's Theorems,
340

;
contributions of Navier, Poncelet,

Saint-Venant, Sebert, Hugoniot and
Boussinesq to problem, 341; graphical

representation of, by Saint-Venant
and Flamant, 401 407 ; Boussinesq's
solution of the problem, 401

;
duration

of blow, 403; shifts at various points
of bar, 405

;
stretches at various points

of bar, 405; maximum shifts and
squeezes, 406; repeated impact, 407 (1) ;

tendency of impelled bar to buckle,
407 (2)

Impact, Transverse of Bar, 63, 104, 200,

231, 342, 361; report on Saint-Ve-
nant's memoir on, 104; relation of

Saint-Venant's researches to those of

Cox and Hodgkinson, 1045, 107;

analytical solutions for vibrations of

bar with load attached, when a blow
is given, 343 354; Cox's hypothesis
for transverse impact, 344

; transverse

beam, struck horizontally, 346 348
;

functions required when beam is not

prismatic, 349 ;
beam doubly-built-in,

350; cantilever receiving blow at free

terminal, 351
; non-central blow on

doubly -supported beam, 352; case of

S.-V.

free bar with impulse at both ends,
353

; with impulse at one end, 355 ;

carrying a load at its mid-point and
load receiving blow, 355 6 ; nu-
merical solutions for, case of doubly
supported bar centrally struck, 362 ;

representation by plaster model, 361 ;

nature of deflection-curves, 362; de-

flections tabulated, 363; maximum
stretch, 363

; Young's theorem nearly
satisfied, 363 (cf. Vol. i. p. 895);
Saint-Venant's remarks on the direc-

tions required in future experimental
research, 364; vertical impulse on
horizontal beam, 365; hypothesis of

Cox compared with theory which
includes vibrations, 366; true for

deflections, not for curvature, 366,
371 (iii) ; mass-coefficient of resilience

7 determined for a variety of impulses
to bar, 367 8; general value of 7,

368; general value of deflection in

terms of 7, 368
; approximate value

of period of impulsive vibration, 369 ;

beam projecting over points of support
and struck at centre, 370 (b) ;

" solid

of equal resistance" for central impact
on beam, 370 (c) ;

maximum stretch

as deduced by Cox's method inexact,
its true value for several cases, 371 (iii) ;

stretch due to impact of small weight
with great velocity, 371 (iv)

Impulse, Gradual: see Impact and Eesi-

lience

Impulsive Deflection, formula for, e.g. in
case of carriage springs, 371 (ii)

India Rubber: see Caoutchouc

Inertia, moments of, for trapezia and
triangles, 103

Initial-Stress : see Stress, Initial

Intermolecular Action, as function of
intermolecular distance, 169 (a) ;

dia-

gram of possible law of, p. 179 ; Newton
treated it as central, 269 ;

sums of,

difficulty in dealing with, Poisson and
Navier's errors, 228

; hypothesis of

modified action and influence of aspect
on, 276 ; Boscovichian theory does
not admit of aspect, but does of

modified action, p. 185
; change of

sign in, 276 ;
modified action leads

to multi-constancy, p. 185 ; Newton
and Clausius consider it a function

only of distance, 300 ; influence of

aspect on, 302-306 ; argument against
modified action from small influence

of astral on terrestrial molecules, 305 ;

forms for law of, suggested by Berthot
and Saint-Venant, 408, Weyrauch on
law of, C. et A. p. 1

19
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Iron, torsion of prism of, with skin-

change of elasticity, 186; rupture of,

321 (b), 3

Iron, Cast, rupture of, 169 (c) ; safe

tractions for, 176

Iron, Wrought, safe tractions for, 176;
or in plate, how effected by continuous

vibration, 364, 3

Iron Coininixxioin'rs' Report, 344, 371 (i)

Isotropic Bodies, rarety of, 115

Isotropy, defined, 4 (17) ;
its rarety, 4 (t)

Jouraivki, on approximate treatment of

slide due to flexure, 183 (a)

Kant, Saint-Venant's criticism of his

antimony, p. 187 ftn.

Kennedy, A. B. Jr., experiments on

rupture by pressure, p. 215 ftn.

Kinematics, elastic deformations treated

kinematically, 294

Kinetic-Energy, loss of by impact, 209,
217

Kirchhojf, adopts a suggestion of Saint-

Venant's, 11; on problem of plate, 167 ;

discussion on his views as to elastic

constants by Saint-Venant,193, 196 ; as

to flexure of rods, 198 ;
his assumptions

in dealing with flexure problem, 316 ;

on contour conditions for thin plate,
394

Lagrange, on elastic rods of double

curvature, 155

Lame, reports on Saint-Venant's Torsion-

Memoir, 1
; gives expression for slide in

any direction, 4 (5) ;
uses wrong limit

of safety, 5 (c) ; reports on Saint-

Venant's memoir on transverse im-

pact, 104; Saint-Venant on his results

for cylindrical boiler, 125; his views
on propagation of light, 146; criticism

of his deduction of stress-strain re-

lation, 192 (a); his definition of

stress, 225; Saint-Venant's views on
his theory of light, 265

Lame and Clapeyron, conditions for rup-
ture, 166

Laws of Motion, how far legitimately

applicable to atoms, 276 and ftn., p.
185 ftn., 305

Lefort, Eeport by Saint-Venant, Tresca
and Eesal on a memoir by, 266

Lvy, on stability of loose earth, 242;
establishes general body-stress equa-
tions of plasticity, 243, 215, 250; his

general equations of plasticity cor-

rected by Saint-Venant, 2634; his

method of finding central deflection

for circular plate anyhow loaded, 336
;

his assumption in theory of thin

plates, 385 ; on contour conditions
for thin plate, 3 (

J4; his views on
plates criticised by Saint-Venant and
Boussinesq, 394, 397

Light: see also Double Refraction; re-

lation to elasticity, 101
; propagation

of, when ether has initial stresses,
145 6; theory of, Saint-Venant's

paper on various hypothesis as to,
criticism of views of Cauchy, Green,
Briot, Sarrau, Lam6 and Boussinesq,
265

Live-Load: see Rolling-Load

Load, equivalent statical systems of, pro-
duce same elastic strains, 8, 9, 21, 100 ;

repeated, how effecting materials, 364

Marie, his history of mathematics, 162
and ftn.

Mariotte, on stretch limit of safety, 5 (c)

Mathieu, his discussion of potential of
second kind, 235

Matter, cannot be continuous, 278.

Maxwell, discussion on his views as to

elastic constants by Saint-Venant, 193,

196; his views on stress-strain rela-

tions, 227

Membrane, equation for transverse shift

of, 390

Metals, generally amorphic and thus
have ellipsoidal elasticity, 144

; drawn
or rolled, elastic constants of, 282;
stress formulae and elastic constants

for, 314
Metatatic Axes, treatment of, byKankine
and Saint-Veuant, 137 (vi)

Models, in relief for torsion, p. 2, 60;
for transverse impact of bars, 105,
361; for vibrating string, 111

Modified Action: see Intermodular Ac-
tion

Moduli, Elastic, in terms of 36 constants,
53

Modulus for Elastic Plate, 385 : see also

Stretch-Modulus, Slide-Modulus

Moigno, Saint-Venant contributes chap-
ters on elasticity to his Statique, 224

Molecules: see also Intermolecular Ac-

tion; translations! vibrations of, used
to explain heat, 68

;
size of according

to Ampere, Becquerel, Babinet, Sir

William Thomson, p. 184
Moments ofInertia,values of. for triangles
and trapezia, 103

Multi-constancy, remarks on, 4 (), 192,

193, 196, 197 ;
results from hypothesis

of modified action, p. 185

Miittrich, his experiments on nodal lines

of square plates, C. et A. p. 4
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Navier, gives formula for value of stretch,

(sr)
in any direction, 4(5); his lectures

edited and annoted by Saint-Venant,

100; on summing intermolecular ac-

tion, 228
;
on impact of elastic bar,

341
;
his memoir on rectangular thin

plates, 399

Neumann, C,, discussion on his views as

to elastic constants by Saint-Venant,

193; his method of finding strain-

energy, 229

Neumann, F., first determines stretch-

modulus quartic, 151
;
remarks on this

quartic, 309 ;
error in Vol. i. about this

quartic corrected, p. 209 ftn.
; on longi-

tudinal impact of bars, 203

Neutral Line, distinguished from neutral

axis, p. 114 ftn.
;

for flexure under

asymmetrical loading, 171

Newton, his experiments on impact, 209
;

his proof of velocity of sound, 219;
treated intermolecular force as central,

269

Orthotatic Axes, 137 (iii) ; Green's condi-

tions for, in case of ether, p. 96 ftn.

Orthotatic Ellipsoid discovered by Haugh-
ton, named by Bankine, 137

Persy, on skew loading of beams, 65, C.

et A. p. 9

Phillips, on impact, 165; his solution

of problem of rolling load, 3723;
error in his analysis, 377 ; writes notice

of Saint-Venant, 410

Piezometer, elasticity of, 115, 119, 121;
in form of spherical shell, 124

;
ex-

periments on copper and brass, dis-

cussed, 192 (6)

Piobert, reports on Saint-Venant's Tor-

sion memoir, 1

Plasticity, 169 (&); flow of plastic solid

through circular orifice, 233
;

coeffi-

cients of resistance to plastic slide and
stretch equal, 236

;
name used in this

work for plastico-dynamics, 243; tran-

sition from elasticity to, is there a
middle state ? 244, 257; general equa-
tions of, 245, 246, 250; Tresca's ex-

perimental laws of, 247; Saint-Venant
deals with uniplanar equations of, 248 ;

difficulty of solving equations of, 249 ;

equations for cylindrical plastic flow,

252; equations of uniplanar plastic
flow reduce to discovery of an auxili-

ary function, 253
; surface conditions

of, 254
;
due to torsion of right-circular

cylinder, 255 ; due to equal flexure of

prism of rectangular section, 256;

plastic pressure is transmitted as in

fluids, 259; of a right circular cylin-
drical shell subjected to internal and
external pressure, 261; same shell with
outer surface rigidly fixed, Saint-Ve-

,
nant obtains results differing from
Tresca's, 262

; Saint-Venant corrects a
result of Levy's for the general equa-
tions of, 252, 2634; need of new
experiments on, and method of making
these, 267; insufficiency of Tresca's
mode of dealing with theory of, 267

Plastico-dynami.cs : see Plasticity
Plate, torsion of, 29; rolled, is amor-

phic, 115

Platen, Elastic, history of problem, 167

Plates, Thick, Saint-Venant and Bous-

siiiesq's researches, 322 337; rect-

angular plates, simple cylindrical
flexure, 323 : double cylindrical flex-

ure, 324325; subjected laterally to

shearing load, 326; circular plates,

symmetrical loading, 328, 335; sub-

ject to lateral shearing load, 329;
circular annulus, 328 330; complete
plate resting on rim of a disc, 331, 333 ;

criticism of Saint-Venant's solution,
331

;
circular plate centrally support-

ed, deflection etc., 332
;
deflections for

complete plate variously loaded, 334;

complete plate, deflection of, for any
system of loading, 3356 ; Levy's prin-

ciple, 336 ; assumptions of theory, 337

Plates, Thin, 383399; Saint-Venant's
criticism of Clebsch's treatment, 383;
deduction of general equations, 384;
assumptions necessary, 385; argu-
ments in favour of assumptions, 386;
criticism of these arguments, 387;
further expression of the assumptions,
388

; advantage of this method of

dealing with problem over that which
assumes form of potential energy,
388 ;

criticism of Lord Kayleigh's, and
Thomson and Tait's mode of dealing
with problem, 388

; equation for trans-

verse shift, 385 ; equations for longi-
tudinal shifts, -389; contour-condi-

tions, 391394 ; Saint-Venant adopts
Thomson and Tait's reconciliation of

Poisson and Kirchhoff, 394; his views
on Levy's objections, 394, 397; re-

marks on his views, 394 ; Special
Cases, circular plates, contour (i)

rests on a ring or
(ii)

is built-in,
uniform surface load, 398 (i) and (ii) ;

rectangular plates, uniform load and
isolated central load, 399 (a) and (b)

Plates, Vibrations of, nodal lines of

square plates determined by Miittrich,
C. et A. p. 4
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, erroneous method of dealing
with flexure, 75, 316; on problem -of

plate, 167 ; criticism of his deduction
of stress-strain relation, 192 (a); error

in his theory of impact of bars, 204 ;

on summing interraolecular actions,

228; on contour conditions for thin

plate, 3946
Poncelet, reports on Saint-Venant's Tor-

sion-Memoir, 1
; reports on Saint-

Venant's memoir on transverse impact,
104; on rupture 164, 169 (c) ;

on
elastic line, 188 ; on impact of elastic

bar, 341 ; his Mtcanique Industrielle

C. et A. p. 10

Potential, and potential function, history
of origin of terms, 198 (c) ; of second
kind in the solution of elastic equa-
tions, 140, 235

Potier, proves Hopkins' formula for shear

anew, 270
Priam, torsion of: see Torsion, flexure

of, see Flexure; see also Strain, Com-
bined

Railway Eail, torsion of, 49 (c) ;
absolute

strength under flexure, C. et A. p. 11

Raiikine, his terminology for elastic co-

efficients, p. 77 ftn.
; Saint-Venant on

his paper on axes of elasticity, 135;
on Tasinomic Quartic, 136 ; on Ortho-
tatic Ellipsoid, 137 ;

on Metatatic Axis,
137 (vi); Saint-Venant uses his sym-
bolic method, 1'J8; on longitudinal

impact of bars, 205 ; on stability of

loose earth, 242

Rari-constancy, 68 : see also Constants,

Elastic; a property of bodies of con-

fused crystallisation, 72 ; equality of

cross-stretch, and direct-slide coeffi-

cients on hypothesis of, 73 ; arguments
in favour of, 306

Rayleigh, Lord, on thin plate problem,
388 ;

on normal functions of bar, 349

Refraction, quasi-normal or pressural
wave, 150

Regnault, explanation of anomalies in

his piezometer experiments, 115, 119,

121, 192 (b)

Reibell, his experiments on wooden
arches, C. et A. p. 6

Renaudot, on impact, 165
;
contributions

to problem of rolling load, 372 ; deals

with problem of continuous rolling

load, 381

Rennie, on Emerson's Paradox, 174

Resal, on elastic curve of rods of double

curvature, 291; on supposed error in

Saint-Venant's flexure-theory, 409

Resilience, 363 4: see also under Im-

pact; history of theory of, 165; mo-
dulus of, 340

(ii)

lictilii'iicf, Traitxrerse, of Bar. (Gradual
Impulse.) Vertical bar carrying a

weight at its mid-point and acted on

by constant force, 357 (a) ; force some
function of time, 357 (b) ;

same bar

subjected to sudden small shift of mid-

point, 357 (c) ; small shift a function
of time, 357 (d) ;

beam of beam-engine
subjected to periodic impulse, 358;
on danger of certain speeds for fly-
wheels of such engines, 359 ; mass-co-
efficient of, in a variety of problems of

impact, 367 70
;
a general expression

for its value, 368 ; for carriage springs,
371 (ii) : see also under Impact

Resistance, Solid of Equal, for cantilever,

56, case (4); for beam, under impact,
370 (c)

Rigidity, flexural, of beam, C. et A.

p. 8 (a)

Rod, see also Beam; with axis in curve
of double curvature, views of Saint-

Venant, Poisson, Wantzel, Binet, La-

grange and Bresse on elasticity of,

153, 155

Rolling-Load on beam or girder, 372 ;

Phillips' solution corrected by Saint-

Venant, 373 76 ; bending-momeut,
375; deflection, 376; history of pro-
blem, 372, 377; Saint-Venant takes
account of periodic terms, 378 380

;

extension of problem to the case of

continuous load by Eenaudot, 381;
Bresse on very long train crossing very
short bridge, 382

Roof-Trusses, history of, C. et A. p. 5

Rupture: see also Strength, Absolute;
and Safety, Limit of; conditions for,
4 (7), 5 (a) ; general conditions for,
5 (d), 32; history of theory of, 164;
Poncelet on, 164, 169 (c), 321

(/>);

conditions for, used by Lame" and
Clapeyron, 166; by compression, 169

(c) ;
of cast iron, of cement, 169 (c) ;

condition for, with skin-change of elas-

ticity, 169 (/) ;
for wooden prism with

variation in stretch-modulus, 169 (/);
behaviour of a material up to, 169 (g) ;

by flexure, 173 ; relations between con-
stants of instantaneous and ultimate,
175 ;

for flexure of beam with loading
in plane of inertial asymmetry of

cross- section, 177 (a); experiments by
Blanchard, Kennedy and others on

rupture by compression, 321 (6) and
ftn.

;
ratio of coefficients of, by pres-

sure and tension, 321 (b) 6 ; of arches,
Ardant's formulae for, C. et A. p. 7
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Safety, Factor of, 1/10 in France and

1/6 in England, 321 (b)

Safety, Limit of, properly measured by
stretch and not traction, 5 (c); rela-

tions between safe tensile and com-

pressive stresses for wood, cast iron,

wrought iron, 176; Clebsch's assump-
tion of stress limit, 820; comparison
of stress and stretch limits, the latter

generally on the side of safety, 321 (a),

321 (d)
Saint- Venant, Memoirs and Notes: Chief

memoir on Torsion of prisms (1855),
1 61

;
note on flexure of prisms,

(1854), 62; notes on trauverse impact
of bars (1854), 63, (1857) 1047,
(1865), 200; chief memoir on flexure

of prisms (1856), 69100; notes on

theory of light (1856), 101, (1863) 154,

(1872) 265 ;
notes on velocity of

sound (1856), 102, (1867) 202; note
on moments of inertia (1856), 103 ;

notes on torsion (1858), 109, 110,

(1864) 157, (1879) 291; note on vi-

brating cord (1860), 111; note on con-

ditions of compatibility (1861), 112;
note on number of unequal elastic

coefficients (1861), 113; memoir on
diverse kinds of elastic homogeneity
(1860), 114125; memoir on distri-

bution of elasticity round a point

(1863), 126152; notes on elastic

line of rods of double curvature (1863),

153, 155; memoir on rolling friction

(1864), 156; note on strain-energy due
to torsion (1864), 157; notes on kine-

matics of strain (1864), 159, (1680)
294; annotated edition of Navier's

Lemons (185764), 160199; note on
loss of energy by impact (1866), 201,

202; memoir on longitudinal impact
of bars (1867), 203219; notes on

longitudinal impact (1868), 221 2,

(1868) 223; (1882) 2956, 297;
contributions to Moigno's Statique

(1868), 224 229; memoir on amor-

phic bodies (1868), 230232; papers
on plasticity (1868), 233, (1870) 236,

(1871) 243, 244, 245257, (1872)
258264, (1875) 267 ;

note on stresses

for large strains (1869), 234; note on

application of potential of second kind
to elastic equations (1869), 235; me-
moir on initial stress, strain and dis-

tribution of elasticity (1871), 237

241; papers on loose earth (170),
242

; reports and analysis of others'

work, on Levy (18701), 2423: on
Lefort (1875), 266: on Boussinesq
(1880), 292: on Tresca (1885), 293;

notes on thermal vibrations (1876),
268, 271 274; papers on atoms

(1876), 269, (1878) 275280, (1884)
408; note on shear (1878), 270; me-
moir on elastic coefficients (1878), 281

284; memoir on torsion of prisms
on bases in form of circular sectors

(1878), 285 2JO; annotated edition

of Clebsch's Treatise (1883), 298
400

;
memoir (with Flamant) on the

graphical representation of longitudi-
nal impact, (1883), 4017.
Death of, 410; notices of life and

work by Phillips, Boussinesq and

Flamant, and in Nature and the
Tablettes biographiques, 410; character

of, 411
; summary of his work, 411

;

analysis of his works by himself up to

1858, and up to 1864, 1, p. 2

Saint-Venanfs Problem, so called by
Clebsch, 2; the assumptions Zx=!/i/
=w=Q, arguments in favour of, 316 ;

Boussinesq on, 317 ; objections to in

case of buckling, 318; Kirchhoff,
Poisson and Cauchy on flexure of

rods, 316

Sarrau, Saint-Venant's views on his

theory of light, 265

Savart, his experiments on torsion, 31,
191

Sebert, on impact of elastic bar, 341
Semi-inverse Method, 3, 6, 11

; applied to

flexure, 9, 71; history of, 162; its

justification, 189; applied to plastic

problems, 264

Set, 169 (b); effect on stretch-modulus
and cross-stretch coefficients, 194

Shear, elastic constants in its ex-

pression reduced by rotation of axes,
4 (6) ; elementary discussion of, 179 ;

fail-limit for, 185; formula of Hop-
kins for, 270 ; total, in terms of bend-

ing moment, 319

Shift, definition of, 4 (a); large, with
small strain, equations of elasticity

for, 190 (b)

Skin-Change of elasticity, 169 (/)
Slide, due to torsion : see Torsion

;
defi-

nition of, 4 (/3) ;
Saint-Venant changes

from cotangent to cosine of slide angle,
ftn. p. 160 ; value (<rrr')

of in any direc-

tion, 4 (d); in terms of stretch and

squeeze, 4
(5) ; condition for fail-limit

ky 5
5 (/); elementary discussion of,

179 ;
flexural slide, 183 (a); and stretch

in any direction first given by Lam6,
226 ;

for large shifts, 228
Slide-Limit in terms of stretch-limit, 5 (d)

Slide-Modulus, effect on torsional resist-

ance of its variation, 186
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Slide-Wave, velocity of, 219
Solid of Equal Resistance defined, 6 (e) :

see also Resistance, Solid of

Sound, velocity of, 68, 102, 219; in bar,
202

Spherical Coordinates, equations of elas-

ticity in, p. 79 ftn.

Spherical Shell, conditions for expansion
without distortion, the distribution of

elasticity being spherical, 123; as a
form of piezometer, 124

Springs, of carriages, 371 (ii)

Squeeze-Modulus : see Stretch-Modulus

Stability of Loose Earth, L6vy, Saint-

Venant, Boussinesq and Raukine, 242

Stokes, discussion on his views as to

elastic constants by Saint-Venaut,
193; on his doctrine of continuity,
196 ; his results for bridges subjected
to rolling load, 372, 378379

Stone, stress formulae and elastic con-

stants for, 314; rupture of 321, (b),

I*

Strain, and stress, general analysis of,

4
;
for large shifts, 4(5); permanent,

effect on bodies of primitive isotropy,
deduction of ellipsoidal distribution

on multi-constant lines, 230 1
;
initial

state of, in general equations, 237;
error in Saint-Venant's method of

dealing with, on multi-constant lines,

2389
Strain, Combined, slide, flexure and tor-

sion, 50; of prism of elliptic cross-

section, 52 ;
case of two equal stretches,

two slides equal and third zero, 53 ;

case of two slides vanishing at fail-

point, elasticity asymmetrical, general
solution for prism under flexure, trac-

tion and torsion, 54
; case of non-dis-

torted section subjected to slide and
torsion, 55

;
case of cantilever, 56, Case

(iv) ; influence of length of short rect-

angular prisms on resistance to flexure

and slide, 56, Case (i); prism of circular

cross-section subjected to flexure, tor-

sion and traction, 56, Case (iii) ; flexure

and torsion in shaft, 56, Case (v); tor-

sion and flexure for prism of rect-

angular cross-section, 57, Case (vi) ;

special cases of skew loading, 58;
flexure and torsion of prism of elliptic
cross- section, 59; numerical examples
of combined strain, 60

; flexure, trac-

tion and slide, 180; torsion and
flexure, 183

Strain-Ellipsoid, 159

Strain-Energy,or work-function expressed
symbolically, 134

; in terms of stresses

when elasticity is ellipsoidal, 163;

deduced from rari-constancy by La-

grange's process, 229

Stn-hlki', his views on nodal lines of

square plates criticised by Miittrich,
C. et A. p. i

Strait/th, ofbeams under flexure produced
by skew loading, 6<5; absolute, under
torsional stress with empirical stress-

strain relation, prisms of circular and
rectangular cross-section, 184 (b) and

(c) : see also Rupture
Stress, denned, 4 (e) ;

and strain, general
analysis of, 4; in any direction in

terms of stress in three non-rectilinear

directions, 4 (e); symbolical represen-
tation of, 132; definition of, import-
anje of molecular definition, 225;
value of, on rari-constant hypothesis,
when squares of shift-fluxions are not

neglected, 234

Stress, Initial, general elastic equations
for, 129 131

;
can only be found on

rari-constant hypothesis, 130 131 ;

effect of, in ether on propagation of

light, 145 6; considerable strain pro-
duced by, effect on elastic formulae,
190; Saint-Venant's erroneous deter-

mination of equations for, 198 (d) ;

introduced into equations of elasticity,

232; effect on elastic constants, 240;
on stretch-modulus, 241

Stress-Strain Equations, when there is

initial stress found on rari-constant

hypothesis, 129131
Stress-Strain Relations, 4 (f): see also

Hooke's Law generalised; practically
assumed by Cauchy and Maxwell,
227; why linear, 192 (a); Morin's ex-

periments on its linearity, 198 (a) ;
how

deduced (Green, Clebsch, Thomson,
Stokes), 299 ; appeal to Taylor's
Theorem and to law of intermolecular

action, 300; Saint-Venant considers

it from Green's stand-point, 301
;
his

omitted terms, 3023; Saint-Venant

rejects modifying action, 303 4; for

wood, stone and metals with empiri-
cal formulae for the elastic constants,
314

Stretch, its value (sr ) in any direction, 4

(5), 5 (b); and slide in any direction,

given by Lame, 226
;
for large shifts,

228
Stretch Limit of Safety: see also Fail-

Point and Safety, Limit of, 66, 320
321 ; applied to case of cantilever,
321 (d)

Stretch-Modulus, in terms of 36 elastic

constants, 7 ; variation of across cross-

section of prism, 169 (e); formulae
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for, by Bresse and Saint-Venant, 169

(e); skin-change in value of, 162 (e) :

influence of this on flexure formulae,
169 (/) ;

variation of, across trunk of

tree, 169 (/); if not equal to Squeeze-
Module, empirical formulae for stress-

strain relations, 178; changes in, due
to set, 194; how effected by initial

stress, 241
;

for bodies possessing
various types of elastic symmetry,
282; its distribution by quartic, 309
310

; gradual and continuous variation

of, 312313
Stretch-Modulus Quartic, Saint-Venant

on, 151

Stretch-Squeeze Ratio (77),
value of, 169

(d)-, for wood, 169 (d); Clebsch, and
at one time Saint-Venant, held it must
be <

, 308 (b)

Strut, under impulse, condition for its

not buckling, 407 (2)

Sylvestrian Umbrae, used to express stress

symbolically, 132

Symbolic Expressions for stresses, work
function, elastic constants and equa-
tions, 132134

Tait : see Thomson and Tait

Tasinomic Equation, 198 (e)

Tasinomic Quartic, expressed symbolic-
ally by Eankine, 136; first given by
Haughton, 136 ; cases of, 138 ; re-

duces to ellipsoid if there is ellipsoidal

elasticity, 139 ; remarks on, 198 (e)

Technical Elasticity, Saint-Venant's re-

searches in, p. 105 et seq.

Temperature: see also Heat; how does

temperature affect elastic constants?
274. Saint-Venant considers that all

thermal effect would disappear if on
the rari-constant hypothesis stresses

only include linear terms of shifts, 274

Thlipsinomic Coefficients of Rankine
used by Saint-Venant, 307, 311

Thomson and Tait, on longitudinal im-

pact of bars, 205 ; apply conjugate func-

tions to torsion of prism whose base is

sector of a circle, 285, 287 ; deal with
kinematics of strain, 294; on anti-

clastic surfaces, 325; on thin plate

problem, 388; on contour conditions
for thin plate, 394

Thomson, Sir W., cites experiments on

copper etc., which Saint-Venant finds

discordant, 282 (4); discussion on his

views as to elastic constants by Saint-

Venant, 193, 196; makes strain-energy
a function only of strain, p. 202 ftn.

Thrust, of arches, Ardant's values for,
C. et A. pp. 6 and 10 (d)

Tissot, distortion of spherical surface in

elastic solid into ellipsoid, 294

Torsion, publication of Saint-Venant's
chief memoir on, 1

; report on memoir
on, 1; general equation of, 4 (K), 17 ; de-

finition of, 16; in case of large shifts

and small strains, 17, 22; of prism of

elliptic cross-section, 18; comparison
with Coulomb's theory, 19; variation
of angle across prism's cross-section

requires lateral load, 20; fail-points

for, 23; solutions for equations of,

24, 36
; of prisms of rectangular cross-

section, 25, 29; cross-section remains

perpendicular to sides of prism under,
25

;
case of plate, 29 ; of square cross-

section, 30; of any rectangle, general
results and empirical formulae, 34;
discussion of Duleau's and Savart's

experiments, 31
;
of prisms with cross-

section in form of star, square with
acute angles, square with rounded

angles, 37, and fail-points for these

sections, 39; uselessness of projecting
angles in resistance to, 37; example
of erroneous results obtained from old

theory of, 38
;
of prisms of triangular

cross-section, 40 42, 67 ; of prism of

any cross-section, 43; when there are

unequal slide-moduli in cross-section,
44

; general equations of, in this case,
45

; solution for elliptic cross-section,
46

;
for rectangular cross-section, 47 ;

other cross-sections, 48 ;
table of values

of slide for points of cross-section of

prism with unequal slide-moduli under,
p. 39; of hollow prisms, 49 (a) (b) ;

of railway rail, 49 (c); longitudinal
stretch produced by, varies as cube of

torsion, 51
;
that resistance of, is due

to slide first stated by Young, 51;
combined with other strains, 50: for

elliptic cross section, 52, 59: for rect-

angular cross-section, 57, Case (vi);
circular section, 56, Cases (iii) and (v) ;

elementary proof of formulae for, 109 ;

of prisms with cross-sections in form
of doubly symmetrical quartic curves,
110; eccentric, 110, 181 (d): of right
circular cylinder, 182 (a); strain-

energy due to, 157 ; deduction of gene-
ral equation of, from principle of work,
157; general equations of, elemen-

tary proofs for, 181
;
maximum slide

and position of the fail-points, 181 (e) ;

general formulae and examples, 182;
of railway rail, 182 (b); of prisms with
cross-sections bounded by curves of

fourth degree, 182 (d); when cross-sec-

tion nearly an isoceles triangle, 182 (d) ;
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with variation of slide-modulus across

cross-section, cases of wooden and iron

cylinders, 186; numerical examples
of, 187 ; general equations of, 190 (d) ;

of prism with only one plane of elastic

symmetry, case of elliptic cross-section,

190 (rf); comparison of Wertheim,
Duleau and Savart's experiments on,
with theory, 191 ; producing plasticity,
255 ;

of prisms whose base is the sector

of a circle, 285 290: expression for

shift, 286: numerical table of torsional

moment, 288: annular sectors, 288:
on slide and fail-points, 289 90 ;

formula giving very approximately the

value of moment of, for great variety
of cross-sections, 291; of prisms,

history of problem, 315
; assumptions

made by Saint-Venant and reasons for

them, 31618
Traction, of prism with three planes of

elastic symmetry, 6; of heavy prism,
74 ;

fail-limit for, 185
;
combined with

flexure and slide, 180

Tresca, Saint-Venant' s report on Tresca's

communications to Academy, 233;
Saint-Venant's proof of his experi-
mental result as to coefficients of

plasticity, 236; his principle that

plastic pressure is transmitted as in

fluids, 259; his results do not agree
with Saint-Venant's, 262

; recognises

importance of plastic experiments
suggested by Saint-Venant, 267 ; Saint-

Venant on the theoretical aim of his

researches, 293 ; considers that there

is a mid-state between elasticity and

plasticity, 244; demonstrates the

constant value of maximum shear

for plastic stress, 247

Variations, Calculus of, use of in elastic

problems, 229

Velocity, of pressural and slide waves

proved in elementary manner, 219

Vibrations, torsional, 191

Vicat, his experiments on rupture, 32

Virgile, his memoir, criticised by Saint-

Venant, 122

Voigt, his experiments on and theory of

impact of bars, 203, 210, 214; his

memoir on multi-constancy, p. 283
ftn.

Wantzel, suggests form for solution of tor-

sion equations for rectangular prism,
26; on elastic rods of double curva-

ture, 155

Wertlieim, on torsion, experiments and
errors, 191 ; on caoutchouc, 192 (b),
and (c)

Wertheim and Chevandier, experiments
on wood, 169 (/), 198 (), 284

Weyrauch, his contribution to law of

intermolecular action, C. et A. p. 1

Willis, his problem on rolling-loads

crossing bridges, 344, 372

Wohler, effect of alternating load on

strength, 407 (1)

Wood, variation of stretch-modulus for,

across trunk of tree, 169 (/); safe

tractions for, 176 ;
torsion of prism of,

186; elastic constants of, 198 (e),

282 (9), 308, 3123
; stress formulae

and elastic constants for, 341; rup-
ture of, 321 (b), 2; arches of, experi-
ments on, C. et A. p. 7

Work-Function or Strain-Energy express-
ed symbolically, 134; remarks on, 163

Yield-Point, 169 (6); relation to Fail-

Point, 169 (g)

Young, first stated longitudinal stretch

of prism under torsion varies as cube
of torsion, 51; first stated that tor-

sional resistance is due to slide, 51 ;

his theorems on impact of elastic bar,

340, 363

Young's Modulus : see Stretch-Modulus



CORRIGENDA AND ADDENDA

TO VOLUME I.

CORRIGENDA.

Art. 922.

I have used an expression in this article with regard to

Weyrauch's contribution to the problem of rari-constancy which is

undoubtedly liable to misinterpretation. It might be supposed
from what I have written that Weyrauch had obtained rari-

constant equations on the assumption that the intermolecular action

although central was any function whatever, e.g. a function of
'

aspect
'

or involving
' modified action terms '. What he really

does (Theorie elastischer Korper, 1884, p. 132) is to take a central

action R between two elements of masses m and m', at distance

r of the form :

R = mm {F(r)-i} (i),

where, in his own words :

"mmi ganz allgemein eine Function derjenigen Grossen

bedeutet, welche neben der Entfernung r auf R Einfluss nehmen."

This of course is something different from taking R of the

form :

R = mm'F(r,i) (ii).

Further, if iQ represents the value of i before strain or at time

t
,
and i the value at time t, Weyrauch assumes (p. 134) that

i i for the material in the neighbourhood of the element m may
T. E. A
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be treated as constant and brought outside the sign of summation

for elementary actions. This would be impossible, if i i were

due to 'modified action,' because the modifying elements (or

molecules) would be themselves in the immediate neighbourhood
of m, and the modifying action would probably be a function of

their distances which are themselves commensurable with the

linear dimensions of the
"
neighbourhood of the element ra."

By taking R of the form (i) and not (ii) Weyrauch much limits

the generality of his results, and by choosing i i a constant for

the neighbourhood of an element, he practically reduces his (i i )

to little more than the temperature-effect. But even this may
serve to indicate that wider laws of intermolecular action than

that in which it is central and a function of the distance only may
be found to lead to rari-constant equations.

Art. 959.

The formulae for the buckling load on struts were taken from

notes of mine in which 21 and not I was the length of the strut.

This, however, does not apply to the point of maximum traction

or other results of this same Article. We have with this correction

the following results for a strut of length I :

Buckling force for doubly built-in strut

4-rrV

p

Buckling force for built-in pivoted strut

^ 2-047

1 +
^f-

2-047

Buckling force for doubly pivoted strut

TrV

L.
TT*/
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I much regret that this error should have escaped my attention,

and trust all possessors of the first volume will make the above

changes in the text.

Arts. 7956.

I have reproduced an error of Neumann's which I ought to

have seen and corrected. The wrong signs are given to all the

quantities M, N, P in Art. 796. If these are corrected a

negative sign must be inserted in the second table of Art. 795

before all the 1/F'a. The value of l/Er in Art. 799 is then

accurate.

Index, p. 899, Column (ii) and Arts. 81316.

The title Bresse has been inserted between Sevan and Binet,

when it ought to follow Braun on p. 900, Column (i). There should

also be a reference under Bresse to Arts. 813 16. I find that the

lithographed course of lectures there referred to is due to this

scientist, to whom we thus probably owe the first theory of the
'

core.'
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Arts. 352, 353, 3545, 7456.

A paper by A. Miittrich on Chladni's figures for square-

plates appeared in 1837 in the Geschichte des altstddtischen

Gymnasiums. Dreizehntes Stuck, Konigsberg. It is entitled:

Beitrag zur Lehre von den Schwingungen der Fldchen, and contains

8 pages and a plate of figures. Pp. 1 5 suggest practical

methods of supporting the plates, of setting them vibrating,

and of keeping their surfaces dry and clean. Pp. 6 8 give
Miittrich's conclusions and the grounds on which he bases them.

Two of them are opposed to Strehlke's views of 1825 as given
in our Vol. I., Art. 354, namely Miittrich holds :

(i.) Straight lines are possible forms for the nodal lines of

plates with free edges.

(ii.) Nodal lines can intersect one another.

The experimental proof of these results lies in the demonstra-

tion of a gradual transition from one system of nodal lines to

another, when intermediate stages are necessarily intersecting

straight lines.

Miittrich's third conclusion is that the nodal lines themselves

are in a state of vibration and that only their nodal points are

true nodes for the plate. It seems to me possible that this

oscillation of the nodal lines results from longitudinal vibrations

in the plate which again are due to its sensible thickness, or to

the mode of support and excitation.

Art. 937.

A copy of Ardant's work which was printed as a separate

publication by "order of the minister of war" has reached me since
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>

the printing of Vol. I. The title is : Etudes thdoriques et experi-

mentales sur I'dtablissement des charpentes a grande portee, Metz,

1840. It contains Avertissement pp. i v; the report referred to

in our Vol. I., Art. 937, pp. vi xvii
;

the text of the work

pp. 1 94
; Appendice pp. 95 122, and concludes with five pages

{123 127) of contents and twenty-nine plates of figures. It is

obvious that the work is one of considerable size, and as it

possesses some importance, I give here a resume' of its contents.

[i.] Chapter I. (pp. 1 11), briefly describes the origin and

history of wooden trusses designed to cross considerable spans,

more especially roof-trusses. These range from the 4th century
roof of the Basilica of Saint-Paul's, through the frame 'a la

Palladio,' the arched truss of Philibert de 1'Orme, and the Gothic

roof to the English truss with iron tie-bars, and to the arched forms

common in France in 1840. Ardant gives at the end of the

chapter a summary of the conclusions he has formed upon the

comparative merits of arched timber trusses and trusses built up
of straight pieces of timber. He believes the former to be very
inferior to the latter in both economy and strength ;

while the

latter can be easily made to present as pleasing an artistic effect.

He holds the adoption of the former to have arisen partly from

the mistaken notion that a semi-circular arch produced little or

no thrust on the abutments, partly from an unreasoning extension

of the theory of stone arches to wood and iron :

Dans la premiere de ces constructions, on utilise la pesanteur, la

rigidite et Tinflexibilite relatives des pierres ;
dans les secondes, c'est

1'elasticite et la cohesion des parties qui sont les qualites essentielles

(p. 10).

Chapter II. gives an account of the fifteen arches and frames

(with spans so large as 12*12 metres and rise so large as 5'41

metres), upon which experiments were made, as well as the

apparatus with which they were made.

[il] Chapters III., IV. and V. cite the theoretical results of

the Appendix for the thrust in terms of the load in the cases of

circular arches and of a simple roof-truss of straight timbers. The

A3
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thrust for the latter is not materially greater than that for the

former. Hence no gain is obtained by combining the two which

appears to have been frequently done in practice :

On tirera de cette comparaison une conclusion assez opposee a

1'opinion de la plupart des constructeurs, savoir
;

Que dans les cas ordinaires de la pratique, un cintre demi-circulaire

exerce autant de poussee que la ferme droite sans tirant, a laquelle on

le reunit pour composer une charpente en arc
;

et que, par consequent,

on pourrait, en augmentant 1'equarrissage de cette ferme, supprimer le

cintre sans qu'il en resultat sur les appuis, une action horizontale plus

considerable (p. 25).

These chapters then compare the experimental measure of the

thrust with that given by theory. The comparison gives an

accordance fairly within the limits of experimental error. Un-

fortunately Ardant did not make a sufficiently wide range of

observations for the results to be quite conclusive. He cites an

experiment of Emy which led the latter to believe that circular

arches had no thrust. He then considers experiments made by
Reibell at Lorient. These appear to be the only other important

experiments which had been made on large circular wooden arches.

An account of them was published in the Annales maritimes et

coloniales 22e
annde, 2e

se'rie, T. XL, p. 1009. Reibell did not get
rid of the friction at the terminals of the arch, but allowing for

this Ardant finds the corrected values of the thrusts agree well

with his formulae (pp. 32 33). From this double set of experi-

ments he draws the following conclusions :

(a) The thrust of a semi-circular arch due to an isolated

central load never exceeds of the load.

(6) Whatever be the manner in which a continuous load is

distributed along the arch, the thrust for a semi-circular arch never

exceeds J to J of the total load.

(e) That flatter arches produce thrusts which are to those

which arise in the case of a semi-circular arch in the ratio of the

half span to the rise.

(/) That the thrust is independent of the particular mode of

construction of the arch, when its figure, dimensions and the load-

distribution are the same.
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Chapter V. shews that the thrust-formula obtained in the

Appendix for the truss with straight timbers and without a tie, is

confirmed by experiment.

[iii.] Chapter VI. begins with some general discussion on

elasticity, the elastic constants and the coefficients of rupture.

Ardant then cites a formula of the following kind for the deflec-

tion, /, of a circular arch at the summit, the terminals being both

pivoted :

where 2X is the span, F the rise, E the stretch-modulus, WK? the

moment of inertia of the cross-section, P the total load and K a

constant depending on the distribution of the load etc. Here the

arch is supposed to be of continuous homogeneous material and of

uniform cross-section. Ardant now applies this formula to the

deflections he has found by experiment for his arches built up of

curved pieces or planks pinned or bound together. The results

given in Chapter VII. he holds to satisfy this formula, provided E
be given values depending on the nature of the structure, from f to

-A- of its value for a continuous arch or beam of the same material.o O

The experiments even on the same arch seem to me to give such

divergent values for E, that I think this method of exhibiting the

deflection can only be looked upon as an expression of experi-

mental results for practical purposes. With certain assumptions
Ardant also obtains an expression for the deflection of a roof truss

without tie, built up of straight beams (pp. 48 49). I do not

consider this expression to be theoretically or experimentally

justified. Ardant proceeds at the end of Chapter VII. (pp.

61 68) to determine the resistance to rupture of his arches.

Here he applies to rupture a formula deduced from the theory of

continuous arches on the hypothesis that linear elasticity holds up
to rupture. At best the theory could only apply to the fail-point

(i.e. failure of linear elasticity) of continuous arches. A like treat-

ment of rupture leads to absurd results in the case of the flexure

of beams, so it can hardly be expected to give better results in the

case of arches : see our Vol. i. Art. 1491 and Vol. n. Art. 178. Thus,

as we might naturally expect, his "
coefficient of rupture

"
varies
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from arch to arch, and its ratio in each case to the "
coefficient of

rupture
"
for a continuous arch is equally variable. The results,

however, of his experiments resumed on (pp. 67 8) are suggestive
for the practical design of such arches and roof-trusses as he has

experimented on.

[iv.] In Chapter VIII., it is sufficient to notice here Ardant's

conclusion that the truss built up of straight beams is for the same

amount of material stronger than the built-up wooden arch :

II semble d'apres cela que si les charpentes en arc conservent quelque

avantage sur les fermes droites, c'est uniquement celui d'avoir une

forme plus gracieuse, et que sous les rapports importants de la solidite

et de 1'economic, les premieres sont tres-inferieures aux autres (p. 75).

Chapter IX. gives methods of calculating suitable cross-

sections for the various parts of arches of the types on which

Ardant has experimented. It also gives some attention (pp. 77

80) to the thickness and height of the masonry which will stand

the thrust of a given roof-truss. It concludes with two numerical

examples of the application of the formulae of the appendix to the

calculation of the dimensions of metal arches.

[v.] We now reach the Appendice, which is entitled : Theorie

de la flexion des corps prismatiques dont I'axe moyen est une droite

ou une courbe plane (pp. 95 122). This contains the first theory
of circular arches which attains to anything like completeness (see

our Vol. I. Arts. 100, 278, 914) and it anticipates Bresse's later

work on this subject : see our Vol. I. Arts. 1457 8, and Vol. II.

Chapter XI. for an account of the book referred to in these Articles.

We note a few points with regard to this Appendix.

(a) Pp. 95 100 give the ordinary Bernoulli-Eulerian theory
of flexure. On p. 98 Ardant speaks of the product of the stretch-

modulus and moment of inertia of the cross-section (namely Ewif

in our notation) as improperly termed the moment d'elasticite. It is

the moment de roideur of Euler (Ek* in his notation : see our Vol. I.

Art. 65) or the ' moment of stiffness.' This ' moment of stiffness,'

EWK?, occurs so frequently that we have ventured to term it the
'

rigidity
'

of a beam. It follows from this definition that the product
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of the rigidity and curvature is equal to the bending-moment.
Thus for the same value of the bending-moment the curvatures of

a series of beams vary inversely as their rigidities.

(b) Pp. 100 103 deal with rupture on the old lines, i.e. as if

linear elasticity lasted up to rupture. The results obtained are

thus only of value when we treat the 'coefficient of rupture' R
which occurs in them as the

'

fail-limit.' Accordingly the Tables

on p. 103 for rupture-stresses are meaningless when applied to the

previous flexure formulae. On pp. 99 and 101 we have the

rigidity and fail-moment (here called moment de rupture) calcu-

lated for
'

skew-loading
'

or for the case when the load-plane does

not pass through a principal axis of inertia of each cross-section :

see our Vol. I. Arts. 811, 1581, Vol. n. Arts. 14, 171. To judge

by Ardant's reference to Persy's lithographed Cours, the latter

possibly did more for the theory of skew-loading than I judged
from an examination of only one edition of that Cours : see Vol. I.

Art. 811. The value given by Ardant on p. 101 for the fail-moment

of a beam of rectangular cross-section under skew-loading is incor-

rect, it applies only to the case of square cross-section. The true

value is given in our Vol. II. Art. 14.

(c) Pp. 104 115 are occupied with a consideration of the

elastic line under various systems of loading in the case of straight

beams, besides a discussion of combined strain. The results

obtained are afterwards applied to various types of simple roof or

bridge trusses, in which the members are supposed mortised and

not merely pinned at the joints. Ardant's treatment of these

trusses seems to me from the theoretical standpoint extremely

doubtful, and I should hesitate before applying his results even

to the practical calculation of dimensions. The remark in 34,

p. 107, on the sign to be given to a certain quantity is, I think, erro-

neous. The fail-point of a beam is not necessarily where the stress

is greatest as Ardant like Weisbach (see Vol. I. Art. 1378) holds.

It will be at the point of maximum stretch, and this will be at the

side of the cross-section in tension or compression according as

the load -point is outside or inside the whorl of the cross-section :

see Vol. I. p. 879.
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(d) Pp. 115 121 contain the theory of flexure of circular

ribs or arches. Ardant's work here was up to his date the most

complete treatment of the subject, and his Table on p. 45 for

thrust and deflection based upon this theory may even now be of

practical service. He obtains the thrust and deflection for circular

ribs with an isolated load, or with uniform loading distributed

along either the span or rib, when the terminals of the rib are

pivoted. He finds also for a complete semi-circle, that the points

of maximum horizontal shift are about 63 from the vertical. He
throws all his results into very simple approximate forms, which

he holds accurate enough for practice. I refrain from quoting these

theoretical results, because they have been worked out with greater

generality and accuracy by Bresse in a work with which I shall deal

fully in Chapter XL At the same time Ardant's researches must

be remembered as an important historical link between those of

Navier and Bresse. That the latter had studied them may be

seen from our Vol. I. Art. 1459.

What I have noted in Ardant's memoir, will probably be

sufficient to mark its importance. Experiments on such large

wooden arches and frames have I believe not been repeated and

it seems improbable that they ever will be. The results obtained

will therefore remain of value, so far as roof-structures of the

types with which Ardant dealt, are concerned. In addition to the

experimental data of the memoir I may mark Ardant's conclusion,

that the same theoretical formulae hold for an arch of continuous

material and one built-up of bent pieces of wood or planks bolted

or bound together provided we reduce the stretch-modulus in a

certain proportion. Finally I have already noted the historical

value of the memoir as a step in the theory of circular arches

or ribs.

Art. 974.

Poncelet. Cours de mecanique industrielle, fait aux artistes

et ouvriers messins, pendant les hivers de 1827 a 1828, et de

1828 d 1829, Premiere partie. Preliminaires et applications.

Metz, 1829. I have procured a copy of this work since the

publication of Vol. I. It contains xvi pages of prefatory matter,

240 pages of text, and 8 pages of contents at the end. The first
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preliminary 145 sections agree with those in the third edition by
Kretz (1870). In the Applications the Metz edition agrees fairly

with Kretz's up to section 197
;

after this it deals with the

resistance and motion of fluids, thus containing nothing concerning

the resistance of solids to which the Deuxibme Partie of the 3rd

edition is devoted. The few paragraphs on the Elasticitd des

corps, pp. 17 20, are thus all it contributes to our subject : see

our Vol. I. Art. 975. The chief interest of the work is the place

it takes in the origin of modern technical instruction.

Art. 1249.

A further memoir by Brix which had escaped my attention

may be referred to here : Ueber die Tragfdhigkeit aus Eisen-

bahnschienen zusammengesetzter horizontaler Trdger. This is an

offprint from the Verhandlungen des Vereins zur Beforderung des

Gewerbfleisses in Preussen, Berlin, 1848, 16 pages and a plate.

Owing to some peculiar local conditions at a Berlin mill it was

necessary to build bridges, of which the girder-depth had to be

very small, over the mill-races. For this purpose pairs of railway
rails with flat bases (' sogenannte Vignolsche ') were placed base to

base and used as girders. The bases were riveted together at short

intervals. Experiments were made on the flexure and ultimate

strength of two such girders ;
in the one the bases were riveted

close together, in the other there were placed at the rivets small

intervening blocks of cast-iron. The first part of the paper

(pp. 1 6) is occupied with an account of the experiments made

upon these two girders, for the details of which, too individual to

be of much general use I must refer to the paper itself. The

rupture, by shearing of the rivets, only seems to shew that the

area of the riveting was very insufficient, as the load required to

produce failure in a bar under flexure by longitudinal shearing is

immensely greater than that required to produce failure by stretch

in the 'fibres', the order of the ratio of these loads being practically

that of the length to the diameter of the bar.

The second part of the paper, that specially due to Brix

deals with the theory of the flexure of a beam (a) with both

terminals supported, (b) with one terminal supported and one
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built-in, (c) with both terminals built-in, the load in all cases being

partially uniform and continuous and partially isolated and central.

The treatment of these problems by the Bernoulli-Eulerian theory

presents no difficulties, but it has long been known that the

absolute strength of beams under flexure calculated by this theory

is very far from according with experiment (see our Vol. II.

Art. 178). Hence there does not seem much value in the

numerical results given on pp. 12 16 and based on the preceding

experiments. Two points in Brix's work may be noticed. He
assumes the maximum curvature (which gives the maximum
stretch and so the fail-point) to be either at the built-in end or

the centre of the beam in case (6), but this is by no means obvious,

it requires an investigation similar to that given by Grashof in Arts.

58 9 of his Theorie der Elasticitdt, 1878. Secondly, he shews,

I believe for the first time, that the fail-point for a uniformly
loaded beam, either doubly-built-in or built-in and supported, is at

the built-in end
;
in the former case the bending-moment at the

centre is only half its value at the built-in ends.

Arts. 1180 and 1402, ftn.

Just as this page goes to press a copy of Seebeck's paper in

the Programm of the Dresden Technical School (1846) reaches

me. It contains a good deal of valuable matter, and I shall take

the opportunity of referring to it with other papers of Seebeck's in

the course of Vol. II.
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of St Paul's, late Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

TERTULLIANUS DE CORONA MILITIS, DE SPEC-
TACULIS, DE IDOLOLATRIA, with Analysis and English Notes,
by GEORGE CURREY, D.D. Preacher at the Charter House, late

Fellow and Tutor of St John's College. Crown 8vo. $s.

FRAGMENTS OF PHILO AND JOSEPHUS. Newly
edited by J. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A., Fellow of Clare College,

Cambridge. With two Facsimiles. Demy 4to. iis. 6d.

THE TEACHING OF THE APOSTLES. Newly edited,
with Facsimile Text and Commentary, by J. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A.

Demy 4to. i. is.

THEOLOGY-(ENGLISH).
WORKS OF ISAAC BARROW, compared with the Ori-

ginal MSS., enlarged with Materials hitherto unpublished. A new
Edition, by A. NAPIER, M.A. 9 Vols. Demy 8vo. ^3. $s.

TREATISE OF THE POPE'S SUPREMACY, and a
Discourse concerning the Unity of the Church, by ISAAC BARROW.
Demy 8vo. 7$. 6d.

PEARSON'S EXPOSITION OF THE CREED, edited

by TEMPLE CHEVALLIER, B.D. New Edition. Revised by R. SINKER,
B.D., Librarian of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 12s.

" A new edition of Bishop Pearson's famous places, and the citations themselves have been
work On the Creed has just been issued by the adapted to the best and newest texts of the

Cambridge University Press. It is the well- several authors texts which have undergone
known edition ofTemple Chevallier, thoroughly vast improvements within the last two centu-
overhauled by the Rev. R. Sinker, of Trinity ries. The Indices have also been revised and
College. The whole text and notes have been enlarged Altogether this appears to be the
most carefully examined and corrected, and most complete and convenient edition as yet
special pains have been taken to verify the al- published of a work which has long been re-

most innumerable references. These have been cognised in all quarters as a standard one."
more clearly and accurately given in very many Guardian,

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Maria Lane.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EXPOSITION OF THE
CREED written by the Right Rev. JOHN PEARSON, D.D. late Lord

Bishop of Chester, by W. H. MILL, D.D. Demy 8vo. 5^.

WHEATLY ON THE COMMON PRAYER, edited by
G. E. CORRIE, D.D. late Master of Jesus College. Demy 8vo. *js. 6d.

TWO FORMS OF PRAYER OF THE TIME OF QUEEN
ELIZABETH. Now First Reprinted. Demy 8vo. 6d.

"From '

Collections and Notes' 18671876, ker Society's volume of Occasional Forms of

by W. Carew Hazlitt (p. 340), we learn that Prayer, but it had been lost sight of for 200
'A very remarkable volume, in the original years.' By the kindness of the present pos-
vellum cover, and containing 25 Forms of sessor of this valuable volume, containing in all

Prayer of the reign of Elizabeth, each with the 25 distinct publications, I am enabled to re-

autograph of Humphrey Dyson, has lately fallen print in the following pages the two Forms
into the hands of my friend Mr H. Pyne. It is of Prayer supposed to have been lost." Ex-
mentioned specially in the Preface to the Par- tractfrom the PREFACE.

CAESAR MORGAN'S INVESTIGATION OF THE
TRJNITY OF PLATO, and of Philo Judseus, and of the erreds
which an attachment to their writings had upon the principles and
reasonings of the Fathers of the Christian Church. Revised by H. A.
HOLDEN, LL.D. Crown 8vo. 45.

SELECT DISCOURSES, by JOHN SMITH, late Fellow of

Queens' College, Cambridge. Edited by H. G. WILLIAMS, B.D. late

Professor of Arabic. Royal 8vo. js. 6d.
"The 'Select Discourses' of John Smith, with the richest lights of meditative genius...

collected and published from his papers after He was one of those rare thinkers in whom
his death, are, in my opinion, much the most largeness of view, and depth, and wealth of
considerable work left to us by this Cambridge poetic and speculative insight, only served to

School [the Cambridge Platonists]. They have evoke more fully the religious spirit, and while
a right to a place in English literary history." he drew the mould of his thought from Plotinus,
Mr MATTHEW ARNOLD, in the Contempo- he vivified the substance of it from St Paul."

rary Review. Principal TULLOCH, Rational Theology in

"Of all the products of the Cambridge England in the i-]th Century.
School, the 'Select Discourses' are perhaps "We may instance Mr Henry Griffin Wil-
the highest, as they are the most accessible liams's revised edition of Mr John Smith's
and the most widely appreciated...and indeed 'Select Discourses,' which have won Mr
no spiritually thoughtful mind can read them Matthew Arnold's admiration, as an example
unmoved. They carry us so directly into an of worthy work for an University Press to

atmosphere of divine philosophy, luminous undertake." Times.

THE HOMILIES, with Various Readings, and the Quo-
tations from the Fathers given at length in the Original Languages.
Edited by the late G. E. CORRIE, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7^. 6d.

DE OBLIGATIONE CONSCIENTLE PR^ELECTIONES
decem Oxonii in Schola Theologica habitae a ROBERTO SANDERSON,
SS. Theologiae ibidem Professore Regio. With English Notes,
including an abridged Translation, by W. WHEWELL, D.D. late

Master of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. 7-r. 6d.

ARCHBISHOP USHER'S ANSWER TO A JESUIT,
with other Tradls on Popery. Edited by J. SCHOLEFIELD, M.A. late

Regius Professor of Greek in the University. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

WILSON'S ILLUSTRATION OF THE METHOD OF
explaining the New Testament, by the early opinions of Jews and
Christians concerning Christ. Edited by T. TURTON, D.D. 8vo. 5y.

LECTURES ON DIVINITY delivered in the University
of Cambridge, by JOHN HEY, D.D. Third Edition, revised by T.

TURTON, D.D. late Lord Bishop of Ely. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. 15^.

S. AUSTIN AND HIS PLACE IN THE HISTORY
OF CHRISTIAN THOUGHT. Being the Hulsean Lectures for

1885. By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D. Demy 8vo. Buckram, i2s. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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ARABIC, SANSKRIT, SYRIAC, ftc.

THE DIVYAVADANA, a Collection of Early Buddhist

Legends, now first edited from the Nepalese Sanskrit MSS. in

Cambridge and Paris. By E. B. COWELL, M.A., Professor of

Sanskrit in the University of Cambridge, and R. A. NEIL, M.A.,
Fellow and Lecturer of Pembroke College. Demy 8vo. i&s.

POEMS OF BEHA ED DIN ZOHEIR OF EGYPT.
With a Metrical Translation, Notes and Introduction, by E. H.

PALMER, M.A., Barrister-at-Law of the Middle Temple, late Lord

Almoner's Professor of Arabic, formerly Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge. 2 vols. Crown 4to.

Vol. I. The ARABIC TEXT. los. 6d.

Vol. II. ENGLISH TRANSLATION. los. 6d.
;

cloth extra. 15*.
"We have no hesitation in saying that in remarked, by not unskilful imitations of the

both Prof. Palmer has made an addition to Ori- styles of several of our own favourite poets,

ental literature for which scholars should be living and dead." Saturday Review.

grateful ; and that, while his knowledge of
" This sumptuous edition of the poems of

Arabic is a sufficient guarantee for his mastery Beha-ed-din Zoheir is a very welcome addition

of the original, his English compositions are to the small series of Eastern poets accessible

distinguished by versatility, command of Ian- to readers who are not Orientalists." Aca-

guage, rhythmical cadence, and, as we have demy.

THE CHRONICLE OF JOSHUA THE STYLITE, com-

posed in Syriac A.D. 507 with an English translation and notes, by
W. WRIGHT, LL.D., Professor of Arabic. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

" Die lehrreiche kleine Chronik Josuas hat ein Lehrmittel fur den syrischen Unterricht; es

nach Assemani und Martin in Wright einen erscheint auch gerade zur rechten Zeit, da die

dritten Bearbeiter gefunden, der sich um die zweite Ausgabe von Roedigers syrischer Chres-
Emendation des Textes wie um die Erklarung tomathie im Buchhandel vollstandig vergriffen
der Realien wesentlich yerdient gemacht hat und diejenige von Kirsch-Bernstein nur noch
. . . Ws. Josua-Ausgabe ist eine sehr dankens- in wenigen Exemplaren vorhanden ist."

werte Gabe und besonders empfehlenswert als Deutsche Litteraturzeitung.

KALILAH AND DIMNAH, OR, THE FABLES OF
BIDPAI ; being an account of their literary history, together with

an English Translation of the same, with Notes, by I. G. N. KEITH-

FALCONER, M.A., late Lord Almoner's Professor of Arabic in the

University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. *js. 6d.

NALOPAKHYANAM, OR, THE TALE OF NALA
;

containing the Sanskrit Text in Roman Characters, followed by a

Vocabulary and a sketch of Sanskrit Grammar. By the late

Rev. THOMAS JARRETT, M.A. Trinity College, Regius Professor

of Hebrew. Demy 8vo. los.

NOTES ON THE TALE OF NALA, for the use of
Classical Students, by J. PEILE, Litt. D., Master of Christ's College.

Demy 8vo. 12s.

CATALOGUE OF THE BUDDHIST SANSKRIT
MANUSCRIPTS in the University Library, Cambridge. Edited

by C. BENDALL, M.A., Fellow of Gonville and Caius College. Demy
8VO. I2J.

"It is unnecessary to state how the com- those concerned in it on the result. . . Mr Ben-

pilation of the present catalogue came to be dall has entitled himself to the thanks of all

placed in Mr Bendall's hands; from the cha- Oriental scholars, and we hope he may have
racter of his work it is evident the selection before him a long course of successful labour in

was judicious, and we may fairly congratulate the field he has chosen." Atheneeum.

THE HISTORY OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT,
being the Syriac version of the Pseudo-Callisthenes. Edited from
Five Manuscripts, with an English Translation and Notes, by
E. A. W. BUDGE, M.A., Christ's College. {Nearly ready.

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Lane.
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SOPHOCLES: The Plays and Fragments, with Critical

Notes, Commentary, and Translation in English Prose, by R. C.

JEBB, Litt.D., LL.D., Professor of Greek in the University of Glasgow.
Parti. Oedipus Tyrannus. DemySvo. New Edition. i2s. 6d.

Part II. Oedipus Coloneus. Demy 8vo. i2s. 6d.

Part III. Antigone. Demy 8vo. i2s. 6d.

Part IV. Philoctetes. [In the Press.

"Of his explanatory and critical notes we "Prof. Jebb's keen and profound sympathy,
can only speak with admiration. Thorough not only with Sophocles and all the best of

scholarship combines with taste, erudition, and ancient Hellenic life and thought, but also with
boundless industry to make this first volume a modern European culture, constitutes him an

pattern of editing. The work is made com- ideal interpreter between the ancient writer

plete by a prose translation, upon pages alter- and the modern reader." A thenezum.

nating with the text, of which we may say
"

It would be difficult to praise this third in-

shortly that it displays sound judgment and stalment of Professor Jebb's unequalled edition

taste, without sacrificing precision to poetry of of Sophocles too warmly, and it is almost a

expression." The Times. work of supererogation to praise it at all. It is

"Professor Jebb's edition of Sophocles is equal, at least, and perhaps superior, in merit,

already so fully established, and has received to either of his previous instalments ; and when
such appreciation in these columns and else- this is said, all is said. Yet we cannot refrain

where, that we have judged this third volume from formally recognising once more the con-
when we have said that it is of a piece with summate Greek scholarship of the editor, and
the others. The whole edition so far exhibits from once more doing grateful homage to his

perhaps the most complete and elaborate edit- masterly tact and literary skill, and to his un-
orial work which has ever appeared." Satur- wearied and marvellous industry." Spectator,
day Review.

AESCHYLI PABULAR IKETIAES XOMOPOJ IN
LIBRO MEDICEO MENDOSE SCRIPTAE EX VV. DD.
CONIECTURIS EMENDATIUS EDITAE cum Scholiis Graecis

et brevi adnotatione critica, curante F. A. PALEY, M.A., LL.D.

Demy 8vo. 7^. 6d.

THE AGAMEMNON OF AESCHYLUS. With a Trans-
lation in English Rhythm, and Notes Critical and Explanatory.
New Edition Revised. By BENJAMIN HALL KENNEDY, D.D.,
Regius Professor of Greek. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" One of the best editions of the masterpiece of Greek tragedy." A thenceum.

THE THE^ETETUS OF PLATO with a Translation and
Notes by the same Editor. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

ARISTOTLE. IIEPI ^TXH2. ARISTOTLE'S PSY-
CHOLOGY, in Greek and English, with Introduction and Notes,

by EDWIN WALLACE, M.A., late Fellow and Tutor of Worcester

College, Oxford. Demy 8vo. iSs.

"The notes are exactly what such notes
" Wallace's Bearbeitung der Aristotelischen

ought to be, helps to the student, not mere Psychologic ist das Werk eines denkenden und

displays of learning. By far the more valuable in alien Schriften des Aristoteles und grossten-

parts of the notes are neither critical nor lite- teils auch in der neueren Litteratur zu densel-

rary, but philosophical and expository of the ben belesenen Mannes . . . Der schwachste

thought, and of the connection of thought, in Teil der Arbeit ist der kritische . . . Aber in

the treatise itself. In this relation the notes are alien diesen Dingen liegt auch nach der Ab-
invaluable. Of the translation, it may be said sicht des Verfassers nicht der Schwerpunkt
that an English reader may fairly master by seiner Arbeit, sondern." Prof. Susemihl in

means of it this great treatise of Aristotle." Philologische Wochenschrift.

Spectator.

ARISTOTLE. IIEPI AIKAIO2TNH2. THE FIFTH
BOOK OF THE NICOMACHEAN ETHICS OF ARISTOTLE.
Edited by HENRY JACKSON, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College,

Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 6s.

"It is not too much to say that some of the will hope that this is not the only portion of

points he discusses have never had so much the Aristotelian writings which he is likely to

light thrown upon them before. . . . Scholars edit." Athenceum.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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ARISTOTLE. THE RHETORIC. With a Commentary
by the late E. M. COPE, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, re-

vised and edited by J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D. With a biographical
Memoir by the late H. A. J. MuNRO, Litt.D. 3 Vols., Demy 8vo.

Now reduced to 21s. (originally published at 31-$-. 6d.}
"This work is in many ways creditable to the "Mr Sandys has performed his arduous

University of Cambridge. I fan English student duties with marked ability and admirable tact.

wishes to have a full conception of what is con- In every part of his work revising,
tained in the Rhetoric of Aristotle, to Mr Cope's supplementing, and completing he has done
edition he must go." Academy. exceedingly well." Examiner.

PINDAR. OLYMPIAN AND PYTHIAN ODES. With
Notes Explanatory and Critical, Introductions and Introductory

Essays. Edited by C. A. M. FENNELL, Litt. D., late Fellow of

Jesus
College. Crown 8vo. gs.

r Fennell deserves the thanks of all clas- in comparative philology." A theneeum.
sical students for his careful and scholarly edi- "Considered simply as a contribution to the

tion of the Olympian and Pythian odes. He study and criticism of Pindar, Mr Fennell's

brings to his task the necessary enthusiasm for edition is a work of great merit." Saturday
his author, great industry, a sound judgment, Review.

and, in particular, copious and minute learning

THE ISTHMIAN AND NEMEAN ODES. By the same
Editor. Crown 8vo. gs.

"... As a handy and instructive edition of valuable help to the study of the most difficult

a difficult classic no work of recent years sur- of Greek authors, and is enriched with notes

passes Mr Fennell's 'Pindar.'" A theneeum. on points of scholarship and etymology which
"This work is in no way inferior to could only have been written by a scholar of

the previous volume. The commentary affords very high attainments." Saturday Review.

PRIVATE ORATIONS OF DEMOSTHENES, with In-

troductions and English Notes, by the late F. A. PALEY, M.A.
and J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D. Fellow and Tutor of St John's College,
and Public Orator in the University of Cambridge.

PART I. Contra Phormionem, Lacritum, Pantaenetum, Boeotum
de Nomine, Boeotum de Dote, Dionysodorum. New Edition.
Crown 8vo. 6s.

"Mr Paley's scholarship is sound and literature which bears upon his author, and
accurate, his experience of editing wide, and the elucidation of matters of daily life, in the

if he is content to devote his learning and delineation of which Demosthenes is so rich,

abilities to the production of such manuals obtains full justice at his hands. . . . We
as these, they will be received with gratitude hope this edition may lead the way to a more

throughout the higher schools of the country. general study of these speeches in schools

Mr Sandys is deeply read in the German than has hitherto been possible." Academy.
PART II. Pro Phormione, Contra Stephanum I. II.; Nicostra-

tum, Cononem, Calliclem. New Edition. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.
"

It is long since we have come upon a work mosthenes'." Saturday Review.

evincing more pains, scholarship, and varied
" the edition reflects credit on

research and illustration than Mr Sandys's Cambridge scholarship, and ought to be ex-

contribution to the 'Private Orations of De- tensively used." Athencemn.

DEMOSTHENES AGAINST ANDROTION AND
AGAINST TIMOCRATES, with Introductions and English Com-
mentary, by WILLIAM WAYTE, M.A., late Professor of Greek, Uni-

versity College, London. Crown 8vo. JS. 6d.
"These speeches are highly interesting, as prehended subject matter .... Besides a most

illustrating Attic Law, as that law was in- lucid and interesting introduction, Mr Wayte
fluenced by the exigences of politics ... As has given the student effective help in his

vigorous examples of the great orator's style, running commentary. We may note, as being
they are worthy of all admiration ;

and they so well managed as to form a very valuable
have the advantage not inconsiderable when part of the exegesis, the summaries given with
the actual attainments of the average school- every two or three sections throughout the

boy are considered of having an easily com- speech." Spectator.

PLATO'S PH^DO, literally translated, by the late E. M.
COPE, Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge, revised by HENRY
JACKSON, Litt. D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8m $s.

P. VERGILI MARONIS OPERA cum Prolegomenis
et Commentario Critico edidit B. H. KENNEDY, S.T.P., Graecae

Linguae Prof. Regius. Extra Fcap. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y &* SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Aue Maria Lane.
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THE BACCHAE OF EURIPIDES. With Introduction,
Critical Notes, and Archaeological Illustrations, by J. E. SANDYS,
Litt.D. New and Enlarged Edition. Crown 8vo. 12s. 6d.

"Of the present edition of the BaccJtce by Mr careful and learned editor, and shows consider-
Sandys we may safely say that never before has able advance in freedom and lightness of style,a Greek play, in England at least, had fuller . . . Under such circumstances it is superfluous
justice done to its criticism, interpretation,' to say that for the purposes of teachers and ad-
and archaeological illustration, whether for the vanced students this handsome edition far sur-
young student or the more advanced scholar. passes all its predecessors." Athen&um.
The Cambridge Public Orator may be said to "It has not, like so many such books, been
have taken the lead in issuing a complete edi- hastily produced to meet the momentary need
tion of a Greek play, which is destined perhaps of some particular examination

; but it has em-
to gain redoubled favour now that the study of ployed for some years the labour and thought
ancient monuments has been applied to its il- of a highly finished scholar, whose aim seems
lustration."

Saturday^ Review. to have been that his book should go forth totus
' The volume is interspersed with well- teres atque rotundus, armed at all points with

executed woodcuts, and its general attractive- all that may throw light upon its subject. The
ness of form reflects great credit on the Uni- result is a work which will not only assist the
versity Press. In the notes Mr Sandys has more schoolboy or undergraduate in his tasks, but
than sustained his well-earned reputation as a adorn the library of the scholar." Guardian
THE TYPES OF GREEK COINS. By PERCY GARDNER,

Litt. D., F.S.A. With 16 Autotype plates, containing photographs of
Coins of all parts of the Greek World. Impl. 4to. Cloth extra,
;i. us. 6d.; Roxburgh (Morocco back), 2. 2s.

"Professor Gardner's book is written with be distinctly recommended to that omnivorous
such lucidity and in a manner so straightfor- class of readers 'men in the schools'." Sa-
ward that it may well win converts, and it may turday Review,

ESSAYS ON THE ART OF PHEIDIAS. By C. WALD-
STEIN, Litt. D., Phil. D., Reader in Classical Archaeology in the

University of Cambridge. Royal 8vo. With numerous Illustrations.
16 Plates. Buckram, 3OJ

1

.

"
I acknowledge expressly the warm enthu- very valuable contribution towards a more

siasm for ideal art which pervades the whole thorough knowledge of the style of Pheidias."
volume, and the sharp eye Dr Waldstein has The Academy.
proved himself to possess in his special line of

"
'Essays on the Art of Pheidias' form an

study, namely, stylistic analysis, which has led extremely valuable and important piece of
him to several happy and important discoveries. work. . . . Taking it for the illustrations alone,
His book will be universally welcomed as a it is an exceedingly fascinating book." Times.

AN INTRODUCTION TO GREEK EPIGRAPHY.
Part I. The Archaic Inscriptions and the Greek Alphabet by E. S.

ROBERTS, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College.
Demy 8vo. With illustrations. i8s.

" We will say at once that Mr Roberts ap- notices bearing on each document. Explana-
pears to have done his work very well. The tory remarks either accompany the text or are
book is clearly and conveniently arranged. added in an appendix. To the whole is pre-
The inscriptions are naturally divided accord- fixed a sketch of the history of the alphabet up
ing to the places to which they belong. Under to the terminal date. At the end the result is

each head are given illustrations sufficient to resumed in general tables of all the alphabets,
show the characteristics of the writing, one classified according to their connexions; and a

copy in letters of the original form (sometimes separate table illustrates the alphabet of Athens,
a facsimile) being followed by another in the The volume contains about five hundred in-

usual cursive. References, which must have scriptions, and forms a moderate octavo ofabout
cost great labour, are given to the scattered four hundred pages." Satrtrday Revievu.

M. TULLI CICERONIS AD M. BRUTUM ORATOR.
A revised text edited with Introductory Essays and with critical

and explanatory notes, by J. E. SANDYS, Litt.D. Demy 8vo. i6.r.

"This volume, which is adorned with "A model edition." Spectator.
several good woodcuts, forms a handsome and "The commentary is in every way worthy
welcome addition to the Cambridge editions of of the editor's high reputation." Academy.
Cicero's works." Athen&um.

M. TULLI CICERONIS DE FINIBUS BONORUM
ET MALORUM LIBRI QUINQUE. The text revised and

explained ;
With a Translation by JAMES S. REID, Litt. D., Fellow

and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. 3 Vols. [In the Press.

VOL. III. Containing the Translation. Demy 8vo. 8s.

M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBRI TRES, with Mar-
ginal Analysis, English Commentary, and copious Indices, by H. A.

HOLDEN, LL.D. Sixth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Cr. 8vo.
9.$-.

"Few editions of a classic have found so position of the work secure." A merican
much favour as Dr Holden's De Officiis, and Journal ofPhilology.
the present revision (sixth edition) makes the

London : C. 7. CLA y & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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M. T. CICERONIS DE OFFICIIS LIBER TERTIUS,
With Introduction, Analysis and Commentary, by H. A. HOLDEN,
LL.D. Crown 8vo. 2s.

M. TVLLI CICERONIS PRO C RABIRIO [PERDVEL-
LIONIS REO] ORATIO AD QVIRITES With Notes, Introduc-

tion and Appendices by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Tutor of

St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7-r. 6d.

M. TULLII CICERONIS DE NATURA DEORUM
Libri Tres, with Introduction and Commentary by JOSEPH B.

MAYOR, M.A., together with a new collation of several of the

English MSS. by J. H. SWAINSON, M.A.
Vol. I. Demy 8vo. los. 6d. Vol.11. i2s. 6d. Vol. III. ios.
" Such editions as that ofwhich Prof. Mayor N. D. n. und zeigt ebenso wie der erste einen

has given us the first instalment will doubtless erheblichen Fortschritt gegen die bisher vor-

do much to remedy this undeserved neglect. It handenen commentirten Ausgaben. Man darf

is one on which great pains and much learning jetzt, nachdem der grosste Theil erschienen

have evidently been expended, and is in every ist, sagen, dass niemand, welcher sich sachlich

way admirably suited to meet the needs of the oder kritisch mit der Schrift De Nat. Deor.
student . . . The notes of the editor are all that beschaftigt, die neue Ausgabe wird ignoriren
could be expected from his well-known learn- durfen." P. SCHWENCKE in JB. f. cl. Alt.

ing and scholarship." Academy. vol. 35, p. 90 foil.

"Der vorliegende zweite Band entha.lt

See also Pitt Press Series, pp. 24 27.

MATHEMATICS, PHYSICAL SCIENCE, &c.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS. By
Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S., Professor of Natural Phi-

losophy in the University of Glasgow. Collected from different

Scientific Periodicals from May 1841, to the present time. Vol. I.

Demy 8vo. i8j. Vol. II. 15^. [Volume III. In the Press.
"Wherever exact science has found a fol- text-books. His eager fertility overflows into

lower Sir William Thomson's name is known as the nearest available journal . . . The papers in

a leader and a master. For a space of 40 years this volume deal largely with the subject of the

each of his successive contributions to know- dynamics of heat. They begin with two or

ledge in the domain of experimental and mathe- three articles which were in part written at the

matical physics has been recognized as marking age of 17, before the author had commenced
a stage in the progress of the subject. But, un- residence as an undergraduate in Cambridge."
happily for the mere learner, he is no writer of The Times.

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL PAPERS, by
G. G. STOKES, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Lucasian Professor of Mathe-
matics in the University of Cambridge. Reprinted from the Original

Journals and Transactions, with Additional Notes by the Author.
Vol. I. Demy 8vo. 15*. Vol.11. 15* [Vol. III. In the Press.

"
...The same spirit pervades the papers on which well befits the subtle nature of the sub-

pure mathematics which are included in the jects, and inspires the completes! confidence in

volume. They have a severe accuracy of style their author." The Times.

A HISTORY OF THE THEORY OF ELASTICITY
AND OF THE STRENGTH OF MATERIALS, from Galilei to

the present time. VOL. I. Galilei to Saint-Venant, 1639-1850.

By the late I. TODHUNTER, Sc.D., F.R.S., edited and completed
by Professor KARL PEARSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. 25^.

Vol. II. By the same Editor. [In the Press.

A TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL OPTICS. By
R. S. HEATH, M.A., Professor of Mathematics in Mason Science

College, Birmingham. Demy 8vo. I2s. 6d.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON GEOMETRICAL
OPTICS. By R. S. HEATH, M.A. Crown 8vo. 5*.

THE SCIENTIFIC PAPERS OF THE LATE PROF.
J. CLERK MAXWELL. Edited by W. D. NIVEN, M.A. In 2 vols.

Royal 4to. [Nearly ready.

London : C. J. CLA v& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE COLLECTED MATHEMATICAL PAPERS OF
ARTHUR CAYLEY, Sc.D., F.R.S., Sadlerian Professor of Pure
Mathematics in the University of Cambridge. Demy 4to. 10 vols.

Volume I. 25 J. [In the Press.

A CATALOGUE OF THE PORTSMOUTH COL-
LECTION OF BOOKS AND PAPERS written by or belonging
to SIR ISAAC NEWTON. Demy 8vo.

5.?.A TREATISE ON NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By
Sir W. THOMSON, LL.D., D.C.L., F.R.S-., and P. G. TAIT, M.A.,
Part I. Demy 8vo. i6s. Part II. Demy 8vo. iSs.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY. By Pro-
fessors Sir W. THOMSON and P. G. TAIT. Demy 8vo. gs.

AN ATTEMPT TO TEST THE THEORIES OF
CAPILLARY ACTION by FRANCIS BASHFORTH, B.D., and
]. C. ADAMS, M.A., F.R.S. Demy 4to. i. is.

A TREATISE ON THE THEORY OF DETERMI-
NANTS and their applications in Analysis and Geometry, by R. F.

SCOTT, M.A., Fellow of St John's College. Demy 8vo, I2s.

HYDRODYNAMICS, a Treatise on the Mathematical
Theory of the Motion of Fluids, by H. LAMB, M.A. Demy 8vo. I2s.

A TREATISE ON DYNAMICS. By S. L. LONEY, M.A.,
Fellow of Sidney Sussex College. Crown 8vo. [Nearly ready.

THE ANALYTICAL THEORY OF HEAT, by JOSEPH
FOURIER. Translated, with Notes, by A. FREEMAN, M.A., formerly
Fellow of St John's College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 12s.

PRACTICAL WORK AT THE CAVENDISH LABORA-
TORY. HEAT. Edited by W. N. SHAW, M.A. Demy 8vo. 3*.

THE ELECTRICAL RESEARCHES OF THE Hon. H.
CAVENDISH, F.R.S. Written between 1771 and 1781. Edited from
the original MSS. in the possession of the Duke of Devonshire, K. G.,

by the late J. CLERK MAXWELL, F.R.S. Demy 8vo. i8s.

AN ELEMENTARY TREATISE ON QUATERNIONS.
By P. G. TAIT, M.A. Demy 8vo. 14^-. [New Edition, Preparing.

THE MATHEMATICAL WORKS OF ISAAC BAR-
ROW, D.D. Edited by W. WHEWELL, D.D. Demy 8vo. 7.5-. 6d.

COUNTERPOINT. A Practical Course of Study, by the
late Professor Sir G. A. MACFARREN, M.A., Mus. Doc. New
Edition, revised. Crown 410. js. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF
CHEMISTRY, by M. M. PATTISON MuiR, M.A. Demy 8vo. 15^.

[New Edition. Nearly ready.
"The value of the book as a digest of the more comprehensive scheme, has produced a

historical developments of chemical thought systematic treatise on the principles of chemical
is immense." Academy. philosophy which stands far in advance of any

" Theoretical Chemistry has moved so rapidly kindred work in our language. It is a treatise

of late years that most of our ordinary text that requires for its due comprehension a fair

books have been left far behind. German acquaintance with physical science, and it can

students, to be sure, possess an excellent guide hardly be placed with advantage in the hands
to the present state of the science in ' Die of any one who does not possess an extended
Modernen Theorien der Chemie' of Prof. knowledge of descriptive chemistry. But the

Lothar Meyer ; but in this country the student advanced student whose mind is well equipped
has had to content himself with such works as with an array of chemical and physical facts

Dr Tilden's
' Introduction to Chemical Philo- can turn to Mr Muir's masterly volume for

',
an admirable book in its way, but rather unfailing help in acquiring a knowledge of the

slender Mr Pattison Muir having aimed at a principles of modern chemistry." Athenceum.

ELEMENTARY CHEMISTRY. By M. M. PATTISON
MUIR, M.A., and CHARLES SLATER, M.A., M.B. Crown 8vo. 4.$-. 6d.

PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY. A Course of Laboratory
Work. By M. M. PATTISON MUIR, M.A., and D. J. CARNEGIE, B.A.

Crown 8vo. 3-y.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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NOTES ON QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Concise and

Explanatory. By H. J. H. FENTON, M.A., F.I.C., Demonstrator of

Chemistry in the University of Cambridge. Cr. 4to. New Edition. 6s.

LECTURES ON THE PHYSIOLOGY OF PLANTS,
by S. H. VINES, D.Sc., Professor of Botany in the University of

Oxford. Demy 8vo. With Illustrations. 2is.

"To say that Dr Vines' book is a most science that the works in most general use in

valuable addition to our own botanical litera- this country for higher botanical teaching have

tare is but a narrow meed of praise : it is a been of foreign origin This is not as it should

work which will take its place as cosmopolitan : be ; and we welcome Dr Vines' Lectures on

no more clear or concise discussion of the diffi- the Physiology of Plants as an important step

cult chemistry of metabolism has appeared. ... towards the removal of this reproach. ...The

In erudition it stands alone among English work forms an important contribution to the

books, and will compare favourably with any literature of the subject. ...It will be eagerly

foreign competitors." Nature. welcomed by all students, and must be in the

"It has long been a reproach to English hands of all teachers." Academy.

A SHORT HISTORY OF GREEK MATHEMATICS.
By J. Gow, Litt.D., Fellow of Trinity College. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

DIOPHANTOS OF ALEXANDRIA; a Study in the

History of Greek Algebra. By T. L. HEATH, M.A., Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.
"This study in the history of Greek Algebra classification of Diophantus's methods of solu-

is an exceedingly valuable contribution to the tion taken in conjunction with the invaluable

history of mathematics." Academy. abstract, presents the English reader with a
" The most thorough account extant of capital picture of what Greek algebraists had

Diophantus's place, work, and critics. . . . [The really accomplished.]" Athetueum.

THE FOSSILS AND PAL^ONTOLOGICAL AFFIN-
ITIES OF THE NEOCOMIAN DEPOSITS OF UPWARE
AND BRICKHILL with Plates, being the Sedgwick Prize Essay
for the Year 1879. By the late W. KEEPING, M.A., F.G.S. Demy
8vo. los. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF BOOKS AND PAPERS ON PRO-
TOZOA, CCELENTERATES, WORMS, and certain smaller groups
of animals, published during the years 1861 1883, by D'ARCY W.
THOMPSON, M.A. Demy 8vo. i2s. 6d.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS made at the Obser-

vatory of Cambridge by the late Rev. JAMES CHALLIS, M.A., F.R.S.,
F.R.A.S. For various Years, from 1846 to 1860.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS from 1861 to 1865.
Vol. XXI. Royal 4to. i$s. From 1866 to 1869. Vol. XXII.

Royal 4to. [Nearly ready.

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF BIRDS
formed by the late H. E. STRICKLAND, now in the possession of the

University of Cambridge. By O. SALVIN, M.A. DemySvo. i. is.

A CATALOGUE OF AUSTRALIAN FOSSILS, Strati-

graphically and Zoologically arranged, by R. ETHERIDGE, Jun.,
F.G.S. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF COMPARATIVE ANATOMY,
VERTEBRATE AND INVERTEBRATE, for the Use of Stu-

dents in the Museum of Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. Second
Edition. Demy 8vo. zs. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF THE COLLECTION OF CAM-
BRIAN AND SILURIAN FOSSILS contained in the Geological
Museum of the University of Cambridge, by J. W. SALTER, F.G.S.
With a Portrait of PROFESSOR SEDGWICK. Royal 4to. js. 6d.

CATALOGUE OF OSTEOLOGICAL SPECIMENS con-
tained in the Anatomical Museum of the University of Cambridge.
Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y &* SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Lane.
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LAW.
ELEMENTS OF THE LAW OF TORTS. A Text-book

for Students. By MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, Ph.D. Crown 8vo. los. 6d.

A SELECTION OF CASES ON THE ENGLISH LAW
OF CONTRACT. By GERARD BROWN FINCH, M.A., of Lincoln's

Inn, Barrister at Law. Royal 8vo. 28^.
"An invaluable guide towards the best method of legal study." Law Quarterly

Review.

THE INFLUENCE OF THE ROMAN LAW ON
THE LAW OF ENGLAND. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for

1884. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.
"Legal work of just the kind that a learned University should promote by its prizes."Law Quarterly Review.

LAND IN FETTERS. Being the Yorke Prize Essay for

1885. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo. js. 6d.

COMMONS AND COMMON FIELDS, OR THE HIS-
TORY AND POLICY OF THE LAWS RELATING TO
COMMONS AND ENCLOSURES IN ENGLAND. Being the
Yorke Prize Essay for 1886. By T. E. SCRUTTON, M.A. Demy 8vo.
los. 6d.

HISTORY OF THE LAW OF TITHES IN ENGLAND.
Being the Yorke Prize Essay for 1887. By W. EASTERBY, B.A., LL.B.
St John's College and the Middle Temple. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

AN ANALYSIS OF CRIMINAL LIABILITY. By E. C.
CLARK, LL.D., Regius Professor of Civil Law in the University of Cam-
bridge, also of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister-at-Law. Crown 8vo. 7^. 6d.

PRACTICAL JURISPRUDENCE, a Comment on AUSTIN.
By E. C. CLARK, LL.D. Crown 8vo. ys.

"Damit schliesst dieses inhaltreiche und tical Jurisprudence." Konig. Centralblattfiir
nach alien Seiten anregende Buch fiber Prac- Rechtswissenschaft.

A SELECTION OF THE STATE TRIALS. By J. W.
WILLIS-BUND, M.A., LL.B., Professor of Constitutional Law and
History, University College, London. Crown 8vo. Vols. I. and II.

In 3 parts. Now reduced to 30s. (originally published at 46^.)" This work is a very useful contribution to fore, although the trials are more or less
that important branch of the constitutional his- abridged, this is for the ordinary student's pur-
tory of England which is concerned with the pose not only a more handy, but a more useful

growth and development of the law of treason, work than Howell's." Saturday Review.
as it may be gathered from trials before the "

But, although the book is most interesting
ordinary courts. The author has very wisely to the historian of constitutional law, it is also

distinguished these cases from those of im- not without considerable value to those who
peachment for treason before Parliament, which seek information with regard to procedure and
he proposes to treat in a future volume under the growth of the law of evidence. We should
the general head '

Proceedings in Parliament.'" add that Mr Willis-Bund has given short pre-
The Academy. faces and appendices to the trials, so as to form
"This is a work of such obvious utility that a connected narrative of the events in history

the only wonder is that no one should have un- to which they relate. We can thoroughly re-

dertaken it before ... In many respects there- commend the book.
" Law Times.

THE FRAGMENTS OF THE PERPETUAL EDICT
OF SALVIUS JULIANUS, collected, arranged, and annotated by
BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late Law Lecturer of St John's College,
and Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

" In the present book we have the fruits of such a student will be interested as well as per-
the same kind of thorough and well-ordered haps surprised to find how abundantly the ex-

study which was brought to bear upon the notes tant fragments illustrate and clear up points
to the Commentaries and the Institutes . . . which have attracted his attention in the Corn-
Hitherto the Edict has been almost inac- mentaries, or the Institutes, or the Digest."
cessible to the ordinary English student, and Law Times,

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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BRACTON'S NOTE BOOK. A Collection of Cases de-
cided in the King's Courts during the reign of Henry the Third,
annotated by a Lawyer of that time, seemingly by Henry of Bratton.

Edited by F. W. MAITLAND of Lincoln's Inn, Barrister at Law,
Downing Professor of the Laws of England. 3 vols. Demy 8vo.

Buckram. 3. $s. Net.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF JUS-
TINIAN'S DIGEST. Containing an account of its composition
and of the Jurists used or referred to therein. By HENRY JOHN
ROBY, M.A., formerly Prof, of Jurisprudence, University College,
London. Demy 8vo. gs.

JUSTINIAN'S DIGEST. Lib. VIL, Tit. I. De Usufructu
with a Legal and Philological Commentary. By H. J. ROBY, M.A.

Demy 8vo. 9^.

Or the Two Parts complete in One Volume. Demy 8vo. iSs.
"Not an obscurity, philological, historical, tamed and developed. Roman law, almost

or legal, has been left unsifted. More inform- more than Roman legions, was the backbone
ing aid still has been supplied to the student of of the Roman commonwealth. Mr Roby, by
the Digest at large by a preliminary account, his careful sketch of the sages of Roman law,
covering nearly 300 pages, of the mode of from Sextus Papirius, under Tarquin the

composition of the Digest, and of the jurists Proud, to the Byzantine Bar, has contributed to

whose decisions and arguments constitute its render the tenacity and durability of the most
substance. Nowhere else can a clearer view enduring polity the world has ever experienced
be obtained of the personal succession by which somewhat more intelligible." The Times.
the tradition of Roman legal science was sus-

THE COMMENTARIES OF GAIUS AND RULES OF
ULPIAN. With a Translation and Notes, by J. T. ABDY, LL.D.,
Judge of County Courts, late Regius Professor of Laws in the

University of Cambridge, and BRYAN WALKER, M.A., LL.D., late

Law Lecturer of St John's College, Cambridge, formerly Law Student
of Trinity Hall and Chancellor's Medallist for Legal Studies. New
Edition by BRYAN WALKER. Crown 8vo. i6s.

"As scholars and as editors Messrs Abdy way of reference or necessary explanation,
and Walker have done their work well . . . For Thus the Roman jurist is allowed to speak for

one thing the editors deserve special commen- himself, and the reader feels that he is really
dation. They have presented Gaius to the studying Roman law in the original, and not a
reader with few notes and those merely by fanciful representation of it." Athentzum.

THE INSTITUTES OF JUSTINIAN, translated with
Notes by J. T. ABDY, LL.D., and the late BRYAN WALKER, M.A.,
LL.D. Crown 8vo. i6s.

"We welcome here a valuable contribution the ordinary student, whose attention is dis-

to the study of jurisprudence. The text of the traded from the subject-matter by the dif-

Institutes is occasionally perplexing, even to ficulty of struggling through the language in

practised scholars, whose knowledge of clas- which it is contained, it will be almost indis-

sical models does not always avail them in pensable." Spectator.
dealing with the technicalities of legal phrase- "The notes are learned and carefully com-
ology. Nor can the ordinary dictionaries be piled, and this edition will be found useful to

expected to furnish all the help that is wanted. students." Law Times.
This translation will then be of great use. To

SELECTED TITLES FROM THE DIGEST, annotated
by the late B. WALKER, M.A., LL.D. Part I. Mandati vel Contra.

Digest XVII. i. Crown 8vo. $s.

Part II. De Adquirendo rerum dominio and De Adquirenda vel
amittenda possessione. Digest XLI. i and u. Crown 8vo. 6s.

Part III. De Condictionibus. Digest xil. i and 4 7 and Digest
XIII. 13. Crown 8vo. 6s.

GROTIUS DE JURE BELLI ET PACIS, with the Notes
of Barbeyrac and others

; accompanied by an abridged Translation
of the Text, by W. WHEWELL, D.D. late Master of Trinity College.
3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 12s. The translation separate, 6s.

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS> Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Laue*
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HISTORICAL WORKS, &c.

THE LIFE AND LETTERS OF THE REVEREND
ADAM SEDGWICK, LL.D., F.R.S., Fellow of Trinity College,
Cambridge, and Woodwardian Professor of Geology from 1818 to

1873. (Dedicated, by special permission, to Her Majesty the Queen.)
By JOHN WILLIS CLARK, M.A., F.S.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity
College, and THOMAS M CKENNY HUGHES, M.A., Woodwardian
Professor of Geology. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. \In the Press.

LIFE AND TIMES OF STEIN, OR GERMANY AND
PRUSSIA IN THE NAPOLEONIC AGE, by J. R. SEELEY,
M.A., Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of

Cambridge, with Portraits and Maps. 3 Vols. Demy 8vo. 30^.
"DnBuscH's volume has made people think when it seemed almost folly to hope for suc-

and talk even more than usual of Prince Bis- cess. Englishmen will feel very pardonable
marck, and ProfessorSeeley's very learned work pride at seeing one of their countrymen under-
on Stein will turn attention to an earlier and an

'

take to write the history of a period from the
almost equally eminent German statesman. 1 1 investigation of which even laborious Germans
has been the good fortune of Prince Bismarck are apt to shrink." Times.
to help to raise Prussia to a position which she " In a notice of this kind scant justice can
had never before attained, and to complete the be done to a work like the one before us ; no
work of German unification. The frustrated short resume can give even the most meagre
labours of Stein in the same field were also notion of the contents of these volumes, which
very great, and well worthy to be taken into contain no page that is superfluous, and none
account. He was one, perhaps the chief, of that is uninteresting .... To understand the
the illustrious group of strangers who came to Germany of to-day one must study the Ger-
the rescue of Prussia in her darkest hour, about many of many yesterdays, and now that study
the time of the inglorious Peace of Tilsit, and has been made easy by this work, to which no
who laboured to put life and order into her one can hesitate to assign a very high place
dispirited army, her impoverished finances, and among those recent histories which have aimed
her inefficient Civil Service. Stein strove, too, at original research/' Atheneeum.
no man more, for the cause of unification

THE DESPATCHES OF EARL GOWER, English Am-
bassador at the court of Versailles from June 1790 to August 1792,
to which are added the Despatches of Mr Lindsay and Mr Munro,
and the Diary of Lord Palmerston in France during July and
August 1791. Edited by OSCAR BROWNING, M.A. DemySvo. i$s.

THE GROWTH OF ENGLISH INDUSTRY AND
COMMERCE. By W. CUNNINGHAM, B.D. With Maps and
Charts. Crown 8vo. 12s.

"Mr Cunningham is not likely to disap- merce have grown. It is with the process of
point any readers except such as begin by mis- growth that he is concerned ; and this process
taking the character of his book. He does not he traces with the philosophical insight which
promise, and does not give, an account of the distinguishes between what is important and
dimensions to which English industry and com- what is trivial." Guardian.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES OF GREEK HISTORY.
Accompanied by a short narrative of events, with references to the
sources of information and extracts from the ancient authorities, by
CARL PETER. Translated from the German by G. CHAWNER,
M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. Demy 4to. los.

KINSHIP AND MARRIAGE IN EARLY ARABIA,
by W. ROBERTSON SMITH, M.A., LL.D., Fellow of Christ's College
and University Librarian. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

"It would be superfluous to praise a book early history can afford to be without Kinship
so learned and masterly as Professor Robertson in Early Arabia" Nature.
Smith's ; it is enough to say that no student of

TRAVELS IN NORTHERN ARABIA IN 1876 AND
1877. BY CHARLES M. DOUGHTY, of Gonville and Caius College.
With Illustrations and a Map. 2 vols. Demy 8vo. ^3. 3.?.

"This is in several respects a remarkable "We judge this book to be the most re-
book. It records the ten years' travels of the markable record of adventure and research
author throughout Northern Arabia, in the which has been published to this generation."
Hejas and Nejd, from Syria to Mecca. No Spectator.
doubt this region has been visited by previous "Its value as a storehouse of knowledge
travellers, but none, we venture to think, have simply cannot be exaggerated." Saturday
done their work with so much thoroughness or Review.
with more enthusiasm and love." Times.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse.
Aue Maria Lane.
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THE ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY OF THE UNI-
VERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE AND OF THE COLLEGES OF
CAMBRIDGE AND ETON, by the late ROBERT WILLIS, M.A.

F.R.S., Jacksonian Professor in the University of Cambridge. Edited
with large Additions and brought up to the present time by JOHN
WILLIS CLARK, M.A., formerly Fellow of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. Four Vols. Super Royal 8vo. 6. 6s.

Also a limited Edition of the same, consisting of 120 numbered

Copies only, large paper Quarto ;
the woodcuts and steel engravings

mounted on India paper ; price Twenty-five Guineas net each set.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE ROYAL INJUNCTIONS OF
1535, by J. B. MULLINGER, M.A., Lecturer on History and Librarian

to St John's College. Part I. Demy 8vo. (734 pp.), 12s.

Part II. From the Royal Injunctions of 1535 to the Accession of

Charles the First. Demy 8vo. i8j.
"That Mr Mullinger's work should admit activity of its leading members. All this he

of being regarded as a continuous narrative, combines in a form which is eminently read-

in which character it has no predecessors able." PROF. CREIGHTON in Cont. Review.
worth mentioning, is one of the many advan- "Mr Mullinger has succeeded perfectly in

tages it possesses over unnalistic compilations, presenting the earnest and thoughtful student

even so valuable as Cooper's, as well as over with a thorough and trustworthy history."
A thenae.

"
Prof. A. W. Ward in the A cademy. Guardian.

"Mr Mullinger's narrative omits nothing "Mr Mullinger displays an admirable
which is required by the fullest interpretation thoroughness in his work. Nothing could be
of his subject. He shews in the statutes of more exhaustive and conscientious than his

the Colleges, the internal organization of the method: and his style. ..is picturesque and

University, its connection with national pro- elevated." Times.

blems, its studies, its social life, and the

SCHOLAE ACADEMICAE: some Account of the Studies
at the English Universities in the Eighteenth Century. By C.

WORDSWORTH, M.A., Fellow of Peterhouse. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.
"Mr Wordsworth has collected a great education and learning." Saturday Re-view,

quantity of minute and curious information "Of the whole volume it may be said that

about the working of Cambridge institutions in it is a genuine service rendered to the study
the last century, with an occasional comparison of University history, and that the habits of

of the corresponding state of things at Oxford. thought of any writer educated at either seat of

... To a great extent it is purely a book of re- learning in the last century will, in many cases,

ference, and as such it will be of permanent be far better understood after a consideration

value for the historical knowledge of English of the materials here collected." Academy.

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE OF ST JOHN THE
EVANGELIST, by THOMAS BAKER, B.D., Ejected Fellow. Edited

by JOHN E. B. MAYOR, M.A. Two Vols. Demy 8vo. 24^.
"To antiquaries the book will be a source "The work displays very wide reading, and

of almost inexhaustible amusement, by his- it will be of great use to members of the col-

torians it will be found a work of considerable lege and of the university, and, perhaps, of

service on questions respecting our social pro- still greater use to students of English his-

gress in past times ; and the care and thorough- tory, ecclesiastical, political, social, literary
ness with which Mr Mayor has discharged his and academical, who have hitherto had to be
editorial functions are creditable to his learning content with '

Dyer.
'"

Academy.
and industry." A thenczum.

HISTORY OF NEPAL, translated by MUNSHI SHEW
SHUNKER SINGH and PANDIT SHRI GUNANAND; edited with an

Introductory Sketch of the Country and People by Dr D. WRIGHT,
late Residency Surgeon at Kathmandu, and with facsimiles of native

drawings, and portraits of Sir JUNG BAHADUR, the KING OF NEPAL,
&c. Super-royal 8vo. los. 6d.

A JOURNEY OF LITERARY AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL
RESEARCH IN NEPAL AND NORTHERN INDIA, during
the Winter of 1884-5. Bv CECIL BENDALL, M.A., Professor of

Sanskrit in University College, London. Demy 8vo. los.

CANADIAN CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. By J. E.
C. MUNRO, LL.M., Professor of Law and Political Economy at Vic-

toria University, Manchester. [Nearly ready.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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CAMBRIDGE HISTORICAL ESSAYS.
POLITICAL PARTIES IN ATHENS DURING THE

PELOPONNESIAN WAR, by L. WHIBLEY, B.A., Formerly
Beatson Scholar of Pembroke College, Cambridge. (Prince Consort

Dissertation, 1888.) Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

POPE GREGORY THE GREAT AND HIS RELA-
TIONS WITH GAUL, by F. W. KELLETT, M.A., Sidney Sussex

College. (Prince Consort Dissertation, 1888.) Crown 8vo. 2s. 6d.

MISCELLANEOUS.
THE LITERARY REMAINS OF ALBRECHT DURER,

by W. M. CON WAY. With Transcripts from the British Museum
MSS., and Notes by LlNA ECKENSTEIN. Royal 8vo. [Nearly ready.

A LATIN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY. Printed from the

(Incomplete) MS. of the late T. H. KEY, M.A., F.R.S. Cr. 4to. 31.5-. 6d.

A CATALOGUE OF ANCIENT MARBLES IN GREAT
BRITAIN, by Prof. ADOLF MICHAELIS. Translated by C. A. M.
FENNELL, Litt. D. Royal 8yo. Roxburgh (Morocco back), 2. 2s.

"The book is beautifully executed, and with the liberal facilities afforded by them towards
its few handsome plates, and excellent indexes, the production of this important volume by
does much credit to the Cambridge Press. It has Professor Michaelis." Saturday Re-view.
not been printed in German, but appears for the "

Professor Michaelis has achieved so high
first time in the English translation. All lovers a fame as an authority in classical archaeology
of true art and of good work should be grateful that it seems unnecessary to say how good
to the Syndics of the University Press for a book this is." The Antiquary.

RHODES IN ANCIENT TIMES. By CECIL TORR, M.A.
With six plates. Demy 8vo. los. 6d.

RHODES IN MODERN TIMES. By the same Author.
With three plates. Demy 8vo. 8s.

THE WOODCUTTERS OF THE NETHERLANDS
during the last quarter of the Fifteenth Century. In 3 parts. I. His-

tory of the Woodcutters. II. Catalogue of their Woodcuts. III. List of

Books containing Woodcuts. By W. M. CONWAY. DemySvo. ios.6d.

THE LITERATURE OF THE FRENCH RENAIS-
SANCE. An Introductory Essay. By A. A. TlLLEY, M.A., Fellow
and Tutor of King's College, Cambridge. Crown 8vo. 6s.

A GRAMMAR OF THE IRISH LANGUAGE. By Prof.
WINDISCH. Translated by Dr NORMAN MOORE. Crown 8vo. 7s. 6d.

LECTURES ON TEACHING, delivered in the University
of Cambridge in the Lent Term, 1880. By J. G. FITCH, M.A., LL.D.
Her Majesty's Inspector of Training Colleges. Cr. 8vo. New Edit. $s.

"As principal of a training college and as a schools . . . Mr Fitch's book covers so wide a
Government inspector of schools, Mr Fitch has field and touches on so many burning questions
got at his fingers' ends the working of primary that we must be content to recommend it as

education, while as assistant commissioner to the best existing vade mecum for the teacher."
the late Endowed Schools Commission he has Pall Mall Gazette.
seen something of the machinery of our higher

OCCASIONAL ADDRESSES ON EDUCATIONAL
SUBJECTS. By S. S. LAURIE, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo. 5*

AN ATLAS OF COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY. In-

tended as a Companion to Dr MILL'S "Elementary Commercial

Geography." By J. G. BARTHOLOMEW, F.R.G.S. With an Intro-

duction by Dr H. R. MILL. \Preparing.
A MANUAL OF CURSIVE SHORTHAND. By H. L.

CALLENDAR, B.A., Fellow of Trinity College. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. 2s.

A SYSTEM OF PHONETIC SPELLING ADAPTED
TO ENGLISH. By H. L. CALLENDAR, B.A. Ex. Fcap. 8vo. 6ei.

For other books on Education, see Pitt Press Series, p. 31.

London : C. J. CLA Y <Sr" SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Aue Maria Lane.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE TEXTUAL CRITICISM
OF THE DIVINA COMMEDIA. Including the complete col-

lation throughout the Inferno of all the MSS. at Oxford and Cam-
bridge. By the Rev. EDWARD MOORE, D.D. Demy 8vo. 2is.

EPISTVLAE ORTELIANAE. ABRAHAMI ORTELII (Geo-
graphi Antverpiensis) et virorvm ervditorvm ad evndem et ad

JACOBVM COLIVM ORTELIANVM Epistvlae. Cvm aliqvot aliis

epistvlis et tractatibvs qvibvsdam ab vtroqve collectis (1524 1628).
Ex avtographis mandante Ecclesia Londino-batava edidit JOANNES
HENRICVS HESSELS. Demy 410. ^3. los. Net.

FROM SHAKESPEARE TO POPE: an Inquiry into

the causes and phenomena of the rise of Classical Poetry in England.
By EDMUND GOSSE, M.A. Crown 8vo. 6s.

CHAPTERS ON ENGLISH METRE. By Rev. JOSEPH
B. MAYOR, M.A. Demy 8vo. 'js. 6d.

STUDIES IN THE LITERARY RELATIONS OF
ENGLAND WITH GERMANY IN THE SIXTEENTH
CENTURY. By C. H. HERFORD, M.A. Crown 8vo. 9*.

ADMISSIONS TO GONVILLE AND CAIUS COLLEGE
in the University of Cambridge March 1558 9 to Jan. 1678 9.

Edited by J. VENN, Sc.D., and S. C. VENN. Demy 8vo. los.

CATALOGUE OF THE HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS
preserved in the University Library, Cambridge. By Dr S. M.
SCHILLER-SZINESSY. Volume I. containing Section I. The Holy
Scriptures; Section II. Commentaries on the Bible. Demy 8vo. qs.

A CATALOGUE OF THE MANUSCRIPTS preserved
in the Library of the University of Cambridge. Demy 8vo. 5 Vols.

los. each. INDEX TO THE CATALOGUE. Demy 8vo. los.

A CATALOGUE OF ADVERSARIA and printed books
containing MS. notes, preserved in the Library of the University of

Cambridge. $s. 6d.

THE ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPTS IN THE Li-

brary of the Fitzwilliam Museum, Catalogued with Descriptions, and
an Introduction, by W. G. SEARLE, M.A. Demy 8vo. 7s. 6d.

A CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF THE GRACES,
Documents, and other Papers in the University Registry which
concern the University Library. Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d.

CATALOGUS BIBLIOTHEOE BURCKHARDTIAN^E.
Demy 4to. 5^.

GRADUATI CANTABRIGIENSES : SIVE CATA-
LOGUS exhibens nomina eorum quos gradu quocunque ornavit

Academia Cantabrigiensis (18001884). Cura H. R. LUARD S. T. P.

DemySvo. I2s. 6d.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE
and for the Colleges therein, made, published and approved (1878

1882) under the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge Act, 1877.
With an Appendix. Demy 8vo. i6s.

STATUTES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE.
With Acts of Parliament relating to the University. 8vo. 3^. 6d.

ORDINANCES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CAM-
BRIDGE. Demy 8vo., cloth. js.bd.

TRUSTS, STATUTES AND DIRECTIONS affecting
(i) The Professorships of the University. (2) The Scholarships
and Prizes. (3) Other Gifts and Endowments. Demy 8vo. $s.

COMPENDIUM of UNIVERSITY REGULATIONS. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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C|)e Cantfm&se Bftle for

i^djools anU Colleges*

GENERAL EDITOR : THE VERY REVEREND J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D.,
DEAN OF PETERBOROUGH.

"
It is difficult to commend too highly this excellent series." Guardian.

" The modesty of the general title of this series has, we believe, led many to misunderstand
its character and underrate its value. The books are well suited for study in the upper forms of
our best schools, but not the less are they adapted to the wants of all Bible students who are not

specialists. We doubt, indeed, whether any of the numerous popular commentaries recently
issued in this country will be found more serviceable for general use." Academy.

"One of the most popular and useful literary enterprises of the nineteenth century." Baptist
Magazine.

" Of great value. The whole series of comments for schools is highly esteemed by students

capable of forming a judgment. The books are scholarly without being pretentious : information
is so given as to be easily understood." Sword and Trowel.

The Very Reverend J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D., Dean of Peterborough, has
undertaken the general editorial supervision of the work, assisted by a staff of

eminent coadjutors. Some of the books have been already edited or undertaken

by the following gentlemen :

Rev. A. CARR, M.A., late Assistant Master at Wellington College.

Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A., D.D., late Fellow ofBalliol College, Oxford.

Rev. S. Cox, Nottingham.
Rev. A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D., Professor of Hebrew, Edinburgh.
The Ven. F. W. FARRAR, D.D., Archdeacon of Westminster.

Rev. C. D. GINSBURG, LL.D.

Rev. A. E. HUMPHREYS, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.
Rev. A. F. KIRKPATRICK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Regius Professor

of Hebrew.

Rev. J. J. LlAS, M. A., late Professor at St David's College, Lampeter,

Rev. J. R. LUMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor ofDivinity .

Rev. G. F. MACLEAR, D.D., Warden ofSt Augustine*s College, Canterbury.

Rev. H. C. G. MOULE, M.A., late Fellow of Trinity College, Principal of

Ridley Hall, Cambridge.

Rev. W. F. MOULTON, D.D., Head Master ofthe Leys School, Cambridge.

Rev. E. H. PEROWNE, D.D., Master of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

The Ven. T. T. PEROWNE, B.D., Archdeacon ofNorwich.

Rev. A. PLUMMER, M.A., D.D., Master of University College, Durham.

The Very Rev. E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D., Dean of Wells.

Rev. H. E. RYLE, M.A., Hulsean Professor of Divinity.

Rev. W. SIMCOX, M.A., Rector of Weyhill, Hants.

W. ROBERTSON SMITH, M.A., Fellow of Chrisfs College, and University

Librarian.

The Very Rev. H. D. M. SPENCE, M.A., Dean of Gloucester.

Rev. A. W. STREANE, M.A., Fellow of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. Cont.

Now Ready. Cloth, Extra Fcap. %vo.

THE BOOK OF JOSHUA. By the Rev. G. F. MACLEAR, D.D.
With i Maps. is. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JUDGES. By the Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A.
With Map. y.6d.

THE FIRST BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

KIRKPATRICK, M.A. With Map. $s. 6d.

THE SECOND BOOK OF SAMUEL. By the Rev. Professor

KIRKPATRICK, M.A. With i Maps. $s. 6d.

THE FIRST BOOK OF KINGS. By Rev. Prof. LUMBY, D.D. 3^.6^.

THE SECOND BOOK OF KINGS. By the same Editor. $s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF JOB. By the Rev. A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D. 5*.

THE BOOK OF ECCLESIASTES. By the Very Rev. E. H.
PLUMPTRE, D.D.

5.5-.

THE BOOK OF JEREMIAH. By the Rev. A. W. STREANE,
M.A. With Map. 4s. 6d.

THE BOOK OF HOSEA. By Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, M.A, D.D. y.
THE BOOKS OF OBADIAH AND JONAH. By Archdeacon

PEROWNE. is. 6d.

THE BOOK OF MICAH. By Rev. T. K. CHEYNE, D.D. is. 6d.

THE BOOKS OF HAGGAI AND ZECHARIAH. By Arch-
deacon PEROWNE.

3-$-.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the
Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With i Maps. is. 6d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.
G. F. MACLEAR, D.D. With 4 Maps. is. 6d.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon
F. W. FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 4-$-. 6d:

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev.
A. PLUMMER, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 4^. 6d.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Professor

LUMBY, D.D. With 4 Maps. 4*. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE ROMANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.

MOULE, M.A. 3-r. 6d.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the Rev.

J. J. LIAS, M.A. With a Map and Plan. is.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the
Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. is.

THE EPISTLE TO THE EPHESIANS. By the Rev. H. C G.
MOULE, M.A. is. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE PHILIPPIANS. By the Rev. H. C. G.
MOULE, M.A. is. 6d.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. FARRAR. 3* 6d.

THE GENERAL EPISTLE OF ST JAMES. By the Very Rev.
E. H. PLUMPTRE, D.D. is. 6d.

THE EPISTLES OF ST PETER AND ST JUDE. By the
same Editor, is. 6d.

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLUMMER,
M.A., D.D. 3-r. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE CAMBRIDGE BIBLE FOR SCHOOLS & COLLEGES. Cont.

Preparing.

THE BOOK OF GENESIS. By the Very Rev. the DEAN OF
PETERBOROUGH.

THE BOOKS OF EXODUS, NUMBERS AND DEUTERO-
NOMY. By the Rev. C. D. GINSBURG, LL.D.

THE BOOKS OF EZRA AND NEHEMIAH. By the Rev.
Prof. RYLE, M.A.

THE BOOK OF PSALMS. By the Rev. Prof. KIRKPATRICK, M.A.
THE BOOK OF ISAIAH. By W. ROBERTSON SMITH, M.A.
THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL. By the Rev. A. B. DAVIDSON, D.D.
THE EPISTLE TO THE GALATIANS. By the Rev. E. H.

PEROWNE, D.D.
THE EPISTLES TO THE COLOSSIANS AND PHILEMON.

By the Rev. H. C. G. MOULE, M.A.
THE EPISTLES TO THE THESSALONIANS. By the Rev.

W. F. MOULTON, D.D.
THE EPISTLES TO TIMOTHY AND TITUS. By the Rev.

A. E. HUMPHREYS, M.A.
THE BOOK OF REVELATION. By the Rev. W. SIMCOX, M.A.

THE CAMBRIDGE GREEK TESTAMENT
FOR SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES,

with a Revised Text, based on the most recent critical authorities, and

English Notes, prepared under the direction of the General Editor,
THE VERY REVEREND J. J. S. PEROWNE, D.D.

Now Ready.
THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MATTHEW. By the

Rev. A. CARR, M.A. With 4 Maps. 4*. 6d.
"
Copious illustrations, gathered from a great variety of sources, make his notes a very valu-

able aid to the student. They are indeed remarkably interesting, while all explanations on
meanings, applications, and the like are distinguished by their lucidity and good sense."
Pall Mall Gazette.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST MARK. By the Rev.
G. F. MACLEAR, D.D. With 3 Maps. 4*. 6d.

'The Cambridge Greek Testament, of which Dr Maclear's edition of the Gospel according to

St Mark is a volume, certainly supplies a want. Without pretending to compete with the leading
commentaries, or to embody very much original research, it forms a most satisfactory introduction
to the study of the New Testament in the original . . . Dr Maclear's introduction contains all that
is known of St Mark's life, an account of the circumstances in which the Gospel was composed,
an excellent sketch of the special characteristics of this Gospel ; an analysis, and a chapter on the
text of the New Testament generally . . . The work is completed by three good maps." Satur-
day Review.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST LUKE. By Archdeacon
FARRAR. With 4 Maps. 6s.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST JOHN. By the Rev. A.
PLUMMER, M.A., D.D. With 4 Maps. 6s.

"A valuable addition has also been made to 'The Cambridge Greek Testament for Schools,'
Dr Plummer's notes on

'
the Gospel according to St John

'
are scholarly, concise, and instructive,

and embody the results of much thought and wide reading." Expositor.

THE ACTS OF THE APOSTLES. By the Rev. Prof. LUMBY, D.D.,
with 4 Maps. 6s.

THE FIRST EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the
Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. 3 j.

THE SECOND EPISTLE TO THE CORINTHIANS. By the
Rev. J. J. LIAS, M.A. [Preparing.

THE EPISTLE TO THE HEBREWS. By Arch. FARRAR. $s. 6<t.

THE EPISTLES OF ST JOHN. By the Rev. A. PLUMMER,
M.A., D.D. 4-r.

London : C. J. CLA Y& SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Lane.
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THE PITT PRESS SERIES.
[Copies of the Pitt Press Series may generally be obtained bound in two parts for

Class use, the text and notes in separate volumes.}

I. GREEK.
ARISTOPHANES AVES. With English Notes and

Introduction by W. C. GREEN, M.A., late Assistant Master at Rugby
School. Neiv Edition. 3-r. 6d.

"The notes to both plays are excellent. Much has been done in these two volumes to render
the study of Aristophanes a real treat to a boy instead of a drudgery, by helping him to under-
stand the fun and to express it in his mother tongue." The Examiner.

ARISTOPHANES PLUTUS. By the same Editor. $s.6d.
ARISTOPHANES RANAE. By the same Editor. $s.6d.
EURIPIDES. HERACLEID^:. With Introduction and

Explanatory Notes by E. A. BECK, M.A., Fellow of Trinity Hall. $s. 6d.

EURIPIDES. HERCULES FURENS. With Intro-
ductions, Notes and Analysis. By A. GRAY, M.A., Fellow of Jesus College,
and T. T. HuTCHiNSON, M.A., Christ's College. New Edition, is.

EURIPIDES. HIPPOLYTUS. By W. S. HADLEY, M.A.
Fellow of Pembroke College. [Nearly ready.

HERODOTUS, BOOK VI. Edited with Notes, Introduction
and Maps by E. S. SHUCKBURGH, M. A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College. 45

HERODOTUS, BOOK VIIL, CHAPS. 190. By the same
Editor. 3-r. 6d.

"We could not wish for a better introduction to Herodotus." Jo^trnal ofEducation.

HERODOTUS, BOOK IX., CHAPS. 189. By the same'
Editor.

3-r.
6d.

HOMER ODYSSEY, BOOK IX. With Introduction, Notes
and Appendices. By G. M. EDWARDS, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer
of Sidney Sussex College. 2s. 6d.

HOMER ODYSSEY, BOOK X. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

LUCIANI SOMNIUM CHARON PISCATOR ET DE
LUCTU, with English Notes by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow of

St John's College, Cambridge. New Edition, with Appendix. %s. 6d.

PLATONIS APOLOGIA SOCRATIS. With Introduction,
Notes and Appendices by J. ADAM, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer of
Emmanuel College. 3^. 6d.

"A worthy representative of English Scholarship." Classical Review.

- CRITO. With Introduction, Notes and Appendix.
By the same Editor, is. 6d.

" Mr Adam, already known as the author of a careful and scholarly edition of the Apology
of Plato, will, we think, add to his reputation by his work upon the Crito." Academy.

"A scholarly edition of a dialogue which has never been really well edited in English."

PLUTARCH. LIVES OF THE GRACCHI. With Intro-

duction, Notes and Lexicon by Rev. HUBERT A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 6s.

PLUTARCH. LIFE OF NICIAS. With Introduction
and Notes. By Rev. HUBERT A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D. 5^.

"This edition is as careful and thorough as Dr Holden's work always is." Spectator.

PLUTARCH. LIFE OF SULLA. With Introduction,
Notes, and Lexicon. By the Rev. HUBERT A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.U. 6s.

SOPHOCLES. OEDIPUS TYRANNUS. School Edition,
with Introduction and Commentary, by R. C. JEBB, Litt. D. , LL.D., Professor

of Greek in the University of Glasgow. 4*. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA v fr* SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse
A'ue Maria Lane.
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THUCYDIDES. BOOK VII. With Notes and Introduction.

By H. R. TOTTENHAM, M. A., Fellow of St John's College. {In the Press.

XENOPHON. AGESILAUS. The Text revised with
Critical and Explanatory Notes, Introduction, Analysis, and Indices. By
H. HAILSTONE, M.A., late Scholar of Peterhouse. is. 6d.

XENOPHON. ANABASIS, BOOKS I. III. IV. and V.
With a Map and English Notes by ALFRED PRETOR, M.A., Fellow of

St Catharine's College, Cambridge, is. each.
"Mr Pretor's 'Anabasis of Xenophon, Book IV.' displays a union of accurate Cambridge

scholarship, with experience of what is required by learners gained in examining middle-class

schools. The text is large and clearly printed, and the notes explain all difficulties. . . .Mr
Pretor's notes seem to be all that could be wished as regards grammar, geography, and other
matters." The Academy.

BOOKS II. VI. and VII. By the same. 2s. 6d. each.
"Had we to introduce a young Greek scholar 'to Xenophon, we should esteem ourselves

fortunate in having Pretor's text-book as our chart and guide." Contemporary Review.

XENOPHON. ANABASIS. By A. PRETOR, M.A., Text
and Notes, complete in two Volumes, ^s. 6d.

XENOPHON. CYROPAEDEIA. BOOKS I. II. With In-
troduction, Notes and Map. By Rev. H. A. HOLDEN, M.A., LL.D.
i vols. Vol. I. Text. Vol. II. Notes. 6s.

"The work is worthy of the editor's well-earned reputation for scholarship and industry."
A thenumm.

BOOKS III., IV, V. By the same Editor.
"Dr Holden's Commentary is equally good in history and in scholarship." Saturday Review.

II. LATIN.
BEDA'S ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, BOOKS

III., IV., the Text from the very ancient MS. in the Cambridge University
Library, collated with six other MSS. Edited, with a life from the German of

EBERT, and with Notes, &c. by J. E. B. MAYOR, M.A., Professor of Latin,
and J. R. LUMBY, D.D., Norrisian Professor of Divinity. Revised edition.

1s - 6d- BOOKS I. and II. In the Press.
"In Bede's works Englishmen can go back to origines of their history, unequalled for

form and matter by any modern European nation. Prof. Mayor has done good service in ren-

dering a part of Bede's greatest work accessible to those who can read Latin with ease. He
has adorned this edition of the third and fourth books of the 'Ecclesiastical History' with that

amazing erudition for which he is unrivalled among Englishmen and rarely equalled by Germans.
And however interesting and valuable the text may be, we can certainly apply to his notes

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. I. With
Maps and English Notes by A. G. PESKETT, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene
College, Cambridge, is. 6d.

" In an unusually succinct introduction he gives all the preliminary and collateral information
that is likely to be useful to a young student ; and, wherever we have examined his notes, we
have found them eminently practical and satisfying. . . The book may well be recommended for
careful study in school or college." Saturday Review.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. II. III.

By the same Editor, is.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. I. II. III.

by the same Editor. y.
CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. IV. AND V.

and COMMENT. VII. by the same Editor, is. each.

CAESAR. DE BELLO GALLICO COMMENT. VI. AND
COMMENT. VIII. by the same Editor, is. 6d. each.

CICERO. ACTIO PRIMA IN C. VERREM. With
Introduction and Notes. By H. COWIE, M. A., Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge, is. 6d.

London : C. J. CLA Y & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Lane.
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CICERO. DE AMICITJA. Edited by J. S. REID, LittD.,
Fellow and Tutor of Gonville and Caius College. New Edition, with
Additions. $s. 6d.

"Mr Reid has decidedly attained his aim, namely, 'a thorough examination of the Latinity
of the dialogue.

' The revision of the text is most valuable, and comprehends sundry
acute corrections. . . . This volume, like Mr Reid's other editions, is a solid gain to the scholar-

ship of the country." Atkfiueum.
"A more distinct gain to scholarship is Mr Reid's able and thorough edition of the De

AmicitiA of Cicero, a work of which, whether we regard the exhaustive introduction or the

instructive and most suggestive commentary, it would be difficult to speak too highly. . . . When
we come to the commentary, we are only amazed by its fulness in proportion to its bulk.

Nothing is overlooked which can tend to enlarge the learner's general knowledge of Ciceronian
Latin or to elucidate the text." Saturday Review.

CICERO. DE SENECTUTE. Edited by J. S. REID,
Litt. D. Revised Edition. 3^. 6d.

" The notes are excellent and scholarlike, adapted for the upper forms of public schools, and
likely to be useful even to more advanced students." Guardian.

CICERO. DIVINATIO IN Q. CAECILIUM ET ACTIO
PRIMA IN C. VERREM. With Introduction and Notes by W. E.

HEITLAND, M.A., and HERBERT COWIE, M.A., Fellows of St John's
College, Cambridge. 3-r.

CICERO. PHILIPPICA SECUNDA. With Introduction
and Notes by A. G. PESKETT, M.A., Fellow of Magdalene College. y. 6d.

CICERO. PRO ARCHIA POETA. Edited by J. S. REID,
Litt. D. Revised Edition, is.

"
It is an admirable specimen of careful editing. An Introduction tells us everything we could

wish to know about Archias, about Cicero's connexion with him, about the merits of the trial, and
the genuineness of the speech. The text is well and carefully printed. The notes are clear and
scholar-like. . . . No boy can master this little volume without feeling that he has advanced a long
step in scholarship." The Academy.

CICERO. PRO BALBO. Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D.
u. 6d.

"We are bound to recognize the pains devoted in the annotation of these two orations to the

minute and thorough study of their Latinity, both in the ordinary notes and in the textual

appendices." Saturday Review.

CICERO. PRO MILONE, with a Translation of Asconius
1

Introduction, Marginal Analysis and English Notes. Edited by the Rev.

JOHN SMYTH PURTON, B.D., late President and Tutor of St Catharine's

College, is. 6d.
"The editorial work is excellently done." The Academy.

CICERO. PRO MURENA. With English Introduction
and Notes. By W. E. HEITLAND, M.A., Fellow and Classical Lecturer
of St John's College, Cambridge. Second Edition, carefully revised. $s.

"Those students are to be deemed fortunate who have to read Cicero's lively and brilliant

oration for L. Murena with Mr Heitland's handy edition, which may be pronounced 'four-square'
in point of equipment, and which has, not without good reason, attained the honours of a

second edition." Saturday Review.

CICERO. PRO PLANCIO. Edited by H. A. HOLDEN,
LL.D., Examiner in Greek to the University of London. Second Edition.

4j. 6d.
"As a book for students this edition can have few rivals. It is enriched by an excellent intro-

duction and a chronological table of the principal events of the life of Cicero ; while in its ap-

pendix, and in the notes on the text which are added, there is much of the greatest value. The
volume is neatly got up, and is in every way commendable.

1 ' The Scotsman.

CICERO. PRO SULLA. Edited by J. S. REID, Litt.D.

3*. 64" Mr Reid is so well known to scholars as a commentator on Cicero that a new work from him

scarcely needs any commendation of ours. His edition of the speech Pro Sulla is fully equal in

merit to the volumes which he has already published ... It would be difficult to speak too highly
of the notes. There could be no better way of gaining an insight into the characteristics of

Cicero's style and the Latinity of his period than by making a careful study of this speech with
the aid of Mr Reid's commentary . . . Mr Reid's intimate knowledge of the minutest details of

scholarship enables him to detect and explain the slightest points of distinction between the

usages of different authors and different periods . . . The notes are followed by a valuable

appendix on the text, and another on points of orthography ;
an excellent index brings the work

to a close." Saturday Re-view.

London : C. J. CLA Y Or" SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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CICERO. SOMNIUM SCIPIONIS. With Introduction
and Notes. By W. D. PEARMAN, M.A., Head Master of Potsdam School,

Jamaica, is.

HORACE. EPISTLES, BOOK I. With Notes and Intro-
duction by E. S. SHUCKBURGH, M.A., late Fellow of Emmanuel College.
is. 6d.

LIVY. BOOK XXI. With Notes, Introduction and Maps.
By M. S. DIMSDALE, M.A., Fellow of King's College, is. 6d.

LIVY. BOOK XXII. By the same Editor. 2s. 6d.

LUCAN. PHARSALIA LIBER PRIMUS. Edited with
English Introduction and Notes by W. E. HEITLAND, M.A. and C. E.

HASKINS, M.A., Fellows and Lecturers of St John's College, Cambridge.
is. 6d.

"A careful and scholarlike production." Times.
"In nice parallels of Lucan from Latin poets and from Shakspeare, Mr Haskins and Mr

Heitland deserve praise." Saturday Review.

LUCRETIUS. BOOK V. With Notes and Introduction by
J. D. DUFF, M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, is.

>VID.OVID. FASTI. LIBER VI. With a Plan of Rome and
Notes by A. SIDGWICK, M.A., Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.
is. 6d.

" Mr Sidgwick's editing of the Sixth Book of Ovid's Fasti furnishes a careful and serviceable
volume for average students. It eschews '

construes
'

which supersede the use of the dictionary,
but gives full explanation of grammatical usages and historical and mythical allusions, besides

illustrating peculiarities of style, true and false derivations, and the more remarkable variations of
the text." Saturday Review.

"
It is eminently good and useful. . . . The Introduction is singularly clear on the astronomy of

Ovid, which is properly shown to be ignorant and confused; there is an excellent little map of

Rome, giving just the places mentioned in the text and no more ; the notes are evidently written

by a practical schoolmaster." The Academy.

QUINTUS CURTIUS. A Portion of the History.
(ALEXANDER IN INDIA.) By W. E. HEITLAND, M. A., Fellow and Lecturer
of St John's College, Cambridge, and T. E. RAVEN, B.A., Assistant Master
in Sherborne School. 3^. 6d.

"Equally commendable as a genuine addition to the existing stock of school-books is

Alexander in India, a compilation from the eighth and ninth books of Q. Curtius, edited for

the Pitt Press by Messrs Heitland and Raven. . . . The work of Curtius has merits of its

own, which, in former generations, made it a favourite with English scholars, and which still

make it a popular text-book in Continental schools The reputation of Mr Heitland is a
sufficient guarantee for the scholarship of the notes, which are ample without being excessive,
and the book is well furnished with all that is needful in the nature of maps, indices, and
appendices." Academy.

VERGIL. AENEID. LIBRI I., II., III., IV., V., VI., VII.,
VIII., IX., X., XL, XII. Edited with Notes by A. SIDGWICK, M.A.,
Tutor of Corpus Christi College, Oxford, is. 6d. each.

" Mr Sidgwick's Vergil is we believe, the best school edition of the poet." Guardian.
" Mr Arthur Sidgwick's 'Vergil, Aeneid, Book XII.' is worthy of his reputation, and is dis-

tinguished by the same acuteness and accuracy of knowledge, appreciation of a boy's difficulties

and ingenuity and resource in meeting them, which we have on other occasions had reason to

praise in these pages." The Academy.
"As masterly in its clearly divided preface and appendices as in the sound and independent

character of its annotations. . . . There is a great deal more in the notes than mere compilation
and suggestion. ... No difficulty is left unnoticed or unhandled." Saturday Review.

VERGIL. AENEID. LIBRI IX. X. in one volume. 3*.

VERGIL. AENEID. LIBRI X., XL, XII. in one volume.
y. 6d.

VERGIL. BUCOLICS. With Introduction and Notes, by
the same Editor, is. 6d.

VERGIL. GEORGICS. LIBRI I. II. By the same
Editor, is.

VERGIL. GEORGICS. LIBRI III. IV. By the same
Editor, is.

"This volume, which completes the Pitt Press edition of Virgil's Georgics, is distinguished by
the same admirable judgment and first-rate scholarship as are conspicuous in the former volume
and in the "Aeneid" by the same talented editor." Athenceum.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse^
Ave Maria Lane.
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III. FRENCH.
CORNEILLE. LA SUITE DU MENTEUR. A Comedy

in Five Acts. Edited with Fontenelle's Memoir of the Author, Voltaire's

Critical Remarks, and Notes Philological and Historical. By the late

GUSTAVE MASSON. is.

DE BONNECHOSE. LAZARE HOCHE. With Four
Maps, Introduction and Commentary, by C. COLBECK, M.A., late Fellow of

Trinity College, Cambridge. Revised Edition, is.

D'HARLEVILLE. LE VIEUX CELIBATAIRE. A
Comedy. With a Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and
Historical Notes. By GUSTAVE MASSON. is.

DE LAMARTINE. JEANNE D'ARC. With a Map
and Notes Historical and Philological and a Vocabulary by Rev. A. C.

CLAPIN, M.A., St John's College, Cambridge, and Bachelier-es-Lettres of

the University of France. Enlarged Edition, is.

DE VIGNY. LA CANNE DE JONG. Edited with Notes
by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. is.

ERCKMANN-CHATRIAN. LA GUERRE. With Map,
Introduction and Commentary by the Rev. A. C. CLAPIN, M.A. $s.

LA BARONNE DE STAEL-HOLSTEIN. LE DIREC-
TOIRE. (Considerations sur la Revolution Franaise. Troisieme et

quatrieme parties.) With a Critical Notice of the Author, a Chronological

Table, and Notes Historical and Philological, by G. MASSON, B.A., and
G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged Edition, is.

" Prussia under Frederick the Great, and France under the Directory, bring us face to face

respectively with periods of history which it is right should be known thoroughly, and which
are well treated in the Pitt Press volumes. The latter in particular, an extract from the

world-known work of Madame de Stae'l on the French Revolution, is beyond all praise for

the excellence both of its style and of its matter." Times.

LA BARONNE DE STAEL-HOLSTEIN. DIX AN-
NEES D'EXIL. LIVRE II. CHAPITRES i 8. With a Biographical
Sketch of the Author, a Selection of Poetical Fragments by Madame de
Stae'Fs Contemporaries, and Notes Historical and Philological. By GUSTAVE
MASSON and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A. Revised and enlarged edition, is.

LEMERCIER. FREDEGONDE ET BRUNEHAUT. A
Tragedy in Five Acts. Edited with Notes, Genealogical and Chronological

Tables, a Critical Introduction and a Biographical Notice. By GUSTAVE
MASSON. is.

MOLIERE. LE BOURGEOIS GENTILHOMME, Come-
die-Ballet en Cinq Actes. (1670). With a life of Moliere and Grammatical
and Philological Notes. By Rev. A. C. CLAPIN. Revised Edition, is. 6d.

MOLIERE. L'ECOLE DES FEMMES. Edited with In-
troduction and Notes by GEORGE SAINTSBURY, M.A. is. 6d.

"Mr Saintsbury's clear and scholarly notes are rich in illustration of the valuable kind that

vivifies textual comment and criticism." Saturday Review.

PIRON. LA METROMANIE, A Comedy, with a Bio-

graphical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By
G. MASSON. is.

SAINTE-BEUVE. M. DARU (Causeries du Lundi, Vol. IX.).
With Biographical Sketch of the Author, and Notes Philological and Histo-

rical. By GUSTAVE MASSON. is.

SAINTINE. LA PICCIOLA. The Text, with Introduc-

tion, Notes and Map, by Rev. A. C. CLAPIN. is.

SCRIBE AND LEGOUVE. BATAILLE DE DAMES.
Edited by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A. is.

London : C. J. CLA Y 6 SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Aue Maria Lane.
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SCRIBE. LE VERRE D'EAU. With a Biographical
Biographical Memoir, and Grammatical, Literary and Historical Notes. By
C. COLBECK, M.A. is.

"
It may be national prejudice, but we consider this edition far superior to any of the series

which hitherto have been edited exclusively by foreigners. Mr Colbeck seems better to under-
stand the wants and difficulties of an English boy. The etymological notes especially are admi-
rable. . . . The historical notes and introduction are a piece of thorough honest work." Journal
ofEducation.

SEDAINE. LE PHILOSOPHE SANS LE SAVOIR.
Edited with Notes by Rev. H. A. BULL, M.A., late Master at Wellington
College, is.

THIERRY. LETTRES SUR L'HISTOIRE DE FRANCE
XIII. XXIV.). By GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A. and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A.
With Map. is. 6d.

THIERRY. RECITS DES TEMPS MEROVINGIENS
I III. Edited by GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A. Univ. Gallic., and A. R. ROPES,
M.A. With Map. 3j.

VILLEMAIN. LASCARIS, OU LES GRECS DU XVE
.

SIECLE, Nouvelle Historique, with a Biographical Sketch of the Author,
a Selection of Poems on Greece, and Notes Historical and Philological.

By GUSTAVE MASSON, B.A. is.

VOLTAIRE. HISTOIRE DU SIECLE DE LOUIS XIV.
Part I. Chaps. I. XIII. Edited with Notes Philological and Historical,

Biographical and Geographical Indices, etc. by G. MASSON, B.A. Univ.

Gallic., and G. W. PROTHERO, M.A., Fellow of King's College, Cambridge.
is. 6d.

Part II. Chaps. XIV. XXIV. With Three Maps
of the Period. By the same Editors, is. 6d.

Part III. Chap. XXV. to the end. By the same
Editors, is. 6d.

XAVIER DE MAISTRE. LA JEUNE SIBERIENNE.
LE LEPREUX DE LA CITE D'AOSTE. With Biographical Notice,
Critical Appreciations, and Notes. By G. MASSON, B.A. is.

IV. GERMAN.
BALLADS ON GERMAN HISTORY. Arranged and

Annotated by W. WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum,
Hamburg, is.

"It carries the reader rapidly through some of the most important incidents connected with
the German race and name, from the invasion of Italy by the Visigoths under their King Alaric,
down to the Franco-German War and the installation of the present Emperor. The notes supply
very well the connecting links between the successive periods, and exhibit in its various phases of
growth and progress, or the reverse, the vast unwieldy mass which constitutes modern Germany."

Times.

BENEDIX. DOCTOR WESPE. Lustspiel in fiinf Auf-
ziigen. Edited with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A. $s.

FREYTAG. DER STAAT FRIEDRICHS DES GROS-
SEN. With Notes. By WILHELM WAGNER, Ph.D. is.

GERMAN DACTYLIC POETRY. Arranged and Anno-
tated by the same Editor. 3.?.

oetf)e'$ tfnabenjatyte. (17491759.) GOETHE'S BOY-
HOOD: being the First Three Books of his Autobiography. Arranged
and Annotated by the same Editor, is.

GOETHE'S HERMANN AND DOROTHEA. With
an Introduction and Notes. By the same Editor. Revised edition by J. W.
CARTMELL, M.A.

3-$-. 6d.
"The notes are among the best that we know, with the reservation that they are often too

abundant. " A cademy.

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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GUTZKOW. ZOPF UND SCHWERT. Lustspiel in

fiinf Aufziigen von. With a Biographical and Historical Introduction, English
Notes, and an Index. By H. J. WOLSTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.). 3*. 6d.

"We are glad to be able to notice a careful edition of K. Gutzkow's amusing comedy
Zopf and Schwert' by Mr H. J. Wolstenholme. . . . These notes are abundant and contain

references to standard grammatical works." Academy.

HAUFF. DAS BILD DES KAISERS. Edited by KARL
HERMANN BREUL, M.A., Ph.D. y.

HAUFF. DAS WIRTHSHAUS IM SPESSART. Edited

by A. SCHLOTTMANN, Ph. D., late Assistant Master at Uppingham School.

3j. 6d.

HAUFF. DIE KARAVANE. Edited with Notes by A.
SCHLOTTMANN, Ph. D. 3^. 6d.

IMMERMANN. DER OBERHOF. A Tale of West-
phalian Life. With a Life of Immermann and English Notes, by WlLHELM
WAGNER, Ph.D., late Professor at the Johanneum, Hamburg. $s.

KOHLRAUSCH. DaS 3af)r 1813 (THE YEAR 1813). With
English Notes. By W. WAGNER, is.

LESSING AND GELLERT. SELECTED FABLES.
Edited with Notes by KARL HERMANN BREUL, M.A., Lecturer in German
at the University of Cambridge. 3-r.

MENDELSSOHN'S LETTERS. Selections from. Edited

by JAMES SIME, M.A. 3^.

RAUMER. Der erfte ffteu^ug (THE FIRST CRUSADE).
Condensed from the Author's 'History of the Hohenstaufen', with a life of

RAUMER, two Plans and English Notes. By W. WAGNER, is.

"Certainly no more interesting book could be made the subject of examinations. The story
of the First Crusade has an undying interest. The notes are, on the whole, good." Educational
Times.

RIEHL. CULTURGESCHICHTLIGHE NOVELLEN.
With Grammatical, Philological, and Historical Notes, and a Complete
Index, by H. J. WOLSTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.). . ^s. 6d.

UHLAND. ERNST, HERZOG VON SCHWABEN. With
Introduction and Notes. By H. J. WOLSTENHOLME, B.A. (Lond.),

Lecturer in German at Newnham College, Cambridge, y. 6d.

V. ENGLISH.
ANCIENT PHILOSOPHY. A SKETCH OF, FROM

THALES TO CICERO, by JOSEPH B. MAYOR, M.A. 3*. 6d.

"Professor Mayor contributes to the Pitt Press Series A Sketch of Ancient Philosophy in

which he has endeavoured to give a general view of the philosophical systems illustrated by the

genius of the masters of metaphysical and ethical science from Thales to Cicero. In the course

of his sketch he takes occasion to give concise analyses of Plato's Republic, and of the Ethics and
Politics of Aristotle ; and these abstracts will be to some readers not the least useful portions of

the book." The Guardian.

ARISTOTLE. OUTLINES OF THE PHILOSOPHY OF.
Compiled by EDWIN WALLACE, M.A., LL.D. (St Andrews), late Fellow

of Worcester College, Oxford. Third Edition Enlarged. 4*. 6d.

"A judicious selection of characteristic passages, arranged in paragraphs, each of which is

preceded by a masterly and perspicuous English analysis." Scotsman.
" Gives in a comparatively small compass a very good sketch of Aristotle's teaching." Sat.

BACON'S HISTORY OF THE REIGN OF KING
HENRY VII. With Notes by the Rev. J. RAWSON LUMBY, D.D. $s.

COWLEY'S ESSAYS. With Introduction and Notes. By
the Rev. J. RAWSON LUMBY, D.D. , Norrisian Professor of Divinity; Fellow

of St Catharine's College. $s.

GEOGRAPHY, ELEMENTARY COMMERCIAL. A
Sketch of the Commodities and the Countries of the World. By H. R.

MILL, Sc.D., F.R.S.E., Lecturer on Commercial Geography in the Heriot-

Watt College, Edinburgh, is.

London : C. J. CLA Y & SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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MORE'S HISTORY OF KING RICHARD III. Edited
with Notes, Glossary and Index of Names. By J. RAWSON LUMBY, D.D.
to which is added the conclusion of the History of King Richard III. as given
in the continuation of Hardyng's Chronicle, London, 1543. 3J - ^.

MORE'S UTOPIA. With Notes by the Rev. J. RAWSON
LUMBY, D.D. 3^. 6d.

" To Dr Lumby we must give praise unqualified and unstinted. He has done his work

admirably Every student of history, every politician, every social reformer, every one
interested in literary curiosities, every lover of English should buy and carefully read Dr
Lumby's edition of the 'Utopia.' We are afraid to say more lest we should be thought ex-

travagant, and our recommendation accordingly lose part of its force." The Teacher.
"

It was originally written in Latin and does not find a place on ordinary bookshelves. A very
great boon has therefore been conferred on the general English reader by the managers of the

Pitt Press Series, in the issue of a convenient little volume of More's Utopia not in the original

Latin, but in the quaint English Translation thereof made by Raphe Robynson, which adds a

linguistic interest to the intrinsic merit of the work. . . . All this has been edited in a most com-

plete and scholarly fashion by Dr J. R. Lumby, the Norrisian Professor of Divinity, whose name
alone is a sufficient warrant for its accuracy. It is a real addition to the modern stock of classical

English literature.
" Guardian.

THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN, edited with Intro-
duction and Notes by the Rev. Professor SKEAT, Litt.D., formerly Fellow
of Christ's College, Cambridge. ^s. 6d.

"This edition of a play that is well worth study, for more reasons than one, by so careful a

scholar as Mr Skeat, deserves a hearty welcome." Atheneeum.
"Mr Skeat is a conscientious editor, and has left no difficulty unexplained." Times.

VI. EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE.
COMENIUS. JOHN AMOS, Bishop of the Moravians. His

Life and Educational Works, by S. S. LAURIE, A.M., F.R.S.E., Professor of
the Institutes and History of Education in the University of Edinburgh.
New Edition, revised. 3^. 6d.

EDUCATION. THREE LECTURES ON THE PRAC-
TICE OF. I. On Marking, by H. W. EVE, M.A. II. On Stimulus, by
A. SIDGWICK, M.A. III. On the Teaching of Latin Verse Composition, by
E. A. ABBOTT, D.D. is.

LOCKE ON EDUCATION. With Introduction and Notes
by the Rev. R. H. QUICK, M.A. y. 6d.

"The work before us leaves nothing to be desired. It is of convenient form and reasonable
price, accurately printed, and accompanied by notes which are admirable. There is no teacher
too young to find this book interesting; there is no teacher too old to find it profitable." The
School Bulletin, New York.

MILTON'S TRACTATE ON EDUCATION. A fac-
simile reprint from the Edition of 1673. Edited, with Introduction and
Notes, by OSCAR BROWNING, M.A. is.

"A separate reprint of Milton's famous letter to Master Samuel Hartlib was a desideratum,
and we are grateful to Mr Browning for his elegant and scholarly edition, to which is prefixed the
careful resume of the work given in his 'History of Educational Theories.'" Journal of
Education.

MODERN LANGUAGES. LECTURES ON THE
TEACHING OF, delivered in the University of Cambridge in the Lent
Term, 1887. By C. COLBECK, M.A., Assistant Master of Harrow School, is.

ON STIMULUS. A Lecture delivered for the Teachers'
Training Syndicate at Cambridge, May 1882, by A. SIDGWICK, M.A. is.

TEACHER. GENERAL AIMS OF THE, AND FORM
MANAGEMENT. Two Lectures delivered in the University of Cambridge
in the Lent Term, 1883, by Archdeacon FARRAR, D.D., and R. B. POOLE,
B.D. Head Master of Bedford Modern School, is. 6d.

TEACHING. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF. By the
Rev. EDWARD THRING, M.A., late Head Master of Uppingham School
and Fellow of King's College, Cambridge. New Edition. 4^. 6d.

"Any attempt to summarize the contents of the volume would fail to give our readers a
taste of the pleasure that its perusal has given us." Journal o_fEducation.

[Other Volumes are in preparation^

London : C. J. CLA Y &> SONS, Cambridge University Press Warehouse,
Ave Maria Lane.
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LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
Examination Papers, for various years, with the Regulations for the

Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, or by Post, 2s. 2d.

Class Lists, for various years, Boys u., Girls 6d.

Annual Reports of the Syndicate, with Supplementary Tables showing
the success and failure of the Candidates. 2s. each, by Post 2s. $d.

HIGHER LOCAL EXAMINATIONS.
Examination Papers for various years, to which are added the Regu-

lationsfor the Examination. Demy 8vo. 2s. each, by Post 2s. 2d.

Class Lists, for various years, is. By post, is. 2d.

Reports of the Syndicate. Demy 8vo. is., by Post is. 2d.

LOCAL LECTURES SYNDICATE.
Calendar for the years 187580. Fcap. 8vo. cloth. 2s.\ for 188081. is.

TEACHERS' TRAINING SYNDICATE.
Examination Papers for various years, to which are added the Regu-

lations for the Examination. Demy 8vo. 6d., by Post jd.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY REPORTER.
Published by Authority.

Containing all the Official Notices of the University, Reports of

Discussions in the Schools, and Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical, Antiquarian, and Philological Societies. $d. weekly.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION PAPERS.
These Papers are published in occasional numbers every Term, and in

volumes for the Academical year.

VOL. XV. Parts 21 to 43. PAPERS for the Year 188586, 15^. cloth.

VOL. XVI. 44 to 65. 1886 87, i5j. cloth.

VOL. XVII. 65 to 86. 188788, i$s. cloth.

Oxford and Cambridge Schools Examinations.

Papers set in the Examination for Certificates, July, 1888. 2s. 6d.

List of Candidates who obtained Certificates at the Examination
held in 1888

; and Supplementary Tables. 6d.

Regulations of the Board for 1889, gd.

Regulations for the Commercial Certificate, 1889. $d.

Report of the Board for the year ending Oct. 31, 1888. is.

Studies from the Morphological Laboratory in the Uni-
versity of Cambridge. Edited by ADAM SEDGWICK, M.A., Fellow and
Lecturer of Trinity College, Cambridge. Vol. II. Part I. Royal 8vo. IGJ.

Vol. II. Part II. 7*. 6d. Vol. III. Part I. 7*. 6d. Vol. III. Part II. 7*. 6d.

Vol. IV. Part I. iw. 6d. VOL. IV. Part II. ior.
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